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ABSTRACT

Colonial era settlements in Newfoundland and Red River manifested quasi-stateless
settler society identities for unusually protracted, approximately equal, and reasonably
congruent spans of time. Reading the history of the Red River Settlement along the lines
that Neurfoundland has emerged in recent rereading of that historiography resolves

problems attributable to investigation being carried out in isolation from other frames of
reference. Settler societies formed during the Colonial era shared circumstantial similarities
but displayed developmental variations. The endowment of each location profoundly

influenced the kind of society that could be superimposed upon it. Yet, Red River accords
with the description of quasi-stateless settlement dynamics outlined for Newfoundland in
that the contradictory social relationship between producers and procurers entailed mutual
dependence as well as mutual force. Métis settlers,

a

free and active element motivated to

enhance community development, applied solutions devised through cooperative

association built on consensus. Their quasi-stateless condition did not prevent
development; merchant creditenabled development by providing a solution to the absence
of money; and focus on the fur trade did not prevent agricultural development from
becoming as extensive as the community could handle. By 1869, the Métis were a primed
population, well positioned to benefitfrom a substantial increase in development once
enhanced transportation systems allowed immigration and consequent market expansion to
take place. That this did not occur supports the contention that the dissolution of the Red

RiverMétis community was due to the application of external force, not to internal
weakness.
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lntroduction

The history of settlement at Red River has yet to be fully explored. Undertaking a
comparative approach to studying the society which formed at that location from 1810 to
1870 constitutes a move toward addressing this lack. Members of the Métis community,

affiliated with both the Hudson's Bay and Northwest Companies, sought the formal
establishment of a settlement prior to the colonization attempt of Thomas Douglas, 5th Earl

of Selkirk.l By 1810, Métis settlers were scattered along lake

shores and rivers throughout

Rupert's Land. People identified in Cree as Otípayrusoowuk -- gens libres or Freemen,
their Aboriginal wives and Métis children -- engaged in farming at the forks of the Red
River.2 The largest community was gathered at Pembina.3 Members of families who had

cultivated acreage opposite the mouth of the Assiniboine River from at least 1808,
witnessed the arrival of Selkirk's first settler group in 1812.+ In 1814, Miles Macdonell,

1 W.L. Morton, Maniroba - a History (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1957), 68. J.G.
MacGregor, Peter Fidler: Canada.'s Forgotfen Su.rveyor 1769-1822 (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart,
1966), 181, describes the earliest record of potential settlers as taking the form of a petition, submitted by
William Auld to the London Office, listing HBC personnel. Provincial Archives of Manitoba [PAM] MG2
41, Selkirk Papers, "Miles Macdonell to the Earl of Selkirk," 1 Ocl 1811,49-50, reports that Auld, along
rvith William Hemmings Cook, reaffirmed the interest in permanent settlement, and extended it to include
members of the Métis community associated with the NWC.

2

W.L. Morton, Maniloba Z;Barry Kaye, "Some Aspects of the Histoncal Geography of the Red
River Settlement from 1812 to 1870," M.A. Thesis, University of Manitoba, 1961,22-23; Robert J.
Coutts, The Roa.d tu tlrc Rapids: Nineteentlt Century Clutrch and Society at SÍ. Andrew's Pqrish, Red Ri.ver
(Calgary: University of Calgary Press, 2000), 23; E.S. Russenholt, Tlæ Heart of tlæ Continent: Being a
History of Assíniboia -- tlrc lrulry rrypical Canadìan comnwnity (Winnipeg: MacFarlane Communications
Services, 1968),4'7-Æ. See also, "Chapter 4," X n. 15, this thesis.
3

Kaye, 39. D.N. Sprague and R.P. Frye, Tlrc Geneal.ogy of the First MeIis Nation: Tlrc
Development and Dispersal of tlw Red River Settlement 1820-1900 (Winnipeg: Pemmican Publications,
1983), 12.
a Donald Gunn/Charles B. Tuttle, History of Mønitoba
lront tlrc Earliest SettletnenrlAnd from
tlte
Ad¡nissiort of the Province inro ilte Dominion (Ottawa: Mcl-ean, Roger and Company, 1880),
1835 to

73,77: ArthurS. Morton, AHistoryof theCanadianWestto 1870-TI,BeingaHistoryof Rupert'sl-ønd
(Tlrc Hudson's Bay Comparry TerriÍory) and of the Norrh-West Territory Qncluding the Pacific Slope)
(Toronto: Thomas Nelson and Sons, 1939), 54+45; W.L. Morton, Manitoba,480 n. 17; Russenholt, 2426,28, see also, Sprague and Frye, Genealogy, D 4266;Kaye,23.

2

Selkirk's agent, estimated that the colonists, numbering about 200 individuals, could count
an equal number of multi-person Métis households in the immediate

vicinity

as

their

,

neighbours.s Successive influxes of migrants internal to North America, including large
numbers of Métis, continued to arrive while the Settlement remained under the auspices of

Selkirk's estate. During the 1820s, at least 181 former employees, whose positions had
been cut in the 1821 merger of the two fur trade companies, were free to 'retire' with their

Métis families to Red River.6 In 1823, some 50 families relocated from Pembina to the
White Horse Plain west of Red River, and to the Settlement proper. These were followed
by approximately 100 more in 1824.t Family groups continued to arrive from remote areas

of the fur trade to the end of the decade.s

By comparison, the number of migrants external to North America to arrive in Red
River during this period was considerably smaller.e Population figures supplied by the
records of the Hudson's Bay Company |HBC] consist largely of informal enumerations
scattered throughout Company correspondence.l0 As these were usually incorporated to
bolster arguments either for or against encouraging the settlement of external migrants, the

possibility of exaggeration or under reportage exists, and may in part explain the wide

s W.L. Morton, Manìtoba,49. Russenholt,28,35,37, puts the total "'populace' whose lives
centred at the 'Forks' " on a "more or less " permanent basis at "perhaps, 2000. "
6 Donald Gunn,226, asserts that "The influx of families, from the fur trade, in 1822, and the
following summer, exceeded in number those who represented the onginal colonists brought in from all

quarters by his L,ordship. " See also, Sprague and Frye, Genealogy, 15; Russenholt, 52.
7 See, Margaret

Arnett Macleod, and W.L. Morton, Cuthberl Grant of Granlowrl: Warden of tlæ
Plains of Red Rlver (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1963),86-88, 94. Sprague aad Frye, Genealngy,
15. George Simpson, quoted in Russenholt, 57.
8 Donald Gunn,24O-41,26I,268, and Margaret McWilliams, Manitoba Milestones (Toronto: J.
M. Dent and Sons, 1928),61, note the arrival of an additional sixty families "of the Company people" from

James Bay
9

in 1829.

See, Donald Gunn, cited

in Russenholt, 55.

i0 Sprague and Frye, Genealogy, 29 n.71, note that "About thirty such inventories are found in
the SelHrk Papers.

"
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variation exhibited in the historiography.tt As well,

a degree

of confusion can be attributed

to the fact that those recruited in Europe were not all destined to be settlers, did

not

,

necessarily board the ships bound for Rupert's Land, survive the journey, or continue on
to Red River once they had arrived.lz Depending on the secondary source consulted, the
declared size of the first Selkirk party to actually arrive in Red River in 1812 ranges from
78 to ?3 individuals in August.

A supplementary arrival of from 7I to I2O settlers took

place in October. The third party of 1814 is most often broken down into two smaller
groups of from 4L to 5I, and 15 to 32 individuals respectively.13 A final contingent of
between 80 to 84 Selkirk colonists arrived in November i815. The numbers of former de

Meuron and de Watteville soldiers to arrive in 1816, followed by Swiss settlers in 1821,
are equally imprecise. ia Few authors supply a total of the external migrants to arrive,

although in one instance the observation is made that there was "perhaps a total of 500-520
Scots, Irish, Swiss and de Meuron."15 However, depending on how the figures from
various sources are handled, it is possible to arrive at a number closer to 350. There are

likewise few statements as to how many of these individuals actually persisted in the
Alexander Ross, Ift¿ Red River Settlement, Its Rise Progress, and Present State: With
of
tlrc native races and ils general history to the present day (1856: reprint, Edmonton:
some account
1972),78, I43 (page citations are to the reprint edition); George Bryce, The Remarkable
Publishers,
Hurtig
the
Hudson's
Bay Company: Including that of the French Traders of North-Western Canada and
of
History
of the North-West, XY, and Astor Fur Companiøs (Toronto: William Briggs, I9OO),2I3: McWilliams, 4146,4A-49,53, 58; A.S. Morton, Y1-43, Yí548,55O,554-55,56+66,573:W.L. Morton, Manitoba,
46,50,52; Macleod and Morton, 86-88,94; MacGregor, 181, 183, 186, I89,192,|9+98,2OO-M,22O,
James A. Jackson, The Centennial History of Manitoba (Winnipeg/Toronto: Manitoba Histoncal Society/
McClelland and Stewart, IWO),38-4I, 43, 53: Keith Wilson, The Red River Settlement (Toronto: Grolier,
1983), 11, 13,20: and Sprague and Frye, Genealogy, 13-15.
11 See,

for example; Selkirk Papers, "Macdonell to Selkirk," I Oct. 181i, 42-43,47, and 4 Jul.
1812, 471; "Auld to Macdonell, " 16 Oct. 1811, 89- 100, and exchanges between Macdonell and Auld, 18
Apr. to 20 Apr. I8I2,295-320; and "Selkirk to Owen Keveny," 15 Jun. 1813.
12 See

13 W.L. Morton, Maniroba, appea$ to combine the two parties which make up fhe third group,
finding 83 settlers in the first, while yet retaining 15 for an additional influx. His esfimates of external
migrants are consistently higher tha¡ those of other authors.

J.M. Bumsted, Tlnmas Scott's Body and Other Essays on Early Manitoba History (Winnipeg:
University of Manitoba Press, 2000), 58, 69, lists "About fifty de Meurons and a few de Watteville" as
having settled in Red River, and 112 Swiss in Rotterdam as destined for Hudson's Bay. The number of
14

these to make Red River is not clear. Russenholt, 53, 54, contends that, after several children died en route
to Red River from York Factory, there were 170 Swiss.
15

Kaye, 38.

4
settlement after the separate mass departures of first Selkirk, then Swiss, de Meuron and
de

Watteville settlers.16 The suggestion has been advanced that fewer than fifty families

remained.lT

In any case, by 1826, most of the external migrants having decided to depart, the
Métis were recognized as the principal settler group.Population growth in the Settlement
increasingly reflected the Métis presence. Many of the remaining non-Aboriginal settlers
were absorbed into the wider community through either their own, or their children's,

marriages.l8 By 1850, the Red River Métis numbered about 6 000 individuals.

A

100

percent increase occurred over the next twenty years.le Overwhelmingly in the majority,
the Métis continued to actively participate in all aspects of the Settlement's development to
1870.20

For Métis people of today, made awaÍe of their history through oral traditions
passed down by successive generations of their families,

it is impossible not to be struck

by the under representation of their numerous and accomplished ancestors in formal
histories devoted to describing the Red River Settlement. As individuals and as a

community, cognitive dissonance over what is personally known and what is offìcial
knowiedge is a common experience. Part of the unease over perceived discrepancies may

E.H. Oliver, The Canadian North-West, Its Early Development and Legislative Records:
Minutes of tlrc Councils of the Red River Colony and the Northent Departtnent of Rupert's l-and, vol. T
(Ottawa: Government Pnnting Bureau, L9L5),26I,263: Donald McKenzie, writing to A. Colvillein 1824,
states that 180 people departed, in his estimation "a consummation much to be desired," then in a postscript
mentions 5 others who left as well. Donald Gunn. 251. records a total of 243 discontented "souls" as
having left on 24 Jun. 1826.
16

17

Sprague and Frye, Genealogy,

i5 n. 15,

16. Bryce, 213, based on "deduction" puts the number

of "Permanent Highland settlers" at 130.
t8 George F. G. Stanley, The Birth of Westem Catwda: A History of the Riel Rebelliotu (London:
l-ongmans, Green and Company, 1936; reprint, Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1978), 12-13 (page
citations are to the reprint edition). Alexander Ross, Red River Settlement, T42,408. Joh¡ E. Foster, "The
Country-Born in the Red River Settlement, 1820-i850" (Ph.D. diss., University of Alberø, 1973),202,
207, dates the first intermarriage of Selkirk Settlers and Métis to the 1840s19 Gerald Friesen, TJrc Catndian Prairies, AHßtory (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1987;
reprint, 1998), 90 (page citations are to the reprint edition). Sprague and Frye, Genealogy, 18; Foster, 12.

20 J.L. Finlay and D.N. Sprague, The Structu.re of Canadian

Prentice Hall Allyn and Bacon Canada, 1997),206-07:
Red River were Métis peoples."

History,5th ed. (Scarborough:
"By 1869, over 80 percent of the 12 000 people at
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be attributable to cultural differences. Oral transmission does not

fix time in the same

manner as written history.zt A grandparent's story can take a grandchild back to one person
removed from a temporally distant human source. Time, which by chronological
measurement may comprise a 150 year span, can be telescoped in oral communication so as
to give

a

historical actor an immediacy that is difficult to achieve in written history. The

sensation is no different than that experienced when a grandparent imparts to a grandchild
gossip -- by which is meant an intimate report provided by kinsfolk -- heard from one

neighbour about another.22 Ancestors then, are conceived as real personages, not as
abstractions. There is a tendency to regard the reputations -- whether favourable or not -- of
these relatives in the same manner as the reputations of those who are contemporaries.

Instances of apparent misrepresentation are therefore unsettling.

Perplexity over perceived distortion in formal historiography is often compounded
by the inability of a Métis individual or community to align nomenclature constructed as

part of an outside naming process with their own naming practices.æ The Métis are a
people demonstrably dedicated to ensuring that future generations know who they are and
where they have come from; a people who have been the subject of much study and
categonzation. Yet their identity, and that of their ancestors, is regarded as unfixed, open

for debate and contestable.zcThe politics of identity are not something that objective

21 Carol Ezzell, "Clocking Cultures," Scientific Anerican: A Matter of Time, ?ß7, no.3, Special
Issue (Sep. 2@2):74-75; also Harold A. Innis, The Bias of Communication (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1951; reprint, with introduction, 1964), 62-65 (page citations are to the reprint edition).

22 See,Innis, Biøs

of Communication, I9l-V2; and Frederick C. Mish ed., "gossip,"
kuryenscheidl's New College Merriam-Webster English Dictionary (New York: l.angenscheidt, 1996;
reprint, 1998), 504 (page citations are to the reprint edition).
23 See, Paul Chartrand, "'Terms of Division': Problems of 'Outside-Naming' for Aboriginal
People in Canada," The Journal of Indigenous Studies,2, no.2 (199i): 4-8, also The Métis National
Council, "Submission to Reference Group of Ministers on Aboriginal Policy," <hftp://www.metisnation.
cal>,20 Sep. 2002; and Martin F. Dunn, "The Other Métis," <http://www.othermetis.nel>, 20 Sep.

2002.
24 See.

D.N. Sprague, "The Cultural Bias of Metis Studies," review of Tlrc New Peoples: On
Being and Becoming Métis in Norlh Anericø, ed. Jennifer Brown and Jacqueline Peterson, PrairieFire, S
(summer 1987): 66-67.
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scholarship can somehow rise above.25 Communication is inextricably part of an ongoing
process of negotiation.26 Historiography reflects and contributes to that process.2z The

appellations that have been devised to distinguish the Métis at different points in time are
constructions with traceable histories. Taken out of their specifìc historical context, terms
such as 'half-breed' and 'mixed blood,' or conventions such as a lower case designation
are inappropriate for present use. Despite the apparently infinite variety

ofjustifications that

can be offered, when making generalized statements, there are a limited number of reasons

for choosing to describe

a

historical community with terminology that their current

counterpart fìnds pejorative. At base, the reasons are all political.za Acknowledging that the

Métis of today have Métis ancestors is indicative of an overt bias, a decided preference for
arguments which seek to evoke the politics of respect.2e

25 See, Jane Jenson,

"Understanding Politics: Contested Concepts of Identity in Potiticat Science,"

in CanadianPolftics,2d ed., ed. James P. Bickerton, and Alaln-G. Gagnon (Peterborough: Broadview

Press,

1994. reprint, L996),55 (page cifations are to the reprint edition).
26 See, James

W. Carey, Communicalion as Culture.'Essøys on Media and Societry (New York:
Routledge, 1989), 4-5, I3-I8, 22, 25, 30-33.
21 See, Thomas L. Haskell, Objectivity Is Not Neutraltty: Exptanatory Schemes in History
(Baltimore: John Hoplans University Press, 1998), 2il,3A6; Keith Jenkins, Re-Thinking History (New
York: Routledge, I99l), 69-70.
28 See,

Constance Backhouse, Colour-Coded: A Legal History of Racism in Canada, I 900- 1950
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1999), 6-9; Frances Henry, Carol Tater, Winston Mattis, and Tim
Rees, The Colour of Democracy: Racism in Canadiøn Society (Toronto: Harcourt Brace and Co. Canad4

1995),2-4.
29 See, David C. Hawkes, "Final Report," Aboriginal Peoples and Constitutional Reþrm: Whnr
Have We l¿arned? (I{tngston: Institute of Intergovernmental Relations, 1989) , 56-57, also Susan D.
Phillips, "New Social Movements in Canadian Politics: On Fighting and Starting Fires," in Canadian
Polittcs, 189, 193, 194, 197-98. See, Finlay and Sprague, 646: Méris peoples are included under rhe rubric
Aboriginal throughout this thesis, a practice that accords rvith the "definifion of aboriginal peoples of
Canada," in Section 35 (2), Part II, The Constitution Act, 1982.
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Historiography

The historiography about the Red River Métis has been lauded as an admirably
done project; a virtually complete body of knowledge, formidable for the extent of the

material generated in the course of study and for the thoroughness with which its various
aspects have been described and explained.t This consensus emerged after the appearance

in

1996 of Gerhard Ens' book, Homeland to Hinterlnnd: The Changing Worlds of the Red

River Metis in the Nineteenth Cenrury.It appeared consolidated by the time From Rupert's

Landto Canadn -- jointly edited by Ens, Theodore Binnema, and R.C. Macleod -- was
published in2OOI.z Although this preferred interpretation manages to

fill

some gaps in the

historiography, it also creates new ones. If the former activity has given rise to an impasse,
the latter occurrence suggests a way to surmount it.

The call for a moratorium on further discussion is understandable, given the course
chosen and followed by scholars who contributed to the Red River historiography from its
genesis to its maturity. Initially, histories which referred to the Métis developed within the

constraints imposed by an adherence to the goals of a larger historical project -- a
historiography devoted to the development of the Canadian state. Conformity to dominant
themes which had originated in an antecedenthegemonic ideological base restricted

interpretative scope.3 Regarded from within this framework, settlement and the immigrant
experience were components of a straighforward process, the fulfilment of an expansionist
ethic often enunciated as 'civilizing colonialism.' From 1763,inCanada, the dominant

1

Melis in

Thomas Flanagan, review of , Homeland to Hinterland; 71rc Clnnging Worlds of tlæ Recl River
Nineleenrh Centttry, by Gerhard J. Ens, UTPJournaIs.Com <http:l/www.utpjournals.com/

tlze

jour.ihtml[?]p=produÇt/chrlT9lhomeland.html>, first published inTlrc Canad,ian HisÍorical Review,'19, no.
3 (Sep. 1998), opines, "ihere is litle new ro be said."
2 Gerhard J. Ens,

Homeland to Hinterland: Tlrc Clnnging Worlds of the Red River Metis in the
Nineteenth Cenrury (Toronto: Universiry of Toronto Press, 1996). Theodore Binnema, Gerhard J. Ens and
R.C. Macl-eod eds., From Rupert's Land lo Canada (Edmonton: University of Alberta Press, 2001).
3 Henry, Tater, Mattis and Rees,

7, I3-I4.

8

voicing was British. 'Anglo Saxon' triumph over vicissitude was a central motif.¿ Given
physiographic and demographic realities, historiographic assertions of superiority required
that subjection of both geography and population be affirmed.s Proper settlers were
credited with having overcome 'primitive' conditions and imposing order on the

'wilderness'through a combination of frugality, industry and perseverance. Productive
communities were presented as the result; the promise of a prosperous future, as assured.

Non-Anglo Saxon noÍns were considered to be non-adaptive, substandard, and
undesirable by those entrusted with promoting the vision of Canada as having a capable

population imbued with superior standards. The assumption was that native and immigrant
peoples, once enlightened through education and exposure to the ideal, would naturally

strive to emulate it. Assimilation would take place; the desired homogeneous Canadian
citizenry produced.6 It was important that obstacles to this process be identified and
suggestions made regarding their removal. Resistance was attributed to a stubbornness

bome of ignorance. The severely recalcitrant were thought to be individuals who, if too old
to change, would eventually die off. A concerted effort was therefore directed at

a See, Finlay and Sprague, 72, for a discussion of the intent of the
Royal Proclamation, 7 October
1763. See also, Repor| on tlrc Affairs of Brilish North Anerica from the Earl of Durham, Her Majesty's

High Commissioner, excerpted in, "Lord Durham's Report, February 11, 1839," Basic Documents in

CanadianHíslory, James J. Talman ed. (Toronto: D. Van Nostrand Company, 1959),7O;and Bruce Curtis,
The Politics of Population: State Formation, Statistics, and thc Census of Canada, I840-1876 (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 2001), 7.
SAttnual Report of the Deparûnent of tÌte Interior

for

the year

t

903 - 1904

(Ottawa,19O5), excerpæd

in, "The Sifton Immigration Policy, |9o4,"Basic Documents in Canadian Hßtory,125; Alison prentice,
Tlrc School Promolers: Educaîiott and Social Class in Mid-Nineteenîh Century Upper Cana^da (Toronto:
McClelland and Stewart, 1977); see also, Roger Magnuson, A Brief History of Quebec Education From
NewFrancetoParliQuóbecois (Montréai: HarvestHouse, 1980),49-50,52;J. BnanBird, TheNatural
Landscapes of Canada: A Study in Regionnl Earth Science,2d ed. (Toronto: John Wiley and Sons Canada,
1980), xxiv; a¡d Curtis, 70,2+25.
6 Michael Hechter, Internal Colonialism: The Cettic
Fringe in British National Development
(1975; repint, with introduction and appendix, New Brunswick, N.J.: Transaction Publishers, Iggg),6-g
(page citations are to the reprint edition), refers to this as the "diffusion model" of political development and
modernization, partly "derived from the work of nineteenth-century social theorists. " He is of the opinion
that, "as a model of social change this is decidedly optimistic: it does not seem to square with much that is
happening in the world today. " See a]so, Umut Özkrrimli, Tlrcories of NaÍionalism: A Critical InTrod,ucÍiott
(New York: St. Martin's Press, 2000), 97-98,100; Finlay and Sprague, 206.

9

Canadianizing children, primarily through education.z Descriptions of their past, in what
was designed to be an "entire history of all Canada," were meant to present "Canadian

nationhood" as "in fact, afruiful experiment of dignity and value."s Regional histories
conformed to this view, respectfully commemorating the advent of Canadian nationhood.
The historiography devoted to the settlement of Red River was no exception. As early as
1885, academic historians began the process of "constructing a historical role for the

Anglo-Canadian newcomers" in the West.e A resultant historiography, devoted to Lord

Selkirk and his colony, celebrated settlement at Red River

as a

'White' achievement.l0

Laudable, wise or necessary, as the original goals regarding a national
historiography may have appeared in past circumstances, the methods adopted failed to
prevent the problems that confront Canadians of the present. Whether depicted in a
popular, educational or academic guise, the conception of Canadian history -- in which
celebration of a nation formed of assimilable immigrants is the overwhelming emphasisll --

7

See, C.A. Dawson, and Eva R. Younge, Pioneering in llrc Prairie Provinces: The Social Sitte of
Settlement Process, vol. 8, Canadian Frontiers of Settlement, ed. W.A. Mackintosh and W.L.G.
Jones (Toronto: Macmiìlan Company of Canada, 1940; reprint, 1974), ix, 34-38, 2&7 (page citations are to
the reprint edition); also, Howard Palmer, "Strangers and Stereotypes: The rise of nativism -- 1880-1920,"
in The Prairie Wesî: Historical. Readings,2d ed., ed. R. Douglas Francis and Howard Palmer (Calgary: Pica
Pica Press, 1992), 309 -33.

tlrc

8 W.L. Morton, TheCatndianldentity,2d ed. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1972;
reprint, 1975),88, viii (page citations are to the reprinr edition).
9

Lyle Dick, "The Seven Oaks Incident and the Construction of a Historical Tradition, l8i6 to
1870," in Making Western Curuda:.Essa,ys on European Colonization and Settlemezl, ed. Catherine
Cavanaugh and Jeremy Mouat (Toronto: Garamond Press, 1996), 12. See also, Sean T. Cadigan, Hope and
Deception in Corceplion Bay: Merchatú-Settler Relatiotu in Newfoundland, 1785-1855 (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1991), 14.
l0 See for example, Grant MacEwan, Cornerstone Colony: Selkirk's Contribution to the Canadiøn
Wesl (Saskatoon: Western Producer Prairie Books, 1977); and Wilson. Throughout this thesis, unless it
appears otherwise in a direct quotation, the term 'White' is capitalized to reflect its function as signifying a
sociopolitical category, not a colour. As well, the category so designated is regarded as non-normative for
the place and time -- Red River, 1810-1&70 -- of primary interest. Erica Chung-Yue Tao, quoted in
Backhouse, ?-W85 n. 10, argues that an alternate approach is appropriate in contexts where -- unlike in Red
River -- the notion of "white supremacy" is reinforced by the numerical, practical or sifuational dominance
of nominal or symbolic representatives of a group upholding the 'white' construct.
1i See for example, Donald Creighton, Canada's FirsÍ CenÍury 1867 - 1967 (Toronto: Macmillan
of Canada, 1970), Trudy Duivenvoorden Mitic, People inTransition: Refl.ecîioru on Becoming Canadian
(Markham: Fitzhenry and Whiteside, 2@1), and Milly Charon, Worlds Apørt: New Intmigrant Voices
(Dunvegan: Cormorant Books, 1989).
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has not generated the promised harmonic accord. Dissension has arisen over the question

how many founding nations Canada owes
peoples should be allowed recognition

as

a debt

of

of gratitude to; whether the First Nations

Aboriginal with special entitlement; whether the

Métis are to be included under this rubric; whether prehistoric migrants are also to be
considered as immigrants; and whether the passage of time has erased the need to grant all
such questions serious consideration.i2 The vision of Canada as a nation of immigrants, in

which peaceful co-existence and progressive world participation is the goal, would seem to
require that the past be relegated to the past.13 Yet, if Pierre Trudeau's Just society' of
1968 and Jean Crétien's resultant V/hite Paper of 1969 attempted to affirm as much, their

critics' ongoing responses indicate that there is no simple way to effect such

a

proposition.la As the discussion in 2002 sunounding Bill S-35 revealed, there is concern
that the past constructed about the Red River Métis did not quell expressions of discontent.

There are aspects which have not proven satisfactorily "congruent with 'the national story

of Canada"' -- at least, apparently, not with one which would have present relevance.ls
The origins of this discord are traceable. From the beginning, historical
explanations of Canadian development tended to attempt to encapsulate then move beyond
the occurrence of conflict between the Métis and the Canadian government. Early academic
12

See, Roy St. George Stubbs, Four Recorders of Rupert's l-and: ABrief Survey of the Hudson's
Company Courts of Rupert's Innd (Winnipeg: Peguis Publishers, L967), 51. Peter Goodspeed,
"Custody Decision on 9,000-year-old skeleton awaited: Natives v. Archeologists -- Find suggests Caucasian

Bay

presence in prehistoric North America," National Posf

,7 Apr. 2001, contends: "The skeleton, with its
distinct non-native American features immediately undermined the 'We were here first and vou stole our
land'theories."
13 Edgar Mclnnis, Canala: A Political and Social History (Toronto: Rinehart and Company, 1947;
reprint, 1959), vii (page citations are to the reprint edition), asserts that this course defined Canada's
"unique" character as a nation. See also, Glen Williams, Not for Export: Toward a Polirical Economy of
CanarLa'sAnesledhtdustrialization,3d ed, (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1933), 16.
14 See, Thomas S. Axworthy and Pierre Elliot Trudeau, Towards a Just Society:
The Tru.deau
(Markham:
Viktng Penguin, 1990), 358-360; also, Geoffrey York, "Postscript," The Dispossessed:
Years
Liþ ørul Death in Native Canada (Toronto: l-ester and Orpen Dennys, 1989; reprint, Toronto: Liftle, Brown
and Company,1992),272-278 (page citations are to the reprint edition); and, Arthur J. Ray, I Have Lived
Here Since the lVorld Began: An lllustraTed History of Canada's NaÍive People (Toronto: Lester Publishing
and Key Porter Books, 1996),332-336.

is J.M. Bumsted, "Explorations: Revisiting Riel's Conviction," TheBeaver, 32 (Jun./Jul. 2002):
6-7 . W .L. Morton, "The Relevance of Canadian History, " in ldenfig, 88, maintains that "Relevance ...
may be understood to mean the relations between the history of Canada and the histories of other
communities."
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works implied that resolution, which saw Métis dissolution, had been final.16Achieving

tidy explanation was not an uncomplicated procedure. There was the difficulty of
addressing historical records, including archived documents, eyewitness accounts and
personal reminiscences, which attested to the extensive, successful, even "civilized" nature

of the Red River Settlement and its inhabitants.lT As well, these settlers proved perversely
persistent in maintaining a stance at odds with Canada. The installation of the Canadian

nation in the West was supposed to be a benefìcial occuffence. Aboriginal peoples were
supposed to 'advance' from increased proximity to civilizing influences.ie Any suggestion
that the Métis settlement of Red River, while it existed, had been a 'normal' or even

exemplary example of community development placed Canadian expansionism in an
unflattering light.toA historical description paralleling theAcadian expulsion was a
possibility.2o The resort to a materialist perspective -- in which progress is linear,
observable, and desirable -- circumvented the problem.2t

A prominent nineteenth-century intellectual enthusiasm, carried into the present era,
involved the borrowing of scientific theory for cross disciplinary application.zz Through
i6 Mclnnis, vii, contends that by 1947, such conflicts had been 'reconciled' and 'harmonized'
through an evolutionary process whereby compromise was central to the realization of Canada's destiny.
17 James Carnegie, Saskatchewan and thz Rocþ Mountaiw: a diary and narrative of travel, sport,
ønd adventure during a journey through tlrc Hudson's Bay Company's terrilories in I 859 and 1860
(Toronto/Edinburgh: J. Campbell/Edmonston and Douglas, lC75),360-1. See also, Alexander Ross, R¿d

River SetÍlement,L4Z-3,

4D7

.

18 See,

Joan Sangster, Regulating Girls and Womzn: Sexuality, Family, and the Law in Ontario,
1920-1960 (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 2001), 175.
19 See, Bumsted, Tlnmas Scoft's &ody,74,22, describing Doug Owram's observations
on eastern
expansionist apologists.

Bumsted, "Revisiting Riel's Conviction," 6, also N.E.S. Griffiths, The Acadian
Deportøtion: Deliberate Perfidy or Cruel Necesslf? (Toronto: Copp Clark).
20 See,

2i See, "materialist," Inngenscheidt's New College Meniam-Websler English
distinguished from historical or dialectical materialism as enunciated by Marx.
22

Dictionary,7I7,

as

Dolores Greenberg, "Energy, Power, and Perceptions of Social Change in the Early Nineteenth
Century," The Atnerican Historical Revìew,95, no. 3 (Jun. 1990): 693-714; and Christopher Lloyd, The
Structures of History: Studies in Social Discontinuity (Cambridge: Blackwell, 1993), 15. See also, Phyllis
Deane, The Evolurion of Economic ldeas (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1978),2-3,5, 85, 95,
98, 103, i05, 107, 110-11, 126-30, and Thomas S. Kuhn, The Road Since Structure: Philosophical
Essays, 1970-1993, tviÍh an Autobiographical Interview (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 20O0), for
instances of, and observations on, the continuing penchant for cross application of theory.
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selective interpretation, aspects of Charles Darwin's theory of natural selection, published

in 1859, in

The Orígin of Species by means of Natural Selection, Or the Preservatìon

of

Favoured Races in the Struggle for Lik, were incorporated, most notably by British
philosopher Herbert Spencer, to bolster the widely held orthogenesis view of human
development.23 Under this conception, the term 'evolution' was synonymous with
progress and 'survival of the fittest' was the operative principle.z+ Once transferred,

however imperfectly, from the realm of biology, evolutionary theory proved capable of

furnishing convenient explanation to all manner of observable change.2s An appearance of
legitimacy was conferred to conclusions about any aspect of existence provided
accompanying descriptions revealed a steady course of advancement toward higherlevels

of development while weak and unfit components were 'sifted' out of existence.26 Thus, in
the story of the national Canadian advance, it was acceptable to present the Métis settlement
at Red

River

as an anomalous

historical anachronism belonging to a transitional period

between the fur trade and the formation of a transcontinental nation. The period was, in
terms of import, pre-'historic,' eclipsed as it was by the event of Canadian geographic
completion. That the Métis must have been primitive and their community therefore
destined to fail, appeared to be a rational assumption based on a predictable result. As the

evolutionary representation of Canada accorded the future an ability to determine the past,
all that was needed was the fabrication of a Métis construct amenable to meetins the
demands of the desired historical outcome.
Reduced to an appropriate "status of inert essences," the historical Métis emerged
23

Charles Darwin, The Origin of Species by means of Natural Selecîiotz, Or tlæ Preservation
Tlrc Struggle for Liþ (I_nndon: John Murray, 1859).

in

of

Favoured Races in
24 See,

Herbert Spencer, Programme of a System of Synthetic Philosophy, 10 vols. ([.ondon:
Williams and Norgate, 1862-1896). Spencer is credited with devising the maxim regarding survival. His
theories, developed prior to the publication of Darw,in's text, underlay many core assumptions in
nineteenth-century bioiogy, psychology, sociology, and anthropology. See also, J. Arthur Thomson, ed.,
Tlrc Outline of Science: A Pløin Story Simply Told, vol I (New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1922),55,
163, I79, who defines 'organic' evolution as a "preordained", "continuous natural process ofracial change,"
and describes theorists of the Leplay school as influential; also Neil Campbell, Biotogy,4rh ed. (Don
Mills: Benj amin/Cummings Publishing, 1996), 487 .
25

Thomson, 55-56: even the process of chemical decay is described as an evolution.

26

lbid.,242.
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the historiography as imbued with an array of interrelated deficiencie s.zt Th,eexact
nature

of these inadequacies and their relation to each other shifted over time in order to
accommodate the varying emphases of different writers. The issue of a Métis perception
of
themselves as entitled to a consideration regarded as being beyond that given to those who
had been designated by John A. Macdonald as "actlral" settlers, was dealt with by

evaluating the Métis in accord with conventional Western European ideas of ,nationality,
and 'race.'28 The conflict was enunciated as one in which Whites intent on settlement acted

in opposition to nomadic, unsettled Métis.zs The civilized were pitted against the primitive.
From a Spencerian perspective, the consequences were undoubtably tragic but even with
the best of intentions probably inevitable: in human affairs the "decrees of a large, farseeing benevolence" separate the less able from the robust.3o A supplemental disposition

partitioned the Métis population along language lines reflective of the "linguistic

territorialism" which preoccupied Canada: French speaking Métis were distinct from
English speaking Métis.et In official representations, the Métis were a "wild people,',

27 Ian McKay, The
Quest of ttte Fotk: Anlimoderni.sm and Culrural. Selectiott ín TwentiethCentury Nova Scotia (Montreal: McGill University Press, 1994), xvi-xvii. özkirimli, zls-Ii,provrdes
Craig Calhoun's definition: "'Essentialism' refers to a reduction of the diversity in a population
to

some
single criterion held to constitute its deflning 'essence' and most crucial cha¡acter" -- and a
discussion of
essence attribution as it relates to theories of nation and identity.
28

John A. Macdonald, quoted in D.N. Sprague, Cana.daandthe Métis, I869-1885 (Waterloo:
Wilfred l-aurier University Press, 1988), 89, lO7.
29 A'-H de Trémaudan, Histoire de la nation
Métisse dans l'OuesÍ canadien (Montréal: A.
Lévesque, 1935; reprint, as Hold High Your Heads (History oÍ lhe Métis Nøtion in Westent Canada),
trans.
Elizabeth Maguet, V/innipeg: Pemmican Publications, 1982), x, xi,9, 10, 13,16-17, ii5 (page cirations
are to the translated edition).
30 Herbert Spencer quoted

in Walter Phelps Hall and William Stearns Davis, The Course of
History stnce Waterloo, 4lh ed. (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Igsi), 246. See, Sprague Catwda
,
and thz Métis, 2' for comments on a similar perspective in Stanley, The Birth of Western òatnda.
See also,

Chairman, remarks' in Report from the Select Committee on the Hudson's Bay Company; Togetlrcr
wit¡
the Proceedings of the Commiltee, Minules of Evidence, Appendix and Index (London: Ig57),-246
no.
4414.

31 William Norton, HwnsnGeography (Toronto:
Oxford University press, 1992), 165. See also,
Keith A. Mclæod, "Bilingualism, Multilingualism and Multiculturalism: A Retrospective of Western

Canada since the 1870s, " in Heritage htttguøges and Edtrcation: The Canadian ExpirÞnce,ed.
Marcel
Danesi, Keith A. Mcl-eod a¡rd Sonia Morris (Oakville: Mosaic Press, 1993), 36-37:and Stanley,
Birth
lVesîernCqnndn, 8-10.
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whose linguistic orientation governed their intelligence, allegiance and behaviour.3z The
suggestion was advanced that for the two language groups, near speciation had determined

relative levels of primitivism and ability to properly assimilate Anglo Saxon norms.33 If, in
the political conflict between the Métis and the Canadian government, both parties are
assumed to have acted in "good faith," then heritable traits provide an explanation:

evolution rendered the Métis subjugation by a 'superior' civilization

a certainty.3a

Métis

'pretensions' to nationalism as evinced in Red River lacked the nascent foundations
requisite for aspirations to become tenable realities. The only possible future for the West
therefore, was Canada.3s
The substitution of a socialization emphasis for that of biological determinism, in
histories written by scholars of the 1970s -- purportedly presenting "new directions" and

offering "reinterpretations" -- did not challenge existing histories to any substantial
degree.:0 Unfortunate outcomes experienced by Aboriginal populations were explained by
a

deficiency, if not in the victims, then in their social circumstance. For the Métis. the two

European languages remained the only conveyers of cultural noûns seen to function as

significant variables or indicators of social orientation and fufure prospects.3T The role of
Aboriginal languages was ignored. This stance is consistent with the 'seed society' theory,
32 John

A. Macdonald, quoted in Sprague, Canaclaandthz Métis, 49.

33 Ma¡cel Giraud, I-e MéIis Cafladien, vol. I (Paris:
Institut d'Ethnologie, Museum National
d'Histoire Naturelle, 1945; reprint as, The Métis in the Canadian West, trans. George Woodcock, 2 vols.,
Edmonton: University of Alberta Press, 1986), xix,217-26,229,276 (page citations are to the translated

edition), advances the thesis that the environment can exert a negative influence. Civilized human beings -meaning individuals of European origin -- placed in the wilderness for an extended period of time and
interbred with the indigenous sailvage will produce degenerate offspring incapable of self-governance,
possessed of a "spirit alien to subordination, " and problematically, permanently "unassimable. " See also,
Jean Bodin, cited in Olive P. Dickason, Myth of the Savage: And the Beginnings of French Coloniølism tn
lhe A¡nericas (Edmonton: University of Alberta Press, 1984; reprint, 1997), ß (page citations are to the
reprint edition).
34 Sprague, Canada and the

Métis, 2-L6, pøssim.

35 See, Donald Creighton, The Old Chieftain, vol.
2, John A. Macd.onald (Toronto: Macmillan,
1955), and W.L. Morton, Manitoba.
36

Glyndwr Williams, "Epilogue," in OtdTrails and New Directions: Papers of the Third North
American Fur Trade Conference, ed. Carol M. Judd and Arthur J. Ray (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1980),3A9,3I3.
37 See, Foster,

"The Country-Born," 25.
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posited by Louis Hartzin 1964, in which the largely homogeneous 'fragment' ideologies
of European settlers are seen to have determined the political culfures of the .New

World'

societies in which they participated.3s It has been observed that"Hartzian analysis

harmonizes almostperfectly with the most common kind of English-Canadian
nationalism -"3elnterminology and conceptualization, it also appears strongly reminiscent

of genetic theory. Gregor Johann Mendel's first principle of segregation and third law of
dominance, introduced to the scientific community in 1865, have particular resonance.4p
Independent approaches to understanding population genetics presented in 190g by

Godfrey H. Hardy and Wilhelm'Weinberg, and subsequently jointly expressed as the
'Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium,' appear to have inspired Hartz's 'jelling' concept whereby
some traits are universalizedin a population which then remains in stasis generation
after

generation.atlnHattz's description of cultural process, political economic attitudes operate
as though equatable with genotype, observed behaviour with phenotype,
and the dynamic
with genetic determinism. In its biological incarnation, equilibrium functions
as a null model. The conditions for its realization, especially that of isolation,
are regarded
as consistent

as

virtually impossible to achieve in real life. Hartz's conception has been criticized

as

equally unrealistic; too static to deal with the historical cultural reality of Canadian regions.

It fails to factor in the potential impact of successive waves of migrant arrivals or address
the influence of original host cultures.a2 In application to Red River, the idea that political
orientation may be culturally determined is reasonable enough, but the absence of
consideration of Aboriginal influence, through participation, is both Euro- and androcentric. For the most part, when Aboriginal men do figure in the historiography conceived
38

ße).

Louis Hartz, ed., The Founding of New SocieÍ.ies (New York Harcourt, Brace and World,

39

H-D. Forbes, and R.D. McRae, cited in Ian Stewart, "All the King's Horses: The Study
Canadian Political Cuhure,' in Canadianpolitics, ß, see also, g6.

of

40

See, Campbell, ?38-59: Mendel found that where character is inherited
from two contrasting
varieties of a source plant -- in his study peas -- the character of one parent plant will
be dominant, the other
will be recessive, though each contributes an equal amount of genetiô information.
41 See, Peter
7 21

J. Russell, Genetics 5th ed. (MenÌo Park: Benjamin/Cummings publishing,
199g),

-723 ; Campbell, 419 -20.
42

Stewart, 85, 88.
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in the 1970s, the Métis appear as relatively unimpressive replicas of non-Aboriginal
progenitors; more passive and less productive. Aboriginal women, described
in terms of
their roles -- principally as wives and daughters -- are presented as defined by the
men with
whom they are associated.43 As 'vessels' only to a determinant European social, political,
economic or cultural 'seed,' their influence is restricted to that of providing superfìcial
contour, not core substance.aa Under this 'new' conception, Aboriginal heritage,
once
deemed responsible for innate behavioural responses, seems capable of imparting
only a

limited set of highly site-specifìc survival skills. In the absence of reciprocal exchange,
Europeans appear inviolable, while acculturation, assimilation or obliteration appear
to be
the lone alternatives available

forAboriginal peoples engaged in extended contact with

carriers of 'Old World' traits.4s
The official affìrmation of a multicultural designation for Canada

in lgS¿rendered

arguments which relied on an assumed otherness in human beings increasingly

inappropriate.q6ltwas clear that stereotypical notions based on ethnicity and nationality,
although once thought of as providing an adequate, because scientific, basis from which
to
develop descriptions, would furnish no useful understanding.n Depictions of the Métis
which found explanation for their community's disintegration in an inherent peculiarity
a3

Sylvia Van Kirk, 'Many Tender Ties': Women in Fur-Trade Society ín Western Canada, 16701870 (Wirnipeg: Warson and Dwyer publishing, t98O), g.

4 See, Stewart, 79-80. James Boswell, The Lþ of Samuel Johrcon, vol. l, i791 (Toronto:
J.M.
Dent and Sons, 1906; reprint, ed. Ernest R-trys, 1951), 593 n.2 (page citations are to the
reprint edition),
indicates that this conception of women has a history. Prior to 1800, "distinguished narur¿lists"
had
determined "that our species is transmitted through the males onJy, the female being all
along no more than
anidw' or nurse ... which notion seems to be confirmed by that text of scripture ... H"U. vil. tO."
45 See,

Foster, "The Country-Born"; Van Kirk, Many Tender Ties; andJennifer S.H. Brown,
Strangers in Blood: Fur Trade Company Families in Indian Country (Vancouver: University
of British
Columbia Press, 1980); also Frits Pannekoek, A Srtug Littte Ftock: The Sociat Origirts
ojúe Riel
Resistance 1869-70 (Winnipeg: Watson and Dwyer Publishing, 1991). AII of these works

doctoral theses in the 1970s.

onginated as

a6 Mcl-eod, 33: the policy, first broached
in 1969 with the Official l-anguages Act, was fully
incorporated as a concept in the revised constitution of 1982. lsaac Saney, "Canada: the black
Nova Scotian
odyssey: achronology," RaceandClass,4O, no. 1 (Jul./Sepr. 1998): 78-91, first publishedin
shunpiking
magazirze, (Feb./Mar. 1998), points out that some normative standards remained
solidly .Anglo Saxon.,
47 See, Peter

1992),25: also

134.

Burke, "Models and Methods ,"History ønd Sociql Theory (Cambridge: polity press,
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were identified as conforming to "myth."4SIn effect Métis primitivism, nomadism and

"non-adaptability" constituted theo¡etical expediencies.ae A problematic taxonomy, dêvised
with a complicit reliance on concepts of race to distinguish presumed gradations of
métissage -- with the result that an individual appearing as Métis at one point in the

historiography may figure

as

non-Métis at another, if not as someone else entirely -- might

be added to the list.so However, Ens' contribution affected closure to the debate which
ensued

following the challenge to the accepted "hierarchy of credibility" built on the

"defense-of-Canada" tradition.si Homelandto Hinterland supplies

a

politically correct

solution -- the argument that the Métis practised 'agency' -- but the stance adopted merely
transfers the orthogenesis version of evolutionary theory into the realm of economics.s2
Because the Métis had the ability "to choose courses of action, and acting upon their
choices, to bring about certain structural changes," they are seen as the adaptive but

unwitting authors of their own collective 'failure.'s3 The necessity of addressing instances
of untoward conduct in those with whom the community was actively engaged in conflict is
bgy'28n.69.GraemeTurner,Bri|ishCt¿ltl¿ralStudies:An
Introduction,2d ed. (t ondon: Routledge, 196;reprint, 2000), 18-19 (page citations are to the reprint
edition);and Graeme Patterson, History and Communications: Hqrold Innis, Mqrshail McLuhan. the
Interpretationof Hisøry (Toronto; University of Toronto Press, 1990), 165-69: myths are biased constructs
that explain, legitimate and sanction existing social orders byjustifying and rationalizing power structures.
49 Sprague, Canada and the

Métis, 16-17.

50 See, P-R.

Mailhot and D.N. Sprague, "Persisúent Settlers: The Dispersal and Resettlement of
the Red River Métis, 1870-1885," Canadian Ethnic Studi¿s, 77, no. 2 (1985):9-iO. Margaret Nahoway
Sinclair is an example of confused status. Questions arising from contradictory historical assertions
regarding Nahoway's identity, that of her parents, husbands and offspring, continue to fuel seemingly
endless genealogical debates among her descendants.
5i Howard S. Becker, "Whose Side Are We On?" in Intersections: Reødings in
Sociology,
compiled by Susan hentice, ed. Ralph B. McNeal, Jr., and Kathleen A. Tiemann (Boston: pearson Custom
Publishing, 2æ1),26. D.N. Sprague, review of Homeland to Hinîerland; Tlrc Chnnging Wortds of the Red
River Melis in tlrc Nineteenîh Century, by Gerhard J. Ens, in GreatPtains
euarterly,18, no. 2 (spring
1998): 190. Thomas Flanagan, Riel and the Rebellion: 1885 Reconsidered (Saskatoon: Western producer
Prairie Books, 1983) and, Metis ktnds in Manitoba (Calgary: University of Calgary press, 1991), provides
a concerted defence of the tradifional view.
52 Gerhard Ens,'Dispossession or Adaptation:
Migration and Persistence

of the Red River Metis,
1835-1890," ¡*rtorical Papers: A Selectionfrom tlrc Papers Presented at Ihe Anrutnl Meeting Hetd at
Windsor (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1988), I2O-I27, introduces the thesis. Robert L.
Heilbroner, The Na\ure and I-ogic of Capitalism (New York: W.W. Norton and Company, 1935),
exemplifies the evolutionary approach to economics.
s3

Lloyd,94,

and

n. 14.
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obviated.s The teleological interpretation of western Canadian settlement is preserved.
The
solution is neither perfect, nor necessarily desirable. It does not resolve central contentions
regarding the portrayal of past actors in Canadian history.
Aside from the fact that the importation of a seriously flawed biological theory
into
other disciplines raises questions as to the utility of the ensuing ideas, acceptance
of Ens'
argument for agency requires that the representation of the Métis -- in which their

conformity to a pre-capitalist 'peasant society' model is assumed -- be credible.ss
Economists, working together with anthropologists, sociologists, social psychologists
and

political scientists, designed the peasant society model to facilitate study of diverse
communities judged to be working below economic potential.x The discipline of
economics shares the same foundations as anthropology and the other social sciences.sT

Although in these fields, "schemes of evolutionary stages" are regarded as having .,long
been out of style," there is a "subtle legacy" that lingers on.se Thus the supposition
that

economies tend inexorably towards increased complexity and an ever more perfect
adaptation to the environment remains operational. This view, entirely consistent with
the
currently discredited evolutionary theory propounded by Jean Baptiste l¿mark in 1g09,
54 See,

as Colonialist

Robin Brownlie and Mary-Ellen Kelm, "Desperately Seeking Absolution: Native
Agency

Alibi?" Canadian Hßtorical Review, 7 S, 4, (1994): 545.

55 George E. Marcus, and Michael
M.J. Fischer, Anthropology as Cuhural Critique: An
Experimental Moment in tlze Hwnan Sciences,2d ed. (Chicago: Ùnivãrsity of Chicago press,
1999), gO81' 87' 97 ' and Norton, 56, 85, 129-I3r, counter the idea that implementing capitalis-t modes
of production
follows an unvarying progression. see also, Greenberg; and campbell,3w,42l-22,427,4g2.
Biological
analoges often demonstrate either a lack of awareness of basic evolutionary theory or a
failure to adjust to
changes which have occurred, particularly since the 194Os. Paul A. Samuelson and
Anthony Scott,
Economics,5th Canadian ed. (Toronto: McGraw-Hill Ryerson, i98O), 6-8, assert that in thè
fietO of
economics *Logical reasoning"and "shrewd weighing of empirical evidence"are key;
fallacious
preconceptions, out of place. Ens, Homelandto Hinlerland, 5,7O: neither the assertion
of conformify to the
peasant model, nor how rates of migratory behaviour exclude other possible
designations, is adequaúely

explained.

56

Clifton R' Wharton, Jr., ed., Subsistence Agriculture and Economic Development(Chrcago:
Aldine Publishing Company, 1969), v-vi.
Deane, xiii,7,7l-73,7s,g0,u,c7-gg,go-gl, samuelson and Scon, 6,g06_rg,and
Robert
Heilbroner and Aa¡on Singer, Tlrc Economic Trawformation of Atnerica: 1600 Ío tlrc present,3d
eÀ.
(Toronto: Harcourt Brace College publishers, 1994), 162.
57

58 Johannes

Fabian, cited in Marcus and Fischer, 97, provides a critique of distorting
conventrons
adopted by social scientists.
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incorporates an essentially nineteenth-century 'peasant' to 'industrial' sociocultural

dichotomy -- the ergodic principle -- in which spatial distance from urban centres

is

,

confused with temporal distance from contemporary reality.ss In order to accommodate the

examination of temporally and geographically removed populations subject to varying
amounts of political, cultural and social restraint, the current model of subsistence level
peasantry is very loosely defined. Because the definition is so broad, it is possible to apply
the label to almost any group in which individuals supply their table from their own garden

plots, fields or pastures -- a condition which has left at least one commentator perplexed as
to where exactly the difference between a subsistence level peasant and a commercial

farmer might lie.60 Although the Red River Métis did practice agriculture and animal
husbandry and made personal use of the produce, they do not fit the peasant designation on
one crucial point. In peasant societies successive generations must experience exploitation

by outsiders over an extended period of time.61 According to the argument presented in

Homelandto Hínterland,the existence of a burgeoningbourgeoisie within the Métis
community is undeniable post 1840. After this date, the pre-capitalist peasant model,
apparently operational as of 1820, ceases to function as the defining paradigm.6z The Métis
therefore appear more properly categorized as Colonial era settlers, a variety of pioneer for
whom the time frame of one generation for the realization of a farm after the British yeoman

lbid. See also, H.C. Brookfield' Colonialism, Developmetú and Independ.ence: The Case of the
Melanesian Islands in flrc Souîh Pacific (Cambridge: Cambridge Universify Press, 1972), 9, and Campbell,
417.
59

60

Wharton, 14-19,458.

61

lbid., r23.

62 Ens, Homeland Io

Hinterland,

27 ,

IiZ-73.
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-- freeholder -- model is a routine expectation.63
The portrayal of the Métis as peasants, rather than settlers, marks a signifìcant
departure from previous depictions in the historiography.It is not coextensive with

influential works, published prior to Homelnndto Hinterland. in which Red River is
regarded as one of many British "proprietary" colonies.& These include such authoritative
histories as George F.G. Stanley's publications of 1936 and 1963: respectively, The Bírth
of Western Canada: A Hístory of the Riet Rebetlions, aîd, Louis RíelasNotable examples
of more recent studies are, 'Many Tender Ties': Women in Fur-Trade Society inWestern
Canada, 1670-1870, written by Sylvia Van Kirk in 1980; The Geneatogy of the First Metis

Natíon: The Development and Díspersal of the Red River Settlement, IB20-1g0q compiled
by D.N. Sprague and R.P. Frye in 1983; and A Snug Little Flock: The Social Origins of
the Riel Resístarrce, 1869-70, from Fritz Pannekoek

in 1991. This divide constitutes a

"space," merited forhistorical investigation.66In affìrming that acknowledgement of the

colonial context is appropriate, previous works in the historiography about the Métis point
to an opening for further inquiry. As Robert J. Coutts demonstrates with his research -published in 2@0 as The Road to the Rapids: Níneteenth-Century Church and Society at
St.

Andrew's Parish, Red River -- adherence to the earlier representation continues to vield

63 See,

Norton, 243; Leslie Hannon, Redcoats and Loyalists 1760/lLl5 (Toronto: Jack
McClelland, 1978), 53: also, C.T. Onion, ed., "yeoman ," The Shorter Oxford Dictionary, vol. 2 (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1933), 2466: "4. A man owning and cultivating a small estate; a freeholder under the
rank
of gentleman'..acountrymanof respectablestanding,afarmer"; "settleI,"1855nos.3a-b,4a-b,.,settleII,"
nos. l-2, "settler," 1856 no. 1, "settling" no. 1: the emphasis is on establishing stability and permanent
residence. See also, Cambridge Dictionaries <http://dictionary.cambridge.org/define.^pik"y* 72165&dict=
CAD> 20 June 2003. See, Geo. Simpson, and W. Caldwell, "Minutes of Evidence", 'Appendix, No. 2
(A) ", "Appendix, No. 3: Deed of l-and ro Joseph Monkman, " George Gladman, ,.appendi, No. g",
and
P.W' Classon, "Appendix, No. 16," in Report From the Select Committee,68 nos. l?32-35, 30g-09 nos.
5578-79,361,37I,392, 444; John A. Macdonald, cited in "Chaprer 7,- ISg n. 123, rhis rhesis; and, n. g3
below: rvhere the term 'peasant' is absent from primary sources, 'settler', "properly so called,,' .yeoman' and
'farmer' are formally and informatly applied to people "settled" in Red River, regardless of origin.
ú+ Douglas Sprague, and Ronald Frye, "Manitoba's
Red River Settlement; Sources for Economic
and Demographic History," Archivaria, g (winter 1979-gO): I79.

65 George

F.G. Stanley, Louis Riel (Toronto; McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 1963; reprint l97Z).
,
66 Joan Wallach Scott, hologue, "After
History?".ll/ls î.ory and the Limits of Inrerpretation A
Symposium,20 Feb' 1996, cached at <http://home.cc.umanitoba.ca./-sprague/Scott.htm> 16 Jan, Zffi2.
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cogent results.6T Revisiting the historical record, re-placing the Red River Métis within the

colonial context, and studying them

as

participants in the ethos of their time, removes them

from the realm of museum cabinet curiosity and allows the Settlement the same
consideration that has been granted to other communities formed under similar conditions

world-wide. Reengaging in the process of questioning and answering provides an
opportunity to investigate the dynamics of nation building, regional development and
identity construction from

a

perspective which allows for new and potentially helpful

insights.
Works by social historians have demonstrated that, regardless of heritage, in
groups identified as 'racially' distinct during the Colonial period, individuals intent on
settlement were able to construct either identities or communities in which their social
concerns, aspirations and endeavours paralleled those of contemporaries who were
designated as White.o8 Accounts of Red River Métis society penned prior to Homelan"d to

Hínterland are consistent with this view.6e Even Marcel Giraud -- a writer prone to
representing the Métis as "primitive" -- observes that "Métis society was in fact little

different from that of the white settlers."70 In the current Canadian context, adhering to a
viewpoint in which past cultures are analyzed in

a

manner that demonstrates how White

they were may foster a recognition of the human¡ess of the other. However, it may also
perpetuate a sense of their being "imperfect approximations" of a mythic Anglo Saxon

population.zl The existence of difference has been identified as contributing to the creation
and perpetuation of colonial rhetoric, itself an exercise of power, which propagates one

67 Coutts,

xii.

68 See, Adele Perry, "'Fair ones of a purer caste': white women
and colonialism in nineteenthcentury British Columbia," Feminíst Sttdies,23 (fall1997): 5O7-24; Sylvia Van Kirk, "Tracing the
Fortunes of Five Founding Families of Victoria," BC Studíes: Native Peoples and Colonialism, 1151116
(Autumn/Winter,1997l98): 149-79: Saney; Judy Clancy-Smith and Frances Gouda, Domesticating the
Empire: Race, Gender, and Family Liþ in French and Dutch Colonialism (Charlottesville: Universitv press

of Virginia,

1998).

69 See

for example, Van Klrk, "Quite English in Her Manner,"Many Tender Ties, 145-IiZ.

70

Giraud, vol. 2,2O5.

71

Haskell, 281. See also, Henry et at,

22,27,39.
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view by silencing another.Tz What is needed is an approach that allows for illumination of
difference but avoids imposing deterministic assumptions, whether these be thought of as
cultural "biases" or "conventions" or as societal "mainstream" currents of normative
evaluation.z3 It is preferable to accept that culture is a contested, continuously constructed

reality; that the site of contestation between antagonists inhabiting unequal power positions
is that of identity; and that the Western European perspective is not necessarily advantaged

in terms of achieving understanding.z+
In decentering the perspective, attention must be paid to terminology. Fïrst, it is not
prudent to regard language usage from 1810 to 1870 as commensurate with 2003. There is
no reâson to believe that it was consistently employed during the period under study, or
subsequently. Nor is it reasonable to expect expressions to have been consistently

understood between groups who, although they may have had the ability to converse in a
language familiar to both, came from divergent cultures that had developed vastly different

conceptions of time, space and reality.T5 Second, the use of terms which serve to privilege
groups purported to represent the Anglo Saxon is counter productive. Instances where

terminology reinforces

a

culturally determined social intent --

a shared

understanding of

what constraints a signifier places upon the signified -- must be identified.zo For example,

in past usage, in Canada, settler was often synonymous with homesteader. Settler was
reserved for members of a specihc sociopolitical group which regarded its culture as
72

FÅward Said as presented in Marcus and Fischer, 1-2, and James Clifford, "On Orientalism, " in
Tlrc Predicanænl oJ Culture: Twenrieth-Century Etbtography, Literature, and Art (Cambridge: Haward
University Press, 1988), 255-76.
73

Innis, Bias of Communication,34,6l-62,132; Haskell, 2g0-306, Henry et a\,3.

za

Clifford., 2I-54; Marcus and Fischer 123; AletraBiersack, "Local Knowledge, Local History:
History, ed. Lynn Hunt (Berkeley: Universiry of California press,
1989), 94,96; Ozkiriml i, 196-97; Henry eÍ at, 18, 23.

Geerfz and Beyond, " in The New Cultural

75 See,

Mary Black-Rogers, "Varieties of 'S[arving': Semantics and Survival in the Subarctic Fur
Trade,"Etltnohistory,33, no. 4 (Fall 1986): 353-83; alsoKuhn,9I-94.
Tina Loo, Making kw, Order, and Authority in British Columbia, 1821-1871(Toronro:
University of Toronto Press, 1994),6-12; Turner, L7-18; Haskell, 280-81; Wallach Scott; and Joyce
Appleby, Lynn Hunt, and Margaret Jacob, Telling the Truth About History (New York: W.W. Norton and
Company, 1994), 58. Instances of concern include utilization of systems which describe time and space
with reference to the subject. The dating adopted for this sfudy conforms with that used in the primary
sources pertaining to the settlement. Where it is desirable to fix location, Universal Transverse Mercator
76 See,

coordinates a¡e appropriate.
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essentially agrarian in derivation and continued orientation.TT Even if mig ratory , unable to
practice agriculture effectively, or engaged in occupations decidedly non-agrarian, members

of this group retained the designation.Ts Members of other groups -- "anything wot isn't
our sort of chaps" -- regardless of the similarity of their behaviour, were identified instead
by terms such as nomad, squatter, alien, or by an occupational description such as trader or
labourer.Te Given past attitudes regarding what constituted appreciable activity, and who

could be counted as active, it is not surprising to find that women were relegated to a
nebulous category of their own.80In order to gain the appellation of homesteader, the
observance of an established ritual was required. Women and children were excluded
except as adjuncts of men.81 Regardless of attributed gender or age, in order to be accepted
as a

legitimately designated settler, it was necessary to convincingly deny any cultural

heritage that did not conform to that deemed appropriately Canadian.s2 For present
pu{poses, a different denotation and connotation is more practical. The term settler applies

to an individual who, as a member of a historical community, sought, either through
association with or through the possessive designation of, a specific geographic area, the
77

W.L. Morton, "Relevance of Canadian History," g).

Cadigan, xi,4, 5, illustrates that acceptance of this usage continues: in his account
Newfoundland "settlers ... almost invariably made their living in the fishery. "
78

79 Unnamed British sailor, quoted in Wharton,
177 , llkely archetypal. See also, Alexander Ross,
Red River Settlement, 198-99.
80 See,

J.L. Granatstein, Wln Kitled Canqdian History? (Toronto: Harper Collins publishers,
1998), 56, 62, who notes that, according to his conception of national history, "most of Canada's history
had been made by men, however unfair that might have been."
81 See, Sarah Carter, Capturing Women: The Manipulatiort
of Cultural Imagery in Catzada's West
(MontrealÆfingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, I99n,192-93; "Document #5: Dominion l-ands
Act [1872]," in Docttmenling Canada: A History of Modern Canada in DocumenÍs, ed. Dave De Biou and
Bill Waiser (Saskatoon, Fifth House Publishing, 1992),60-61; and Thomas E. Hill, "special Homesread
Regulations, in Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba," in Making Money
from tlrc Soil, The Open Door to
Independence, Whar tu Do -- How to Do, On City Ints, Suburban Grounds, Country
farms: The provinces
oJ Canada, Counlies and Districts, Cities, Towrn and Vitløges, with Poputatiotz, Climate, Soil,
Agricultural Producrions and Possibilifres (Toronto: McLeod and Allen, 1915), 55.
82 See,

W.W' Swanson, and P.C. Armstrong, Wteøt (Toronto: MacMillan Company of Canada,
1930), 14: Wellington Bndgeman, Breaking Prairie Sod; Thz Story of a Pioneer Preacher in the Eighties
with a Discussiott o¡t tÌte Burning Question of To-Døy, "Shall rhe Atien Go?" (Toronto: Musson Book
Company, 1920); also Howard Palmer, "Reluctant Hosts: Anglo-Canadian Views of Multiculturalism in
fhe Tweniieth Century," in Readings in Canadian History: Post Confederation, ed. R. Douglas Francis and
Donald B. smith (Holt, Rinehart and winsron of Canada Limired, lggz), rz3-39.
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recognition of their right to freely inhabit it.ss How people arrived in the area does not
affect the terminology. The type of habitation, whether it involved tents, sod truts or fiame
houses, does not alter entitlement to the name. Likewise cultural norrns, including those

regarding land use, are not determinants.s+ What matters is that a group of individuals
demonstrated a like-mindedness in their persistent occupation of a particular area over a

significant period of time. The duration of occupation is regarded as significant if historical,
archaeological or oral records indicate that, to the participants, the occupation was, at some

point, intended to be permanent.s5
Under this definition, superfluous distinctions based on vainglorious claims to pansituational superiority are erased. This is not to introduce a distinction without a difference.

Particularly

as pertains to

intent, critical differences remain between transient sojourners,

83 See, "settler," Inngenscheidt's Nevv College Merriam-Webster EnglishDictionary,1072, for an
example of a current, equally inclusive definition; Norton, 268, 270-73, for like usage in the discipline of
human geography;Alexander Begg, Dot Iî Dotryn: A Story o_f Ltfe in the North-Wesl (Toronto: Hunter,
Rose and Company, 1871), 181, for examples of corresponding past usage of the term in Red River; and n.
63 above. Harold Wheeler, ed., "settler," The Waverley Pictorial. Dictionary, vol. 6 (London: Waverley
Book Company, Íc. 19221),3894, furnishes an example of exclusive past usage whereby the term is
resen'ed for describing citizen agents of colonial expansion. See also, Harriet Cowan, quoted in W.J. Healy,
Women of Red River, Being a Book Written fiom thz Recollections of Women Surviving from tlrc Red
River Era: A TribuÍe Io tlrc Women of an Earlier Day by Tlrc'Women's Cøtndian Cluå (Winnipeg:
Women's Canadian Club, 1923), 21, describing Red River Métis families as "British settlers" acting as
colonizers of Oregon.

Cadigan, viii, iv, xi,4, 5,22,26, illustrates the non-determinate nature of land use with regard
to the application of a settler designation. Unlike the "farmer-settlers of Upper Canada, the"fishing ones" of
Newfoundland, because located on a land mass that is a "generally a barren, tundra-dominated island of thin
soil, vast rockl/ barrens, and cold, foggy weather," established "households almost completely dependent on
84

the fishery."
85 N.-J. Richot, '"The Journal of Rev. N.-J. Richot Ma¡ch 24 to May 28, 1870," in Manitoba The
Birth of a Province, ed. W.L. Morton (Winnipeg: Manitoba Record Society Publications, 1965; repnnt,
1984),I49 (page citations are to the reprint edition), cites Sir George Cafier as confirming a corresponding
definition [see, "Chapter 7," I53 n. 54, this thesis]. Cole Hams, "Introduction,"The Resettlement of British
Columbia: Essays ott Colonialistn and Geographical Clwnger (Vancouver: UBC Press 1997; reprint 2000),
xi-xxii (page citations are to the reprint edition), comes close to suggesting a similar definition, although

his discussion regarding marginalization is predicated on maintaining a cuhurally centrist perspective.
Coutts, 49,82, 194; Irene Spry, ed. "The'Memories' of George William Sanderson lU6-I936," Canadian
Eîhnic Studìes,17,2 (I98): 116; Mailhot and Sprague; and Sprague, Canadaandthe Métis, ix n. 1, 17,
90, plainly identify the Red River Settlement Métis as settlers. See also, n. 63 above. Disavorving Métis
and First Nations peoples entitlement to the settler designation may be suspected of having exacerbated
distortion in the historiography about development in the Canadian West. In some instances there is a
tendency is to selectively conflate Métis activity with that of the Selkjrk Settlers and elide Métis presence.
As a result, Métis accomplishments and activity post 1826 are ascribed to a mythic community made up of
a non-Aboriginal, largely no longer present, yet supposedly dominant population of 'actual' settlers.
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together with 'forced' or 'free' migrants -- people essentially engaged in a passage of

relocation -- and principally or seasonally sedentary settlers.s6 The point is that Canada,
a nation

as

formed of settlers, is populated by people who, through whatever means, have

established a profound connection to the land, whetherin its real physiographic or an

'imagined'

sense.87

They are people whose histories include displacement and migration.

It

is therefore possible to compare distinct settler groups from different time periods who

inhabited the same space, such as the Hopewellian Laurel/Selkirk Peoples who lived in
what is now Manitoba from about ZZ0/u^years ago to approximately 1700, the Red River

Métis of 1810 to 1870, and the New Icelanders of 1875 to 1881.88 Conversely,
comparisons can be made of settler groups inhabiting different geographical spaces at
corresponding times; for example the small landholder producers of Red River and those of
central Ontario between the years 1861 and 1871.8e Comparison on the basis of similarity

of circumstance is possible

as

well.

As the Red River Settlement was created within the context of a monopolistic
privilege secured on the basis of royal prerogative, to serve external and geographically
removed economic interests, the repression of a pattern of general economic development
deemed 'normal' for European societies -- in particular the application of laissez-faire

principles -- has been argued to havebeen artificially extended. Comparison with

86 See

Norton, 118; and "Chapter 3," 45-46, this thesis.

87 See, Norton, *56, and Cornelius J. Holtorf, e-monograph, "Sites of Memory," <http://citd.
scar.utoronto.ca/ClTDPress/Holtorf/2.6.htmÞ, 22 Au'g.200l, and'Monumental Past: The Life-histories of
Megalithic Monuments in Mecklenburg-Volpommern (Germany)," (Ph.D diss. University of Wales, 1998),
cached at <http://citd.scar.utoronto.calClTDPress/Holtorf/0. 1.htmÞ, 22 Aug.2001, for discussions of
human actual/physical and imagined/spiritual connections to land.
88 See, Tlrc

Arclteology of Norllnveslern Onta.río I : Tlrc Prelústoric and Fur Trade Periocls (Ontario
Ministry of Culture and Recreation Historical Planning and Research Branch, 1980), 8-15; Olive Patricia
Dickason, 'A Histoncal Reconstruction for the Northlvestern Plains," Prairie Fonnr, 5, no. 1 (spring
L98O):24, and Steinthor Heidarsson, 'A Promised l-and not so Prosperous: The Exodus from New Iceland
1879-1881," submitted to Canadian Social. History 11.489, L01, Universit.v of Manitoba,2I Mar. 2002.
89 See, Gordon Darroch, "Class in nineteenth-century, central Ontario: A reassessment of the crisis
and demise of small producers dunng early industrialization, 1861-1871," in Cløss, Gender, and Regiort:
Essays in Carudian Historical Sociology, ed. Gregory S. Kealey (St. John's Committee of Canadian
l-abour History, 1988),49-71; and Kenneth Michel Sylvester, TIrc Linttts of Rural Capitalism: family,
culture, and msrkels itt Montcalm, Manitoba 1870-1940 (Toronto: Universit-v of Toronto Press, 2001), 5,

7-9.12-15.
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communities situated in similar political economic environments is instructive.e0 Of these,
as indicated by Sean

T. Cadigan's study, Hope and Deception in Conception

Bay:

I

Merchant-Settler Relations inNewfoundland 1785-1855, the circumstances of settlement in

Newfoundland provide

a

particularly good match for Red River. Situated in vastly different

locations in space, settlements in both places manifested quasi-statelessel settler society

identities for unusually protracted, approximately equal, and reasonably congruent spans of
time.ez Cadigan's work suggests that an alternate approach to the history of Red River is

possible: reading the settlement as a quasi-stateless society along the lines that

Newfoundland has emerged in his rereading of that historiography.sa
90 See,

Stanley, I9-21;Ian McKay, "The crisis of dependent developmenl class conflict in the
Nova Scotia coalfields, Ig72-76," and Gregory S. Keale-v, "Introduction," in C/ass, Gender, arul Region, g-

48,

t7.

91 l-eslie A. Pal, "From Society to State: Evolving Approaches to the Study of Politics," in
CanadicutPolitics,39-4'2A, defines a state as "the [administrative] institutions and practices that [Mar]
Weber [1968: 56] defined as possessing legitimate authorify and monopoly of force within a given territory.
But as rvell, it is the matrix of those institutions, that is, their specific structure and the interrelation of
elements." Further, its "instirutional materiality, its bureaux and agencies" are to be recognized as distinct
from "civil society" which may include such entities as "the government, political parties, interest or
communiry groups, social movements, professions, school or hospital systems, the media, trade unions,
corporations, or non-profit agencies." A stateless society operates entirely independently of the goveming
authorify of a state. Proprietary colonies, in which assertions to state authority were indirectly, even if only
perfunctorily, enforced therefore fall under the rubric ofquasi-stateless. See, n. 93 belorv, and "Chapter 3,"

2a-3O, this thesis.

Norton, ß49, defines location as: "a particular position within space." The term place "refers
to a location but specifically to the values that rve load onto that location," rvhich give it a 'Tistinctive ...
92

ídentity."
93 E. Ellice, in Report From the SeIecI Commitlee,328 no- 5824, identifies the HBC -- noted in
Finlay and Sprague, 62, as having been granted a charter for the "pretended control" of Rupert's l-and in
1670 -- as "the last proprietary government in existence" as of 1857. The stafus was maintained to 1869.
Cadigan, 19-20, and Kevin Major, As Near to Hea.ven by Sea: A History of Newfoundland and Labrador
(Toronto: Penguin Books, 20Ol), 77, describe Conception Bay as Neu,foundland's first proprietary colony
by charter of James I of England to the Nervfoundland Company in 1610. Finlay and Sprague, 126, note
that subsequently in Nervfoundland, "a society developed rvithout any of the accompaniments of British
colonial tradition. By 1820 there were still no politicaì institutions -- representative or othenvise." A.S.
Morton, 820, observes that the way in rvhich the Red River Settlement functioned as of 1857 "baffled"
statesmen in England: "Possessed with the idea that the Company rvas the government of a continental
domain, they found it hard to grasp the fact that it did not govern. No taxes, no definite postal service, other
lhan the Company's expresses, and none to the United States, empty jails, and no school system; yet there
were magistrates, and the young were being educated." Ronald Robinson, John Gallagher, and Alice Denny,
Africa.andtlteVi.cÍ.orians: Tlrc OfficialMindof Imperial.isrn2ded. (London: Macmillan Publishers, 1981:
reprint, 1985),496, (page citations are to the reprint edition), describing West African colonies note that, in
those locations as well,: "the British never really governed ... Their rule over them was much more a
function of indigenous political economy than the ... highly superfìcial formal imperial context."

CHAPTER 3
lnterpretin g quasi- statel ess societies

In Western European thought, statelessness has been both decried as a nightmare of
anarchy, and praised -- even as it was dismissed -- as a utopian dream.l Though widely
discussed and adopted as a rationale for many nineteenth-century political movements intent
on the abolition of tyranny, ultimately conversion to statelessness is regarded as an

impossible achievement, due to a lack of fitness for sustained survival. Critics hold that, as
events of the Colonial era demonstrated, stateless societies cannot exist without inhabiting

territory certain to be claimed, if not actively occupied, by the government of

a

nation-state.

Therefore, statelessness can last only so long as it is not perceived as a threat.2 According
to Harold Adams Innis, this threat is twofold. On the one hand, a stateless society
established in a desirable region may interfere with the ability of a nation-state, bent on

establishing conditions of empire, to satisfactorily demonstrate its authority in the spatial
realm. On the other, the stateless society might impede control of the temporal realm -- an
abstract area comprised of 'monopolies of knowledge': the ideologies, discourses and

myths from which societal norrns are derived and upon which the legitimacy of a state
relies. Economically, empire has

a

territorial imperative which requires expansion.

Politically, it is charged with maintaining cohesion.3 Detractors argue thatastateless society
is unsustainable because it requires relatively small numbers to function effectively.

I See, Charles A. Madison, "Anarchism in the United States," Journal of ttrc History of ldeas, 6,
no. I (Jan. 1945):46-66:' Barbara W. Tuchman, "The Idea and the Deed, The Anarchists: l89O-I914." The
Proud Totver: A portrait of the world beþre the War: 1890-1914 (New York Macmillan, 1962),63-113;
Douglas W. Rae, "The Limifs of Consensual Decision," The Atnerican Political Science Review,69, no. 4
(Dec. 1975): 1270-1294; Ronald G. l-andes, The Canadian Polity: A Comparalive Introducrion,3d ed..
(Scarborough: Prentice-Hali Canada, 1991), 5-6.
2

See, l-andes, 5-6; Dickason, Myth of the Savage, 278.

3 See, Innis, Bias of Communication, 4,32, 64, 67, 95,
195. Also A.S. Morron , 836-3j: Finìay
and Sprague, 13; Brooldield,45; Noam Chomsky, DereningDemocracy (1991; reprint, with afterword,
New York: Hill and Wang, 1992),1-7,19,2I (page citations are to the reprinr edirion); Glen Williams, 13;
Philip McMi chael, Se\r.l.ers and the Agrarian Questiort: Foundatiotu of Capitatism in Coloniat Ausrralia
(Cambridge: Cambndge University Press, 1984), xii; and Jeremy Adelman, and Sæphen Aron, "From
Borderlands to Borders: Empires, Nation-States, and the Peoples in between in North American History,"
TÌte Anerican HisÍorical Review, 704, no. 3 (Jun. 1999), 816, 839.
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Population growth is associated with decoherence. Institutionalized government becomes
necessary, "not because men are bad but because there are too many of

them.l'a

,

Incidentally, this argument is vitually identical to the political philosophy, held to the end
of the eighteenth century and traceable to Plato, regarding the natural limits of democracy.s

Ideally, statelessness should see individual self-determination exist side by side with a
voluntary, "ever changing, ever modified," cooperative association in which consensus is
key.o

y"¡, it is argued, the logistics of arriving

at consensual decision present a formidable

barrier, one more likely to foster economic stasis and the maintenance of a social sraîus quo
than to promote personal freedom.T
Nevertheless, in North America, settler societies did emerge which exhibited
aspects of statelessness to

differing degrees.s However, First Nations societies excepted,

extending the designation of stateless to cover these variations tends to exaggerate the
autonomous nature of their condition. Even in experimental colonies devised by non-

Aboriginal settlers to demonstrate the efficacy of cooperative individualist anarchism, the

initial association with

a dominant state and the subsequent creation of, or absorption by,

new formal state structures was rapid enough to appear virmally contiguous.s
Quasistateless is therefore a more accurate term for most of the settlements in which non-First

Nations migrants participated. The duration of quasi-statelessness in Newfoundland and
Red River is very nearly unique according to histories which evaluate Canadian regional

+

E.E. Schattschneider, quoted in [-andes, 9.

5 See, Carey, 3-4.
6 Peter

Kropotkin, quoted in Madison, 46.

"t

Rae, 7270. See, J. Anthony l-ong, and Catherine Chiste, "Aboriginal Self-Government: The
Search for Accommodation, " in catndian Politics, 234-35. for a contrasting view.
8 Dickason, M),th oÍ the Savage, xii: describes American
societies at the time of contact rvith
fifteenth-century Europeans as more varied in political organization than those of contemporary Europe.
Europeans were struck by the "non-state" conditions found in various American societies: "they did not have
externalized institutions, such as written codes of law. Power was not the prerogative of a class or
individual; it existed in the society itself, and each man was his orvn master. Not only did these societies
not vest coercive power in their chiefs, they rvere organized to prevent such a development from taking
place.

"

e

Madison, 52-53, 56-57.
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development through the investigation of recognized settler communities.io As subjects for
examination, both places have also generated extensive historiographies in which elements
of myth are obvious enough to indicate distortion. It is this consequence, in combination

with the similarity of circumstance, which makes Cadigan's theoretical approach, with
some modification, suitable for emulation. A series of general observations on the

dynamics of quasi-stateless settlement, in most respects readily transferable to Red River,
can be drawn from his description.

Cadigan addresses his dissatisfaction with a myth marred Newfoundland

historiography by studying patterns of authority and control, emphasizing an analysis of
merchant-settlerrelations. The thesis that the imposition of a conservative system of
merchant capital effectively precluded economic development is rejected. Instead, he argues
that the failure of liberal reform movements tovitaltze Nelvf'oundland was due to a lack

of

avatlable, readily accessible, resource potential upon which 'progressive' economic

expansion could be built.tt He adopts the premise that human activities are closely related
to physical environments. Because people "make the decisions, as individuals and groups
... with a multitude of physical matters in mind," primacy is assigned to the opportunities
and constraints intrinsic to place.12 As levels of need are seen to have a direct bearing on the

formation of the political economy, the resource endowment is fundamental to the shaping
of a settler society.13 His study reveals a sociocultural dynamic more complex than is
attributable to simple outsider exploitation of a settler community.

In the role of an associated state, Britain delegated responsibility for the govemance
of settlements established in Neq¡foundland and Red River in a manner that has been
charactenzed altematively as "benign neglect," callous indifference and studied hostility.r+
10

Finlay and Sprague, 126. See also, Cadigan,3, 14, 16, and Bumsted, Thotnas Scot's Bodry, 2L

ll

Cadigan, vii,

12

Norton. 80.

13

Cadigan, ix-x.

viii, ß,17,62,10L II7.

14

Bumsted, Thomas Scott's Body,2l. See also, David McNab, "The Colonial Office and the
Prairies in the Mid-Nineteenth Century," Prairie Forum, 3, no. I (1978), 2l-38 G. Herman Sprenger, "An
Analysis of selective asp€cts of Métis society, 1810-1870," (M.4. Thesis, Uruversity of Manitoba, 1972),

87-95; Madison, 49:-cadigan, vii-viii, x,15,18-22,27-34, r27;and Major, 103,

ti5-16, rr9,123-124.
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Farfrom any functional semblance of the state supplied bureaucracy, protective might or
arbitrary constraint common to Europe, these settler societies, whether scattered in remote
communities or congregated in organized towns, formed out of practical necessity. If they
did not leave, thereby earning the appellation of sojourner from those who remained,
settlers were compelled to improvise, adopt and adapt.ts þqually bereft of immediate state

support, the degree of success rcalized by resident merchant representatives, attempting to

effect the authority neeessary to promote outside interests, was dependent to a significant
extent on settler compliance and cooperation.

As the character of merchant-settler relations was shaped by the nature of the
choices available, the structuring of the political economic framework is viewed as an

accommodating response. The merchant system of advancing credit against anticipated

production is therefore not regarded as determinant of, or even necessarily central to, the
overall disposition and pace of economic development. Rather, it is seen as a gradual
adaptation, subject to various forms of negotiation between merchants and settlers
according to their relative ability to maximize access to resources at different points in
time.16 This conclusion is consistent with the analyses of historians who have examined a

variety of sites, from Canadian and American fisheries and regions dominated by either the
fur trade or agriculture, to similarly structured instances of staples extraction in more distant
locations.lT Where monopolistic interests secured regions which previously were sparsely
populated and devoid of formal economies and the accompanying financial institutions
equipped to facilitate commercial trade -- as opposed to ritual, reciprocal or redistributive
exchange -- settlers intent on habit¿tion could access merchant credit systems in their

pursuit of a remunerative livelihood and a comfortable lifestyle.

rs

As these regions lacked a

concentrated, captive or coercible labour force, settlers served as a feasible substitute

in

prosecuting resource extraction. Exchanging specialized services for merchant credit
15

See, Cadigan, 169-70: Alexander Ross, Red River Settlement. 143.

16

Cadigan, vìü-x, 52-53.

17 See, Rosemary E. Ommer, Merchant Credit
andktbour Strategies in Hßtorical Perspective
(Fredericton: Acadiensis Press, 1990), 10-11; Brookfield; and Donald Denoon, Settler Capitalism: The
þtnmics of Dependent Development in tlrc Southern Hemisphere (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1983).
18

See, Sylvesrer,

8; Cadigan,

22.
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provided a convenient start-up mechanism for settlers. In areas were self-secured
subsistence was possible, they were free to operate independently of the system -- unlike
peasants bound by feudal fealty, and material restrictions, to seignorialism. is Ultimately, as

Cadigan finds, perceptions of isolation and perhaps more importantly its actual nature, had
a greater impact than the merchant credit system on the determination of landholding value,
market availability and production levels -- factors which contributed to generating patterns
of general political development.20
Cadigan describes sociocultural organization as having been consistent with the

political economy. Social relations were not static butboth reflected and compelled the
economic power dynamic. Distinctions between settlers and resident merchants, based on

their status as either procurers or providers of staple commodities, appear to have
influenced approaches to, and conceptions of, group membership. Patterns of land use and

family conformation -- size, occupations, gender roles, living standards, lifestyle choices -are indicative of a degree of homogeneity

within the two striates. However, Cadigan finds

that labour agreements initiated by, and contracted between, settlers also gave rise to

considerable differentiation among their households. In these instances, women's unpaid
labour is accorded akey role.zl The same situation is evident in other similarly configured
regions. For settlers, year-round survival and prosperity in a seasonally organized staples
economy was heavily dependent on household, and often community, production.
Merchant benefit correlated to the successful integration by settler families of different

19

Ommer, 14; Denoon, 27i Cadtgan, 5, 38, 4I. Cadigan nofes that although sefrlers strove for
independence, the limited resource endowment imposed a check on their ability to diversify household
production.
20 See, Cadigan, 24,30-31, 55, 16G67: settlers as colonists
of Newfoundland were at various
times isolated from their associated state ând access to other markets and goods -- particularly Amencan.
Cadigan observes, "The island's isolated position in the North Atlantic, its inhospitable climate, and iæ
bleali landscape meant that Imperial authorities could find no reason to apply fo Newfoundland any of the
forms of colonial self-govemment which had developed in other British colonies in North America."The
deciding factor in his opinion rvas that their isolated settlements were sifuaÏed on a land-mass barren of
economic opportunity beyond a ñshery over which they did not establish uncontested con¡ol.

21lbid., xi ,26,38, 42,45--52,55, 64-80, IOZ, IOS,lû7-08, IS3. 163.
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modes of production.22 The household subsistence economy, operating alongside the

commercial economy was conducive to population growth through natural increase which
progressively enabled merchant capital to enlist the large labour force it needed.æ Where
the resource endowment allowed, settler adoption of alternate economic approaches which
emphasized kinship networking gave rise to a poly-modal form of production which in turn
actuated the diverse system of social relations.2+ As the case of Newfoundland
demonstrates, the myriad approaches to securing survival and comfort that quasi-stateless

'New World' settler societies exhibited, are not readily reducible to standard 'Old World'
descriptions of social hierarchy, its maintenance and reproduction.2s
The existence of

a

free, non-passive settler population meant that the

implementation of policy favourable to promoting outside interests was restricted in terms
of means and recourse. Replication of European institutions of affective control was not a
forgone conclusion. Effective decision making power could reside with the settlers.

Individuals aspiring to a particular form of élite status -- that of the landed gentry
considered requisite for the institution of formal state structures2c -- were faced with a
22

Umberto Melotti, Marx arul the Third Wortd, trans. Pat Rutherford (Milano; Il Saggiatore,
1972; repnnt, in English, New Jersey: Humanities Press, 1977;, 3-4 (page citations to the reprint edition),
defines mode of production as "the particular form taken, at a given stage of social development, by the
metabolic process between man and nature, or in other words that process allowing the production of
material goods, especially the means of supporting life, and the means of production."
23

Ommer, 14-15; see also, Cadigan,38.

24 See, James

A. Henretta, "Families and Farms: Mentalit¿í inke-lndustrial Amencz" The
WilJiamøndMary Quarterly,35 (1978): 5,16-19,21;also Brookfield, 6-9,15-17, and Denoon, lZ,Z1a,
220-21.22+25.
2s cadigan,

ix, 15,26,63, 68, 76,79-80,8s, 98, tæ, rtz, r20, ßa, t62: in the Newfoundland

case, he argues, dependency on a single resource -- and competition befiveen procurers and producers over
control of its exploitation -- led to a dynamic specific to the location. Rather than adopting a poly-modal
response, it rvas only practical for settlers to turn to "monostaple production," which was less capable of

ensuring independence from merchant credit and promoting an informal system of local exchange. Instead,
"those who wanted to remain solvent retreated into household production through family based labour and
dependence on merchant capital. " In addition, the "sometimes tumuhuous" relation between those settlers
who were planters and those who were their servants "did not indicate a clear separation between the two
groups along class lines." See, David Monod, review of Sean T. Cadigan, Hope and Deceptíon in
Concepfion Bay: Merchant-Seîtler Relations in Newfoundland, 1785-1855, in Cana.dianHistorical Revþw,
78, no. 1 (Mar. 1997), cached at <http://www.utpjournals.com/producUchr/781/hopeg.htmÞ,
for an
evaluation which indicates that, from some perspecfives, Cadigan's 'unorthodox' approach to class appeaff
peculiar, ambiguous and puzzling.
26 Cadtgan,

62, 724, 126.
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counterbalancing force: the, at times oppositional, family level solutions devised by

community members intent on ameliorating their own condition, to enhance their own
positioning. The introduction, by merchant interests, of systems of local governance was

similarly moderated. The settlers were capable of organizing to challenge instances of
suspected exploitation.nThe circumstance is consistent with the observation of David

Hume that, "As force is always on the side of the governed, the governors have nothing to
support them but opinion. It is, therefore, on opinion that government is founded; and this

maxim extends to the most despotic and the most military governments as well as to the
most free and most popular."æ In the quasi-stateless condition described by Cadigan,
ideals regarding what the community was to be like and how individuals were to behave
were negotiated, and even when codified, continued to be worked around. The formal legal
system, although designed to regulate settler behaviour, was also used as a forum in which
to contest conditions which conflicted with the settlers' sense of acceptable community
arrangement. Thus, when social assertion by the ostensive authorities led to confrontation,
the instigators were ofúen required to compromise. Strength in numbers and social cohesion
among settlers was demonstrably of no small consequence to the overall community
dynarnic.2s

Cadigan's separation of social from cultural analysis reflects a difference in his
conception of the two realms as factors in development. Whereas social relations are read

fluid response, cultural orientation was more substantial. Distinct from, but
interactive with, the sociopolitical dynamic, culture acted as a determinant of aspirations
as a reciprocal,

and expectations. It was in a sense a community resource. Varied linguistic affìliations,

traditional loyalties and world views might promote factionalization in some situations and
cohesion in others.3O As garnering community support was critical to advancing any cause,

individuals seeking an advantageous political position underestimated the importance of

27

lbid.,27-32, 42,

56,, Se, tZe-Zg.

æ David Hume, quoted in Innis, Bias of Comtnunication, 4.

2eCadigan, 56-60, 65, 68, 99-101,
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cultural orientation -- for example religious denomination -- at their ambition's peril.:r
Culturally determined sympathies couldinhibitorencourage the acceptance and
permeation of 'foreign' ideas throughout the community. Even where the intentions of

political and economic reformers were no more altruistic than those of the merchants they
wished to displace, ideological predispositions could cloud perceptions regarding issues
related to community welfare.:2 Rationales generated at a considerable remove from local
conditions -- the pervasive agrarian ideology and the racialism of the Colonial era are two
examples -- could be internalized over time through community consensus just as they

might be rejected.¡3 The confluence of cultural proclivities, combined with the freedom to
self-determine community affiliation, ensured that culture remained a malleable, as opposed
to fitxed, attribute.3+ In a society where settlers were left largely to their own devices, the
constant modifications necessary to ensure a level of cooperative association within the

community contributed over time to a distinctive sense of identity.:s
Cadigan supplies an appreciation of settler communities as having been comprised

of overlapping, interdependent spheres of influence. Within each sphere, displays of
contestation signalled observable, repercussive change. In analyzine the relation between
merchants and settlers, he arrives at a description which identifies the locational regularities

of the resource endowment and political economy, while providing insight into social
systems and cultural influences. Red River as a post 1870 "white settler colony" is briefly

mentioned in his comparative introduction.3c The possibility that conditions in the
preexistent Métis settlement situated "beyond the Colonial pale" gave rise to a society with
elements to some degree analogous with those of communities 'unique' to Newfoundland

3t lbid., t46-56,

r6t.

32lbit., 62, 124,

130-3

i,

141. 143.

33lbid., 147, 170.
34 See for example,låid.,65,80, where the "crucial
role" of women's production activities "tested,
at least informally, the household's patriarchal structure," a culturally determined relation of European

ongin; also, Denoon, 209.
35 See,
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Cadigan, 16; Major, xiv-xv, 385, ZOg, 46+6j.
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is not alluded to.3z The absence is worth addressing.
Red Riveris a very well documented community with a reference base of primary
and secondary source materials similar to that consulted for Hope and Deception in

Conception Bay.sa Primary sources located in the Hudson's Bay Company Archives and
the Provincial Archives of Manitoba include print media accounts, missionary
correspondence, and mercantile, local government and court records. Diaries, letters and

memoirs written from the perspective of participants in the historical Métis community

familiar with its founding and structuring are also available. Some texts are accessible

as

online facsimiles or in published collections. Much primary material has been correlated
and condensed in secondary works, ranging from unpublished manuscripts to monographs
devoted to illuminating particular aspects of the community. Useful locational and

demographic work has been compiled. The extensive collection of archived material.
coupled with primary and secondary literature, presents arguments from a wide range of
perspectives, allowing rhetorical imaginings to be weighed against documentary evidence.

The drawing of comparisons between the settlements of Newfoundland and Red River is
possible at a numberof levels. Applied as a theoretical template to the concomitant variation

of quasi-stateless settlement at Red River, Cadigan's reading serves to provide

a

focus

whereby analogous attributes are highlighted and significant differences are isolated.

Commonality of circumstance is established without denying diversity of experience.
Judging from the findings presented in 1999 by H. Robert Baker in, "Creating
Order in the Wilderness: Transplanting the English [.aw to Rupert's [-and, 18341851," the
process of institutionalizingalegal system in Red River was as idiosyncratic as what took

37

lbid..3.

38 See, Sprague and Frye, "Manitoba's Red River Settlement,"
179, and, Genealogy, g; Cadigan, i,
217-31; and Lawrence J. Barkwell, [-eah Dorion, and Darren R. Préfontarne. Resources
for Métis
Reseørchers(Winnipeg/ Saskatoon: Louis Riel Institute of'the Manitoba Métis Federation/Gabriel Dumont
Institute of Native Studies and Applied Research, 1999).
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place in Newfoundland.:s Baker points out that prior to 1835, law and custom were present
'What
in Rupert's Land.
was lacking was European-style legal machinery or rules extending
beyond the servants of fur trade companies.aO Nevertheless, while overseen by Selkirk and
the Douglas

family, once corporate rivalry over territorial jurisdiction was resolved, the

settlement at Red River was remarkably orderly; a circumstance that has been credited to the

"good sense and good nature" displayed by the inhabitants in adhering to "a known pattern
of life'"4l When the HBC acquired the settlement in 1834 from Selkirk's heirs, George
simpson, Governor*in-Chief of Rupert's Land, sought -- with little success -- to
'transplant' instruments of English authority such as formalized courts,

a

military style

police force, and a contingent of Imperial troops, to impose a 'recognizable' style of order:
one geared primarily to support the Company's monopoly of the fur ftade.a2 Consequently,
the court system interposed

'recorder' *- not

as

in

1835 featured a Company servant in the capacity

of

judge -- who was compelled to observe the dictates of the 1670 HBC

charter. The operational model brought to the Settlement was not therefore based on a

contemporary version of English common law, but statutes that were so arcane as to remain
a

virtual mystery to the parties involved with their application.+¡ In addítion, the formal

court was introduced to a population numbering about 3'7A0, who, up to that point, had

relied on a "smoothing system" whereby justice was dispensed on an ad hoc basis that
ignored legal precision and consistency in favour of flexible approaches intended to solicit
39 H. Robert Baker, "Creating Order in the Wilderness:
Transplanting the English L¿w to Rupert's
Land, 1835-1851," Ittw ønd HisÍory Review, 17, 2 (summer 1999):207-246, cached ar <hnp://www.
historycooperative.org/lhr/77.2lbaker.htmÞ, (page citations are to the online version). See also, Finlay and
Sprague, 726. Cadigan. 15-16, 28-31,83-U, 171-74, describes some aspecrs of rhe palliser Acr of 1775 as
"extraordinary in the early days of British industrial capitalism." The policies of the Act, in conjunction
with aspects of that of Krng William of 1696 -- appended somewhat by the Orders in Council oî 1729 and
17fr -'were continued, under the 1792 reenactment of the tempora¡y Judicature Act of 179I, until 1g24.
Subsequently the Judicature and Fisheries Acts allowed the Coloniat Office to dis¿ance itself from the
"legislative confusion surrounding the wage and lien system. "
ao

Baker, 7.

41

W.L. Morton, Maniroba, 6g.

42 See also,

"Extract of a letter from George Simpson to A. Colville, Sept. 8, 1833," in Oliver,
vol. 1,257 ' Coutts, 8, notes that "it was the quasi-military organization of the Métis buffalo hunt that
served as the defacto constabulary within the colony, at least during its early years.
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equitable outcomes.44 As Baker's analysis reveals, settler influence on the uses made of the
outsider imposed law and legal system in Red River was farfrom minimal. Aside frqm
accessing formal structures as forums to contest unpopular conditions -- as demonstrated

by their participation in the Sayer Trial of 7849cs -- settlers also actively shaped local law.

Acceptable standards for law, order, and justice under formal judicature were determined
by settler litigants, defendants, andjurors predisposed to view law as dependent on

individual reason and parity. According to Baker, recorders were most effective when
acting in a near diplomatic capacity

- bridging the gap between the "unknowable" law

associated with the charter and the deliberations of the jury.<e The result was a distinctive

law code, with juries acting in the position of final arbitrators and "community notions"
predominating.+t The Company had never been in a position to challenge popular opinion
and did not attempt any reform of the courts of Assiniboia after 1839. Nor did

it attempt to

control court business.48
The relatively low number of disputes involving Métis members of the community
taken to formal litigation lends credence to settler Alexander Begg's assertion

of

1870 that

the Métis community had their own parallel and highly effective mechanism for settling

differences among themselves, by themselves.ae Upon the regularly scheduled dates of
assizes, prior to the formal proceedings, settlers discussed grievances outside the

+4Baket,2; Alexander Begg, Dot It Down: A SÍory oÍ Lrk in the Nortlz-West (Toronto:
Hunter,
Rose and Company, 1871),226; Alexander Ross, Red River Settletnent, I'75, 173. Ross estimates 5000
people based on the 1835 Minutes of Council. Oliver, 267 n. 7, argues that this is too lugh, citing Census
Book figures. The difference suggests that not everyone was included in the census.
45 See,

A.S. Morton, 814-16, for a thorough description.

a6

Baker, 4. See also, William Caldwell, "Minutes of Evidence, " in Report
from tlæ Select
Committee.300-04.
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lbi¿., 4, 11.

49 See, Begg, Dot Iî Down, 275,225-26 also
George Simpson, and J.F. Crofton, "Minutes of
Evidence," and Donald Gunn, "Appendix, No. 1," in Report from the Selecî Corwnittee, 86, lj3, I7g,
364-The general consensus was that the Red River Quarterly General Courts typically had..no justice to
administer; there was no crime. " Cadigan, I02, I77, puts the number of writs in the Ha¡bour Grace court
recordscovering 1785to lS55at"wellover200O,"whichwouldbeapproximately2gperyear.
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courthouse. Resolution was sought in order to avoid extra expense and "hard feeling."so

According to Begg, "not one-half of the cases on the docket ever found their way into
Court, the parties, through the instrumentality of their friends, agreeing between
themselves beforehand."5l For the most part, in Red River people talked things out.52

As "a process whereby messages are transmitted and distributed in space for the
control of distance and people," communication is instrumental to creating and confìrming
community -- by which is meant "an ordered, meaningful cultural world that can serve as a
control and containerfor human action."53 For Red River to function smoothly without topdown control,

a

high level of interpersonal, intra-community communication was required.

An appearance of heightened orality is not therefore indicative of a necessarily 'backward'
population perversely disinclined to pursue literacy. Likewise, the fact that Red River was

"nfe" with "gossip"

need not imply the existence of a terminal flaw in a

'brittle' society.s+

Rather, it would support an opposite contention. Oral communication served to transfer
norIns among the population as part of a supple consensual decision making process by

which social 'reality'was constantly "produced, maintained, repaired, and transformed."55
In community, settlers exerted force, through "traditional mechanisms of social control,', to
realign any "mutually antagonistic parts."5e Diversity was accommodated while adversity
was kept within acceptable bounds.In the form of quasi-statelessness evinced in the Red

River Settlement, difference and cooperation were not mutually exclusive conditions. This
dynamic may account for the fact that some researchers find copious references attesting to
Begg, Dot It Dowtt,225. Cadigan, 10O, observes that in Newfoundland as well, "there was
much room for popular negotìation and adaptation before disputes might end up in court. "
50

slBegg, Dot It Down,225-26.
52 See,

Spry, "'Memories' of George William Sanderson," I2O, 726;and Guillaume Charette,
L'Espace de Lot¿is Goulet, reprint, in English as Vanishing Spaces: Mennirs of Louis Goulet, trans. Ray
Ellenwood (Winnipeg: Editions Bois-Brulés, 1976),21 (page citations are to the translated edition), for
descriptions of informal resolution.
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55 Carey,23.
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"unity and inter-connections" with "very little evidence of conflict, let alone 'hatred"'
within the community, while others identify obvious instances of division.sT In either case,
overall, Red River appears more overtly peaceable than the communities that Cadigan
describes in Newfoundland.se

A close correspondence between Newfoundland

and Red River lies in the

prominent myths perpetuated against the settlements. In both sites, a strong agrarian base
has been presumed prerequisite to progressive development.se The 'chimeric fable' that

Cadigan identifres in the historiography about Newfoundland, includes the notion that
attempts to pursue agriculture were purposefully and consistently undermined.60In the case

of Red River, the allegation stands that the mistaken pursuit of a flawed directional path led
to non-development profound enough to account for Métis desertion of their community.

It

is presumed that concentration upon the extraction of a naturally occurring, apparently
abundant, staple commodity was emphasized to the detriment of growth in the agricultural
sector.6l Whereas Newfoundland was disadvantaged with regard to agricultural potential,62
Red River's geological heritage was one of exceptional fecundity. Well into the twentieth

century, the inherent fertility of the mineralizing Chernomic soils of the Black Soil Zone
appeared "inexhaustible."63 However, as was the case

in Conception Bay, physiographic

realities meant that, despite the powerful hold that agrarian conceptions exerted -- and it is
testimony to their strength that they continue to shape evaluations of development in the

s7 Spry,

Flock, IO;

see

"Memories of George William Sanderson,"
also, Sprague and Mailhot, 1-2; Coutts, 109.

58 See

, Srutg
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also, Finlay and Sprague, i26.
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6i See, Ens,Homelandto Hinterlnnd, I7Z-73.
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Cadigan, 51, 124, 126, 138-39, 159, notes that, "Agriculture was not totally impossible under

these conditions, but required 'Herculean labour and pains' for the scanfiest rewards of a few potatoes or
turrups, and maybe a cow, sheep, or pig. "
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Hill, 44. AIso Fran Walley, personal communication, Department of Soil Science, College of
Agriculture, University of Saskatchewan, 14 July 20O2. See also, Bird, 60, I37, for a comparison of
Marutoba a¡d Newfoundland geologic formations.
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present -- aspirations faced decided limitations.e+

Attempts to establish commercial farming

as an expansive enterprise

in Red giver

fared poorly in part because of a series of disasters "unusual in their concentration rather
than their occulrence."65 While there is no doubt that experiments in essentially

monoculture grain production were hard hit, to present the shortfall

as equatable

with non-

production is a misleading, if not entirely mistaken, overstatement. As the work of Mary
Black-Rogers, "'Varieties of 'starving': Semantics and survival in the Subarctic Fur

Trade," indicates, records generated by fur trade merchant concerns need to be "sharply
interrogated" before definitive statements are made regarding instances of 'failure.'66
Statements made by disgruntled individuals who eventually left the Settlement are equally
suspect'67 Even in the worst years at Red River,

it appears that grain was produced

--

just

not enough to support large parties of improvident new arrivals orfamilies whose
household economies had not been augmented with alternate forms of production. These
were almost exclusively settlers of non-Aboriginal descent, "lesjardinière.s,,, whose

cultural baggage predisposed them to determine that they should not only subsist but profit
from farming alone.6s The agricultural product they focused on was thought eminently
suitable for export. While grain production seems to have consistently fallen short of their
expectations, it does not automatically follow that all crops were equally disappointing.
Vegetables such as potatoes and tumips are recorded as having succeeded in years when

Ø Deane, 66, Il9: from Adam Smith, to Richardo, to Marx, normative terms and
systems of
measurement refer to an agrarian standard. See also, Sylvester, 6-9.Kaye, provides an in depth discussion of
the limitations agricultural development faced in Red River.
6s

Kaye,78.

66Ehzabeth Vibert, Tra^ders'Tales: Narratives of Cultural Encowúers
inthe Columbia plqreøu,
1807-1846 (Norman: university of oklahoma press, 1997), 6. Black-Rogers, 353-3g3.
67

Kaye7l-72, notes that settlement data to 1827 regarding agrìculrural production is incomplete
In

and heavily biased. It reflects a concern with the progress -- or the lack thereof -- of the Selklrk Settlers.
Iater years interest in the progress of individuals intent on grain production remains at the fore. Far

fewer

records supply overt references to Métis vegetable production -- possibly because there was little reason to
comment on the mundane.
Jackson, 49; also Sprague and Frye, Genealogy, 14 n. li, 16 n. 20; and Coutts, 7. See also,
Manton Marble, "To Red River and Beyond (Third Paper)," Harper's New Monthly Magazine, 22, no. 129
(Feb, 1861):314.
68
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cereal crops failed.es Nor where all grains equally susceptible to setback. Indigenous

varieties of corn -- Horseteeth and Mandril -- appear to have furnished a cereal crop
preferred by Métis farming families, because much more reliable than wheat, barlev. or
rYe-70

First Nations and Métis settlers had been growing a variety of root crops, tubers,
gourds, melons,leaf greens, coles, legumes and native grains with success, and in some
cases

profit from sales to fur trade posts, long before the arrival of external migrants.zt

Mixed farming in the Red River region required relatively minimal labour input for
comparatively impressive results.Tz At the Settlement'slocation, prairie grassland

predominated.I-ncalized stands of primarily deciduous trees were largely confined to the
levees of streams, the east bank of the Red River, and south of the Assiniboine.

Consequently the extensive clearing process typical of Canadian settlementwas not
required.z: As the soil had not been depleted due to the generation of old growth coniferous
forest, manuring was not necessary. Garden plots did not need to be very large or
excessively tilled.tc The yield potential has been estimated as from two to three times

69 See, Marble, "(Third Paper)," 318; Sprenger,
58,'18-79,82; Kaye: g1; W.L. Morron,
Manitoba,48,5O: A.S. Morron, 555; Courrs, 139.
70

Marble, "(Third Paper)," 318; W.L. Morton, "Agncuhure in the Red River Colony," in
Contexts of Cønada's Past: Selected Essays of W.L. Morton, ed. A.B McKillop (Toronto: Macmillan of
Canad4 1980),75. See also, Kaye, 78-80: as the data refers to commercial production, it is not a reliable
indicator of subsistence farming patterns; see also, J.F. Crofton, in Reporr from the Select Commirfee170.

71Kaye,20-25.

7'B.Eg, Dot It Down, 206; Marble, "(Third Paper),"318, asserts that "all the garden vegetables
which grow well in Canada and Northem New York flourish better in Assiniboine." See also, George
Gladman, in Report from The Select Committee, cited in A.S. Morton, g2g.
73 See, Kaye, 5, 8-9; and Catherine Parr Trail, The Backwoods
of Canada: Being lzÍters from îhe
Wiþ of an Emigrant Officer, Illustrative of the Domestic Economy of British Anerica (London: Charles
Knight, 1836; reprint, with afterword Toronto: McCleltand and Stewart, 1989), 87-89, IIO-I2.l5g-59.

161-63, for a description of the work, and expense, involved.

74O.J. Stevenson, CountryLiþRea.der(Toronto:GeorgeL.Mcleod,
1924),47:indicatesthatan
idea that earth "turned up" was "penetrated" by nitrogen -- reminiscent of the Greek myth of Gaiea and
Uranus, and reliant on a mistaken conflation of Nz with Nø- -- persisted into the twentieth_century. See
also, J.F. Crofton, in Report from rhe Select Commirtee,IT2. Citics enamoured with 'expert' European
opinion censured the Métis for failing to adopt new tilling practices when observation would have shown
alteration of their method to have been unnecessary -- perhaps even debilitous.
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greater than what was available to settlers in Ontario and Quebec.75 Therefore, an aveÍage
Red

Riverfamily was more than capable of harvesting

a generous supply

of homegrown

foodstuffs from an allotment that allowed for one acre per person.76 No data exists on the
total cultivated acreage in the Settlement prior to 18 1, and demographic uncertainty
compounds the difficulty of arriving at an average cultivated area per person during this
Period.zz However, it appears that by 1835, the ratio of person per family tci acre

of

cultivated areafell into the one to one range.Tsln a community where nearly everyone had a
garden, the local market for excess produce was virtually non-existent.Ts Excessive

production would only lead to the accumulation of piles of rotting matter -- a situation that
Newfoundland settlers, desperate to augment meagre layers of topsoil with peatbog and
fish offal, might have contemplated with envy.s0 Except in occasional instances of extreme
aberration, Red River's environment possessed material prosperity more than adequate to

75 Sylvester, 4,47-ß, explains that "Two
or three families could make a living by eastern
standards from the average holding in Manitoba." Hlll 44,80, indic¿tes that the original Dominion lands
averaged yields of 8- 10 bushels of grain per acre; Marutoba averaged 20.5 bushels per acre. Alexander lìegg,
"Emigrant's Guide to Manitoba," in Dot It Down,370-371, suggests an average of 36 bushels p€r acre as a
conservative estimate. Henretta, 12, puts Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Virginia and North Carolina at
retuming 8- 12 bushels per acre for wheat, 15 for com.

76 See'

R.H. Amold, "Farmers' Bulletin 432. U.S. Department of Agriculture," printed in Hill,
256-60: also Parr Trall, 7I2.
77 Kaye,74. See also, Hudson's Bay Company
Archives
1843; PAM, MGz,B2, Red River Census, 1832-1849.

tIlBCAl, E.5, Census Returns, lg27-

78 Ens,

Homeland to Hinterland,36-37, establishes that by 1835, "There appears to have been
acreage among the various communities in the settlement. Most families
cultivated five to six acres, which works out to about one acre per person. " However, this remains a
tenuous estimate. Sprague and Frye, Genealogy, 24, suggest that it is possible that some families
inhabiting land were not enumerated because, for whatever reason, they were not recognized as formal
occupants. They conclude that "about 2,000 native families were not registered ... from 1835 to 1g60.,'The
family size and amount of land they may have cultivated is unknown..

little difference in cultivated

79 See, Charette, 13;Coutts,
80 See,

139.

J.F. Crofton, in Report from the Select Committee, 772; also Cadigan, 5l-52,63-65,
133-34, 137-38, 162-64. James P. Howley, ed., Tlrc Beotlutcks or Red Inclians: The Aboriginal Inhabiîants
of Newfoundland (1915: reprint, Toronto: Prospero Books, 2000), 16l-62 (page citationr *" to the reprint
edition), indicates that there were some areas where garden farming succeeded.
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meet need.81 The notion that cereal crop production is the only means of measuring agrarian

development in the Settlement needs to be examined. Lack of grain export may not be a
reliable index.82 Red River, interior to the continent, faced economic competition from
more favourably situated locations.s3 It was not uncommon during the Colonial era for
settler access to international grain -- and other commercial commodity -- markets to be

stymied. Typically, in such cases, other strategies, such as livestock management, were
pursued.s4 Some proved successful.85 Cadigan recognizes developmental myths as

vestigial to

a

liberal democratic account of progress in which the British political economic

path is posited as the norm.86 He demonstrates that once myths are identified, it is possible
to excise them and arrive at a more satisfactory explanation.

A particularly obvious difference between the settlement experiences in the two
locations requires a modification to Cadigan's reading if it is to be effectively applied to an
analysis of Red River. Culture receives markedly iess consideration than economics,
geography, history and sociology in his account. The settlers he describes vary in dialect
but are overwhelmingly English-speaking migrants from the British Isles with histories so

thoroughly intertwined

as to present as close

cultural relatives, despite religious

differences. French settlements receive mention but no extensive analysis. The absence of
an

Aboriginal presence is profound and problematic. The historiography about non-

81 Arthur J. Ray, "Penodic Shortages, Native Welfare,
and the Hudson's Bay Compan y," in Tlrc
Subarctic Far Trade: Native Sociøl and Ecornmic Adaptatiotts, ed. Shepard Krech (Vancouver: University of
British Columbia Press,1984), l-2, presents this as a Iogical assumption given the successful survival and
persistence of generations of subsistence level settlers familiar with North American conditions.

82 See,

Denoon, 1,20-21,28-Zg.

83 See, Frank D. Lewis, and and M.C. Urquhart, "Growth
and the Standard of Living in a pioneer
Economy: Upper Canada, 1826 to 1851," Witliam ønd Mary Quarterly,3d series, 56, no. 1 (Jan. 1999):
151-53. See also, Cadigan, I34, on the competition that Newfoundland faced in agricultural production.
8a See

85

Cadigan, 57.

Denoon, 46,218-19: Cadigan, 4-5. See also, Glen Williams, 3O-31.

86 Cadigan, 135. See, Denoon, 10-11, for a discussion
of W.W. Rostow's influential study of
European economic history. James J. Sheehan, German Liberalism in the Nineteenth Century (Chicago:
The Unìversity of Chicago Press, 1978); David Blackbourn, and Geoff Eley, Tlrc peculiarities of German
History: Bourgeois Society and Poli.tics in Nineteenth-Century Germany (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1984); and Jan Palmorvski, Urban Liberalivn in Imperinl Germanty: Frankfurt am Main, 1ffi6-1914
(Oxford: Oxford Universitv Press, 1999), supply indications of the existence and widespread impact of this
perspecfive on historical argument.
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Aboriginal settlement along Newfoundland's coast abounds with descriptions of
encounters between new settlers and the Beothuck

-

the dominant settler group in pre-

conquest Newfoundland according to Micmaq tradition.sz Most often, these contacts were

violent and fuelled by resource competition.ss For over three centuries, the confrontations
generated concern. Within the European sphere, official enquiries, court proceedings and
subsequent -- singularly ineffective -- proclamations were the standard respbnse.se

It

has

been stated that the fate of the Beothuck "resonates through the history of the Island like no

other."e0It was also relatively recently decided. The culture was not extinguished until
1829. Prior to this date -- and into the present -- a variety of Aboriginal peoples interacted

with non-Aboriginal settlers and merchants in the region. Contrary to stories of unmitigated
hostility, some integrated into White settlement communities while yetmaintaining,
however tenuously, an Aboriginal identity.sl Whatever the intentio n, Hope and Deception
ín Conception Bay is consistent with texts that adhere to the imperialist deduction implicit in
the frontier thesis articulated by Frederick Jackson Turner
pro gress'

in 1893, whereby 'pioneer

inevitably heralds Abori ginal disappearance.e2

Engaging in examination of merchant-settler relations in Red River between 1810
and 1870 plainly requires that the Aboriginal context be acknowledged. The existence,,
persistence and dispossession of the Métis are circumstances deserving of explanation.

Dubious arguments based on simplistic parallels do not suffice. The signifìcance of
European manifestation andAboriginal invisibility is much more complex than mere

87

Howley, 25-26, 28, 33, 270.

88 See,

Cadigan, 22, for an example of settler social response as a means of resource access

protection.
8e See
eo

for example, Ibid., 45, 49-61,70-7I,90-91, 105-i 13, 193 n. 1,

Major,

Ztt.

214.

14.

e1

Howley, l5O, 152,153, 158, 176, 189,200, provides documents from l8Z2 ro 1829 wirh
references to 'lndian' individuais with English names a¡d 'White' occupations or places of residence. See
also, Elizabeth Goudie, Womanof l-abrador (1973, reprint, Halifax: Nimbus publishing, 1996). Major,
403-404, gives some indication of the difficulty that maintaining identity entails for Aboriginal peoples in
Newfoundland.
92

See, Adelman and Aron.

8I+I5.
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correlation suggests.e3 The concept of 'borderlands,' as applied by Jeremy Adelman and
Stephen Aron in their L999 study, "From Borderlands to Borders: Empires, Nation-States,
and the Peoples in between in North American History," provides an alternative.e+ Their

observations support the argument that interpretations of quasi-stateless societies in North

America which fail to factor in Aboriginal participation are elementally incomplete.es The
reduction of Europe and its peoples into a single essence, and North America and its
peoples into an oppositional 'other,' is seen as useful only if the goal is to perpetuate a

historiography in which the former is clearly victorious and the latter irrevocably
vanquished. Displacement is not perceived as natural, necessarily inevitable, or
synonymous with extinction.e6

Adelman and Aron limit the term frontier to describing"ameeting place of peoples
in which geographic and cultural borders were not clearly defined."eT The designation of
borderland is applied to regions which historically were sites of competition; the divisive
question being, where the boundaries of adjacent colonial domains should be understood to
exist. Areas where formal, physical possession of territory by a state was not actively
pursued, or fully realized, were open to settlement by a wide range of people of diverse

identities, most of whom exhibited migratory behaviour: some moving according to
traditional seasonal patterns, others impelled to flee original homelands, and still others
freely pursuing an available option.es In these quasi-stateless areas, it is possible to
conceive of 'nomadism' as the mobile settlement of an extensive territory in which

individuals capable of self-sufficiency did not need to engage in the dependent forms of
93 See, Jenson,

54-74, also Denoon, 2,9,26, and Olive Patricia Dickason, "From 'One Nation' in

the Northeast to 'Nerv Nation' in the NorthwesL A look at the emergence of the Métis," inThe New
Peoples: Being and Becoming MéÍis in North America, ed. Jacqueline Peterson and Jennifer S.H. Brown
(Winnipeg: University of Manitoba Press, i985), 20.
94

Adeiman and Aron,

8I+41.

95 See

also, Daniel R. Mandetl, "shifting Boundaries of Race and Ethnicity: Indian-Black
Intermarriage in Southern New England, 1769- 1880, " Tlrc Journøl of American History, 85, no. 2 (Sep.

1998),466,500-01.
96

Adelman and Aron, 815.

e7

lbid.

98 See,

Norton, 118-21.
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commerce that the stationary settlement of very circumscribed territory requires.ee Potential
and resident settlers met and mingled as they sought to establish a presence, or to have a

prior entitlement recognized and protected. Understanding the range and extent of

intermingling of peoples of diverse identities is regarded

as critical.

roo

The heterogeneity

existing among Aboriginal groups, compounded by that of non-Aboriginal groups, is seen
to defy generalizatie¡.101 Historical borderlands, as edges of colonial empires, exhibited a

distinct cultural dynamic where prolonged cohabitation between natives and newcomers
prevailed -- whether the latter were migrants external or internal to the continent. Intimate
relationships involved adjustment and compromise. Intercultural exchange was meaningful
and reciprocal. Dual and shifting identities and affiliations were common. Negotiations and

accommodations between new and seasoned inhabitants gave rise to distinctly new,
syncretic approaches to community. Cross-cultural brokering is seen as formative but not
determinant of patterns of co-existe¡¡ss.102

Following this conception, the Red River Settlement was founded in a borderland
which at different points in time was contested by rival First Nations; French, British,
Canadian, and American states; and the New Nation Métis. The borderland construct
supplies a broader colonial context, with explanatory potential, in which to situate a study

of the Settlement. The importance of this larger political economic setting cannot be denied

-- external forces do have consequencss.t03 fids]rnan and Aron find that those displaced,
when loosely defined colonial borderlands became demarcated by territorial borders

99 See,

153

Brookfield, 1-6; also, George Cartier, cited in, Birth of a Province,l49, and "Chapter 7,"

n. 54, this thesis.
1oo

Adelman and Aron, Bl6.

101 See

also, William W. Fitzhugh, Culîures in Contact: The Impacr of European ConÍacts on
Native Atnerican Ctilîural lrtstilttîiotts, A.D. 1000-1800 (Washington: Smithsonian Institution press,

r98s),2-7.
102 Adelman and Aron, 815-16, 89; see also, "syncretism", "syncretize,"
I-angenscheidt's Netp
college Merriam-websrer English Dictionary, 1196: "chaprer 2," 15 n. 40, this thesis; and
"hybridization," OneI-ook Dictionary Search, <http:llwwrv.onelook.com/?s'=hybndization&ls=a#all_scÞ,
20 June, 2003: The combination of varying forms of belief and practical approaches to sun ival by people
seeking to unite in harmonious community and actively attempting to reconcile divergences, is not directly
equatable rvith the deûerminate biological process of 'hybridization.,

i03 Adelman and Aron,839; see also, McMichael,

xi; and BrooKield.Z-3.
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formalized through international agreement, cannot reasonably be held responsible for their
victimizaüon. Rather they are perceived

as having

fallen outside of a state sanctioned'and

widely promulgated definition of which order of people properly constituted the 'nation'
destined to inhabit the now rigidly defìned territory.ro+ However, the Red River settlers
were not privy to the diplomatic machinations of the 'greatpowers.' Until 1869, it appears
they had entirely misjudged the extent, positively or negatively, to which their existence
was of political value to outsider interests; their worth measured in terms of strategic

their fate capable of generating sympathetic interest.

lOs

{s of 1870, they appeared

utility;

unaware

of how rapidly political estimations regarding the import of their existence could change.loe
Up until that time, whether as individuals they were of a trusting, optimistic or merely
resignedly hopeful disposition, as members of a community they sought to build a solid
base capable of sustaining its members through misfortune, and providing access to

whatever opportunities the future might bring.toz In his historiographical analysis published

in

2W

as a chapter

of Thomas Scott's Body and Other Essays on Early Manitoba History,

J.M. Bumsted notes that for Red River,

as

for other colonial settlements, the "question of

internal dynamic versus external pressure has ... been an important one. The settlement
was obviously driven to some extent by its own dynamic, which is not well understood,
but the relationship between this dynamic and external factors has somehow to be taken
into accounf."lO8 Ç¿digan's approach supplies one means to explore the internal forces --

authority and control at the local level -- to examine the manner in which settlers exercised
i04 Adelman and Aron, 817-18, 839-40; see also, Sangster, 169-71,
also Carter, II, L¡-ZO,Zg,
'133,161, for a description
of the Canadian colonial mind-set and the regulation of 'race,' 'class', and gender
relations, a¡d the maintenance of dominant British colonial ideologies: The extension of the Canadian state
was accompanied by the formal and informal application of distinctions designed to determine which
characteristics defined the dominant and subordinate segments of the population. In the absence of real
physical differences, invisible qualities were made to suffice -- the type of 'blood' that might be lurking in
one's veins, the fype of savagery and brutality in one's heart, the spiteful cunning in one's brain.
10s

Alexandre-Antonin Taché, Sketch of îtrc North-West of Anerica, trans- D.B. Cameron
(Montreal: John Lovell, 1870),69: J.M. Bumsted, "The Colonial Office, Aboriginal policy, and Red River
1U7-1U9," in Tlwmas Scott's Body, gl-114. and McNab , 2t-22,25-28,3t,33-34,37; atso Alexander
Ross, Red River Settlement,173-74, for the period to 1834.
106

See, Coutts, I

1

l.

io7 See, Denoon, 68; Brooldield, 205.
i08 Burnstçd, Thomas Scolr's

Body, 12.
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the freedom inherent in their quasi-stateless position. Used together, the ideations

of

Cadigan, and Adelman and Aron, provide means to critique power structures that are
adequate for assessing the genesis, natural tendencies, and disruption of the dominant

community of the Red River Settlement. Both are compatible with depicting the historical
forces operating in quasi-stateless conditions as part of a fluid, formative process.

Explanation is arrived at independently of

a

reliance on fixed boundaries -- socially,

politically, geographically, culturally, temporally or conceptually. Events are evaluated
loci of chance reversal; they may not be causal origins of change so much

as

as bounded,

discontinuous, observable occurrences of transformation, but their effect can be read as
aggregative and reinforcing.

tos

As the evaluation of development -- its quantity and quality -- is of central interest,
its measurement is of concern, particularly as the population under consideration is
predominantly Aboriginal. Although Cadigan notes the inability of liberal democratic theory
to come to terms with the Newfoundland example of complete dependency on a single
resource, it appears that an implicit assumption remains that European models

of

development set the standard for assessmsnf.110 R.A. Nisbet is acknowledged as having
pointed out in l969,in Socíal Change and History: Aspects of theWesternTheory

of

Development,that these models have a history spanning in excess of two and a half

millennia.ltt As with terms such as progress and growth, development is

a metaphor. The

implications embedded in the word -- that change unfolds incrementally, cumulatively, and
unidirectionally to meet

a

preordained potentiality -- must be kept in mind. Too often, the

metaphor has been used to validate stage theories. As with flawed assertions regarding

evolution and taxonomy, when differences are ranked arbitrarily in a fîxed order as stages,
they are mistakenly thought to demonstrate the existence of phases, thus furnishing proof

109 See, Charles C. Lemert, and Garth Gillan, Michet
Foucault: Social Theory and Transgression
(New York: Columbia University Press, i982), 4; and Sangster, 11-14, for a critique of Foucault's
disinclination to connect diffuse occurrences. See also, Peter D. McClelland, Causat Exptanation and Model
Building in History, Economics, and the New Economic History (l-ondon: Cornell University press, 1975),
U; and Lloyd, 6-7, 95, 159-163.
110

Cadigan,

viii.

1l1Denoon, 6,205, see also,

2I5,219.
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that societies inevitably move in a like direction along a single spectrum, however unevenly
spaced or paced.ttz Donald Denoon argues, in Settler Capitalism:The Dyrwmics
Dependent Developmenr in the Southern Hemisphere, that the word has

utility if

of

i

used

circumspectly to denote only "a substantial increase in the quantity of goods produced in a
society, an increase proportionately greater than the increase in that society's
population."113

!g[, he also cautions

that assessment of a settler society which is

situationally non-European -- especially one labouring under a 'pigmented' designation -faces an additional problem. It is possible for seeming contrasts in levels of prosperity

between societies to be illusory. Whereas ordinary Western mathematical systems of
measurement are amply suited to deal with cash incomes, they can furnish only crude
estimates of subsistence productisn.li4It has been observed that "Not everything that can
be counted counts, and not everything that counts can be counted."lls

preferable that valuation be qualitative as well as quantitative.li6

It is therefore

[n observation proffered

by Innis further complicates matters: "We must all be aware of the extraordinary, perhaps
insuperable, difficulty of assessing the quality of a culture of which ... we are not a
part."lrT ldeologically distant observers may perceive inherent value in a territory in entirely

different ways.

118

Historically removed researchers may not be aware of these differences

and heavily mediated sources may not reflect tf¡srn.1ie Regardless of the heritage of a

historical investigator, the past remains after all separate.l20

'Improvement' is another evaluative metaphor that was often invoked in the
112lbid., citing Nisbet; and Melotti, 1-2.
113

Ps¡*n,7.

r14

lbid. See also, Wharton, v.

1ls Albert Einstein quoted in Brenda O'Neill, email, "Gender and Social Conference
Announcement," University of Manitoba, Fri., 4 Apr.20O3, L0:13:24.
116

Denoon, 9.

117

lnnis, Bias of Communication, I32.

118 *ln Years From Here: The Maisin Meet the Sto:lo - a Cultural Exchange,"

Things <http://www.cbc.calnatureofthings/>,

The Nøture of
7 Nov. 2002; see also, <sto:lonation.bc.ca>, 7 Nov, 2002.

119 See, Franca Iacovetta, and Wendy Mitchinson, eds. On îhe Case: Exploralions in Social
History (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1998), 5; and Sangster, 4.
120

Haskell 306; and Lloyd99.
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nineteenth-centuryin conjunction with development.l2l The term is equally subjective and
entirely positivist. It is used to denote observable, purposeful, material change. When this
change is recognized as movement toward facilitating integration into a wider economic
system -- as a necessary precursor and conducive to development -- use of the word

improvement implies thatfurther developmentis assured.122 Obviously, not all attempts at
improvement are successful. Nor is effective improvement determined by one course of
2çisn.123 The goods produced by a society, including architectural structures, as well as
steady expansion of territory claimed for settler-driven production should be regarded as a

signal of a purposefully engineered, sustained momentum potentially destined at some

point to qualify as the preliminary stages of fully realizedlater development. It is also worth
recognizing that although the borderland condition existed in Rupert's Land for
approximately two hundred years, the time span for Métis settlement at Red River
comprised only sixty of these. Establishing the rate of deveiopment -- including
improvement -- from the Settlement's inception to the community'r dispersal, is therefore
as

important a consideration

as

describing its nature and extent when addressing the myth

of non-development. It is possible that given the time frame, the pace was relatively rapid,
confined only by limitations such as the geographic distance from a port and a related lack

of population influx.
Settler societies formed during the Colonial era shared a number of circumstantial

similarities, yet displayed

a

wide range of developmental variatis¡s.12aþsspite having

quasi-stateless identities in common, the correspondence between the settlements in Red

River and Newfoundland is not complete. The endowment of each location profoundly
influenced the kind of settler society that could be superimposed upon it. Divergent
histories regarding the integration of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal values led to
differences in approach to organizing community. At the same time, if Red River accords
i21 See, Cadigan, 135.

l22ges, Deane, 13-15, on Adam Smith's materialistic and mechanistic premises:
also Samuelson
and Scott. 906-07.
i23 See, Cadigan, 724, 166-68.
124

Denoon, 4. See also, McMichael and Cadigan.
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with the description of quasi-stateless settlement dynamics outlined for Newfoundland,
then the contradictory social relationship between producers and procurers entailed mutual
dependence as well as mutual f61çs.125 As the settlers constituted a free and active element,
the FIBC cannot be considered a "feudal obstacle" to the progress of settlement.126

Within

the Métis community, examples of individual self-determination were evident. Successive

adjustments undergone by the political economy did not compromise freedom. Motivated
by a concern for enhancing community development, settlers applied solutions devised
through cooperative association built on consensus. Their society had a complex dynamic,
one not properly reducible to a pre-capitalist representatisn.t2T

If the condition of quasi-statelessness

was a workable means for settlers to shape

the community that did not prevent development; merchant credit enabled development by

providing a solution to the absence of money; and focus on the fur trade did not prevent
agricultural development from becoming

as extensive as the

community could handle,lzs

then non-development could nothave led the Métis to desert their community. Rather, by
1869, the highly socialized,law abiding, Christianized community was comprised

individuals -- both educated and knowledgeable -- who exhibited

a

of

vibrancy and "vivacity"

consistent with what, in the nineteenth-century, was considered increased civilization.l?e

As such, the Métis were

a

primed population; well positioned, if their occupancy 'rights

and claims' were recognized, to benefit from a substantial increase in development once

enhanced transportation systems allowed immigration and consequent market expansion to
take place. That this did not occur, that instead the settlement became part of a transition
experience that placed it squarely on par with other regions identified as the "turbulent
125

Cadigan, 52, 54, 60,

l}l,

162.

126 See, Bumsted, Thomas Scott's Body, 13, and reference
to Doug Owram's description of the
Canadian expansionist view of the history of Red River.
127

See, Melotfi,3-4.

128 See, George Simpson, quoted in Ens, Hontel.andto Hhúerland,74.
Donald Gunn, 281 asserts
that "the settlers raised abundance of grain for their own use and, in the aggregate, ten times more than the
market dema¡rded"

.L. Morton, quoted in Sprague, Canada and the Mótis, 6. See also Stanley, Birth of Western
Canada,7-8; also David Anderson, in Report from the Selecr Commitee,240: "They still follow the chase
and hunting; but at the same time, socially, as regards their position in life, they are much improved."
129 W
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margins of the United Kingdom," more similar to the American borderland experiences
than not, supports the contention that state racialized 'others' were purposely

and

)

systematically denied equal opportunity.t:o In the United States, the "virulent,'state
sanctioned hatred carried by incoming 'actual settlers' was blatantly obvious,13l

[¡

f¿a¿d¿,

equally "bellicose" migrant aspirants to dominion evinced the same disregard of Aboriginal
peoples, many with full confidence that they were similarly supported by their sþfs.132
Despite representations to the contrary, Canada followed a policy as effectively hostile as

theAmerican version.i3: The dissolution of the Métis community is therefore explainable as
due to the application of external force, not to internal $/sakness.

r34

The following chapters address four areas gernane to this argument the integration
of Aboriginal and European values in the Red River Settlement, the mutual dependence and

mufual force of producers and procurers, the myth of non-development, and the "thrust of
community intention into the f¡¿¡¡s."135

130 See, Sprague, Canadaandthz Métis, L8I-83t
Carter Il, lg-2},29; also Curtis, 309-l l, 313;
also Aldon Morris, "Building Blocks of Social Inequality: A Critique of Durablelnequatity," Comparative
Studies in Society and History, 42, no. 2 (Apr. ZC[Ð): 4g2-96.
131

Adelman and Aron, 839; see also, "Policy and Practice of the United States and Great Britain in
TheirTre¿ûnentof Indians,"North AnericanReview,24,no.55 (Apr. rgrT):365-443.
132 {dsirnan and Aron, 816. See also, Glen
Williams, 15-16; D.N. Sprague, "The Métis Land
Question, 1870-1882," Journøl of Canadian Sndies, 15, no. 3 (fall 1980):'76, and huda and. the Métis,
35; Jackson, 84; also Bumsted, Thomas Scofi's Body, 164-65, describing John Christian Schultz, the
Ca¡adian party, and other associations. Cecil J. Houston, and William J. Smyth, Irish bnigrøtion and

Catndian Settlement: Pattents, Ijnks, and l¿tters (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1990), l8l,
Hereward Senior, "Orange Order," The CanadianEncyctopedia (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 2000),
1728, and Alex Rough, "The Murder of Thomas Scott," <http://www. orangenet.org/canada./scott.htm>,
count Thomas Scott, Schultz, John A. Macdonald, J.J. Abbott, a¡d Mackenzie Bowell among loyal
Orangemen. hogramme, Seventy-fifîh Anniversary, 1871-1946, Grand Orange l-odge of Manitoba
(Winnipeg: 7946),2, written for an event at which "Brother" John Diefenbaker was "speaker of the
Evening," asserts that as of 1871 Orange Order confidence in Canadian dominance was such that 'T-odges
sprang up all over the Province, and the rebels and disloyal elements hied to their tudden holes like rats
from a sinkrng ship. The hierarchy of the Northwest looked on, the sun of Liberty and Loyalty was rising
over the eastern horizon, and ere long would penetrate the entire West. "
133 See,

Sprague, Canada and the Métis,

l8/,.

134lbid., ix.
i35 Finlay and Sprague, 552, see also, 445-46: the phrase is in reference
to George Grant, I-ament

for

a Na\ion {Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1965).

CHAPTER 4

Integration of Aboriginal and European values in the Red River Settlement

The cultural endowment was a resource with a formative inJluence on the pattern of
borderland coexistence to coalesce as Red River Settlement society. The settlers were a
diverse and complicated group, participants in a unique experiment in heterogeneity.r

1¡"

genesis and formation of the prominent community, the Métis, reflected an important aspect

of life in the region: the existence of the experience of choice.
From the beginning, there were men of extra-continental and North American origin

who could lay claim to a wide variety of identities.z In the early years, all of the settler
women and children were native to NorthAmerica with a maternal Aboriginal heritage.

After Marie-Anne l.agimonière's arrival in 1806, no other non-Aboriginal female settlers
appeared until 1812.

If anything, the number of these declined during the Settlement's

expansion.3 Alexander Kennedy Isbister, a Métis barrister resident in England, writing in
1861 noted as

"fact" that virrually "every married woman and mother of a family

throughout the whole extent of the Hudson's Bay territories, from the ladies of the
governors of British Columbia and of the Red River Settlement downwards" was of

Aboriginal descent.a Yet the women of Red River displayed variation.s Although
Anishinaabe, Cree, and Assiniboine origins may have been most common, the mothers of

I See, Coutts, 8.
2 Ross Case, quoted in "Appendix, No. 8, " Rep
ort from îhe Select Cotnmiîtee,4O2, enumerates
"natives" originally associated with: "England, Ireland, Scotland, France, Germany, Italy, Denmark,
Sweden, Holland, Switzerland, United States of America, the Gold Coast of Afrìca, the Sandwich Islands.
Bengal, Canada, rvifh various tribes of Indians, and a mixed progeny of Creoles or half-breeds. "

3

See, Healy, 1-2;Van K)rk, ManyTenderTies,3,I73,I75-7g,1gl; Sprague and Frye,
Genealogy,23.Wtor to Marie-Anne Lagimonière, the only female external migrants to arrive in Rupert's
I-and were the "ill-starred" wife of Governor Henry Sergeant and her companion, during the l68Os, and
Isobel Gunn alias John Fubbister who arrived in 1806 and returned 'reluctantly' to the Orkneys in 1809.

4Alexa¡rder Kennedy Isbister, quoted in W.L. Morton, Mønitoba,
5

Van Kirk, Møny Tender Ties, 3.

9I.
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these women were not restricted to any particular First Nations background.o Some had

fathers, grandfathers or other male relatives with European associations.

Cultural

,

distinctions, such as language and knowledge specific to site, though present, did not
necessarily spell pronounced divergences which led inexorably to separate "hermetically
sealed" populations.z Intercultural exchange had been going on at a fundamental,
interpersonal level among First Nations peoples in the area eventually designated as

Rupert's Land for thousands of years. Intergroup transfers, creating familial alliances and
extended kinship support networks through child and adult adoption, spousal exchange,
and marriage were customary among many First Nations.s These rearangements created
and solidified inter-band and international alliances, diffused ideas and increased the

potential for successful adaptation to diverse circumstances, for instance, the expansion of
the

fur

trade.e

A limited fur trade with Europeans existed in North America from 1497 on the
6

Helen Hornbeck Tanner, "Ojibwa ," Encyclopedía of North AmerÌcan Indians. ed. Frederick E.

Hoxie (New York: Houghton Mifflin, L996), 438: "The form Saulteux today is used in the western
provinces of Canada to refer to Ojibwa people. " Michael Johnson, "Ojibwa/Chippewa," Encyclopedia of

NaliveTribesof NorthAnerica ([-ondon: CompendiumPublishing,2æ1),44:"Theirownnarne

Anishineabe [sic] is increasingly preferred by many Ojibwa today. " John D. Nichols, "Ojibwa l-anguage,',
NorthA¡nericanlndiaw,44O, presents the conventional Canadian spelting as Anishinaabe, which Hornbeck
Tanner, 439, translates as "First (or Original) People. " Aboriginal Canada Portal, <hnp://www.
aboriginalcanada.gc.ca>,30 May 2003, indicates that the alternate spelling, Anishinabe, is equally
common. Basil Johnston, Ojibway Herilage: Tlrc cerernonies, rituals, datrces, prcryers and legends of tlrc
Ojibway (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1934), 15, uses Anishnabeg. Fred J. Shore, "Cree," North
Anericattlndians,l4O: "The Crees have as many words to refer to themselves as there are different Cree
peoples, but in most c¿ses these terms are not translatable, and the people themselves have chosen to use
ihe word cree as well"; see, Joseph F. Dion, My Tribe tÌrc crees, ed. Hugh A. Dempsey (calgary:
Glenbow-Alberta Institute, 1979), I: "it has been customary to refer to any people resembling us as
Nehiyaw people, or Cree people. " David Reed Miller, "Assiniboine ," Norrh Anericøn Indians. 56-57, who
Presents the Assiniboine as distinct from, but closely related to, the Daliota/l-akota, observes that in Alberta
the Assiniboines are also known as Stoney; Dan Kennedy, RecollecÍiotts of an Assittiboine Chief, ed James
R. Stevens (Toronto: McClelland and Stewaf, 1972), IO,24, observes that the Alberta Assiniboine ,rcalled
themselves Nakota, and ihe rnany bands within this large cultural group had different names. "
7 Stewart, 81. See also,
8

Adelman and Aron, 8i6.

Jay Miller, "Families," NorÍh Anterican ltulicùts,193; Marilyn G. Bentz, "Child Reanng," North

funerican Indiarc, 717.

9 Basil Johnston, 62, presents diversiry as an Ojibway
survival strategy: "There are many flocks
formed to attain the same destinations, different trarls leading to the same place. The safety and autonomy of
the species is best served by following diverse pafhs in small units. " See also, Shore, I39-4O; Hornbeck
Tanner, 439- and Adelman and Aron, 819.
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Atlantic coast, and from 1534 in the area tributary to the Gulf of St. Lawrence. During the
16@s trade undertaken as a major commercial concern crossed the Canadian shield and
advanced to the interior of the continent.l0 The need to engage in cross-cultural brokering

would have increased as the mass migration initiated by the settlement of Europeans, the
introduction of economically driven trade, and new epidemic diseases in eastern North
America triggered a steadily advancing westward push.il A continuous process of
accommodating alternative lifestyles met and dealt with this movement. Mixed groups like
the 'Oji-Cree', 'Homeguard Cree' and Métis were a natural consequence. Europeans were
treated no differently than anyone else: some band daughters opted to accept them as

partners. Not all of their choices need be considered economically driven.tz Across
cultures, human beings are subject to specific physiological responses: there is a biological
basis for romantic attraction.i3

By 1810, the non-native born had been included in the

intermingling and shifting populations for upwards of ten generations.
Cree was both a common language of trade and "mother tongue" throughout

10 Innis, Tlæ Fur Trade in Canada: An lrttroductiotr lo Canadian
Economíc Hislory, revised ed.
(1956; reprint, with revised foreword, Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1970),9-10, 15 (page citations
are to the reprint edition).
11 See,

Finlay and Sprague, 33 Arclrcology of Nortttweslern Otúario, 18,22: A.S. Morton, 4-5,
11-12; Ray, I Have LivedHere Since theWorldBegan,Tg,and Adelman and Aron,816-18,820.
12 See, Stanley, BírthofWestentCanada,5-6; A.S. Morton, 306,349-5O:yanKirk, Many
TenderTies,4-6,8,24-27,78-79,92, "'Vy'omen in Between': Indian Women in FurTrade Society in
Western Canada, " in Readings in Canadinn History, Preconfederation 2d ed., R. Douglas Francis, and
Donald B. Smith eds. (Holt, Rinehart and Winston of Canada, 1986), 175-77, 179, and "The Role of Narive
Women in the Fur Trade Society of Western Canada, l67UIg3O," in Rethinking Canada: The promise of
Women's History, ed. Veronica Strong-Boag and Anita Clair Fellman (Toronto: Copp Clark prtman,
1986), 60; Ens, Homelandto Hinterland, 12-13: Jennifer S.H. Brown, "Partial Truths: A Closer Look at
Fur Trade Mamage, " in Front Rttpert's Land to Canada, 62-63: The conventional historiographic assertion,
that socioeconomic factors determined cross-cultural couple formation -- as distinct from continued
cohabitation as mated partners -- during the Fur Trade era, has precluded representation of male and femaie
historical actors as completely dimensional human beings. The probability of sexual attraction is
acknowledged. Conspicuous in its absence, however, is consideration of the emotional side of 'love' -- a
concept peoples of the present recognize as enunciated in extant written and oral sources which confirm it as
both known and regarded as consequential in past, even ancient, human populations.

i3 Helen Fischer, Arthur Aron, Debra Maslek, Haifang Li, Greg Strong, and Lucy L. Brown, "The
Neural Mechanisms of Mate Choice: A Hypothesis," Neuroendocrinology Lefiers 23, suppl. 4 (Dec.2OOZ),
cached at <http://ww w.nel.edul 23_s4lNEL 1 002R09_Fischer.hrm>.
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Rupert's Land.H The term Otipaymsoowuk identified communities and people who were

for all intents "free" or "their own boss."ls The differentiation did not turn on lineage

so

much as lifestyle choice.l6Identity was a mutable and multifaceted attribute.lT In a nonnative context the name distinguished those born in North America, or those thoroughly
acculturated and determined to stay, from foreign born contemporaries engaged in the fur
trade whose tenure in the region would end with the termination of a contraöt.In a First

Nations context, the term identified those who -- though possibly of First Nations descent - were free of the traditional responsibilities associated with band membership. In a Métis

context, the name reflected

a

freedom to participate in non-Aboriginal and First Nations

worlds to varying degrees at different times or to construct a separate way of living.18 The
settlement of Red River, one example of independent social construction, was by no means
the first.1e Prolonged cohabitation among individuals of diverse identities had given rise to
a

cultural dynamic distinct to the region prior to the establishment of the Red River

Settlement' It follows that living in North America in quasi-stateless conditions would not
have presented a new challenge to the Métis who congregated there. In the mingling

of

natives and newcomers, the larger adjustment and need for compromise would have fallen
upon external migrants. Aboriginal people comprised the dominant population in numbers
and practical knowledge.

It is unlikely therefore that their values were 'integrated' into

a

14

Stanley, Birth of Westem Canatla, 10, and Alexander Ross, R¿d River Settlement, I92. See
also, Foster, "The Country-Born, " 72 n. 88,205 n. i 18; and A.C. Garrioch, The Far and Furry North: A
Story of Liþ and l-ove and Travel in thz days of the Hudson's Bay Cornpany (Winnipeg: Douglass-

Mclntyre, 1925),passim, forexamples; Dion, 16465; Charette, vii.

15 See, Maurice L'Hirondelle, cited in
Norma Hall, "seeking freedom to decline the fall: Iiterary
form, historiography and the determination of the Red River Métis, " submitted to Historical Method and
Historiography 11.44O, S01, University of Manitoba, 12 Dec. 2001, 2. Alternate spellings are common

and reflect differences in dialect.

Jay Miller, "Families," 194. See also, Tuchman, 69: According ro a proclamation in lzr
Révol.te: "We know what is \r¡rong with our society is ... that the boss exists," the choice to live as
Otipaymsoowzk would fit one io be an Anarchist in 'deed.,
16

17

Sprague and Frye, GeneaLogy,l2; Brown, Strangers tn Blootl, TO; Van Klrk, "Five Founding
I%, 179, and Many Tender Ties, 237: Métis women might just as often have their origins
obscured or be referred to as 'indian' in historical sources. See also, Adelman and Aron, 815-16.

Families," I49,

816-17.

18

Hall, "seeking freedom to decline the fall,,,

19

Jacqueline Peterson cited in Sprague and Frye, Genealogy, 12; see also, Adelman and Aron,

Z.
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Europeanized social system at the Settlement, so much as select European values found
purchase in Red River Métis society, occasionally reinforcing inclinations already present

by virtue of ancestral, originally paternally derived, patterns.20

A logical starting pointforarriving at a telling description of Métis society in Red
River -- to get at the initial source of social solutions and the means of their transference to
the community.-- is to study family life, beginning with marriage and family formation and

turning to the socialization of children.2l Although in Rupert's Land, "alliances with Indian
women were the central social aspect of the fur traders' progress across the country," fur
trade 'society' was not synonymous with Métis society.22 There were pronounced
differences. The former contributed to a past from which the latter was derived. Both
existed as contemporaneous, interacting but separate social systems. To date, scholarly
emphasis, in remaining fixed on the quasi-biologically derived conception

of

'ethnogenesis,' has foregrounded the fur trade. Studies relating to family tend to bracket
Red River, concentrating on fur trade alliances made preceding -- or removed from -- its

formation, or on Métis post-dispersal experiences.z Little of the effort expended in
compiling the historiography about either the Métis or Red River has gone toward
discovering anything about Métis family dynamics during the settlement's existence-zalf

identity is to be understood as "conjunctional, not essential," then it is not reasonable to
assume that Métis culture became fixed during the fur trade; that the original European and

First Nations progenitors were the sole deterrnining elements concerning the character of
successive generations; and that nothing of consequence took place between 1810 and
2o

See, Coutts, 100.

21

Foster, "Wintering, the Outsider Adult Male and the Ethnogenesis of the Western Plains Métis,"

in From Rupert's l-andto Cana¿a, 180.
22

YanKirk, Many Tender Ties, 4; also "The Role of Native Women," 59.

See also, Sprague,

"Cultural Bias of Metis Studies," 66-6"/.
æ Frits Pannekoek, "Metis Studies: The Development of a Field and New Direction,"
in From
Ruperr's lnnd to Cana.d.a, II9-20,lists Van Kirk's Many Tender Zi¿s, and Jen¡rifer Brown's Strangers in
Bbod as the principal studies illuminating conditions prior to Red River, and Diane Payment and Natalie
Kermoal, "La Vie en Rose," and "Les Rôles et les souffrances des femmes métisse lors de la Resistance de
1870 et de la Rebellion de 1885," as having explored those after the dispersal. Brown, "Partial Truths,"
deals with non-Red River marriage dynamics.
24See, Brown, "Partial Truths,"59-80, and Pannekoek, "Metis Studies," i11-13,

II}-IZO.
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18'70.2s

A "major

research gap"

still exists.26

In part, the perhaps inordinate penchant for delineating the interaction of non-

Aboriginal men with First Nations women is attributable to the nature of the sources
consulted.2z The lack of consideration given to the distinct dynamic of Métis society may be
due to the fact that Red River as a place is not "hidden" so much as pertinent historical
sources about the "unknown spot" are.2ß HBC records include private and business
correspondence preponderately written by non-native men connected to the Company.

There is no readily available repository of similar size devoted to material written by Métis

individuals. The personal concerns of traders may appear anecdotally in their own records
whereas those of the mass of Aboriginal contemporaries leading lives so ordinary that they

did not inspire anyone to write a special note, do not. In Red River, Métis presence,
attitude and behaviour may have been so much the norm that record keepers had little
reason to refer to anyone who did not stand out from the crowd. The mundane aspects

of

life, having escaped notation, remain obscure. It is impossible to fathom why people were
doing something without knowing what they were doing. The analysis of demographic
information is one means of addressing this lacuna.
The tabulated marriage data in The Geneatogy of the First Metis

Nation affirms

that conclusions derived from fur trade studies are not definitive in a Red River conrext.
The belief that European attitudes predominated in culturally mixed family groups appears
presumptive; the idea that marriages contracted between non-Aboriginal males and First
Nations females were somehow intrinsically more important to Red River community
dynamics than the historical couplings of Métis to First Nations, and particularly Métis to

Métis, appears unfounded. A cursory count of relevant data provided in Table

1:

25

Clifford, 11. See also, Spry, "'Memories' of George William Sanderson, " I 15; Heather Devine,
"Les Desjarlais: The Development and Dispersion of a Proto-Métis Hunting Band,
l7g5-l g70,,, in From
Rupert's Land to Canada, 129.
26 Pannekoek, "Metis Studies, " I23:
see aìso, I 16, 124, where he projects that ..The real future in
Metis studies lies not in Red Rìver," as, in his view, the period from 1900-1950 exhibits the more

"relevant"vacancy.

27 See, Pannekoek,

"Metis Studies,', 120.

28 Brown, 'Partial Truths," 60.
77 (Oct.1856): 665.

"A Visit

to Red River,"

F1¿

rper's New Monthty Magazine, 13, no.
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"Genealogy of Red River Households, 18i8-1870," reveals that, according to information
obtained from sources where individuals were racialized in the process of constructing
records, as few as one percent of marriages were between partners who may have had any

significant 'cultural' hurdles to overcome

as a result

of a pronounced difference in

'ethnicity.'
In addition to an unknown number of marriages that for whatever reason may

figure

as

"omissions" from the table, there are 4 033 instances of men "known to have been

heads of families" in the Red River colony prior to 1870.2e Approximately 3 813 of these

men were united with a like number of women. The number of men is approximate because
the possibility exists that despite care taken to provide as accurate a guide as possible, in the
process of compiling the table one person may have generated two identities. Thomas

Sinclair, ID 43U, furnishes an example. The occasion of his marriage to Caroline Pruden
after the death of his first wife Hannah Cummings resulted in the attribution of a second

identity --rD 4389. The difference between the number of marriages and the number of
men is a result of at least 210 identifiable instances of multiple marriages. Individuals such
as

Antoine La Freniere ,rD 2533, and James Sanderson, rD 43n , married as often as four

times. As women listed as wives do not have their own ID number, instances were they
remarried are not readily discernible.
The total number of men clearly identified in the table as 'European' -- including
those born in the Canadas or the United States -- is 693. Of these.

44were married to

women who are not also designated as European. Only 56 of the wives are identifîed as

'Indian.' Not all of the records consulted in compiling the table include 'racial'
categonzation, but if it is assumed that the identified males provide a representative sample,
so that the proportion of European men married to different categories of women is

consistent throughout the table, then 12 percent of the undesignated, but potentially
European, males were also married to females understood to be Indian. Even with the

inclusion of these marriages, the percentage of European to Indian marriages falls below
fìve percent.

29 Sprague

and Frye, Geneabgy,9,29.
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It is woth noting that 56 women identified

as European were

evidently married to

non-European husbands. Although none of these husbands are listed as Indian, some may

well have fìt criteria that would make that designation

as

appropriate as any other. Adding

these marriages to the list of those assumed to have harboured a cultural challenge does not

alter the diminutive stature of the group within the community. In addition, analysis of the
48 clearly identified alliances that were formed between designated European men and

Indian women born prior to 1810 -- only eight such marriages are listed as having been
contracted among those born after 1810 -- indicates that, generally, the prevalence of

original trader to First Nations marriages decreased arithmetically over time while the
number of Métis unions was undergoing geometric increase.

A simple calculation allows the time frame that the purportedly culturally challenged
marriages existed relative to the settlement's 60 year span to be visualized. Average life
expectancies for traders and their wives, based on the dates provided

for

13 traders and 10

toTI

and

49 years

wives from within this trader to First Nations group, work out

respectively. Applying these to the remainder, for whom only birth dates are supplied, and

arbitrarily fixing adate of marriage termination at the midpoint between the two projected
dates of death -- giving meu shorter lives, women longer, in an attempt to err on the side

of

caution -- indicates that the group may well have maintained its size to about 1835. It then
underwent a pronounced decrease over the following decade -- a period when from one

half to two thirds of the marriages might have ended due to the death of one or both
spouses. Aside from being small, this community variant is made up of people of
ages. Few of these

similar

'founding' marriages would have carried on past 1855. It is unlikely

that any would have persisted past 1860.30 Even if everyone is presumed to have lived to a
ripe old age, and discounting two known instances of dissolved marriages -- as well as
those where 'Indian' wives were also Métis women -- by the late middle years of the
Settlement there would have been a precipitous decline in original trader to First Nations

30Ens, HomelandîoHinîerland,65,suggestsameanageof

marriageas2'T.Syearsforthemen

and22.3 for the ivomen. A second calculation using these figures, devised to include additional 'mixed'
couples born after 1810, confirms that their numbers were smali. Their presence would have done little to
alter the picture given by the first calculation.
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marriages.3l

Without attempting to address any omissions in the tabulated data furnishedinThe
Genealogy, or expending additional effort on more sophisticated tests, it is still plain that
the vast majority of marriages in the settlement were contracted between Métis individuals.

This is a circumstance that has received mention in the historiography.:z However,
excepting the tabular and introductory information furnished in The Geræalitgy, the
observance is largely salutary.33 The point -- keeping in mind the extremely unfìxed nature

of 'racially,' 'ethnically' and 'culturally' designated boundaries -- that over the life of the
Settlement probably 75 to 85 percent of the marriages were between Métis partners, is not
made prominent. Nor is

it emphasized that in Red River upwards of 9O percent of the

marriages were between culturally congenial individuals. Studies with a primary focus on

'mixed' marriages between 'European' males and 'Indian' females during the fur trade era
address a mere fragment of settlement life. A redirection of emphasis is warranted

if the

larger community is to be understood.

By the time the Red River Settlement was formed, most of the women who would
eventually settle there were Métis as were their current or potential spouses. The 'normal'
Red Riverfamily had an already thoroughly blended heritage. Cross-cultural negotiation
processes were well underway. Decisions regarding instances of major divergence, the

selection of values deemed worth promoting and determination of emphasis accorded to
them, had already been made.¡+ Métis families included men, women and children who
were comfortable with and familiar to each other. There is no reason to extend the
assumption that marriage in Rupert's Land was a site of a transoceanic cultural contestation

31 See, Sylvia Van Kirk, Many Tender Ti.es, 180, 182, 189; and Sprague and
Frye, Genealogy:
The relationship between Chief Factor Donald McKenzie, D342I, and his first wife ,- whose identity is
not firmly established -- may have ended before he lived in Red River, as was the case with Governor
George Simpson, D 4374, and his spouse Margaret Taylor. The last of retired trader, D379, James Bird's
Aboriginal wives, Elizabeth, died in 1834. Jane Flett, the "Indian" wife of James Sutherland, ID4520, died
in 1835. Mary, the "Indian" wife of Robert l-ogan, ID 2988, died in 1838, as did ID 4028, J.P. Pruden's

Métis wife Nancy Ann. Jane Auld, Méris wife of John charles, rD u5. died in 1842.
32 See,

W.L. Morton, Menitoba,9l.

33 See,

Sprague aad Frye, Genealogy,23.

34See, Devine, 132, I5O.
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to include the Red River Métis. Unlike the situation faced by transitory workers clustered in
and about

fur trade posts and engaging in the "partial or incomplete social sphere" that

accompanied that business, living in an established community, where oral communication
was a constant, meant that potential spouses, their extended families and friends had the

opportunity to be aware of areas of conflict over values and out1ook.35 It was possible to

"sit down to study the issue."36 There was time and incentive to negotiate terms.37
Missionaries of the Churches of Rome and England had made the Christian rite and its
exhortation to lifelong inter-gender partnership available by 1820.:s Regardless of sexual

orientation, settlers who took part in the ritual -- and according to Table

well aware of what marriage

as a concept

1

many did -- were

entailed in their community and how it differed

from a temporary or casual liaison. Distinctions between consensual sex and rape existed.3e

If

the option to marry was pursued, people could decide whether a church, traditional

ceremony, or combination of the two, was preferable.<0
Evidence does not support a description of Red River society as evincing or

promoting a widespread racialized gender divide. If there were men in the Settlement who
felt "ambivalence" about the Aboriginal character or background of their wives, they were
in the minority.+t There were likely few families in which adult Métis offspring had First
Nations wives or mothers present in the community to whom they could behave as

35

Brown, "Partial Truths." 69.

36lbid.
37 See

for example, Garrioch, 13,38,71.

38 Pannekoek, Snug
3e

Little Flock, 50, 59.

Van Kirk, 164, 168.

a0

Garrioch, 40, 106-107 Norbert Welsh, The Last Buffalo Hunrer,ed. Mary Weekes (New York:
Thomas Nelson and Sons, 1939; reprint Saskatoon: Fifth House Publishers, 1994),26-Zi (page citations
are to the reprint edition).

al Sylvia Van Kirk, "Five Founding Families," 158, see also, "'What if Mama is an Indian?':
The
cultural ambivalence of the Alexander Ross family," in Tlrc New Peoples: Being and Becoming Métis in
North Americø, ed Jacqueline Peterson and Jennifer S.H. Brown (Winnipeg: University of Manitoba press,
1985), and Many Tender Ties, 237-38.
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distantly as has been asserted, even if so inclined.+z The Ross family, an example where a
First Nations mother apparently caused embarrassment for one of her Métis daughters, was

in an unusual position.a3 The fact that Sally was an 'Indian' may have been less of a
problem than her culture of origin. As an Okanagan, she may have lacked the local
knowledge, skills, orfamily ties that would have integrated her readily into Red River
society.44The publication of The Red River Settle¡nent in 1856, broadcasting her husband

Alexander's low estimation of his Aboriginal neighbours -- who were obviously
disinclined to support his attempt to introduce notions of squirarchy and install himself and
his "princess" bride at the headas -- would not have helped. It is also possible that Jemima,s
personality tended to petulance. Her unhappiness may have been due to other causes and
her mother may simply have served as a convenient scapegoat. Whether or not other

fur

traders were representative of the discoursively established determinate axiomatic regarding

'human nature' -- that 'European' men and First Nations women must have had great

difficulty understanding
sets

one another -- Red River Métis settlers were different.

If the two

of broadly defined cultural resources -- Old World European and New Wortd

Aboriginal -- on which their progenitors originally may have drawn are held to constitute
underlying orientations that were not superficial beliefs but "deeply entrenched cultural
norms," it must also be recognized that these had been subject to modification over

42 See, John Palliser quoted in Van Kirk, Many
Tencler Ties,238. Coutrs, 75, citing the
quantitative research of Bnan Gallagher refutes the "accepted view" that a reputed increase in either..racial
sensibilities" or "racial tension" in fact "represented an important and even central theme in Red River
history before 1870. " Van Kirk, Many Tender Ties, 231, 239-40, would seem ro confirm Coutt's position;
see also, Spry, "'Memories' of George William Sanderson,,' 117.

43 Van I{srk, Many Tender Ties, 236-7

4

.

See, Ja¡' ¡4¡1¡"., "salishan Languages," and Jacqueline Peterson, "Plateau Tnbes," Norttt

Anericanlndiarc,5&'65, and 485-89. Michael Johnson, 152, identifies the Okanaganas Sinkaie¡*. Healy,
18-19, indicates that Sally rvas thoroughl¡r accepted by some elements of the communitr,.
45

Frits Pannekoe k, "Alexander Ross, " T'he Canatlian Encyctopedia (Toronto: McClelland and
Steu¿art, 1999),2036. See also, Barbara Johnstone, quoted in Edith Parerson, "Canadian History is
Exciting
Says Nerv Park Superintendent,'Winnipeg Free Press. c.4 July i961. Johnstone, a Métis descendant

of

Isaac Corvie [See, "Chapter 5," 92 n. 39, this thesis], dismisses as "nonsense'" any claims to princess
s[atus
made about Fint Nations women.

æ
generations.46

The predilection for binary thinking in Western European tradition is eminently
apparent in instances of abstract thought, such as racialism, and situations where 'us and

them' roles are assigned and enforced by specifically set and organized circumstances.aT
However, it is not only possible but Iikely that these separated and limited conceptions
come undone wherever the freedom exists to engage in extended contact with the abstracted

'other.' Attitudes may be deep seated, but, removed from

a

reinforcing context, people

leam of multiplicity and diversity from direct personal experience.as In quasi-stateless
societies formed in borderland environments, 'cultural' differences did not build into

conceptions of a "stable, exotic otherness" because "self-other relations are matters of
power and rhetoric rather than of essence."4e In borderland circumstances the sources of
power were diffuse and largely non-hierarchical.s0 Even within fur trade posts the idea that

hierarchical models of authority would prevail when transplanted to Rupert's [.and was
constantly challenged by actual events.sl The subjects of extended "culture-contact,'
situations underwent an exchange process, experiencing what has been dubbed variously
as

"interculture", "interference", "intereference", "transculturation," and "intercultural

intertexts," whereby, "The roots of tradition are cut and retied, [and] collective symbols
appropriatedfrom external influences."52 Because human beings learn throughout their
lives, from their own experience and from what they observe or hear about others, changes
46 Stervart, 79. Vibert, rii, 108, 162,277,287
n. 29, concludes that traders of rhe plateau region - even Métis individuals such as Simon McGillivray -- were conceptually unable to appreciate Aboriginal
lifestyles and peoples. Samuel Johnson, quoted in Boswell, 46¿1, shares the view. He refuses to accept that
a
man who had rvritten from the American "wilds" to aruìounce, "Here am I, free and unrestrained, amidst the
rude magnihcence of nature, n'ith this Indian woman by my side ... rvhat more can be desired for human
happiness?" could be considered as anything other than a c¿gross absurditl," as a human being.
47 See, L,orne Tepperman, and R. Jack

Richardson, Ttrc Sociat World: An Introductiott to

Sociologl,2d ed. (Toronto: McGrau,-Hill Ryerson, 1991), 83-88, 105, 107, 2:,7-2g1:and Stephen

F.

Davis, and Joseph J. Palladino, Psychotogy,2d ed. (Upper Saddle River: Prenrice Hall, lgST), æ7-gS.
48

Tepperman and Richardson, 99, r45-r49, and Da'is and palladino. 6g9.
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Clifford,

5o

Adelman and Aron, 816.

14. See also, Henry et

51 See,

aI, 23.

Edith I. Burley, Servants of the Honourable Company: Work, Disciptine, and ConJlicÍ
llrc Hudson's Bay contpa.ny, 1770-1879 (Toronto: oxford universitv press. 199î.
s2

Clifford.

15 n. 4.
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in individual belief systems take place. Individual modifications can become influential
when communicated to others. They are then reflected as changes in the overall culture of

the group.s:

If, in

some instance, a Red River woman was unable to overcome her Europe-

oriented husband's cultural myopia and alert him to his good foftune in having secured an

Aboriginal spouse

as helpmate, the vast

majority were successful in passing on to their

offspring a respect for their worth as beautiful, capable and caring women.54 After

a

half-

century absence from Rupert's Land, during which he encountered other cultures and
methods of childrearing world-wide, Sea Captain Colin Robertson Sinclair recalled his
deceased Métis mother with fondness. He returned to Red River and raised a monument
to
her memory bearing the inscription:
Eyes of my childhood days shall meet me,
Lips of a mother's love shall great me
On the dav I follow
Oh, what a hbst of memories rise;
Sadness dims an old man's eves.55

Although one of the few Métis of his generation to have

a

non-Aboriginal mother,56 in

exhorting the community to present a unified front during the Resistance of I&6g-:¡}.Louis
Riel considered the veneration of motherhood vital to formulating

a persuasive

rallying call:

c'est vrai que notre origine sauvage est humble- mais il est juste que nous
honorions nos mères aussi bien que nos pères. pourquoi noir o.iuperionsnous à,quel degré de mélange nous- possédons le sang européen et lö sang
indien? Pour peu que nous ãyons dê I'un ou de l'autle, la reconnaissancã et

53 See, Norma Hall, "Contrasting
context and content in Trader's Tales: Narratives of Culütral
Ettcounters in the Columbia Plateau, I807-1846," submitted to Gender History in Canada
tt.lls, SOt,
University of Manitoba, 12 Nov. 2002.

54 See, Spry, "'Memories'of George William
Sanderson," 116, ll8; Welsh, t; Charette, 6, lO:;
Isaac Corvie, The Companl, of Adventurers: A Narrarive of seven years in tlrc Service
of ttrc Hudson,s Bay

Company ùtring 1867-1874 on tlrc Great Buffalo Plahr (Toronro: Wiiliam Briggs, tgt:¡,
tS+, 285; Van
Kirk, "The Role of Native Women," 63-64; Dickason, "From 'One Nation' ... ¡o .w"* Nation." 22.25.
5s

Healy, 166.

56See, Stanley, Louis

Riet,I-3.
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l'amour filial, ne nous font-ils pas une loi de dire: Nous sommes Métis.sz
The most prevalent approaches to studying the Métis appearto reflect the Euro- and
andro-centric biases of source materials, historiographical traditions, and past research

cultures-:8If the contribution of Aboriginal women to community life has been downplayed
or misunderstood, then, contrary to mainstream historiographic representation, women

may in fact have been central to Métis community formation, the configuration of values,
and social cohesion.se Children raised in Red River Métis families had parents with
similar

expectations regarding childrearing. The majority of mothers and fathers in Red River
had
not been raised within the walls of a trading post where European notions of hierarchy
and
gender were, to some degree, enforceable.6O There is no reason to expect that the
Otipa¡'¡n56owuk would have given up a system of social organization that had proven

eminently workable for generations of First Nations peoples simply to mimic European
styles of living, especially when those who were stolidly European -- or brought up
in that
manner -- were not demonstrably adept at surviving in a free environment.ol Therefore,

it

is unlikely that Métis social norrns were gender determined in a manner which privileged

@Shnley,BìrthofWes|ernC(Inad(l,10.Translation:..Itistruethatour

native origin is humble, but it is just that we honour our mothers as u,ell as our fathers.
Why preoccupy
ourselves with rvhat degree of mixture we possess of European blood and Indian blood?
Whatever small
amount rve have of the one or the other, in the acknovvledgment of filial love, q,e
lack no dictate to sav: We

are Métis."

58 See' Marcus and Hsher, vii-ix;
Beatrice Medicine, "Gender," No rth Anærican Indians,
Sprague, "Cultural Bias of Metis Studies,,' 66-67.

ZI:,-lg;

59 See,

Beatrice Medicine, "Women," No rÍh,4nerican Indians,685-89; and Jeannette
Armstrong,
"Invocation: The Real Potl'er of Aboriginal Women," in Women of rhe First
NaÍions: potver, Wisclom, ancl
Strength' ed. Christine Miller and Patricia Chuchryk, with Marie Smallface Marule, Brenda
Manyfingers,
and Cheryl Deering (Winnipeg: University of Manitoba hess, 1996; reprìnr,
1997), ir-x (page citarions are
to the reprint edition). See also Coutts, xiv.
60

Burley, 2,4,6.

61Paul C. Thistle, Intlian-European
Trade Relations in tlrc

Inwer SaskaÍclrcwan River Region to
1840 (winnipeg: university of Manitoba Press, 1986), 8. see also, Samuel Hearne,
prilce
A Jottrney
of lvales's ForÍ in Hudson's Bay to the Nortlrcrn ocean, 1769, 1770, 1771, 1772 (Izgl;reprintfrom
rvith
introduction, ed. Richard Glover, Toronto: Macmillan company of canada lgj2),g1_g2
n.x (page
,
citations are to the reprint edition), for the story of Mary Norton.
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male European approaches.62 More probably, parenting roles were gendered after the
manner of First Nations communities. In any case, the parents of successive generations of

Métis people were individuals whose primary caretakers through infancy and early
childhood had almost certainly been female

as

well

as

Aboriginal.63 In assessing the

incorporation of values in Red River as a settler society, the role of women

as

transmitters

of cultural norTns in Aboriginal communities needs to be acknowledged. Based on the
works that are available, a different, expanded role for Métis women within their

community can be posited.
Perhaps the most important element of First Nations social structure to be

perpetuated by the Métis was the kinship network.s In a First Nations context the
networks are identified as "family-clan systems."es Speaking in Rousseau River, Manitoba,
before the Royal Commission of Aboriginal People sin 1992, Leonard Nelson testified
that, "The clan system is a social order. The clan system is a justice system. The clan
system is a government. The clan system is an extended family unit."66 In Rupert's Land -as

in Europe

-

familial systems exhibited both diversity and similarity. Different strategies

were commonplace, yet, inter-band and international exchanges of membership had long
been the norn. Thus the sets of basic beliefs which structured the original societies of the

62 Cadigan, 65, notes a contrasting situation
in Nervfoundland u,hereby, "A process of transatlantic
family migration in fact established the patriarchal family srructure of West County English society in

Ner,r,foundland in the earlv modern penod.

"

63

Jay Miller, "Families," 192. See also, Spry, "'Memories' of George William Sanderson,',
l 16118; Charette, 7.

Miller,

G-l

See, Jay
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Armstrong, ix; see also, Jay

66

læonard Nelson, quoted in Patrick Macklem, Indigenous

193-97.

Miller, 193-96.
Dffirerce and tlrc Constitution of

Cmtadn (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2001), 194. See also, Jay Miller, 193-95, rvho
nores that
population densiry determined the degree to which the extended family groups could actively participate
in
decision making at the individual and immediate familv level.
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Americas retained a semblance of consanguinity.oz The basic beliefs held by Europeans,
because of a genesis that was entirely separate, had dramatically different emphases.os The

Métis community began with the acceptance of European individuals,likely as husbands,
as members of First Nations kinship networks.6e Families in which European approaches

to survival and comfort were allowed a consideration equal to Aboriginal approaches were

distinct enough to be recognized as something new. Because the initial unit for adoption
and exchange of ideas regarding family was that of the couple, the change was not drastic,
sudden, or necessarily permanent. It was negotiated between individuals, of different

personalities and abilities in different contexts with different outcomes. However. all of
these individuals were at all times compelled to be

primarily concerned with survival. Men

born and raised in Europe and transported into North American circumstances were in no
sense imbued

with a superior abiliry to cope.In fact they were more often than not

dependent on the knowledge of their spouses, and through them, on the support afforded

by an acquired kinship network.To
Where combined culture families formed networks modelled on Aborieinal

67 For examples of evidence of kinship netq,orks among the
Métis and suggestions that they
functionedatmorethananabstractlevel,see,spragueandFrye, Genealogy,Zg,3l,36,3i-38;Coutts,9697,100,104-05; Brown, Strangers inBlood,33-34,75,98-100, 2i8-19; Ens, HomelandtoHinterlanel,
130, 133,138, Spry, "'Memories'of George William Sanderson," 116-17,118-19; andJ.E. Rea, review
of , The Free People -- Otipemisiwak, Batoche, Saskntcheyvan 1870-1930, by Diane Paulette payment, Tlrc
Beaver: Exploring Canada's Hislory(Dec.lJan. l9Ð0l1991): 58. Although kinship networks are discussed in
the formal histonography about the Métis, the precise nature of their workings has not been thoroughly
studied. Many of the Métis were of Anishinaabe descent where Clan systems rvere of central importance.
Brorvn's comments regarding kinship networking rvithin the HBC provides an explanation as to how Métis
of non-Anishinaabe descent, or relation, may nevertheless have ensured that a high level of respect for, and
reiiance on, kinship net\\¡orking rvas retained among the Métis. PAM MG 14, B 30, file 38, ..Colin
Robertson Sinclair, Estate, 1898-1903"; and Colin Inkster to Mrs. Cecil Walley, Ietter, L7 Feb. l97j,
collection Norma Hall, suggest that kinship networking among Métis families preserved a transoceanlc
alvareness of, and main[ained access to, the Red River community for geographically removed members.
Neil Ray, ed., "Cousins," Cltiklren of tlrc Country 9 (spring 2000): 2; "Message Board," Metis Resource
Centre Inc. <http://www.metisresourcecentre.mb.calmboard/messages/187 html>, 2O June 2003, indicate
that among a present-day Métis, family connections are still informally acknowledged and expressed in
terms of kinship.
,
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Dickason, Myth of the Savage, xiii; Finlay and Sprague, 5-7; Wendell H. Oswalt and Sharlone
Nealy, Tltis In.nd was Theirs : A stttd¡ of Naîive Americans (Toronto: wiley, r99g), 5.
69

Medicine, "Women," 686.

70

lbid.:Yan Kirk, "Fiye Founding Families," 158; see also, Jay Miler, "Families," 194.
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structures, membership in the Métis communiry could transcend other defining ties.71 An

Anishinaabe born Métis woman could have kinship connections with Assiniboine people.
Her sons might live

as Cree band members

with her brother, while she lived as a Nizitapi

wife.tz Her sister might be an Anishinaabe born Métis -- whose NWC father's kinship
network extended beyond Montréal -- currently living

as the

wife of a HBC trader, with

a

daughter living as an Anishinaabe with her maternal grandmother, while a son lived in the
Orkneys as a member of his paternal uncle's household.T3 At any point in time, a decision
by any of these interconnected individuals to change living arrangements, or explain them,
could alter perceptions and the identity accorded to them by others. Regardless of the
choices made, it was the mixedT+ nature of their extended family -- potentially the basis of a

community -- that remained constant. Within Métis families, historical kinship networks are
made readily observable through written documents which notate formal family structures
after the European, patrilineal manner of genealogical construction.Ts Informal structures,

nearly but not entirely invisible in the written record, were no less important. Of these, the

network of women was fundamental.T6 Métis women, depending on their principal
women's network and the consensus reached within it, could accept or reject non-

Aboriginal notions to different degrees, adopting more or less of their husband's, father's
or brother's cultural identity for incorporation into their individual family unit. The
\ryomen's shared Aboriginal status and extended and intertwined familial afniliations
71

Hornbeck T anner, 439.

72 See,

Real People.

"

Darrell Robes Kipp, "Blaclfoot," NorlhAmerícan Indians,T4: the name translates

as

"The

73

Although the two women descnbed are fictional, the example is plausible. It is loosely based on
lvomen rvho are not known to be related, the mother of Poundmaker and Margaret Nahowav Sinclair, as
s,ell as the kinship description of Norbert Welsh, 12.
74W.L. Morton, "Métis," ùtcryclopetliøCanatliana, vol. 7 (Ottawa: Canadiana Company,
1958),
53, notes that the term Métis is "derived from the l-atin miscere, "to mix " -- as is the English rvord mix.
75 See,

Sprague and Frye, Genealoglt, 29-38: Brorvn, Strangers in Blood,33-34,75, 9g-100, 2ig19; Ens, Homelandto Hbtterlqnd, 130, 133 Garry N. Hnatowich, Descendanclt Chnrt
for Wittiam Sinclair,
27 Dec. 1997.
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For evidence of its existence see, Dion, I 13; MacGregor, l7g; Healy, 4647,g5, gg, go, 92,
95-96; Spry, "'Memories' of George William Sanderson," 125. See also, Robert F. Harne¡,, "Preface," in
Inoking into My Sister's Eyes: An Exploration in Wotnen's History, by Jean Burnet (Toronto: The
Multicultural History Sociery of Onrario, 1986), ix-r.
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ensured a level of connectedness withinthe Otipaytnsoowuk community regardless of a

husband's primary orientation.zz Not only did Aboriginal women bring the distinctive

Métis status designation to the emerging community, their affiliations to a large extent
determined that it was a community, held together not by the work ties of husbands forging
an andro-centric society based on the "company of men," but by kinship ties which crossed

the divides of corporate loyalties and occupational roles.78

Within their own sphere, women shared information and decided matters of
importance to their survival.Te Their cultural background did not predispose them to adopt
an entirely passive or submissive stance with respect to their spouses and decision-making

regarding their families or themselves.s0 Outward deference does not necessarily indicate
inner abnegation. In many respects, First Nations women enjoyed a substantial level of
autonomy relative to European women.8l Just as male external migrants were in no position
to question the survival skills of Aboriginal peoples, their conception of gendered authority
was vulnerable to subversion, gtven Aboriginal women's capacity for self-sufficiency and

mobility.az Nor were men equipped to interfere with native women when it came to prenatal
care, birthing and the tending of infants and young children who were breastfed. The

primary caretakers during the most important and influentiai period in terms of the
transmission of cultural norms, the period during which the learning of language and its
77 See, Van Kirk, "The Role of Native Women," 64. Caro| Devens, reviel
of Sftangers Ìn Blootl:
Fur Trade Company Families in Indiqn Country, by Jennifer S.H. Brown, The Canadtan Historical Review.
62, no. 1 (Mar. l98l):342.
78 Foster, "The Country-Bom," 4-5, 25, contends that within the fur trade, "the 'company
of men'
u'as a principal focus of social life," and that within HBC families, "it is readily apparent that behavioural
practices derived from Great Britain would be encountered with greater frequencv than those of the Indian. "
79

Dion, 16; Spry, "'Memories' of George William Sanderson," 120.

80

Dion, 17; Van I{trk, Many Tender Ties,84-85, Brorvn, Strangers in Blood, 128; John Tanner,
Narrative of tlte Captivi\, and. ad:tenÍures of John Ta.nner (U.5. Interpreter aÍ tlrc Sault Ste. Marie.) during
Thirty Years of Residence among the Indiqns in the Inîerior of North Anerica, ed. Edrvin James (New york:
G. and C. and H. Cavill, 1830), 37.
81 See,

82

Finlay and Sprague, T; Jay Miller, "Families," 192-93: Van Kirk, ManyTenderTies,152-

For example see, Garrioch, 87-88, 227,23L-32,for descriptions of Mrs. Pawanis and Mrs.
Flaman;also Dion, ll+15, describing community reliance upon the resourcefulness of "old ladies." Van
I{trk, Many Tender Ties, 58-
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embedded philosophies structures the neural pathways of the brain, were Aboriginal
women.83 Their first, and reportedly preferred, languages were usually Cree -- known

in

Plains Cree as nêhiyawêwin -- and its linguistic relative, Anishinaabemowin.Ba That their

cultural orientation shaped cultural transmission to succeeding generations is undeniable.Bs
The belief systems initially determined as a response to physiographic realities -explanations that offered ways to interpret and cope with circumstance -- eventually became
a given set of instructions learned by children, underpinning their

intellectual and perceptual

understanding of the world and shaping their experience in it. During the first decades of
settlement, the number of Métis "apparently more conversant in Cree than in English or
French" was adjudged "significant."s6 It stands to reason that in Métis families. well into
the settlement's existence, Aboriginal values regarding early childhood socialization

continued to prevail over European values, perhaps in part explaining Henry Youle Hind's
comment in 1857 that "the colony was becoming less and less European each decade."87

Certainly, Hind's conviction could not have been based on obseryations regarding
the physiognomy of the inhabitants. A number of visitors were drawn to Red River during
the period of his enquiry. The widely advertised end of exclusive HBC jurisdiction over the

territory, at a time when "all eyes ... turned toward the Northwestern gold discoveries," led
many migrating entrepreneurs to surmise that "the land which they [the HBC] have shut out
the world from is open to capital and labour."88 Those who left written descriptions

of

83

Dion, 6, See also, Evelyn Fox Keller, as cited in, Natasha Whitton, "Evelyn Fox Keller:
Historical, Psychological and Philosophical Intersections in the Study of Gender and Science," Women
Writers: A Zine, cached at <http://wlw.womenwriters.nela¡chives/whittonedl.htm> 22 Jun. 1999.
84

Alexander Ross, Red River settlement, 192 Nichols, "ojibu'a t-anguage," 440.

85 See,

Nichols, "Ojibrva l.anguage," and l-aVerne Masayesva, "l-anguages," in North American

hdians, 441,33I.
86 Foster,

"The Country-Born," 205, 118.

87 SPrague

and Frye, Genealogy,23. See also, Paul Kane, Wanderings of an Arrisr Arnong îhe
Indians of North Americafrom Canada to Vancouver Island and Oregon llrough the Hudson's Bay
Company's Territory and Back Aga.ln (London: l.ongman, Brown, Green, Longmans and Roberts, 1859;
revised and reprinted, Toþo: Charles E. Tuttle Company, 1968),49,51 (page citations are to the reprint
edition), for a similar observation.
88
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"The People of the Red Nver," Harper's New Morzthly Magazir¡¿,

lg, no. 104 (Jan.
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travels through Red River thought the heterogeneity of Métis appearance worthy of remark.
The Métis were found to show great "diversity of their figures," and "various hues of their

complexion," including

a

full range of eye and hair colour -- a circumstance which had been

noted in the chronicle of Ross and the journal of Anglican parson, Rev. William Cockran.se
The latter, writing in 1845, inferred that of one of his parishioners must have been of

African American descent "by his father's side."e0
Not only did outside observers have

a

difficult time when attempting to identify

who exactly was First Nations, Métis, or White by physical appearance, the "Melange of
languages," encountered within the settlement, cart brigades, and hunting encampments did
not make arriving at distinctions any easier.ei Along with French, speakers might be
apprehended as conversant in Gaelic, English, Cree, and Anishinaabemowin.e2 The spoken

word was sometimes enlivened "with all the wild accompaniment of mingled accent."e3 At
other times, what was assumed to be a second language was spoken with notable
"elegance."94 Because fluency in more than two languages was coûrmon, reducing

determination to primary and secondary orientations could be difficult.ss Scholarly

'impressions'notwithstanding, no records exist to clarify the ratio of Métis men, women
89 Manton Marble, "To Red River and Beyond (First
Paper), " Harper's New Monrhly Magazine,
2L, l?3 (Aug. 1860): 294. Alexander Ross, Red River Settlement, 19l, 2OO.

90

William Cockran quoted in Foster, "The Country-Born," 197.

See also, Charette, 108; Welsh,
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9l "People of the Red River," 170.

See

also, Foster, "The Country-Born," 205.

92

"People of the Red River," 169; and "The Red River Trail," Harper's New Monrhly Magazine,
18, no. i07 (Apr. 1859): 614. Taché, Sketch of tlrc NortluWest of America, 6g.
e3

"People of rhe Red River," 169.

94

lbid., 173. Spry, "'Memories' of George William Sanderson," 122, notes the insrance of a
"Blackfoot" girl singing in French. Cowie, 261, describes Olivier Flamrnand, ID 1858, as French, yet he
also spoke "Saultaux" and Cree fluently while his English rvas 'amusing.' English then was almost
certainly a third or fourth language for many. The tendency to categorize the Métis as either French or
English may be suspected as having onginaæd with missionaries and fur trade bourgeois. Clerics and clerks

whose first language rvas French rvould classif¡, and record Métis individuals rvho conversed rvith them in
that language as French. Recorders who rvere English would adopt a similar strategy that saw their language
given priorit,v of place. Linguistic designation then, may reflect institutional bias.
95 See, Clifford E. Trafzer, "Native American
Studies," 420, who asserts that Aboriginal peoples
purposely cultivated multilingual abilities because, "it was important to be able to deal rvith neighbors who
spoke different languages and follorved different customs."
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and children among the buffalo hunting and trading parties with a dominant paternally

English linguistic heritage to those with
a

combination of both, or something

a

dominant paternally French linguistic heritage, or

else.e6 There is no reason to assume that

patrilineal

language necessarily overrode otherfactors that influenced participation. One commentator,

writing in i860, decided that the only sure way to divine a person's primary antecedence
was to determine which language was resorted to when cursing.eTThis may not have been
a

fail-safe method. It has also been assefted that

as the Cree language

lacked "real honest-

to-goodness 'swear words'," these were borrowed "from other tongues."98 Linguistic

diversity and appropriation were also observed among the voyageur brigades. In his
published recollection,The Far and Furry North,

ol

1925, Métis missionary, the Rev.

A.C. Ganioch, recounts an instance where the oarsmen entertained themselves and
passengers by swapping terminology from three different languages.ee The emergence

Michif,

an entirely new, separate and complex language, combining French nouns

with

Cree verbs and including English and Anishinaabemowin words stands as an example
the creative potential inherent in diversity.

of
of

too

The wide variation between perceived cultural orientations of siblings in Red River

families has also been remarked upon. External migrant Letitia Hargrave was shocked to
discover that in Red River, "Some people educate and make gentlemen of part of their

family and leave the other savages."l0l The varied paths of the children of William Sinclair
and his Métis wife Nahoway suggest that choices were not necessarily dictated by parents - opportunity and inclination played a role. In theirfamily, the options available for siblings
96 Foster,

"The Country-Born," 202 n. 106,205 n. 119. See also, Welsh, 73. Ens, Homeland Ío

HinÍerland,39.
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Marble, "(First Paper)," 298.

e8 Dion, 2.
99
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Language of the Canadian Mótis (Amsterdam: Drukkerij Universiteit van Amsterdam, 1988), I,3,i-9,lZ,
23, and Sarah G. Thomason, Contact l-angwtges, a. Wider Perspecave (Amsterdam: John Benjamins

Publishing, 1996),2-4: "Michif," Métis National Council. <http://wrvw.metisnation.calARTS/michif.

htmÞ, 2O

Jun.2OO3.
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ranged from full participation in Aboriginal societies to

full participation in Europeanized

societies. Of the ten children, Phoebe, Mury, Catherine and Thomas became permanent
settlers in three separate parishes of Red River -- St. Andrew's, St. Johns, and St. paul's.

William worked

as a

chief factor for the HBC northern department before settling in

southern Ontario, which is where Anne also resided. John, after marrying into a 'French'
Métis family, migrated to Utah, a territory considered "sympathetic" to Aboriginal
peoples.i02 Jane migrated to the Orkneys, then England, as a member of a seafaring

community. Of her two brothers educated in Scotland, James returned to Red River then
migrated to Oregon, while Colin turned to seafaring before retiring to Red River. In this

family,

as

in others, familial connections could influence but were not determinate of place

of residence or occupation. The offspring appear to have taken maximum advantage of
opportunities to diversify without direct paternal governance. The elder William died in
1818 when the children were all under the age of twenty-one and

still residing in Rupert's

Land with ¿þsi¡ rnstþe¡.103
When the "well-preserved" religious distinctions between parishes are also
considered, it is clear that children raised in Red River surrounded by diversity, and further

informed of its extent by family members, would fìnd it commonplace.lo+ Tenets of the
Judaeo-Christian belief system and the call for homogeneity that accompanied the
nineteenth-century European enthusiasm for nationalism held diversity to be unworkable,

giving rise to the conventional wisdom that the Métis must have been inherently -dangerously -- conflicted.lOs The representation of the Métis as 'divided' selves does not
io2 Qs\a¡¿l¡ and Nealy, 87.

Norma Hall, "Economic Strategies and Cultural Continuiry in Northern Manitoba
Communities during the Fur Trade Era" submitted to 11.3'/3 LOI A History of Western Canacla, 15 Nov.
103

2000. 10-11.

ioa Marble, "(Third Paper)," 316. Ens, 50, asserts that parishes
constifuted separate, sealed, selfpe¡petuating "ethnic and religious" communities. Holever, parish 'definition' may be suspected of hinging
on the circumst¿¡ce of the various religious representatives contenting themselves with limiting
competitive church construction -- likel¡,' due to cost as much as any other factor -- to one church, per
denomination, per parish.

Gen. 1l: 1-9, Mat. 12:25, Mark 3:23, Luke 1l:r7:ozhnmLi,lz, Lj, 19,23, Flanagan, Riel
and îhe Rebelliott, vii, ix. See also, Lawrence Hill, "Black + White ...equals black," Ma.clean's,Canadq's
Weekly Newsmagazine, ll4, no. 35 (27 Au'g- 2@I):16-17: who "discovered, very early, that some people
had strange ideas about the children of interracial unions."
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hold. There was nothing psychotic about the way that children and otherAboriginal

inhabitants of Red River fully engaged in a "shared world" as it was -- not

as

it was

,

'supposed' to be -- and thereby experienced heterogeneity as the norm.106 They were

comfortably acculturated to pluralism. Multiple languages, different lifestyles and varied
occupations were available from which to choose routes to realize personal destinies. They
were not confined by 'either or' choices that were limiting orfinal. Whatever hegemonic
motives lay behind 'civilizing missions' during the Colonial era, the respective
representatives of formal churches were successful in securing populations to their

benediction in Red River. However, any introduction, perpetuation or exaggeration of

divisions within the Métis community that the clergy might be held responsible for, was
ameliorated by intergroup connectisn5.l0T In Red River, tried and tested means were in
place to prevent rifts from becoming unmanageable.

A minimal number of intermarriages ensured that "Everybody was ¡sl¿fsd."108 þ6¡
everyone, the classification of cousin was a commonality.tos Either one was a cousin, or
was constantly associating with people who were. Genealogies compiled by descendants
the Sinclair family illustrate that this circumstance was mathematically inescap¿þls.

marriages of the ten children of

r

r0

of

Jþs

William and Nahoway linked theirfamily to equally large

families: Birds, Bunns, Campbells, Cooks, Cummings, Delormes,Inksters, Kirknesses,
McKays, Prudens and Spencers. As roughly representative of a generation with birthdates

falling between the years 1800 and 1820, they generated 78 known offspring -- excluding
those born to spouses in previous marriages. As first cousins, representing a generation
born from approximately l82O to 184O, the 78 children were entitled to refer in Cree to

theirfather's brother's children and theirmother's sister's children asnichisan, or brothers
106 R.D. t aing, The Divided Self: An Exisîential Study in
Sanity and Madness (1959; reprint
Baltimore: Penguin Books, 197r), 137-38 (page citations are to the reprint edition).

107See, Coutts,

l04; Pannekoek,

ll,

offers a contrasting opinion.

108 Spry, "'Memories' of George William Sanderson,"
125; see also, 117. See, Sprague and Frye,
Genealogy, 22 n. 43, for a description of the pattern of those marriages that were recorded -- a clergy
mediated decision -- between Protestants and Roman Catholics. See also Mailhot and Sprague, Zi n. I.

I09 See, Spry,
i10 See

"'Memories' of George William Sanderson,"

for example, Hnatowich, 1-134.

123.
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and sisters.lti lyf¿¡¡i¿oes contracted by individuals of this generation extended the family

network to include at least 6O links to additional families. Not only were the approxirnately
311 known offspring from these marriages entitled to call themselves cousins, in Cree they
were also designated as the cousins of their parents' first cousin5.l

12

Qf the generation born

from about 1840 to 1860 at least 185 are known to have married, adding about 180 new
families to the network. The spouses of William and Nahoway's children belonged to
families undergoing an identical process of expansion. The degree of network overlap
which occurred within the Red River Settlement would have ensured that virtuallv evervone
was indeed related within a few generations.

The eventually distinct if only originally loosely geographically defined Red River
parishes where various known members of the Sinclairfamily network resided came to

include many of those in the Settlement. High concentrations of 'cousins' were found in
St. Norbet, St. John, Kildonan, St. Paul, St. Andrew, St. Clement and St. Peter along the
Red River. Except for St. Norbert which was designated Catholic, these were

predominantly Protestant parishes, primarily Anglican, although in 1851 Kildonan became

offìcially Presbyterian. Other large interconnected family groups were concentrated in St.
James, St. François Xavier and Poplar Point along the Assinib6i¡e.113 Of these, St.

François Xavier was designated Catholic. However, parishes were not populated

exclusively by congregants of the predominant religious sect. St. Andrew had a mix of
Anglican and Presbyterian religionists.In addition to Anglicans and Methodists, St. James
was also home to adherents of the Roman Catholic faith.

'Anglican' St. Peter had Roman

il1

Géral-d Beaudet, Cree-English, English-Cree Dictionary: Nehiyawe Mina Akayasimo-Mina
Neliyawe-Ayamiwinì-Masinahigan (Winnipeg: Wurez Publishing, 1995),251,275. This may explain horv
'Betsy' Sinclair, and others, came to be counted in the historiography as siblings to the ten children listed

in William Sinclair's u,ill.

112 lbid-,275. 9pry, "'Memories'
of George William Sanderson," 123-24,indicates that terms ofkinship, such as "Nechiva" for brother, were applied in a broad sense when addressing fellorv members of
the community.

See, Sprague and Frye, Genealogy, Tables I,2 and4, to trace the kinship networks and
parishes inhabited by relatives of James Bird, ID 379; Thomas Bunn, ID 597; Colin Campbell, ID 65g;
113

William Hemmings Cook, ID 947, and son Joseph Cook, ID 94O: John Inkster, ID 24OO;John perer
Pruden, lD 4026; James Sinclair, n 4381, and brother Thomas Sinclair, D 4384 and 43891 and John
Spencer, tD 4457 ' Conflicting genealogical assertions based on limited information leaves specific identities
of McKay and Delorme connections tentative.
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Catholic parishioners as did St. John and St. Paul. In addition to Roman Catholic, St.
Boniface was

a centre

forAnglican, Methodist and Presbyterian congregati6¡s.1ia Parish

churches provided a central meeting place and religious instruction. Although a high

proportion of settlers apparently attended church on a regular basis, an equally large
proportion did not.115 Nor were all clergymen equally esteemed.116 For the Métis settled in
Red River, parishes functioned as neighbourhoods within the settlement, each one

apportioned with institutional amenities and conveniences.'Whatever the ambitions and
attitudes of the clergy, parishes did not operate as sealed social units which maintained
religious, linguistic or oracial' identities that superseded current or potential kinship ties. As
has been observed: "The very isolation of Red River itself kept the families from being

isolated." i iz

It is difficult to offer an extended description of childrearing practices. If little
information that relates specifically to Red River Métis women has been compiled, even
less has been done with regard to children, although indications are that at any given time

they were "pretty numerous."l18 þ'¡sm narrations of childhood provided by Aboriginal

individuals, it appears probable that a number of basic attitudinal family precepts common
to First Nations peoples carried over into Red River society.lle These may well have
reinforced a sense of freedom to pursue individual self-determination. The children were
granted afair degree of latitude with minimal adult direction and restraint. Formal schooling
was not particularly popular, so the majority of settler children were not forced to observe

regimented routines. Yet, despite not having been cowed by corporal punishment into
rta^çvç¡6, Sketch of the North-West of Anerica, Sg-X).
115Pannekoek, Sttug Lìttle Ftock,33; see also, Coutts, 96.
116See, Ens, HomelandtoHinterland,s3

Flock.166.

n.52; Coutts, 27-28,30, I54; Pannekoek, Snug Little

r17 Healy,208; see also, 2LZ-15. See, Coufts, 23 56, 62, lO4; Ens,
177; Mailhot and Sprague,
,
2; also Spry, "'Memories' of George William Sanderson," i 17.
118 James Isham, quoted in Jennifer
Brown, "'A Colony of Very Useful Hands,"' Tlæ Beaver:
Magazine of tlrc North (spring 1977),39. See also, Stafford Norrhcote, "The Ottarva Diary of Sir Stafford
Northcote," in Birth of a Province, 10i: As of 1870, M. Richot is recorded as asserting that there were
10 000 children in the Settlement.

i19 Ç6ìl¿ts, 98, in describing clergy reactions to

family practices encountered in Red River,
concludes that, "Family practices in Rupert's Land represented the antithesis of Victonan custom. "
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respecting their elders, they were apparently capable of doing as they were told when the
situation demanded. Aboriginal practices of group discipline and consensual decision,

making are evident. Recounting his memories of life in Red River, Métis trader George
.William
Sanderson described how parents responded to the restlessness of sons who had
formed a 'gang.' By acting in council, and concert, a solution was devised by the
respective parents, the youths' desire for activity addressed, and community concerns
regarding behaviour that had strayed beyond the bounds of the acceptable allayed.izo
Children appear to have been accepted as full participants in society.12l The First
Nations attitude toward children is held to reflect spiritual belief systems in which every
component of the biosphere, whether animal, vegetable, mineral, vaporous, liquid or other,
is an entity to be accorded equal respect.122 Inclusion in all social, economic, and ritual

activities would have ensured that,

as

in First Nations societies, Métis children learned

primarily through observation. Throughout childhood they had the opportunity to gain local
knowledge which had been refined over thousands of years on everything from hunting,
butchering, fishing, and horticulture to medical care and ways to foster emotional well
being through social and spiritual practices.lz That spirituality and religious observances
were part of everyday First Nations life would have helped to ease, first the inclusion of,
and laterthe complete transition to, non-Aboriginal religions. The compatibility of baptism

with the First Nations practice of conferring special names to give children guidance and
power would go some ways to explaining its popularity among the Métis. Likewise, the

tradition of marking passages into new stages of development with public ceremonies
would explain the ebullient, prolonged celebrations that occurred when Métis children were
mar¡ied.12<

As orality was a pronounced characteristic of Red River, storytelling would have
120 See,

Bentz, I 15-117; Pannekoek, Snug Linle Ftock,22; Coutts,

"'Memories' of George William Sanderson, " I 17.
121

Spry, "'Memories' of George William Sanderson," 122.

122

¡Je-6""¡

r23

lbid., 119 Charette, 4-7.

124

see, spry, "'Memories' of George

50-51,53,98; Spry,

Tanner, 438.

C.¿tnada,8; Healy, 208,210-212; Coutts, 100.

william Sanderson," 123; stanley, Birth of wesrern
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served to provide children with an understanding of the world, relationships and

responsibilities. As in First Nations families, it was common for children to be raised in the
homes of relatives, some of whom resided in distant locations.125 All were exposed to the
diverse range of experiences recounted by extended family, friends and neighbours coming
and going from the Settlement. This information was augmented by the tales and teachings
of literate members of the population who had access to imported reading materials ranging

from bibles and science texts, popular novels and magazines, to letters and newspapers
from abroad. Métis children were aware of concepts and possibilities far beyond what the
Settlement' s geographic

i

sol ati

on would

su g

gest.

1

26

From the beginning, the Métis may be suspected of having harboured a greater
sense of direct connection to a wider world than other

Aboriginal groups. Fathers may have

been "long gone," but awareness of a distinct patrilineage was maintained in Aboriginat

families with Métis children.12? One of the earliest distinguishing characteristics of an
emerging Métis culture was the phenomena of first-generation children's consciousness of
their paternity through remembrance of their father's n¿¡ns. i28 Even if less prevalent than

Aboriginal influences, an originally paternally derived non-Aboriginal orientation appears
to have significantly influenced key areas of Métis life. The introduction to and acceptance

of European patterns brought changes to traditional Aboriginal systems.
Religion and property allotment were realms where foreign ideas were
superimposed over local practices. Aspects of traditional spiritual belief systems -- such as
the fundamental importance ascribed to maintaining harmony, and the acceptance

of

125 See, Sprague and Frye, Genealogy, 30, and "Manitoba's
Red River Settlement," 184; Spry,
"'Memories' of George William Sanderson," 121; Welsh 7-8.

i26 $ss, Oliver, vol. 2, |29I-EZ, 1320,1345; Healy, 20-21;
Henry John Moberly with William
Bleasdell Cameron, When Fur was King (London & Toronto: J.M. Dent & Sons Limited, l9Z9), 15-17;
Stubbs, 93,96-97 Leslie Castling, "Peter Fidler's Books: A Preliminary List,"ManitobaLibrary
AssociaÍion Bulletin 10,3 (1981): 47-48;Norman Beattie, "The Red River Library,"Manitoba Lìbrary
Associatiott Bulletin lT,2 (1981): Leslie D. Castling, "The Red River Library: A Search for Knowledge
and Refinement," in Readings in Canadiøtt Library History, ed. Peter F. McNally (Ottawa: Canadian Lrbrary
Association, 1996),153-6, Debra Lindsay, "Peter Fidler's Library: Philosophy and Science in Rupert's
Land," in Readíngs in Canad.ian Library History,209-29; Donna G. Strike, ed., Direcr.iotts: A Gtùde to
Libraries in Maninba. winnipeg (winnipeg: Manitoba Library Associarion, 199g), 11.
127

VanKirk, Many Tender Ties. 9i.

1n lbid.
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diversity -- may have been kept by individuals in tandem with those of Christianity to
greater or lesser degrees. However, the new rituals, originally introduced probably only

sporadically by a few trader fathers but eventually reinforced by missionaries, came to
predominate. In Red River, recognizing European-derived religious rites became the norm;
annual celebrations conformed to the European calendar and Judaeo-Christian conceptions

of sacrament. The decision to form

a

fixed settlement in which new land holding patterns

were incorporated, dividing the landscape after the "rang" pattem familiar to French

patrigenitors, and in particularthe cultivation in individual family plots of privately held
land separate from the 'commons' used for haying and pasture, was also distinct from

traditional communal Aboriginal practices.tzs Although reciprocity and sharing may still
have been considered proper, there was potential for personal economic gain over and
above the customary conceptions of traditional subsistence systems.

Arguably the most signifìcant shift to take place in the Red River Settlement
between 1810-1870 was the adaptation of First Nations stateless sociopolitical systems to
suit adoption of an increased dependency on commercial transactions conducive to

maintaining stationary settlement. The shift appears to have been possible because specific
cultural practices and traditions were amenable and flexible enough to accommodate it. At
the same time, the shift was responsible for enhancing the cultural distinctiveness of the

community. The economic strategies of the Red River Métis were profoundly shaped by
their progenitors' connections to the fur trade. The introduction of non-Aboriginal traders
saw cross cultural brokering, which had always had a sociopolitical function, take a

pronounced turn toward addressing economic positioning. An advantageous "bargaining

position" became

a

different sort of consideration once profit motive was appended to

practices of reciprocity and exchange.l30 The Métis were roundly criticized by some First

Nations communities for converting the buffalo hunt, traditionally a subsistence resource,

into a large scale means of producing commodities with a commercial value -- even if the

ri7 l\.ave. )1.

"o

or.o^on, "From 'one Nation"... to 'New Nation"',30.

n.4; and Finlay and Sprague, 6.

see also, Adelman and Aron, g16
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garnered wealth was shared through displays of hospitable largess.13r
Whereas community organization on mass seasonal hunts retained enough of the

original pattern to strike most non-Aboriginal outsiders

as

exotic, life in the Settlement

proper could appear much lss5 s6.132 Where difference might alarm one Europe-oriented
observer, another would find the recognizable. The Métis struck the Earl of Southesk as
completely acceptable:

They build an{
fagl like othe¡ people, lh"y g9 to_church and to courts of law, rhey
recognize no chiefs (except when they elect a leader for their great hunting
expeditions),-and in all respects they are like civilized men, nõt more uneãucated,
immoral, or disorderly, than many ðommunities in the old world.r33
Similarly, from

a

First Nations perspective the Settlement might retain an inviting

familiarity even as it appeared progressively inclined to a perilous disregard of natural
balances. From 7670 to 1810, the Métis had emerged as an Aboriginal people of whom

it

may be said epigrammatically, as it has been about inhabitants of other Colonial era settler
communities world-wide, that "they had capitalism in their þsnss."r:+[s settlers in Red

River, activeparticipants in an ongoing negotiation with resident merchant representatives
of the FIBC and North West Company [NWC], they made full use of this inclination.
shaping the political economy of their settlement.

From the perspective of the Métis children of Red River, the Settlement was the
normative standard against which all other communities were measured for signs of the
congruous, the curious and the deviant. The observation of parental activities was one way

in which acculturation into a quasi-stateless sociopolitical system allowed new normatives
of Métis culture to be replicated in successive generations. As historically more attention
was devoted to recording the economic interaction of members of the Métis community

with commercial concerns, and to some extent between themselves, than to sociocultural
131

Welsh, 42-43, is sensitive to the criticism. See also, W.H. Draper, in Reporr
front the Select
Committee ,225, and R.N. Fowler, ..Appendix, No. 16,,'443.
132

Welsh, 3g_4a.
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activity, analysis of the political economic dynamic of the Settlement provides a sense of
what it was that children were observing: what the relations between procurers and
producers of the material commodities supplied by the resource endowment were like,

which activities predominated, what strategies were brought into play; and with what
result.

CHAP|ER 5

The mutual dependence and mutual force of producers and procurers

Capitalism was not introduced to the Métis as a complete complex of structured
relations at a specific, predestined phase in its, or their community's, development.
Economies are neither sentient nor evolving entities. They are structures and processes.
Whatever changes take place happen in innumerable increments. Sometimes connected,
sometimes not, these fluctuate in pace, direction and duration.r All transactions are
dependent on human interactions originating with decisions made at an individual level. In
the quasi-stateless conditions of Rupert's [.and,

it was not feasible to choose to abdicate

personal responsibility and rely on the dictates of a ruling élite. For the bulk of the

population no such élite existed.z The policies and procedures devised to realize the transfer
of vested European capital relations to new North American circumstances were nor
inconsequential. However, the owners and investors bent on overseeing the pursuit of
trade for profit were situated in geographically removed business centres, comfortably
ensconced in near total ignorance of actual conditions.3 It was inescapable that not only

economic viability butphysical survival required the active involvement of traders and
employees in the field. It was necessary that merchant representatives resident in Rupert's

Land adapt all aspects of 'Old World' economic interaction if these were to be successfully
insinuated into a'New World' environment to generate an economic process of any
coherence.a

Sparsely settled, North America was devoid of Aboriginal populations that could
be coerced into
1

reprioritizingtheir concerns to accommodate fur trader ambitions.

See, Henretta, l9-ZO.

2 See,

Finlay and Sprague, 7.

3 See, Taché, Sketch of the North-West of Atnerica, TO;
Reporl from tlrc Select Cotnmiltee,
passirn. See also, J.M. Bumsted, "selkirk's Agents: A Tale of Three Settlements," Tlrc Beaver: Exploring
Cqnada's History (Jun./Jul. 1992): 33.
+ See,

4t.

McKay, "The crisis of dependent development"; Brown, "A Colony of Very Useful Hands,,'

u
Considerabie effort was expended by merchant representatives intent on locating First

Nations bands, negotiating terms, and ensuring compliance. The results were mixed.s
During the 'era of equality' of the early fur trade in the West, Aboriginal people were
exposed to fundamental economic transitions. However, many First Nations peoples

continued to live according to their own precepts.6 When choosing courses of action, bands
assessed their interests their own way. Regardless of strength of entreaty or of assurances

elicited, Aboriginal people weighed available alternatives and sought optimal solutions,
appraising trader proposals in light of their own need to survive. Consideration of the
interests, demands, and strategies of geographically removed acquaintances ranked well

back of addressing the pressing imperatives imposed by contiguous realities.

First Nations people did not all arrive at the same conclusions and make the same
decisions. Some family groups chose to interact more closely with fur traders. Possibly,
this action reflected a desire to effect a better position respective to the trade. Estimations of
the value of European trade items to First Nations peoples have been challenged, however,

which suggests that

a

motivation to acquire objects of European manufacture was seldom

sufficiently compelling on its own.7 Many bands experienced sociocultural destabilization
and disorientation when traditional ties to the land were disrupted by displacement into

unfamiliar, already occupied territories due to pressure from the "moving Indian-white
frontier."s Discomfiture was compounded by the loss of individuals of all ages and
occupations in major disease epidemics from I'733-38 and 7782-89.There were unknown
numbers of smaller outbreaks as well. These conditions must be suspected of having
5 See, A.S. Morton, 244,24:Innís, FtrTradeinCatnda, 120-22,Bruce
G. Trigger, "Early Native
North American Responses to European Contact: 'Romantic' versus Rationalistic Interpretations." The
Journal of Anerican History,77 (March, 1991): 1199.
6 Friesen,

4,23. Finlay and Sprague, 206.

7 Ray, I Have Lived Here Since ilrc World Began,79;Tngger,
1205, l2}g, l2I3-14; Fintay and
Sprague, 64; Vibert, 12. Also David K. Riddle and [æo Pettipas, "An initial Archeological Inventory and
Survey of Siglunes Municipality, Western Interlake, Planning District," ManitobqArcheologicølJortrnal

(Winnipeg: Manitoba Archeology Society, 1992),93. See also, Christopher L. Miller and George R.
Hamell, "A New Perspective on Indian-White Contacl Cultural Symbols and Colonial Trade," The Journal
of American History,'73, no. 2 (Sep. 1986): passinz; also Bill Fox, "Dragon Sideplates from york Factory:
A New Twist on an OId T ai.l," Manitoba Archeological Jourtwl (1992): 23, 3I .
8 Calvin Martin, "The European Impact on Native Peoples," in
Inîerpreting Canacla's past,
Volunte One, Pre-Conþderation ,2d ed., J.M. Bumsted ed. (Toronto: Oxford Universify press, 1993), 101.
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induced some people to seek ties with fur traders who, if they had acquired immunity
through previous exposure to a disease or offered weaponry thought sufficient to secure a
safe location or promised access to food and shelter, were perceived to be in a position to

assist survivors.e

Alliances between fur trade personnel and Aboriginal women led to the growth of
Métis encampments in the vicinity of fur trade posts. The "economic origins of the Métis"
can be traced to the circumstance of these Aboriginal groups, acting independently of their

original First Nations organizations, eventually forming specialized, on-site labour pools -of women and children as well

as men.i0 Predisposed by

family ties to contribute to the

success of their associated trade posts, Métis individuals, families and community groups

interacted at a social and economic level with commercial enterprises. By the mid 1700s,
wives, children and relatives of traders were employed as "Virtually your Honors
Servants" in a variety of capacities.tt They worked as, among other things, provisioners of
pemmican, fish and game; suppliers of hides, furs and feathers; manufacturers of clothing,
tents and snow shoes; producers of salt, sugar, vegetables, fruits and poultry products.

They were hired as canoe builders, paddlers, guides, interpreters, labourers, clerks, and in
a

quasi-military capacity. Some, usually sons of high ranking officers, rose within

9

Finlay and Sprague, 67; Ray, "Trade rivalries, warfa¡e and migration," Indians in the FurTrade
(Toronto: Universityof TorontoPress, 1998),6, 12, l+16, 19,23,andIHaveLivedHereSincetheWorld
Began,34146. York, describes the effects of displacement. For the timing and effects of smallpox
epidemics see, A.S. Morton, 329; W.K. t amb ed., The Journals and l-etters of Sir Alemnder Maclcenzie
(Toronto: Macmillan of Canada, I97O),125 Innis, FurTradeinCanada, 192; J.C Yerbury, Tlrc Subarcti.c
Indians andthe FurTrade, 1680-IM0 (Vancouver: University of Brirish Columbia Press, 1986), 14748,
William C. Sturtevant and Wilcomb E. Washburn eds., Handbook of North Atnerican Indians: Hisrory of
lndian-whiîe Relarions, vol. 4 (Washington: Smithsonian Institute, 19ß),332 and E.L.M. 'fhorpe, Ttrc
Social Histories of Smøllpox and Tt¿beratlasis in Canada (Culture, Evoh¿tion and Disease) (Winnrpeg:
Department of Anthropology, University of Manitoba, 1989), 28-29.
10 Ens, HomelandtoHinterland,3. See also, Brorvn,
Strangers inBlootl,76,and"Colony of Very
Useful Hands," 39-41; Finlay and Sprague, 206: Cowie,2%.
11

Glyndwr Williams, "Family and Communiry in the Fur Trade," Tlrc Beaver: Magazine of rlrc
North, Special Issue (autumn 1983): 7O;Yanl{trk, ManyTenderTies,53,54. See also, Brown, "Colony

of Very Useful Hands," 39,44-45.
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Company hierarchies to positions of prominence.l2

If

the capitalist model adopted for the purpose of discussion is one in which the

mode of production has wage labour as its associated "characteristic of exploitation" and,
as a

"specific form of appropriation of others' labour ... the private appropriations of

surplus value," then the incorporation of the Métis in international capitalist relations

occurred prior to the establishment of the Red River Settlement.rg By 1810, "Métis labour"
had already been "a critical aspect ofthe long-lived furtrade," for several generations.l+

Alternately, if the argument adopted employs a model that does not "substitute typology for
analysis, to suggest a teleological model of historical development," but seeks to recognize
the integrated mixed economies coûìmon to the colonial experience, then Métis settlement

upon family run acreage constituted a turn to what has been designated 'settler capitalism':
a

situationally new, concomitant "variant of the [European] capitalist mode" whereby

settlers hoped to augment access to geographically removed capital and markets.ls ln either
case, Métis children were raised

with the expectation that, beyond securing present

subsistence, to a large extent the assurance of a comfortable future for themselves and

possible dependents would rest on their buying and selling goods on account and working
on contract for fur trade concerns. The advent of the Red River Settlement was equatable to
the establishment of a desirable, because conveniently centralized, "company town" which

offered a wide range of employment opportunities as well as a more secure connection to
what was eventually the only promising source of investment capital in the region.lo

Their presence was remarked upon, but little attention was paid to documenting the
nature of Métis settlement during the early years of Red River's formation. The primary
Kaye, 17; Healy, 149, Van I{trk, Many Tettder Ties, 53-73; Brou,n, ..Colony of Very Useful
Hands," 39-4; Sprague and Frye, Genealogy,20; Glyndwr williams, "The simpson Er¿," The Beaver:
Magazine of the North, Special Issue (autumn 1983): 55, notes that by the 1860s, Métis sons "made up
one-third of the officers in the Northern Department."
12

13 See,

Melotti, 3-4.

See also, Ens, Homeland.Ío Hinterlantl,

5, Zg-Zg.

14

Ens, Homelandto Hinterland,3. See also, Brown, "Colony of Very Useful hands," 39; Van
7{trk, Many Tentler Ties, 54.
15
16

Denoon, 12,53, see also, Brookfield, 6-9; Coutts,

j,lO3.

sprenger, 12; Sprague, canada and the Métis,2O; Finlay and sprague
Denoon, S2;Taché, Skefch of the North-Wesr of Atnerica, 82.

,

1zo, 206. see also,
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concern of fur trade companies active in the region centred on the progress of Selkirk's

colonization attempt. Selkirk, in deciding to combine business and colonial arnbitions,
chose to situate his settlement within a higtrly contested territory at a time when tension

between corporate competitors -- already marked by outbreaks of violence -- was
exacerbated by the 1812 declaration of warbetween the United States and Canada.17 NWC

supply lines on which Métis families depended -- for wants, if not for needs -- were
compromised. Jobs were lost as the Company adopted cost-cutting measures to offset
expenses incurred through participation in Canadian

military actions.ls Upon their arrival in

Red River, the Selkirk Settlers appeared to be unprepared, undersupplied and, because

lacking necessary survival skills, incompetent. Although they were accorded provisions,
shelter and training by the Métis, ultimately their presence was perceived as burdensome. A
Cree term, "moon-ee-as," originally applied to Selkirk Settlers to identify them as

strangers, "quickly came to be a synonym for unhandiness or uselessness" in the
Settlement.tg The NWC saw Selkirk as an unprincipled interloper, the actions of his on-site
representatives as illegal, his colony as a thinly disguised pretence. In their view his settlers

were pawns in a concerted HBC attempt to destroy NWC trade at a time when the concern
was financially and territorially vulnerable due to war-time 1osses.20 To the Métis, subject

to NWC and HBC remonstrations and retaliatory actions, the presence of Selkirk Settlers
steadily proved an unwelcome complication, compounding unfavourable conditions by
compromising access to resources. Until the amalgamation of the rival companies in 1821,
resources and relations remained strained. The events surroundine the Pernmican
17

See,

A.S. Morton, 317-2I,32+26,339, 508-30; Bumsred, ..Selkirk,s Agents,,' 35.

18 Donald Gunn, 115; "Visit to Red River," 665; and "People
of Red River," 171. Norma Hall and
Barbara Huck, "Fortitude in Distress: The North W'est Company and the War oî 1812," The Beaver,82,
no. 4 (Aug./Sep.2OO2):8-9, 12-13; Glyndu,r Williams, "Fur Trade Rivalry and Union," Tlrc Beaver:
Magazine of the North, Special Issue (aurumn 1983):44.
19

J.J. Gunn, Echoes of the Red (Toronto: The Macmillan Company of Canada, Ig3O),33-34.
"Moniyasiwiw," 9l; also, Corvie, 18,234, whose spelling is "Moonyass." See
also, Donald Gunn,77-79; Alexander Ross, Red River Settletnent,24-25. Sprague and Frye, Genealngy;
andJ.J. Gunn, v-vi: Gunn was the son of Métis parents, John Gunn, DZCF.3,and Emma Garrioch; and
grandson of Donald Gunn, ID 2064, and his Métis rvife, Margaret Swain [daughter of James Swain, ID
4569, of York Factoryl.
See, Beaudet, "Monias",

20

Hall and Huck, 14; Donald Gunn, 61-65. Russenholr, 25,29-30.
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Proclamation of 1814 and the Seven Oaks incident in 1816 serve as well documented
examples.2t The historiography devoted to the Selkirk Settlers indicates that a number

of

factors prevented their experiencing, to a like degree, the relief that corporate restructuring
afforded Métis individuals and families caught on both sides of the conflicr.
Whereas Selkirk Settlers are depicted as badly undersupplied, no organized records
describe the kind or extent of original Métis settler material assets. As internal migrants,

it

is unlikely that the Métis arrived in the settlement divested of possessions. Unlike the

Selkirk Settlers, they were not indebted to the HBC for the price of their land or passage ro
Rupert's Land. 'Retired' HBC officers and servants with Aboriginal families who were
required to purchase land had usually accumulated savings -- or were granted pensions --

sufficient to enable them to do so. Métis household economies were capable of operating
independently of any one set of corporate concerns. Competing fur trade establishments
existed in the region prior to

I82l.Itis entirely likely

that from the beginning, as was the

case with First Nations peoples and some fur trade employees, Métis cross-cultural

brokering included playing off one trading concern against another. A variety of
manufactured goods was available from any number of sources: competing fur trade posts;

itinerant First Nations or Métis 'middlemen'; relatives engaged in trade in other regions or
residing in the Canadas, the United States, or Europe. Unlike the external migrants, many

Métis had ample opportunity priorto settling in Red River to independently acquire tools
and agricultural implements, furnishings for their homes, bolts of woven material and

manufactured clothing, guns and shot for hunting, nets and line for fìshing, and seed,

livestock and poultry. Nor were they required to purchase needed items by incurring debt
that could only be worked off through agricultural or other production for the HBC. They
were not forced to endure makeshift living conditions exposed to extremes of climate in
rude shelters. Their tents, although not styled along lines that impressed Miles Macdonell,
were practical, comfortable and sometimes lavishly appointed. That the Selkirk Settlers

suffered deprivation from poor planning or neglect does not mean that their neighbours
underwent a similar ordeal. The Métis were accustomed to determining their own courses
21

A.S. Morton, 360-64,567-71, describes the various stages of the 1814-15 'Pemmican War'l
Dick, 12-30, investigates alternate accounts to arrive at a description of "The Seven Oaks Incident."
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of action. There was no contractual obligation that compelled them to be Red River settlers.
That option was freely chosen.22
For all of the unique aspects evinced in Métis society, their community at Red River
had much in common with other small rural North American "voluntary concentrations

of

like-minded settlers."23 In "Families and Farms: Mentnlité in Pre-Industrial America."
James

A. Henretta argues that in communities which exhibited

a preference

for sharing

cultural identity, communal values were of fundamental importance.zcTheinformal bonds
that existed among linguistically and familially related neighbours and co-congregants
encouraged cultural richness and diversity. Most importantly, the "linguistic and religious
ties extended beyond settlement patterns to encompass economic relationships."2s

Culturally determined perceptions of obligation circumscribed the scop€ of individual
actions. As a wide range of social and cultural goals was included in the settlers' "calculus

of advantage" their economic strategies encompassed more than increased fiscal
acquisition.ze In Upical early North American subsistence farm societies, realizing

maximum profit was not

as

important to producers as meeting their household needs and

maintaining the community's pattern of social relationships. Consequently, in the majority
of instances there appeared to be a distinct lack of 'capitalist progress.' Historians of the
liberal tradition, seeking to demonstrate the existence of a teleological path to capitalism,

22 See, Sprague, Canada and.llæ

Métis,2|; Alexander Ross, Red River Setflement,236; Donald

Gunn,370;cowie, 157,159,299-300; oliver, "Memorandum for caprain R. pelly, ... rg23,,, vol.

1,

25r-2,vol.2,733,739,77o,7{t,8l2.AdelmanandAron,gl7;Thistle, ro,t2-13,24,27-30;Ray,
"Periodic Shortages," 84, A.S. Morron, 3o4,55i;Kaye, 15-16; Sprenger, 67; pAM, MG2 Al, selkrrk

Papers, "Miles Macdonell to the Earl of Selkirk," 1 Oct. 181
Simpson, in Report from tlrc SelecÍ Committee, 92.
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23
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24
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either ignored this circumstance or tended to ascribe it to settler laziness.27
Hen¡etta argues that there is little evidence to support assertions that the North

American settler norm consisted of singularly profit motivated individualists.2s Prior to the
advent of adequate transportation and markets, settler economies of continentally interior
regions tended to stabilize "at a low level of specialization."2e Rather than focus on the

production and marketing of a single crop, settlers engaged in mixed farming and mixed
approaches to participating in the local economy. In any particular year,afamily might
choose to generate a great enough quantity of one or two of the commodities that they

normally produced in order to realize a surplus. This could be used for barter within the
community or sale on the local market.3o Settlers had neither the technology norinclination
to risk concentrating on commercial enterprise at the expense of ensuring family
subsistence and long term survival.3l

As a member of a self-styled Red River éIite, Alexander Ross discovered that Métis
settlers were likewise unwilling to defer to 'superior wisdom' regarding 'proper,
approaches to prosperity. His attempt to rise above the level of an ordinary farmer

foundered when neighbours, not behaving as desired, declined to accept the station of

underling labour force. Faced with the absence of indentured servants or slaves it was
necessary to offer payment high enough to compete with fur trade wages. Unlike the

situation in many other settlements, the availability of free land in Red Riverprecluded the

lbid.,34: 'liberal,' as critiqued by Henretta, follows James T. Lennon's definition of an
assumed ubiquitous 'middle class' settler orientation rvhere the term is used: "in the classic sense, meaning
placing individual freedom and material gain over that of public interest. Put another way, the people
planned for themselves much more than they did for the community." See also, Sylvester, +6, for an
agreement with Henretta in which the findings of Gordon Darroch and Lee Soltow regarding Upper Canada,
and Géra¡d Bouchard and J.I. Little regarding late-nineteenth-century
Quebec, are cited. See, Ens, 2g, who
maintains there rvas a peasanlMétis "substantive distaste for manual labour"; and Cadigan, l3Z, 136-3j,
139, 165; for examples of allegations of a lack of industry in Newfoundla¡d settlers.
27

28 Henretta, 16. See also, Finlay and Sprague,
50, for a description of Adam Smith's view of
'adaptive' setllerrnenlalil¿. Stanley, Birthof WestentCanada, vii, conforms to this assessment,
asserting
that "By character and upbringing the half-breeds, no less than the lndians, u,ere unfitted to compete rvith
the rvhites in the competitive individualism of white civilization.,'
29

Henretta, 15.

3o

See, Cadigan,6-'1.

31 See

settlers.'

also, Norton, 242; Sylvester,4-6. Cadigan,78, extends the thesis to include 'fishine
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emergence of a population of renters willing to pay an estate holder out of their labour and
produce. Although the HBC had a land policy of sorts on its books, it was not consistently
enforced. Many people simply settled were they pleased.:z Given the numerous
opportunities for settlers to try alternate economically promising pursuits, large scale

agricultural production was not practicable, even where palatable to individuals who
chamelled their ambition

as Ross

did.:s Climate and seasonal weatherconditions dictated

approaches to agriculture in Red River. During the two demanding peak events of the

farming year, seeding and harvesting, time was of the essence and all usable family labour
was deployed on family acreage.3a There was not a surplus work force available for hire to

ambitious producers. As in other North American locations, full blown capitalism, replete
with the "usual" attributes of "land speculation and agricultural production," had to wait
upon the arrival of "a (large, urban) non-agricultural population" in need of employment
and food.3s

A telling point in Hen¡etta's argument when applied to Red River is that regarding
surplus production. First, the fact that most of what was sold was 'surplus' underscores
how few Nofth American settlers -- particularly those who were primarily farmers -- were

in a position or of a disposition to put profit making above meeting yearly subsistence
needs and the long-run financial security of

theirfamily unit. Second, the HBC was never

in a position to override the Métis settlers' determination of what portion of their production
constituted a surplus. When distributing the products of their labour, they were free to
honour their responsibilities to kin, both immediate family and more distant relatives with

whom agreements regarding exchange or support had been contracted, before turning to the
32 See, Oliver, 262;Taché, Sketch of
tlrc NorîbWest of Atnerica, 69; George Simpson, rn
Report from the Select Cotnrnittee,g2-95; Burley, 56.
33 See,

Alexander Ross, R¿d River SetÍlentent,Tl-72, 7g4,243-44,272,394. Vy'.L. Morron,

Manitoba,88. Russenholt, 66. See also, Sylvester,29, for explanation of a similar settler dynamic, post
1870; and Cadigan, 6l-62, for a parallel example in Newfoundland. Corvie, 159, notes: "es io the
want of a
market for all the farmers could have raised, they had deprived themselves of that advantage by planting
themselves away from all facilities for freighting any'thing heavier and less valuable than furs."
3a

cadigan, 38-39,41, notes a similar response in the Newfoundland fishery.

3s Sprague,

Conarlaandtlæ Métis,}O',Percy W. Bidu,ell quoted in Henretta, 16. See arso,
Cadigan' 7, regarding surplus labour; also, Finlay and Sprague, 57,92,94, on the importance
of land
speculation to generating locally held investment capital.
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HBC.36

Aside from the families of fur trade personnel who had managed to

amass

Ì

considerable savings during their careers, only those Métis settlers capable of generating a
marketable surplus were able, through the sale of their products -- of whatever variety -- to
realize a discretionary income. This they could apply towards needed supplies and
manufactured goods not made locally, and to items of display and celebration. For the

Métis, culturally predisposed to neither Calvinism nor hedonism, meeting the
circumscribed state of affairs in Red River with "realistic expectations for simple but
adequate

living" included factoring in enjoyment.3T In part, this was because display and

hospitality were important social status indicators.3s Horses and ponies were indispensable
accoutrements for every self-respecting male. Isaac Cowie, a member of the Métis

community by marriage and eventually a grandparent to several Red River families noted
that "nearly all the quarrels I ever saw among the Métis originated in disputes about the

relative merits of their favourite ponies ... fiargely because] the wealth and influence of a
person depended on the number and quality of his horses."3e And,

it

has been observed, at

times of community celebration, the entire population vied with each other "in gay carioles,
harness, saddles, and fine clothes."ao lronically, what some observers have derided as a

predilection for wanton indulgence, a reckless excess indicative of a decidedly inferior
'class,' just as readily mirrors behaviour said to define the highest echelons of British
society at the time.¿l In that "luxurious and lavish world, self-indulsence was the natural
36 See,

Coutts, 94; Donald Gunn,243; Russenholt, 44. Cadigan, S, finds the same dynamic at
work in l-ower Canada.
37

Finlay and Sprague,59. See also, Healy,

38
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D 43U,
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Thomas Sinclair and Hannah Cummings. Through his r.vife's ties, Cowie rvas directly connected
to the sinclair, MacDonald, Morvat, Truthq'aite, and Harriott kinship nefil,orks.
40
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Officers of Íhe Hudsort's Bay Company ùtring the years I 836-39 (l,ondon: Richard Bentley, 1843), 12; see
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law";the uPper class gentleman "was unthinkable without his horse. ... The man on
horseback was the symbol of dominance, and of no other class in the world was the horse
so

intrinsic

a part as of the English aristocracy."+z

The similarity of the young Métis male lifestyle to that of the independently wealthy

in Europe may have appeared irreverent to those with an elevated sense of propriety and
social relation based on a 'superior' set of conventions. Only the the 'best' European social

circles engaged in the "sporting" life, taking part in shooting and fishing parties.a3 A select
few had ever "dined on fish, fowl and red meat at one meal" or "wrapped themselves in
furs in winter" -- commonplace experiences for the Métis.++ In late nineteenth-century
England, only 45 individuals could boast of a personal land base in excess of 1@ 000
acres.45

All of the Métis

were accustomed to considering themselves "proprietors"

of

"millions."¿e The ability to engage in display is not an accurate indicator of indolence, nor
of privilege. It does suggest abundance, a freedom from want unknown to the truly
"poor."47 Allegations of Métis "extravagance in money matters" is reminiscent of

officialdom's disapproval of what has been identified

as an "aristocracy ethos" operating

in

anothercontext'l8 The "busy" consumption by eighteenth-century colonists in New France

of surplus capital in the pursuit of 'extravagance' was thought regrettable by some as it
appeared to act as a "continual brake on the development of commercial culture."4e In Red

River, "living nobly" was not entirely vain.s0 There simply was not much else to be done
42

Tuchman, 28,22.

43

lbid.,27. See also, Dickason, "To Each a Place and Rank," Chapter 3, Myth of rlrc Savage, 4344,56,59. Glyndlr Williams, "The Simpson Era," 53, notes the penchant for emulating European
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with the money.sl Subsistence needs were met through self-directed and community
organized work. Additional wants were readily obtained through barter and trade. As

Cowie observed, "money was of no use except in the form of orders on Fort Garry."sz 1¡
his opinion:

By comparis.olt witþ the_ poor cottars and crofters in the old country, with the poor
slums of the big cities, the lot of the Red River people was cast in very pleasant
place^s. Each lived, so to speak, "under his own vine and fig tree" onhis own land,
rent free. He could hunt, fish, and shoot without restriction; he had buildine
material and firewood for the cutting and hauling; his animals roamed on frãe
pastures, and there was hay in abundance. Even their churches and schools were
largely supported by contributions raised in the old country, from many classes of
people, some of whom were in much less prosperous circumstances thän
themselves.

The good substantial clothingth-ey wore never got out of fashion, for they
did not follow those of the outer world. In a community where exchanges were
ryad9 by barter more than in money, and where a man was measured rñore by his
physical, mental and moral_qualities than by mere possession of money, people diO
not sacrifice their time and health to its pursuit. Evèryone could get clothiìg,^shelter
and plenty of good substantial food, and a rich man ðould buy liitle that hiipoorer
neighbour might envy.s3

Plainly, there was no point in consumers pursuing a prescribed course of pecuniary
accumulation to be applied against commercial development until the opporhrnity for, or

probability of, success presented itself. Nevertheless, occasional affirmation of
vulnerability to natural disaster, an awareness of possibilities, and access to money
prevented a desultory arrival of 'progress' from spelling Métis stasis in a primordial way of

life. Red Riverwas not'Eden.'Even contemporary writers who liked the community saw
room for improvement.s+ Depicting the Métis as overly impulsive appears to have been

notionally formulaic for some authors. Assertions implying an innate 'savings ethic' lack
are almost invariably accompanied by a contradicting observation that, as with forme¡ FIBC

men, among the "venturesome" Métis, including French speaking plains huntsmen, there
51
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lryere

"wealthy" individuals possessed of "investments abroad, both in England and

Canada."55

As was the case with settlers in other farming colonies removed from deep water
ports with direct connections to international markets, the settlers of Red River were
constrained from seeing commercial farm production advance beyond the limits of local
market consumption.56 Most inhabitants had to turn to other sources of remuneration if they
were to accumulate capital that could be put toward entrepreneurial ventures, ensuring a
secure and comfortable old age, or helping children start independent lives while

establishing a solid base for later generations. The fact that there was no excess timber on

their land to sell as they cleared it --

a

typical strategy in Upper and Lower Canada -- was

partially offset for the Métis by the circumstance of land being freely available and naturally
fertile. Its acquisition and utilization did not tax available family resources.5T As for
production for profit and work for wages, the economic system in which the Red River
Métis were involved was comprised partly of relations brought to the settlement

as

they

arrived, and partly of those negotiated as the settlement expanded. Throughout, kinship
networking was of fundamental importance -- familial connections determined both
employment opportunities and perceptions of obligation.ss The purchasing power of HBC
merchant representatives was not enough to guarantee easy overthrow of any socially or

culturally determined settler concerns that posed production barriers. The Métis

as

settlers saw advantages in seeking and solidifying ties to the Company but when

free

it came to

allocating the products of their labour, family and communify came first. Merchant
representatives hoping to procure surplus production were forced to accommodate settler
preferences.

For the HBC, the principle value of the Métis as a labour force resided in their
55
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specialized skills. In areas such as agricultural production, European superiority was
assumed. There were indigenous farmers. For example, members of Jean Baptiste Roi's

family acted

as independent

suppliers of agricultural produce to HBC posts such as Fort

William -- down river near present day St. Andrew's -- and the NWC Fort Gibraltar at the
Forks. As well, among the Métis to arrive from Pembina, there were individuals
accustomed to the practice of horticulture. They were familiar with, and in possession of,
tools and techniques that the Selkirk Settlers lacked. The external migrants were dependent
on Selkirk and his agents to ouffit them with everything from axes to ploughshares. Their
entire coiony went without an adequate plough until one was imported in 1817. Métis
settlers had the freedom to procure such items when and where they chose. The blacksmith
at Pembina had demonstrated that he could manufacture a plough suitable for use

in the

region as early as 1808.ss Despite evidence of farming behaviour, the Métis did not receive
serious consideration as a potential farm population -- perhaps because they refused to
consider farming a feasible option.60
Regardless of geographic origin, cultural preference, or ability to secure

implements, as independent settlers Red Riverfanners faced a very basic technological
impediment to large scale agricultural production. The amount of grain that could be
harvested was directly proportional to the available labour.

A single worker using a sickle

could only reap one-half to three-quarters of an acre per day. For a farm family intent on
grain production and reliant on the labour of a father, one or two sons and perhaps a wife
or daughter,

a

planting of eight to ten acres reached the practical limit for a crop that could

be conveniently harvested in the time available. The average size of Red River farmsteads

reflected the reality that cultivated acreage could not outstrip the population base. The Métis
were witness to the failure of Selkirk's attempt to foster European agriculturalists devoted

to commercial grain production. They also observed the successive collapses of a number
s9 W.L. Morton, Maili\oba, 48O n.

l7;Kaye,22-23- Following Jenara Franklin, "l-et the yard
Light Sing: Finding the Farmer's Voice in the Manitoba Farm Electrification programme, 1g4l-Ig45,,,
submitted to Gender HistoryinCanada 1L775, SOi, University of Manitoba, 10 Apr. 20O3, the rerm
farmer is applied to individuals, regardless of their gender or age, who lived on a farm and engaged in farm
rvork. See also, Kaye, 21-22.
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of equally flawed attempts under Simpson to see Red River farming follow a model that,
by his reckoning, would fit it to be integrated into the British Empire's international market.
The buffalo hunt held appeal for practical, rational reasons.6i

Hunting and processing buffalo met community subsistence needs and had utility in
producing a viable commercial product.Initially pemmican production was viewed by trade
companies as the most valuable form of Métis labour. From at least the early l77os
pemmican had figured as "the first commercial return of the plains."oz The product's name
was derived from the Cree, "pimikenhigen" meaning, roughly, "manufactured grease."6l

The proportion of fat to dried, powdered meat was about two parts to one. The high fat,

low water to protein content, meant pemmican was light weight, resisted decay for years,
and provided excellent energy returns.

A reasonable day's ration of three-quarters of a

pound per man was sometimes boosted to between one and two pounds where working
conditions warranted. The FIBC dependency on pemmican -- more than 60 tons per year
were consumed -- persisted for as long as the primary means of distance transport was
human labour intensive. By the mid 1820s, a substantial and increasìng proportion of

community residents were committed to pemmican production. It formed the principal
source of economic opportunity

forMétis settlers during the period between 1830 and

184O. The number of participants remained high

to 1860.ø

Pemmican production involved far more than tracking, chasing and

killing game. It

61 See,

Henretta, i8; Healy, 97, 11O, i 18; Coutts, ßa3g, 151; also, Sylvester, 47-48:..Chapter
3," 40' 43, this thesis;and Marble "(Third Paper)," 317.W.L. Morron, "lnrroduction to the New Edition,"
[l%9] in Alexander Ross, R¿d River Settlement, xxi, argues that the Métis were a "nomadic eìement"
inexorably drawn to the hunt. Sprague, Canadaandthe Métis,5-7, identifies this as an explanatory device

Morton had developed by at least 1950.
62

V/.L. Morton, Manitoba,4t, 3g. Russenholt, 30.

63

George Antoine Belcourt quoted in Ens, Hotnelandto Hittterland, 42. MalvinaBolus, ed.,
"Pemmican and How to Make lt," The Beaver: Magazine of the North (summer 1964): 53. See also.

Beaudet, "Pimikan," and "Prmikewin," 150.

fl "Pemmican and How to Make lt," 53, Taché, SkeÍclt of tlrc North-Wesî of Ænerica, Tg;
Sprenger,T4;Finlay andSprague, 118,spragueandFrye, Genealogy, 12,r7-lg;sprague, carudaandtlæ

Méîis,22; Pannekoek, Snug Littte Flock,24:

and James Ross, quoted in Bumsted, Thomas ScotÍ's Body,
124. See also, Mark Kurlansþ, Cod: A Biography of the Fish thnt Ctranged the Wortd (Toronto: Alfred
A.
Knopf, 1997; repnnt, Toronto; Vintage Canada, 1991),34,73-74,80,86 (page citations are ro rhe reprint
edition), who supplies comparable information on cod as a Çommercial commodity used to fuel human
labourers.
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was not the male dominated paramilitary sporting event that Alexander Ross in his "classic"

account -- one written expressly to entertain a non-Northwestern audience -- emphasized.os
There were two Red River hunts annually. That of early June to the end of July involved
the greater number of settlers. Both nominally English and French Métis families embarked
on the endeavour.66 Parties heading west from the Forks were joined by additional families
as they passed the parishes

of St. James, St. Charles, Headingly, and St. François Xavier.

In 1818, about 200 carts left for the Pembina Hills rendezvous. In
1830, 820;

1820, there were 540; in

in Iæ5,970.67 By 1849 the cavalcade included | 2lO carts,62O men,650

women, 360 children,403 buffalo ponies, 655 cart horses, 586 oxen and 542 dogs.oa Red
River was left "almost deserted."6s The elderly, very young, infirm, and those with other
responsibilities -- for example tending family fields or livestock -- remained behind. The
primary product of the summer hunt was pemmican. The fall hunt late in October was
smaller, about one third of the summer volume in buffalo product was harvested. Primarily
'green meat' -- meat considered to be in a "more natural state than dried"zo -- was procured
at this time.

It was butchered, loaded, and frozen

as a winter subsistence supply.

In

addition, a greater effort was made to gather buffalo hides -- frozen hides gave better
tanning results than those sun dried in summer.zr The early hunt was larger than that of the

fall

because pemmican production, dependent on summer sun, required a much larger

labourforce. Women, the principal pemmican manufacturers, were helped by children --

65 Sprague and
66 See,

Frye, Genealogy, 17 n. 24. Alexander Ross, Red River Settlement, xxv, z5a-25g.

Bumsted, Thotnas Scolt's Body,

ll7.

67 Alexander Ross, R¿d River Settlemenl, 246,248;
Russenh olt, 44,
Thomøs Scott's Body. See also, Sprague and Frye, Geneølogy, Ig.

Æ,87; also, Bumsted,

68

Alexander Ross, Red River Settletnent,244, Russenholt, 82. This would amount to
approximately one third of the population. John Richardson, in Report
frotn tlrc Select Committee , 157,
based on information gleaned from Métis crewmen on his 18i9-22, I825-2i,and i84849 expeditions,
believed that two thirds of the population -- presumably referring only to men -- hunted buffalo.
69 Ens, Homelandro HinÍerland,39. See also,
Alexander Ross, Retl River Settlemenl- 243:
Sprague and Frye, Genealoglt, lg.
70

Kurlansþ,

55.

71 Edward Ahenakew, in Ruth Matheson
Buck, ed. "Tanning Hides," Tlrc Beaver: Magazine of rlrc
North (summer 1972): 47. Also Ens, Homela¡tdto Hinterland,39,15,77,96, gg. sprenger, dg.
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apprentices to the buffalo trade.1z

Finding buffalo in

a

large enough quantity to produce a surplus was one concern.

Effective killing was another. These were dangerous pursuits in which the men were
expected, reputed, and trained to excel.73 After slaughtering, the carcasses had to be
gathered, butchered and processed, usually within a few days. The tight time frame

provides explanation for tales of waste: more than one account alleges that the Métis

indiscriminately dispatched animals "only for a few 'choice bits' leaving the rest for the
wolves."74 Meat spoils. Evisceration is an essential butchering procedure for good reason.
The various body parts of dead animals putrefy at different rates. Microbial activity spreads

rapidly. Working in an open airfactory prior to the advent of technology that could prevent
decomposition of all cuts equally well meant that the expedient course was to process what
could be preserved using the means at hand as fast as possible. For the most part, organ
meats and complicated orfìner cuts had to be left aside as either impossible to manage

safely or as so time consuming that other meat would be sacrificed.Ts Instances where poor
weather conditions caused delay could spell massive losses. The onset of rain was to

buffalo processing what grasshoppers were to wheat fields.zo
Men usually did the butchering. The tongues and bosses -- reserved for the best
pemmican -- were removed first. The hide was stripped off, and the rest dressed into
sixteen standard cuts. A single, adept hunter could kill and dress 10 buffalo in under

l0

hours. Men were not usually as proficient at processing pemmican. Most had made the
72"Yisit to Red River," 670. Ens, HornelandtoHinÍerland,39,

asserts the fall hunt was smaller
because it interfered with harvest and haying. The claim that some Métis could nor afford to stay on and
winter in the settlement implies an inability to subsist. It seems more likely that some regarded overwintering in Red River as both less comfortable and less profitable. Sprenger, 72-73, notes that prosperous,

diligent Métis wintered out.
73 See

Kane,

Y-55, 57-59;Ens,4I-42;Bumsted,

Thomas Scotr,s Body,l2O-21.

74

Se

tt le me

Morton cited in Sprague and Frye, Genealogy, 17 n. 24. See also, Alexander Ross, R¿d Rjver
nt, 264; Bumsted, Tln mas S cotÍ' s B o dy,. LZ2-23.

75 See, Irma S. Rombauer, and Marion Rombauer
Becker, Jo1, ç¡ Cooking (New york: Bobbs_
Merrill, lfÐl; reprint lE7Ð, 516,810-11 (page citations are to the reprinr edirion); Paulerte Jiles, Nort¡

Spirit: Travels Atnong the Cree antl Ojibtvay Nations and tlrcir Star Møps (Toronto: Doubleday, 1995),
216: mistakes -- cutting the gall bladder for example -- could ruin the meat
76

Alexander Ross, Red River Seft.lement.25g.
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decision at approxim ately 14 years of age to adopt the traditional male role. Their practical
experience centred on hunting. Pemmican production was not a simple task. Women cut
the meat into precise strips and hung these on pole frames to dry. Proper drying required at
least four days.

If

necessary, the process could be sped up slightly by placing the poles

over a ftte.j1 Once dry,

a

proportion of the strips was rolled into 60 to 70 pound bales of

"vian'd'e seche."tB The remainder was broken into fine particles by pounding. Delay and

sodden conditions at any stage would greatly diminish,

if not completely negate, prospects

for a marketable surplus. Developing the required "rapidity and adroitness" took training
and practice.Te The skills were considered to be a series of 'arts' that

traditionally "belonged

to the women."8o Men, although aware of the basic steps, "paid little attention" to the finer
Points.81 Pemmican was evaluated and sold according to quality. Cows were preferred as

their fat was free of a "rank flavour" which infused that of bulls in the summertime.sz The
best grade pemmican was of limited quantity. It was made from very finely pulverized

dried meat cut from the small three pound bosses. Only marrow fat -- "fine and as sweet as
any Butter" -- extracted from broken bones by boiling was used.83 Excess processed

malTow fat was preserved in bladders which held about 12 pounds. The meat from two

buffalo yielded from 80 to 90 pounds of standard grade pemmican.ea This was sewn into

t7 Healy,156; Russenholt, 89; Bumsted, Thotnas Scotf 's
Botly, l}I;"Pemmican and How to
Make It," 54; Ens, HomelandtoHinterland,42.
78

Belcourt quoted in Sprenger, 76.

]e lbid.,'75
8o

Ahenakew, 46.

8r lbid.
82

512.

R. Littell, ed., "Game Beef and an Indian's Appetite," Littetl's Living Age 35, 447 (Dec. lg5l),

83 James Isham, quoted in "Pemmican
and How to Make lt," 54;see also, 53. See also Kane, 5657. Russenholt, 89-90, credit men, presumably finished rvith their other u,ork, with cracking and boiling
the bones. Charette, 84, notes that the practice earned the Métis the designati on"les graisseitÌ,
- the
greasies -- among the Lakota.
84 Sprague

and Frye, Genealogy, 17 n.24; "pemmican and How to Make It," 53; and Ens.
HomelandtoHinrerl.attd,42-43. W.L. Morton, Manitoba,4l, estimates one buffalo per bag.
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flattened bags made of rawhide left "with the hair on" to identify it.85 Similarlv fashioned
bags

filled with rendered fat were left

rounded.s6

On-site production obviously demanded a large, dedicated and highly organized

work force. The apparent 'ease' with which the Métis met these conditions belied their
extensive training. Buffalo processing as a form of "non-farm work" was strenuous, time
consuming and of utmost importance tofamily, community and HBC survival.87 Company
reliance on family groups was never in danger of being challenged by the importation of

externally secured work crews. Successful families required not just superior hunters but
superior processors. Women who we¡e capable of working quickly and carefully not only
ensured that family subsistence needs were met but produced a greater quantity and higher

quality of surplus. Families with poor or incapacitated hunters or processors were less
prosperous. Arguably, the lack of a competent processor was the more critical concern.

Meat, whether shot, scavenged or received as a share of the excess, was of no benefit
unless

it could

be properly preserved.ss

The products manufactured from eight to ten buffalo would

filI

a cart heading back

to Red River. Once home to the settlement, household production continued. Cuts of meat

that were not already processed were smoked, boiled, or dried -- not salted -- then stored

for fufure use. Sinews that had been collected, after cleaning, served as sewing thread and
the commonest form of settlement specie. Depending on whether hides were to be used

for

winter clothing, bedding, tents or door and window coverings, they were cured, tanned or
scraped. Heated water was central to these processes, in considerable amounts. A home

location close to the river was therefore essential -- as was a sufficient accumulation of

firewood. The work of hauling extra water and gathering additional fuel amplified the
labour intensive and time consuming demands already inherent in subsistence living.
Carioles were manufactured out of the parchment produce

d,,

shagarnppi -- rawhide strips -

85 David Thompson quoted in "Pemmican
and How to Make It," 53. See also, Belcourt, quoted in
Ens, Homeland ro Hirurerland, 42.
86

"Pemmican and How to Make It," 53. See also Kane, 52-53, 56,61.

87

Barbara Rogers, Tlrc Domesticati.on of Wornen: Discriminat.iort in Developing Societies (New

York Tavistock Publications, l98O),
88 See,

152.

Alexander Ross, R¿d River SeÍtletnent.

gi.

gg.
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- furnished carrying straps, old hides supplanted by those newly wrought were converted

into toboggans. The FIBC bought up many of these items. Moccasin production was'a
cottage industry in its own right. Footwear was in constant demand. The Company could
go through as many as 2 5@ purchased pairs a yearfor which

it paid 6 pence per

pair.se

The buffalo harvest was more than capable of meeting subsistence needs. On
summer pemmican alone

a

family could realizepayment equivalent to a salaried FIBC

employee's season's wage. Surplus production sold to the Company allowed for purchases
of tea, high wines, tobacco and other wares available from Company stores. Initially, the

likelihood of the HBC securing any pemmican at all was highly dependent on settler
motivation and success. The Company was compelled to advance goods and extend credit
sufficient to convince producers to bother going beyond subsistence level production. In
years where there were few buffalo or the weather was poor, production levels dropped.

Hunts were occasionally recorded as having 'failed.' In most cases this was an indication
that there was no surplus, not that hunting families had been left destitute. Those who had
hoped to partake of the surplus faced the greater threat of privation. Between 1830 and
1870

five wholly unprofitable years were offset by an equal number of exceptionally

'successful' hunts. The remaining thirty years were of average production -- meaning that a
surplus had been generated. The overall prosperity of pemmican producers was not

necessarily 'illusory.'so It was in the Company's interest to continue to extend credit to

Métis hunting families in anticipation of good results on the following hunt -- in most years
the optimism was justified.

By the 1830s, if the Métis had control over determining what portion of production
89 Healy,

6,23,7I,146,149,156,Z}|;Alexander Ross, R¿d River Senletnent,3gl; Cowie,
283',Irene Spry, cited in Ens, HomelandtoHinterland,'73, see also 43,48; Ahenakew,47-48. Rogers, 15255, notes that "the average user burns a ton of firewood a year" for cooking purposes alone. In areas such as
Red River where population pressures saw wood become scarce, "the labour involved in this [gathering]
task adds up to a considerable expenditure of time and energy." See also, Ens, 48, who notes that a cord of
rvood per day was used to heat homes in cold weather; and Coutts, %, 122, who notes that the price of a
season's supply of firervood "rose to between f 9. l0 and f 14' during the rvinter. See also, "People of Red

River," i69; Oliver, vol 2,745,870, also j7B,

BO5,

BI9, 8/O, B5'1.

90 See, Sprague and Frye, Genealogy, 18 n. 25; also,
Alexander Ross, Red River Seft.Ienrcnt, 27,
.John Henry Pelly, cited in Bumsted, Thomas Scon's Body, l}l. Pa¡nekoek, Snug Linte Flock,25. Raye,
72, lists f822,1825,7826, and 1827 as years rvhen the products of the hunt were inadequate to "avert
famine and want amongst some elements of the population"
- pnmanly jmdhièrs.
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was surplus, the FIBC had control of the amount it purchased, and from which producers.
Tn 1829 the increase in population and the consequent increase in the amount of pemmican

produced had exceeded the provisioning needs of the HBC. The Company responded by
reducing prices paid. The following year, it stopped supplying settlers on credit and set

limits for the inventory to be kept in Company stores. 'Delivery quotas' were introduced.
Not all of the available pemmican was bought. The policy extended to other products.
Producers who concentrated their energy on farming their own acreage were allowed to sell

eight bushels of wheat. Those who were huntsmen or tripmen were allowed only four
bushels. However, hunters had other options available. The HBC was not the only
purchasing sector of the domestic market, nor was the 'local' market confined to the
Settlement. The continual difficulties of those set on farming saw no abatement in settler
dependency on the buffalo hunt. A steadily growing number of private merchants
exchanged imported supplies for pemmican to sell to settlers in need. The proceeds of the

hunt were a decided relief to specialized farmers -- some newly arrived from Upper Canada
-- whose grain crops failed miserably in 1861 and 1864. The Métis also had recourse to

American markets. By 1830, a trade route to St. Paul had been opened. Hunters found
buffalo tongues particularly profitable. These were bought up by traders who had them
salted and coated in molasses then shipped south to supply an Eastern gourmet market.el

By

184O the

American market was well on the way to displacing that furnished by the

HBC.% By 1844, buffalo robes shipped to St. Paul, New York and Montreal had become

91 Donald Gunn, 281;Alexa¡der Ross, R¿d River Sefilement,34O;
Foster, "The Countrv Born."
220 n. 18; sprenger 70,74,77; Ens, Homelandto Hinterland,2g; Russenholl, 65-67, gz.
92

Russenholt,76,82-83, cites examples of enterprising free traders 'blazing trails' to the south as
early as 1836. D. Geneva I*nt,'Wesl of the Mounl.ains: Jatnes Sinclair and the Huelson's Bay Company
(Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1963), xt,67-70,86 and Healy, 11,2I, indicate thar James
Sinclair -- engaged by licensed trader Andrew McDermot from approximately 1827, anda member of
Norman Kiftson's kinship nefwork -- was using the southern trade route during the 1830s. Ens, Homeland
Ío Hin\erlntd,72,75,85-86, in concentrating solely on the officially sanctioned fur trade maintains
American markets, though expanding during the 1830s, were not accessed until after IU4. y etSinclair is
presented as underwriting his nephew Peter Garrioch, connected to the Amerìcan market from 1838. Arthur
J. Ray, "Hudson's Bay Company," The Canadian Encyctopedia, 1112; Jackson, 73; also, SÍanley, I-ouis
Riel,79: Sprague and Frye,Gerrcalog7,, 19 n. 33; "Red River Trail," 614; and George Simpson, in Report
from tlu Select Committee,39: as Métis hunters continuously travelled between Pembina and Red River. it
is reasonable to expect trade in buffalo product occurred on the American side when convenient.
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a

lucrative expofi.e3
When in the mid 1830s the need for buffalo processors no longer surpassed

,

available labour, an increasing number of people associated with the Settlement, in

particular the young who came of age, turned to wage labour with the HBC. Their
availability, familiarity with the region,linguistic flexibility and willingness to work for
less than

it cost to induce external labourers to relocate saw the composition of the HBC

work force shift from about one third Aboriginal employees to one half by 1850.e4 From
the 1820s the FIBC had the ability to claim, though not to enforce, command of the
"greatest inland water network the world has ever seen."e5 The transport needs of the
Company furnished suÍlmer employment for a significant number of "Red River men."e6

By 1857, approximately 700 manned the 90 FIBC boats travelling to York Factory and
Portage la Loche.eT

The Métis tripmen who made up the voyageur brigades had a reputation within the
Company for being "difficult to manage successfully."e8 Within the Red River community
they were regarded as rough but gallant. The brigades were competitive, had internal

loyalties, thei¡ own leaders and champions. The occupation was resoundingly masculine
and one that conferred a status on par with excelling as a hunter on the buffalo plains.

Cowie reports that, "Unless one had made the trip creditably to 'the Long Portage' he was
not counted [among boatmen] and could not without challenge have the right and title to
proclaim himself on festive occasions to be a man -- 'Je suis un homme' ."ss Voyageurs
93 Ens, Homeland to

Hinterland, 75, g0.

e4 See, Sprague and

Frye, Genealogy, i8-19; Mailhor and Sprague,

1.

95

Russenholt, 50. J.E. Rea, "The Hudson's Bay Company and the North-West Rebellion," Zi¡¿
Beaver: Mogazine of tlrc Norlå (summer 1982): 4+45, points out that the very vastness of HBC rvater
borne communication system ensured practical vulnerabili ry.
e6

Oliver, vol. 2, j57, j6O; J.J. Gunn, 30.

97 Sprague

and Frye, Genealogy, 12, 18-lg,36-37, and "Manitoba's Red River Settlement," 1g1:
coutts, 80; cowie, 137; Russenholt, 49 Ens, Homelandto Hinterlanrt, 43-44. 136.
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Cowie, 133. See, Burley, IO-II,94.

lbid.' 137-38. See also, Healy, 35-36,4I, 194-95, Pannekoek, Sntg Little Ftock,55-56;
Sprague and Frye, Genealogy,36; Cowie, 129. Cadigan, 70, describes sealing, the secondary source of
ee

economic employment for labour in Nervfoundland, as similarlv "exclusiyelv male."
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from Red River designated themselves lesTaureaux. Confreres from the Saskatchewan
were les Blaireaux;from the district beyond Portage la l,oche Poissons-båzzc. Those from
the East were labell ed Mangeurs de Lard.too The work was dangerous and demanding --

hardly fitting Métis tripmen for

a

description as "indolent and unsteady."ror

The wage system reflected their worth to the HBC -- they tended to earn more than
pemmican producers. As a further enticement, the Company offered to advance one third of
a

tripman's wages in December, pay out one third before the departure in May, and make a

final instalment upon his return. In practice, tripmen's families often drew on their wages
while they were

away.102

A comparison of Table 2: "Family Size, Personal Property, and

Geographical Location of l-andowners, 1835," and Table 3: "Contract Employees of the

HBC," inThe Genealogy of the First Metis Nation,indicates that wage labourers clearly
identified as tripmen in 1835 rarely figure among the landholding heads of households for
that year. Only 4 of the 19 tripmen with traceable Io numbers are listed as holding title:
Charles Beauchamp,rD l2o, John Norquay, ID 37sz,Guillame Rocheleau,n 4215, and

George Ross, rD 4249. Six of the remainder -- forty percent -- are men in their early to mid
twenties, apparently just starting out. A like proportion of the traceable tripmen of 1835
appear to have first signed on between the ages

of

18 and 25.

It is likely that novice wage

labourers were sons or relatives of landholders, residing with them in the off season. As

with heads of households who manned boat brigades, a portion of

a younger

man's income

may well have gone toward supporting his family of origin.ro3 The same may have been
true of his available labour. In good years, it was possible for voyage¡zrs who were
responsible for acreage to complete spring seeding before the departure date.ioa Upon their

return to the Settlement, if they were not to "idle about and wait for the next opportunity for
100

J.J. Gunn, 32_35.

101

George Simpson, quoted in Sprague and Frye, Genealogy,

102

J.J. Gunn. 36.

lg.

103 See,

Burley, 94: who notes, "the company's Þrms [for labourers in general] seemed to attract
mostly men who might 'be considered Boys."' Cadigan, 43,49, for consistent findings in Nervfoundland.
See also Ens, 13'7, who notes that Métis tripmen were "the least likely to have official title to their river

lots."

lM Donald Gunn, 283; Sprague and Frye,C,errcalogy,19, "Manitoba's Red River
Settlement,"
182; Ens, HomelandÍoHinterl.and,44; J.J. Gunn, 36; Russenholt, &,66.
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re-engagement," tripmen could participate in the harvest, the fall hunt, or seek other

ws¡k.10s Whether in support of their family or for personal gain, work available in
settlement and farther afield included fishing and hunting, cutting and hauling wood, rock

quarrying, and construction. Sometimes payment for labour would be made through
exchange in kind. Other times the convoluted accounting system of the HBC would be

utilized to carry credits and debits from one settler over to another.106
Dependency on the HBC for employment and competition for jobs due to

population growth did not mean thatthe Métis inevitably bowed to Compan! dictate5.roz
There were numerous instances of resistance amon gthe voyageur bngades. Brigade
captains -- the élite among crewmen -- considered themselves responsible not just for the

conduct of their men, but for acting on their behalf as representative spokesmen in
instances where Company treatment was considered unfair. This they would undertake
even at the risk of losing their own s6nf¡¿ç[.108 That their status carried over into the

community meant that, where necessary, supplementary support could be enlisted for a
cause.

In

1834, Thomas Simpson, the apparently unstable brother of George Simpson,

while acting

as a

Company servant got into a dispute with a tripman over Ch¡istnps wages.

Simpson's act of hitting the complainant, M. Laroque, over the head with a poker was
communicated throughout the Settlement "like wildfire."10e The tripmen and their
supporters held a council, formulating a demand that Simpson be subject to their discipline

in a manner that "the gravity of the offence demanded."tto þs¡¡ Gurry was threatened with

demolition unless the HBC complied. The Governor, entering into negotiation on Métis
home ground, conceded that the wounded man would receive a full year's wages,
discharge from his engagement, tobacco and ten gallons of rum. In another instance at
105

J.J. Gunn, 36.

16 Spr¿gue andFrye,Geneølogy,19, "Manitoba's Red River Settlement,"
182-83; Russenholt,
60; Alexander Ross, Red River Settlement, 35, 198; Marble, "(Third Paper)," 316; Thomas Simpson, 12.
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See, Burley, 8; Cadigan,

1
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setller resistalce in the Newfoundla¡d fishery.
108

in "Chaprer 3 ," 33 n.

Cowie, 138; Pannekoek, Snug Little Ftock, 56-

i09 J.J. Gunn,4O-41. See also, Donald

1i0 J.J. Gunn, 41.

Gunn,284-g6; Jackson..IZ.

27

, 29, this rhesis, regarding

LO7

Norway House in 1853, a disagreement over the date and place of termination of a

tripman's engagement led to his arrest and imprisonment. His brigade,led by Paulet Paul,
demanded and secured his release, resolving the incident.ill In 1867, by which time the

Company was "fully dependent on the tripmen," the Portage la Loche brigade went on
strike, refused to go on to York and turned back at Norway ff6uss.li2 It was not an
isolated incident. In the face of such general uprisings, the Company was "powerless to
¡ssis[."1i3 Although it may have been, "the biggest employer in the area" the local

population interacted in

a

labour market that offered other options.rr+

The economic independence of the Métis was evidenced by individuals who
engaged in overland freighting by Red River cart -- a mode which eventually displaced

water transport. Métis cart manufacture was an industry that had expanded with the buffalo
hunt. Initially, most families were capable of making their own. During the 1830s, to meet
the scope of the hunt and the various demands made on the settlers' time, large scale
manufacture was undertaken by specialized craftsmen -- most of whom resided in St.
François Xavier. l¡1L${r',, the HBC began to ship south overland, sending six carts to St.
Paul. As the Company's reliance on carting increased, so did its reliance on independent

freighters capable of organizing cartbrigades.'Women and children accompanied the
brigades as ancillary labour. A profitable venture required dedicating the carts to ferrying

trade goods. The brigades were therefore only lightly provisioned. The men, equipped as
armed guards, also hunted en route. Women and children tended animals, set up and broke
down campsites, hauled water, gathered food and fuel and prepared meals. A carter's pay
was commensurate with that of a lake freighter. t ts One means of supplementing
earnings was to engage in private trade as well.

In 1855 George Simpson

family

observed that

rrt lbid., 4l-42. See also,

Sprague and Frye, Genealogy: This may be Paullet Paul, ID 3870,
listed as middleman and steersman from 7826-IU:7, or Paulet Paul, ID 3871, guide, 1852-i855.
112

J.J. Gunn, 39. See also, Sprague and Frye, Geneal.ogy, "Map

i13 Cowie, 138. See also, Burley, 2|B--ZZ, for descriptions
114

of

l:

Portage la Loche Brigade."

.mutiny.'

Burley, 94.

i15 Donald Gunn, 24O; Sprague and Frye, Genealogy, 19 n. 15; Pannekoek, Snug
Littte Ftock,
31; Ens, Homelarul ro Hinferland, 55, T2: "People of Red River," 175; Marbte, "(First Paper)," 295,305:
Russenholt, 68.
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"freighters or official carters" had become "the most prosperous class in the colony."tio 3y
the early 1860s, about 1000 tripmen were employed by the F{BC and private traders for
either boat or cart brigades. The overland transportation system featured "upwards of 2 500
carts," of which only about 250 were managed by the Company.rtz

From the inception of selkirk's colony, the HBC had eyed the progress of
independent trading warily. Partly in an effort to combat inroads made by American trading
concerns, in the mid 1820s the Company conceded official licences to Cuthbert Grant,

Louis Guiboche and Andrew McDermot, agreeing that they would trade both for the F{BC
and

for themselves.

1

i8

[a I8T7 , after returning from a trade expedition with "3 bateaux

loaded high with 50 000 musquash and other furs; and provisions, robes and leather,"
Grant was further awarded a salaried position as ''Warden of the pl¿l¡¡5.'t le It served to
keep him from forming an alliance with American traders as much as to secure his services
as

leader of an advance guard against incursions by Oceti Sakowin

r20

¡s¿çfing against
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Çs6¡gs Simpson, quoted in Giraud, vol 2,206. The meaning of the word class as applied in
Red River was malleable. See, Tepperman and Richardson, 15-17: In this instance, and many others, it is
doubtful that 'class' rvas inúended in the Marxist or Weberian sense, or was indicative of a widely held
'consciousness.' See also, "class," Tlæ Merriatn-Webster Tlrcsaurus (Springfìeld M.A.: Memam-Webster,
1989),97: Frequently, 'class' as it appears in primary sources operates as a synonym foroccupation,
without necessarily implying any status valuation. In other instances it is used to mean type, sort, or
classification of a person according to any one of a variefy of attributes, from linguistic orientation, cultur¿l
or geographic origin, to general personality type or level of intelligence. See for examples: Cadigan, 155;
Begg, Dot It Dowtt,45, 53,54,90, 181, 198; J.J. Gunn, 52, s8,60; Burley, 55; couns, g6. Due ro rhe
adoption of poly-modal production, and the diversity of the population, one person could be simultaneously
assigned to a variety of classes -- changeable over time -- fhe number of possible classifications limited
only by the numbers and imaginations of commentators doing the assigning. See, Jean Burnet,
"Occupational Difference and the Class Structure," in Readittgs in Canadian History, ed. Douglas and
Smith, 257-67, for an account suggestive of sets of parallel and contrasting social dynamics where 'Old
World' conceptions of hierarchy were challenged in Upper Canad4 particularly to 1812, but also to 1837,
and agarn to 1860.

1i7þuns¡ç¿, Tlnmas Scoît's Body, 126. See also, Ens, HomelandtoHinterland,sB-89.44:
Flock,3l: "People of Red River," 172.

Pannekoek, Snug Li.ttl.e
118

ftus5snþslt, Sg, 62.

119

lbid.,64.

See Beaudet, 239: the word 'musquash' probably represented "maskwa," rvhich is

Cree for bear.

trlþ6 White Hat, "[¿.kota Language," and Karen D. Lone Hill, "Sioux," in Encyclopedia
Nor\h Ameri.can Indians,328, and 590; the name translates as "The Seven Council Fires."
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increased pressure on their homeland.t2l By the 1840s the contingent of independent
procurers engaging in what the Company deemed

'illicit'

trade was noticeable. LJltimätely

HBC annoyance with these traders led to the defeat of its pretence to authority. Concurrent
with

a

widespread enthusiasm for liberalism as a political philosophy, which culminated in

political overthrows across Europe, laissez-fair¿ received community sanction in Red
River. Even with the importation of a garrison from Britain, the HBC was not adequately
empowered to contest the 1849 community supported decision arrived at with the
conclusion of the Sayer trial: individuals could henceforth engage in trade free of Company
harassmentJ22 AÍter 1850, the economy and culture materializing in Red River became

"increasingly removed" from whatever "pervasive influence" FIBC representatives may
have hoped ¡s \a/isld.tz3

Children raised in the settlement worked as soon as they were able at tasks that
matched their ability. 'When they reached the point where it was possible to opt for adult
employment, the strength of family ties to people of influence in specifìc occupations could
determine the likelihood of their securing a position. George W. Sanderson's physical

disability did not preclude his being taken to work on a buffalo hunt and on cart brigades to
learn about conducting trade. A Selkirk Settler child without Métis relatives was not as,

likely to have those particular opportunities. The son of a family with longstanding
connections to the HBC upper ranks -- chief factors and chief traders -- stood a berrer
chance of securing a postmaster position than a son of a family that had originally worked

for the NWC

as

pemmican producer5.l2a lrr as much as family networks were weighted to

121 See, Finlay and Sprague, "Chapter 16.4,
Extinguishment of "lndian Title," online
version, revised text, cached at, <http://home.cc.umanitoba.ca,/-Sprague/chapl6.htm>, 15 Nov. 1999, who
note: "lf the Red River seftlers operated as traders or freighters rather than as producers -- if the main
producers of the robes transported to St. Paul in the 1850s were First Nations people as was the case
traditionally -- Metis involvement as carriers or intermediaries diminished their identification with Red
River no more than other summer freighting activity."

r22Taché, sketch of the North-west of America,66, Sprague andFrye,Genedogy,
19
Pannekoek, Snug Littl.e Flock,29-30,32, see also, Denoon,46, regarding Britain and attitudes towards free
trade;and Alexander Ross, Red River Settlement,252, on the republicanism of the Métis.
123

Coutts, 86.

Sprague,CcrudaandîheMétis,22;see also Glyndwr Williams, "The Simpson Era," 55;
Burley, 49,54.
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reflect particularly pronounced occupational leanings and loyalties, they could either help or
hinder a younger member's attempt to secure employment in any given field. In this way

distinctions between settlers and resident merchants, based on their status as either
procurers or providers of staple commodities, can be seen to have influenced approaches
to, and conceptions of, group membership.
Social relations as product and factor in ordering conditions exemplify the

complexity of the economic dynamic. Commercial production for credit -- and sometimes
cash -- existed alongside subsistence household production for barter. Both utilized
and community organized labour. As

family

well these modes could be augmented by individual

wage labour, contracted formally with the FIBC and informally between sstfls¡s.r2s

fþs

largely unrecorded contribution of women -- and of children -- as providers of labour and
capital, in paid and unpaid work, and as investors as well as producers was key to
achieving family comfort at a level beyond subsistence.126 At the same time, the stable,

relatively static condition of the commodity market meant that, economically speaking, the
community lived to a fairly uniform standard. As Cowie asserted, patterns of land holding,

family conformation and levels of material comfort appearto have been relatively
homogeneous. In surveying the historiography about the Métis,

it is possible to select out

and compile into a list the names of individuals noted by contemporary commentators, or

latter day historians, and presumed to be 'élite' either in behaviour, level of affluence or in
terms of ability to act as leaders within the community. It is also possible to find that of this

group, those who figure in Table 2, of The Genealogy, comprise at least one third of the
heads of households listed
125

for 1835. A comparison within this group of the material

assets

ggs, Mailhot and Sprague, 8.

126 HBCA, F.34/1 los. 1-16, "Buffalo Wool Company.
Miscellaneous pap€rs 1822-24,- lists Red
River rvomen such as, 'Widow' Scarth, Mrs. W.C. Livingston, Mrs. Jas. Livingston, Mrs. Bunn, Mrs.
McKenzie, Mrs. James Sutherland, Mrs. Elizabeth Sutherland, Mrs Wm. McKay, Mn. Smith, and Mrs.
Munay, among investors, creditors, debtors, and rvage earners. HBCA, F3O/1 fos., 1-33, "The Assiniboine
Wool Company, Deed of Partnership etc. 1829-36," lists women as well, including, Mary Kennedy,
Isabelle Kennedy, Mrs. Thomas, Eliz. Thomas, and Frances Thomas. Sprague and Frye, "Table i,"
Genealogy, indicate that these women are Métis. Seven Oaks House Museum, pamphlet, The Story of
Seven Oaks House, West Kildonan - Manitobq, Home of John Inksîer (Winnipeg), indicates that Women
living as the wives of independent traders and merchants, such as Mary Sinclair who married John Inkster,
Ix 2400, participated in running these businesses. Reportedly, Mary's "ability to add up columns of figures
and balance accounts was remarkable."
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associated with their households by the census -- including cultivated land -- reveals that

anywhere from 70 to 75 percent owned as much as the Red River inhabitants judged'to be

'wealthy' -- usually portrayed

as a

definite minority -- in the historiography.rzt Thus

it

appears that atleast one quarter of the people enumerated in that year were more than

comfortably well off. In addition, of the entire household count, onJy 77 families, or 24
percent, appear even remotely close to what might be considered a mere subsistence level --

all but 34 appear perceptibly above that standing. A number of the less materially endowed
families, such as that of Zíyear old Frangois Bruneau,ID 578, and wife Marguerite
Harrison, may well have been households in the process of just starting up.i2s Fully 50
percent of the people listed in the Settlement, when they compared their households with

their neighbours', would have been able to consider themselves to be safely 'middle
çl¿55.'12e

According to Simpson, Métis individuals, whatever they worked at, displayed "a

certain feeling of pride, independence and equality among them which is subversive of
good order in society."130 [f þ¿s been argued that the elitist social "proclivities of the clergy
127

See, Coutts, 116, I23, 191, 193; also Sprague , Canada and îhe Méîis,6: ln most cases, ìt
appears that attributin g an élite designation rests on the presumption -- particularly noticeable in Giraud's
influential work -- that on the whole, the Métis constituted a less than advantaged socioeconomic group.
The tendency has been to take atface value the self-aggrandizing statements and descriptions of social
,

hierarchy proffered by the small number of definitely Europe-oriented, overwhelmingly White, usually
English-speaking, Red River inhabitants to leave written records. The majoriry of these texts were
composed by men as explanations and justifications for their own performance as either HBC merchant
representatives or church funded missionaries. The various, often petfy, cliques that formed among these
individuals lacked any means of asserting dominance over any but the members of their own, numerically
diminutive, social sel That a Métis individual, because recorded as demonstrating competency as a settler,
mustnecessanlybe regardedasoutstanding,andthereforeaccordedanéIite status within the Métis
communiry, is an assumption unlikely to provide a reasonable or accurate reflection of the social dvnamic
operating among that larger population, arguably comprised of equally competent fellows.
1æ Sprague and

Frye, Genealogy. indicates that the 1835 Bruneau family of four includ ed,2 year
579. Although without cultivated acreage, they nonetheless possessed two implements, a
cart, a horse and six cattle. Giraud , vol. 2,205, lists the Bruneaus as having expanded their livestock base
to 20 animals, increased the number of carts to 6, and put 10 acres of their St. Boniface holding under
cultivation by 1849. For an additional example of a family whose apparent lack of wealth is similarly
explainable, see Sprague and Frye, Genealogy, D 2453: James Flett, 20 years old, wife Catherine, 18 years
old, and one other person, likely an infant, are listed as living in St. James atlot26 with only 2 horses and
3 cattle.
old Thomas,

D

Norma Hall, "ldentifying and Quantifying the Étne: I Description of an Hisrorical
Investigationof theMétisof RedRrver, 1820-1870,"submitted roCønadiansocialHistory 11.489, SOl.
Universify of Manitoba, 10 Apr. 2002.
l2e

130

George Simpson, quoted in Coutts, 92.

IT2
and company squirarchy" -- numerically a very small group -- mattered little to the wider

settlement population.t3l Continuous interfamilial, intra-community interaction "helpbd blur
social and economic divisions" among Red River people.132 The most pronounced social

stratification appears to have been determined more by the inclination to mix with families
identified as having the same primary occupation. This identity owed more to the traditions
held by the principal kinship network that an individual acquired either through birth or by
choice than to the accumulation of personal qre¿ltþ.i33
Red River was similar to other settler societies in that attempts to prescribe capital

relations were proscribed as sociocultural adaptations to physiographic conditions were
negotiated by both producers and procurers. The richness of the resource endowment and
the borderland condition of the territory presented opportunities and constraints. Capacity

for mobility, desire for stability and perceptions of capability shaped merchant-settler
approaches to economic interactio¡.13a

f6¡

the Métis, household production was a primary

means of maintaining independence from corporately dictated economic policy.r:s 5"1¡secured subsistence was possible for producers but comfort levels were enhanced by

forming ties which increased access to merchant capital. Resident merchant representatives
attempting to promote outside interests were incapable of instituting a despotic system of

exploitation. They could expect to access surplus production only. Extending merchant
credit was a means of encouraging surplus production in the resident, non-subservient
population. Settler decision making was fundamental to establishing and maintaining levels
of prosperity atanindividual, community and corporate level. Pronounced capital
accumulation by individual settlers was inhibited by factors such as geographic isolation,
available technology, and a culturally determined sense of social obligation. The last factor

131Ç6¡6s,

Tl,IM.

r32lbid., Io5.
133 See,

Irene Spry, as cited in Pannekoek, Snug LirÍIe Flock, 9.

134See, Norton, 80; Cadigan,
135 See,

r'iii-x,52-53;also Lewis and Urquhart,

151.

Cadigan, 5, 38, 41, for descriptions of Newfoundland settler attempts to achieve
through
independence
this means; also Ommer, and Denoon, as cited, "Chapter 3," 31, this thesis.
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also served to safeguard individuals from suffering extreme poverty.136 Kinship

networking was an aspect of social formation central to the pattern of mutual
socioeconomic force and interdependency that emerged in Red River. Aside from

consolidating settlers, it established ties to merchant representatives. Ability to achieve
equitable levels of prosperity throughout the settlement meant that Aboriginal settlers

judged themselves to be as worthy as those who imported a set of middle class aspirations - increasingly popular in the outside world on the peripheral edge of the Red River
perceptual orbis -- into the community. Experience and experiment proved some of these

aspirations to promise viability over time, some to be discarded. The impact of Red River's
quasi-stateless status on development becomes the question of interest.

136

William Cock¡an, quoted in Couus, 96-97.

CT-IAPTER 6
I

The myth of non-development

The Red River Settlement was located on an ill-dehned and transitional edge of the

British Empire.r Vast stretches of geographic space separated it from similar societies of
persistent settlers. A combination of factors -- a longstanding corporate-imperial agreement,
arvkwardness of access, commercial dependence on cooperative indigenous populations -meant that a governing authority equipped with a military force sufficient to compel

"comprehensive plans of social and economic development" was absent.z Yet the political
economic environment did not unduly restrain development. The economic relations that

formed in the settlement were unique in the sense that the formative combination of the
locational and cultural resource endowment was specific to a particular location and time,
but, the ensuing pattern of development was not entirely atypical. It resembled that found in
other continentally interior, contemporary North American settler societies more than it did
not.3 In nature and pace, economic changes were not suggestive of a backward momentum

likely to see devolution to a more primitive state. If the appearance of economic stasis was
to some degree unavoidable, given the necessity of waiting on technological advances that
could overcome transportation difficulties and production problems, there were indications

of self-directed progress occurring wherever and whenever it could be accomplished.+

1

William MacD. Dawson, "Appendix, No. 8," in Report from tlrc Selecf Comtnittee,3gt6.

2 Finlay and Sprague,42;A.S. Morton, 820.
3 See, Henretta, as cited, "Chapter 5," 99-91, this thesis; also,
observations of W.J. Eccles, and
Finlay and Sprague, as cited, 93, this thesis. See also, Syl'r,ester,4-6, cìting the findings of Gordon Darroch
and Lee Soltow, Gérard Bouchard and J.l. Linle; and Lewis and Urquhart, 15I-52,162,I7Çj6,for
descriptions of Upper Canada and late-nineteenth-century Quebec: though in locations more favourably
situated with regard to water transport, in suggesting that ensuring ongoing family success was prioritized,
basic settler strategies show similarities.
4 See, A'S. Morton, 810, 832, 834, lor descriptions of limitations,
and note that the protestations
"utter
of
impoverishment" of "enterprising ... settlers at Red River of mixed race," due to HBC avarice. are
brought forward by some of the most 'successful' Métis: J. Louis Riel, James Sinclair, and A.K. Isbister.
on behalf of some"V77 persons" representing equally comfortable, if dissatisfied, households.
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In many tespects, Red River compares favourably to other settlement sites.s

Limitations integral to the location did not prevent prosperity from improving enough in the
space of

thity years -- from the failure

of the Selkirk Colony to hold White settlers in 1826

to the expiration of the FIBC license, the deliberations of the Select Committee in [.ondon.
and the launching of the Dawson, Palliser and Hind expeditions -- for the "foreign country"
to attract Canadian and American attention as a desirable emigrant destination.e The

supposition that development was dependent upon the arrival of non-Aboriginal "actual"
settlers, depicted as 'heroic' in accounts that imply that they alone had the knowledge,

skills and outlook required for its initiation, is refutable.T Evidence supports a counter
interpretation which posits that during the Colonial era large influxes of White settlers
external to a region did not occur until conditions inspired a sufficient level of confidence to
overcome resistance to the idea of migration.s Settlement had to have already begun;

original settlers -- regardless of pigmentation -- to have demonstrated an ability to thrive

following

a

familiar mode of existence. Beginning in the late 1860s, incoming settlers

displayed enthusiasm for, and vigour in, displacing the Red River Métis, especially those

5 See, Cadigan, as a

particular instance: the description of Newfoundland's limitations imply
definite Red River advantagesl also Bumsted, "selkirk's Agents," 35, who describes Selkirk's Baldoon
Settlement in Upper Canada, "while well located in most respects," as nonetheless situated in a malarial
s$,amp. See also Ma¡ble, "(Third Paper)," 318; Sylvester,4,47-48, Henretta, 12. Red River's advantages
included the superior fertiliry of the soil, ease of access to fish, bird and game animals, and the convergence
of major North American river systems. An obvious additional advantage was the scope for freedom in the
borderland. For example, some settlement difficulties were eased by the fact that land rvas freely available.
6 A.S. Morton,829, see also, 830; Stanley quoted in Sprague, Canadaa.nrl.the Métis, 5; and
Thomas Flanagan, "Dawson, Simon Jones," in Tlw Collected Writings of Louis Riel, vol. 5, Reference,
George F.G. Stanley, Thomas Flanagan, and Claude Rocan, eds. (Edmonton: University of Alberta Press,
1985),243.

7 J. Ross, in Report
from tlrc Select Conunittee,T no.67,9 no. 98; see also, 1-2, lvhere J. Ross,
not to be confused with James Ross of Red River, is described as a member of the Canadian Parliament
from 1848. He became Solicitor General, Attorney General, and by 1856 was Speaker of the t egislative
Council. Subsequently he became "head of the trunk raihvay of Canada." See also, R.N. Fowler,
"Appendix, No. 16," 441,who argues that although throughout the colonial dominions, "the aboriginal
proprietors of the soil have been viewed as an obstruction to the advancing interests and exigencies of the
rvhite seftlers who have displaced them," in his opinion the realify, as demonstrated in Red River, was that
"the native races of Hudson's Bay, ... are the support of an important and lucrative commerce, and the real
producers of the vast wealth ... with which the fur trade has enriched England."
8 Denoon, 67,214-15. See also, "Report," and J. Ross, John Richardson, and
Edrvard Ellice,
"Minutes of Evidence," inReport from tlrc Selec| Commi\Iee, ív no. 11, xii, 9, 158, 350.
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identified

as

cultural 'enemies' on the basis of a political tradition intolerant of difference.e

The concerted push by new arrivals for the usurpation of Métis land, including individually
heid farm sites and communally reserved territory;for the toppling of Métis sociopolitical
dominance; and for the securing of control over economic opportunities, is indicative of

original settler success, not failure.
Commonly, nineteenth-century settler communities regarded as successful -- those
which displayed expansive, 'progressive' development -- engaged in an economic
relationship which Innis described as "dominated by the discrepancy between the centre
and the margin of western civilization."l0 A dependency dynamic was fostered.

Concentration on staples extraction was the distinguishing characteristic. Most often,
Europe-oriented settlers caught up in the dependency dynamic of staples trade did not see
the possibility of manifest development in their region without attracting capital investment

from the outside. A location is attractive to outside capital only in

so

far

as

it shows

promise. Prudent investors of the nineteenth-centurJ, educated to prefer empiricism over

faith, sought to qualify promise by basing it on quantitative evidence of successful
settlement. In a best case scenario, settlers who demonstrated that improvements had taken
place in their community attracted investment conducive to promoting development. This
encouraged an increase in agricultural activity and attracted

a

population influx which in

turn promoted further investment in the development of transportation systems capable of

optimizing links to the international market.ll
The dynamic was one which encouraged a 'cargo cult' mentality: in attempting to

filI

the gap between material wants and the available means of satisfying them,

9 Norma Hall, "Ritual, myth and identity in gendered space: the secret rites of nineteenth- and early
trventieth-century l,oyal Orange migrants in Manitoba," submitted to II.775, GenderHistnryinCanadn,
S01, University o¡ tun toba, 10 Apr. 2003, \,10-11, 16, 27. See also, Donald A. Smith, "Donald A.
Smith's Report," in Birth of a Province, 43-44.
10

Innis, Fur Tra.de iru Canada, 385.

11 See, Glen Williams, 45; Denoon, 69; also, Sprague, "Métis t ancl Claims," in Aborigittol Innd
ClainsiilC&nada: ARegional. Perspective, ed. Ken Coates (Toronto: Copp Clark Pitman, 1992), 195,for

a description of parallel expectations in Ontario, 1867.
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improvement was in itself thought to have a direct causal relation with development.12
Hence energy was expended in delineating its proper aspect and expounding its virtue,

often at considerable, and

as

often futile, expense. Believers in the inevitability of progress,

whose own attempts at inducing it were confounded by the practical limitations of a

location, tended to vent frustration by ascribing the failure of development to follow on the
heels of improvement to a lack of energy expended by froward fellow settlers.13 To those

of the nineteenth-century whose minds were enamoured with Western European 'truths'
uncovered in the study of physics and subsequently transferred into other disciplines, the
equation was simple: informed individuals who applied energy to accomplish 'work' had
the power to unleash the force of progress.t+

Among observable development trends found in Red River, a cluster of HBC cash
expenditures on "weird and wonderful experiments" connected to official colonization
stand out as prime examples of near complete improvement failures.ls The prominent

instance is that of the 1812-1826 attempt to mould external migrants -- European crofters,

watchmakers and mercenaries lacking either adequate start-up capital orknowledge -- into

Victor Barnouw, Cul.ture andPersonnlity 4rh ed. (Chicago: Dorsey Press, 1985), 443-45.
See also, "Cargo cult," Wikipedia: Tlæ Free Encyclopedia, <http:llwww.wikipedia.org/wiki/ Cargo7o
12 See,

20culÞ 20 June 2003, which notes that the term "is invoked

as an English language idiom, to mean any
group of people shallowly emulating practices of a [successful] group," citing the example of physicist
Richard Phillips Feynman's criticism of pseudoscientific studies in, Ralph t-eighton, Edward Hutchings
eds., 'Surely Yott're Joking, Mr. Feynma.n.": adxenntres of a curious clwracter (New York W.W. Norton,

1985).
13 See, "froward
," Websler's I828 Dictioncry, Electronic version (lndependence MO.: Christian
Technologies, 1998), <http:1165.6.134.2011cg¡-bin/webster.exe?sea¡ch_for_d/inetpub/wwwroot/cgi-bin/
webster/web1828=froward> 20 Jun. 2003: "Perverse, that is, turning from, rvith aversion or reluctance, not
rvilling to yield or comply with rvhat is required; unyielding, ungovernable, refractory, disobedient, peevish,
as a froward child"; See also, Deut. 32: 20,26,28; also Alexander Ross, I/¿s Fu.r Hunters of tlrc Fa.r West:
a narralive of advenlures fu tlrc Oregon and Rocþ Motuttaitn (London: Smith, Elder and Company, i855),
234-35, rvho uses the term in describing "sons of the rvilderness ... clogged rvith large families" and bound
for Red River as settlers in 1825.
14

Greenberg, 69+96,702-03, notes that nineteenth-cenfury ideas about energy use and work have
had long-term interdisciplinary repercussions. In the social sciences the persistence is notable, particularly

in

the culfural anthropology of the 1950s. Portrayals of non-White societies as low energy users bolstered
an "energy stage" theory of history compatible rvith the liberal tradition and with relegating Aboriginal and

other 'uncivilized' groups to a static category of "societies without history and progress." See also, Coutts,
4Ð-41; Henretta, 3-4; Sylvester, 8; Cadigan , I32, 136-37, 139, 165, 166.
15

Sprague andFrye,Geneølogy,

ZI.
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agriculturalists. Whatever degree of altruism underlay Selkirk's motives, in the end only
corporate rewards were realized, in a fiscal tangle that renders the isolation of settlement
expenditures from those of the fur trade a near impossibility. The various other
developmental projects he instigated and supported in the Settlement to his death in 1820
were primarily aimed at bolstering the position of a select few inhabitants.16 George

Simpson, as "on-site manager of operations" after his 1821 appointment as FIBC
Governor, followed Selkirk's lead in contracting the Company to underwrite similar
schemes.lT

In 1817, Selkirk established

the

first model farm, Hayfield, under William Laidlaw.

Servants and livestock were imported, workers were hired, but the enterprise folded after
several unimpressive years.

All

traces of farm property, implements, livestock, even large

buildings had 'disappeared' -- including a central mansion that, having cost f600 to erect,
promptly burned to the ground. Those items not destroyed had likely been informally
redistributed throughout the Settlement. The HBC was out approximately f200O.18
The Buffalo Wool Company, an attempt to make commercial use of a hitherto
unexploited buffalo byproduct, ran from 7820-1825. Lady Selkirk was unable to overcome
the fact that the wool was aesthetically unappealing. No buffalo wool fashion trend

followed her modelling of the cloth in public. A yard of the finished material, which could
command only 45 shillings 6 pence in London, cost 2 guineas to produce. Six partners are
listed as having held "Stocks or Shares at the rate of f 100 for each share."le A number of

individuals of the Red River community received advances in expectation of returns, others
who were owed money did not collect.2o When all debts were cancelled, the HBC -- out
16 See,
17

W.L. Morton , ManiÍoba,65; J.M. Bumsted, "selkirk's Agents," 33,37, 4I.

Sprague and Frye, Genealogy, 18.

18 Alexander Ross, Red River Settlement, T'7; Donald Gunn,
236; A.S. Morton, 644: Russenholt.
59. Cadigan, L36-37, describes similar attempts to establish model farms in Newfoundland.
1e

F{BCA, A.37149, Search File

-

1.

20 HBCA., F.34/1, fos. l-16. John Pritchard as instigator and
agent had 3 shares, Robert Dickason
2 shares, Robert Logan 2 shares, Alexander McDonald 2 shares, Archibald McDonald 1 share, and Thomas
Thomas 1 share. It is difficult to determine duplicated or amalgamated identities, but there were at least 35
individuals identified as debtors to the BWC; an additional 36 who were advanced goods on credit; 11 who
eitheraccumulated credit on account or were owed monev: and 20 who received wases.
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perhaps as much as f4 500 -- was the biggest loser in the "industrial enterprise."2l Métis

individuals

- including women and children living near the Frog Plain factory -- were

among the main beneficiaries. For

a

few years high wages had been paid for work:

gathering, sorting and spinning. While the amount of time and energy expended on the
labour intensive finishing of buffalo hides was not reduced, more people were employed in
the process and unfinished hides were coÍrmanding a higher price than dressed skins.

Much of the money earned went to purchasing newly imported livestock.22

Ín

18.27 the

predilection for promoting civilization led an Academy for instruction in

Latin, Greek and mathematics to be "warmed into existence."23 It attracted few pupils from
the greater Red River population. This in part was because it was not intended for their

edification. Instead it was to serve as a boarding school for the children of the "great
nabobs of the fur trade" stationed in the interior.2a These men did not necessarily envision a

permanent stay in Rupert's Land. Their concern was that their'country bom' sons and
daughters be equipped to meet the possibility of leading lives in

afully Europeanized

context. The Academy was wanted to ensure that the children acquired social graces

befrtting

a

position thatafather's status

as a

HBC officer might confer.zs On the other

hand, educating the children of the predominant sector of the Red River Métis community
was in Simpson's view "a wasted enterprise."26For their part, Métis parents likely viewed

missionary proposals to improve their children after a foreign fashion in such skills as

"carpentry, farming, animal husbandry, spinning, weaving, and knitting," which they

F.34ll, fos.

1-16.

22

Alexander Ross, Red River Settletnent,TO-72; Donald Gunn, 231-32. See also, A.S. Morton,
662-63: Jackson,7l.
23

Alexander Ross, Red River Settlement. 132.

2a

lbirl.

25 See, Sprague and Frye, Geneabgy, 11; Alexander Ross, Red River Settlement. 132. See also,
Thomas F. Bredin, "The Red River Academy," The Beaver: Magazine of ilrc Norlh (winter 1974): II, I7;
Van Kirk, Many Tender Ties, 145-47.

26 Coutts,

30; see also, Bredin, LI, I7
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could learn at home, rather than in academic subjects, as equally pointless.zz Enrolment in
the Academy in its various incarnations remained small in comparison to the population

increase. There were sometimes as few as four, occasionally as many as 16, and for five
years only

-- 1833 to 1838 -- about forty-five pupils.æ Whatever benefit the education was

to confer was moderated by the perception of various parties from equally varied
perspectives that the whole was an exercise in pretentiousness. The cost to the HBC was

largely offset by mission contributions and fees from parents. However for "nearly thirty
years" the Company provided an allowance of

f

1@ per annum -- a contribution that was

ultimatelyinadequate.zs The Academy suffered an extended decline to its final close in
1859.30

The Assiniboine Wool Company ran from 1829-1æ6. A joint stock venture, its
Purpose was to open "a branch of Trade with England in the article of Merino wool," and
so integrate the settlement into the wider

colonial economy.3l Rupert's Land would thus be

raised "to a standìng of high selfstability [sic] among her sister colonies of the British
Empire."32 This time, câre was taken to broaden the investment base in the community,
perhaps to ensure that more people felt that they had a stake in seeing it succeed.3¡ In the
event it did not. Members of the community laid the blame on Simpson's decision to send

"Mr. Rae, a gentleman of the fur company" to accompany the Métis representatives, led by
J.P. Bourke, on their journey to buy sheep in Missouri.34Rae, "destitute of the experience
27

as

Coutts, 51. See also, Innis, Bias of Cotnmunica.Íion,I94, for comments on formal schoolins
peripheral to learning.
28

Bredin, 12-13, 16-17.

29

George Simpson, quoted in Bredin, 17.

30 Coutts, 32-33,50-51, 54; also Bredin, 12, 14,17; and Van Kirk, Manry Tencler Ties,
141-52.
14 girls in 1938, to 14 boys and 9 girls. In
1858-59 there were no boys and only four girls.

By 1845, enrolment had dropped from a high of 38 boys and
31 HBCA..
32

F30/i fos. L

lbid.

33

HBCA, F30/1, fos. 1-33, list almost 20O st.ockholders in the "association," all of whom are
identifiable as residents of Rupert's Land, most in Red River.
34 Alexander Ross, R¿d River Settlement, 146. Oliver, vol.
1, 273; and Sprague and Frye,
Genealogy, indicate that Bourke, D 467, was one of the few Selkirk Settlers to stay on at Red River. He
married Nancy Campbell, Métis daughter of ID 662, John Campbell and Catherine Demonrigny.
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which qualified his sagacious and equally stubborn colleague" insisted on a detour to
Kentucky.3s It proved impossible to get the flock back to Red River without

great

,

additional expense and loss of animals. Of | 475 sheep, only 251 made Red River. Many
of these died shortly after arrival. The settlers were incensed and the Governor was obliged
to return the investors' money.36

A new experimental farm

was established

express pu{pose was to promote the "rearing

fofl

in

1830 under Chief Factor

McMillan. Its

sheep and the preparation of

Tallow or

Wool and of Hemp and Flax for the English Market."37 The FIBC was to ensure that "the
necessary means be afforded that object."38 Spacious buildings were erected. The chief

problems that had undermined earlier endeavours were not addressed. McMillan, though a

"gentleman" was "unacquainted with agriculture"; cheap labour was impossible to secure;
workers familiar with flax preparation were exceedingly scarce.3e The quantity of raw

material produced was greater than what could be processed. The farm was sold off at a
loss of at least

f3 500, but possibly twice that amount, after 6 unprofitable

years.+o

Nevertheless, those settlers who had aided the undertaking by growing exceptional
amounts of unutilized flax had been rewarded out of F{BC coffers with prizes for their
enthusiasm. Red River horsemen, making the most of the farm's costly stallion and

imported brood mares, saw their stock "decidedly improved."+t
Simpson acted as Chairman of the Red RiverTallow Company begun in 1832 to

"promote the welfare of the colony."+z It failed under the direction of Alexander Ross in
7833.ß One thousand pounds in capital had been obtained from the sale of shares at f5 per
35 Alexander Ross, Red
36

River Settlemenr, 147.

lbid., 148-50; Donald Gunn, 277.

37 A.S. Morton. 642.
38

|bid.

39

Donald Gunn, 278.

40

lbid.,270-71, 273,278-79: Russenholt, 64.

al Donald Gunn,2'7I,2i79.

See also,

Alexander Ross, Red River Settletnent,392-93.

42

Alexander Ross,.R¿d River Settletnent, I5O.

43

HBCA., F3l/1 fos. 1-5: James Bird is listed as Deputy Chairman, Andrew McDermot

Alexander Ross' co-Director.

as
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share to be paid up in cattle -- one share equal in value to one yearling, two shares to a two

year old etc. A herd of 473 cattle was purchased. Settlers such as John Spence, Jean
Baptiste Sigmonier and Donald Livingstone were employed as principal herdsmen at f50
per annum. They oversaw crews made up of their sons, friends and relatives.

Exceptionally harsh weather conditions diminished the herd. Optimism, that the herdsmen,
the numerous settlement dogs, and bounties offered for wolf skins would prevent "an evil

[purportedly] never contemplated" at the outset, was misplaced.aa Predation by wolves
apparently prevented herd growth. No tallow or hides from cattle slaughtered for meat was
ever exported. The surviving animals were sold off to refund initial investments to
stockholders.+5

In 1837 yet another experimental farm was begun.In

excess of 80 acres was

marked out at 'Red River Flats' just north-east of Fort Garry. Thiteen families of external
migrants were imported as indentured servants. Métis settlers were expected to benefit from
exposure to the example set by these twenty or so wonderful workers. The project was
overseen by high priced co-import Captain George Marcus Cary. Impressively expensive

implements wete brought along.r6 In ten years, the Captain and staff were unable to raise
any more than what was needed to feed themselves. Only twenty acres were ploughed in
the fìrst year. Only 40 more were realized subsequently. Métis settlers such as those

of

Maxime Dauphinais' household, residing across the river in St. Boniface and mana ging24
cultivated acres by 1835 on family labour alone, or of that of James Bird, with at least 30
acres under cultivation, had

little reason to be impressed.aT The only new information

3Ilt

44

HBCA., F.30/1 fos. 4.,F

45

Alexander Ross, Re¿l River Settlemznr, I53: Donald Gunn,27I-73.

a6

Donald Gunn, 280.

47

D.N. Sprague and R.P. Frye, Genealogy, Tables

fos.2.

I,2,

4. See also, Russenholt, 63; Giraud vol.

2,205,209. Dauphinais, ID 1032, and household of 5, also kept 6 horses, 40 head of caffle, and owned 6
Red River cafis -- a strong indication of participation in the buffalo hunts. The 7 member Bird family, ID
379, was also diversified. They kept 2 horses ,37 head of cattle, and on ned 3 carts. Additional family
members lived nearby. James' son, William, ID 399, oversaw a family of 7, had 2 horses, tO cattle, and a
garden plot of2 acres. By 1838, Jas. Bird had increased his livestock by 28 animals, and had 33 cultivated
acres; 5 sons cultivated from 10-25 acres each; william had erected a windmill.
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gleaned was that scythes were more efficient than sickles when harvesting grain.+s
Forays into formally establishing Red River improvements exhibited a singular

pattern. Settlers from the sector of the community most closely affiliated with the HBC --

including Simpson -- were listed

as instigators, investors and managers.4e Debts or losses

that they incurred were either forgiven or reimbursed by the HBC. Failed enterprises were
sold off, sometimes at a substantial discount.so At no time did the Company receive
anything close to an acceptable return on investment.
Whatever estimations of Selkirk are presented in the historiography, Simpson is not
portrayed as a stupid man.51 He is credited with possessing an administrative ability

indicative of "resourcefulness and toughness."S2 He reputedly "brought to the fur trade his
own pafticular insistence on the virtues of economy and regularity."s: q¡¡ut little is known
of his personal life reveals him to have been self-interested and calculating in his private
affairs. Yet there has been no attempt to account for this decade's long apparent lapse in

judgment. The persistent sinking of HBC funds into unproductive ventures is inconsistent
with his reputation for "sensible" management; for being
business

ability";

and

for according him renown

as

a man possessed

of "remarkable

"a great business leader who

contributed much to his Company and to British North America" -- all judgments

a8 Russenholt, 78.
a9 See Burley, 55: From 1821, these individuals, as 'wintering partners' of the amalgamated HBC
and NWC concerns, had also been counted among sha¡eholders in the FIBC. The men "might have
considered themselves 'wintering partners' -- a term originating in the NWC where offìcers really were
partners, but HBC officers were in fact very highly paid and privileged sen ants. They were partners only in
the sense that their income depended on the prof rt their efforts produced."
50

For example see, Russenholt, 6O, Sprague and Frye, Genealogl,. The HBC imported Mitchell
from Scotland to set up a windmill at a cost equivalent to $7 500 then abandoned it. Robert Logan, ID
2988, was allorved to buy it, and 100 acres of surrounding land, for $l 500. He prospered.
si J.M. Bumsted, "Another Look at the Founder l-,ord Selkirk as Political Economist," in Thotnas
Scofi's Body,37-55, supplies an analysis, and concludes that Selkirk "deserves to be remembered in its [the
discipline of political economicsl annals, and to be treated in Canadian history as more than merely a
misguided or self-interested colonizer.
s2

"

Glyndwr Williams, "The Simpson Era," 51.

s3lbid., 52.
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apparently "beyond rebuttal."i+ The stated goal, gracing documents addressed to the

London Committee and bearing his signature: to see Red River become a "comfortable
Íetleat" for men who had contracted Aboriginal families, is likewise at odds with the
contempt Simpson expressed in his private journals and correspondence for Aboriginal
spouses and children -- including his own.55 It is doubtful that he intended the benefìts

'civilization' to substantially profit

of

the Métis.

As a man versed in matters of international trade it seems probable that Simpson
indulged in prognosticating trends. As early as 1821 he was aware that fur bearing animals,

particularly beaver, were being depleted. Buffalo were progressively less prevalent in the

vicinity of the Settlement. Although quota systems were imposed, and trapping areas
restricted, fur volumes in trapped-out areas remained low.s6 He may have intuited that they
were unlikely to rise, perhaps could not even be maintained, at least not indefinitely. He
may also have harboured the conventional belief that the arrival of civilization inevitably led
to the 'extinction' of "brown" people.sz There were other colonial locations from which

Simpson could draw conclusions -- and fìnd inspiration. From their example it would be
possible to envision a New World 'Little Britain.' In that setting, those who had enjoyed
wealth and power in the fur trade but were unlikely to excite the same degree of admiration
or afford a comparative level of opulence in England

- in Simpson's case because of his

flawed background -- would be allowed to retain their elevated sense of self worth. James
Douglas and his wife Amelia Connolly -- whom the Governor-in-Chief of Rupert's Land
considered to be his social inferiors due to their mixed heritage -- had accomplished as

5a Joh¡ S. Galbraith, "The Enigma of Sir George Simpson," Tlrc Beaver: Magazine
of the North
(spring 1976): 4,9. Glyndwr Williams, "The Simpson Era," 51.

ss HBCA, F30/1, fos. 3. See also, Glyndrvr V/illiams, "The Simpson
Manlt fs¡rcls¡ Ties, 16I Burley, 52.

s

Era," 53,55: Van Kirk,

Glyndwr Williams,"The Simpson Era," 52,57, 58; Coutts, 105.

57 See, Mr. Christy and David Anderson, in Report
from the Sel.ect Cornmittee,24+45,
discussing the vierv that "the long history in America" had "proved" the "fact" that people "with Indian
blood in them" inevitabll"'disappeared" when exposed to "civilized man." The "general statement" holds
that "the brown population dies out as the white population advances ... wherever coloniz¿tion by the white
man takes place the brown man disappears ... The more civilized man conquers the less civilized man." See
also, R.N. Fowler, "Appendix, No. i6," in Report from tlrc Select Comminee, 442.
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much in British Columbia.ss lt stood to reason that Simpson, newly availed in i830 of a

"lovely, tender exotic" English bride, his cousin Frances Ramsey Simpson, stood to fare
extremely well.5e An "impressive stone residence" which Simpson had arranged to be built
at Company expense

in 1829 within the walls of a new 13 acre l-ower Fort Garry still

under construction, awaited her arrival.60 However, setting himself up as a "Little

Emperor" over a stagnant backwater that a 'rehned' wife could only find repugnant clearly
would not invoke the desired result.61
Simpson's actions are consistent with his being an ambitious individualist who,
aware of the prosperity enjoyed by the Métis settlers

- to his mind decided inferiors to

whom all impediments to progress could be attributede2 -- believed in the location's
potential. It needed only that a commodity with colonial appeal sufficient to "bear the high
cost of transportation and still return a handsome

profif'

be produced in abundance.63

Money, poured into improvements, would kick start a development momentum. According
to available contemporary economic theory, inevitably progress would take care of the

rest.fl A 'proper' settlement would flourish. A privileged few men, those who like
Simpson considered their HBC social circle to constitute the upper echelon of Red River
society, would be in a position to establish impressive estates. Their "founding families"

would furnish landed dynasties suitable for a 'respectable' colony.6s'Whetherformulated as
58 See,

Galbraith, 5; Jean Barman, Tlrc West beyond the West: A History of British Colurnbia
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1991; reprint, 1995), Æ-47, 59-60, 63 (citations are to the reprint
edition); and Van Kirk, "Five Founding Families," 152-53.
59 Van

Kirk, Møny Tender Ties, 182-83.

60

Donald Gunn, 269; Healy, 175. "Lower Fort Garry," EncyclopediaCanqrliana,20s: The fort,
unfinished, served as the governor's residence only briefly.
61

Galbraith, 4. See also, Van Kirk, Many Tender Ties,

I9i.

62 See,

Thomas Simpson, i3, for a reiteraúon of views likely shared by his brother: "Govemor
Simpson has long endeavoured, by arguments and rervards, to excite an exportation to England of hides,
tallow, flax, hemp, and wool for the benefit of the settlers, ... but, above all, the roving a¡rd indolent habits
of the half-breed race ... seem to preclude the probability of this colony rising to commercial importance."
63

Finlay and Sprague, 96.

Oliver, vo\2, l29I-92, l32O,lists Joyce's Analysis of Smittt's Weatth of Nations among rhe
500 books "belonging to the Red River Settlement, June, 1822" and kept in various library collections to
1852. See also, Castling, "Peter Fidler's Books," 4748: and Strike, i 1.
64

65 Van

Kirk, "Five Founding Families,"

149.
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a conscious plan or not, as long as Simpson and other men

similarly connected to the

Company had their investments protected until the right solution was hit upon, they would
be

well placed to engage in land speculation when an opportune moment arose. The

necessity of periodically renewing the Company's license -- as was the case in 1&4

-

rendered such a moment a distinct possibility. That some were better positioned to benefit
was especially so as few of the Métis settlers had any clear sense of where they stood

with

regard to land title -- a situation Simpson did little to address, even when pressed by formal

complaints. Simpson and his coterie would not have been the first to contemplate the
possibility of speculative activity. Selkirk had been accused of harbouring the same as a
primary motivation

as

early as 1815.0e

After Cary's farming experiment, enthusiasm for improving enterprises involving
large expenditures of FIBC capital dropped off dramatically. Representations made by John

Henry Pelly and Simpson, expounding alleged HBC improvement success, proved
adequate to secure a new FIBC license from the Colonial Office

in 1838. However. the

Simpsons had lost all personal interest in remaining in Red River after the death of their

infant son, George Geddes, in 1832.In 1833, Frances had returned to England. The
Governor had relocated his headquarters to Lachine where he invested in transportation
schemes.6T

lronically, the Métis community was the main beneficiary of the failed Red

'Women,
River corporate ventures.
children and men benefited from jobs, influxes of cash

into the Settlement,

a chance to evaluate the

worth of foreign methods through hrst hand

observation, and opportunities to pick up expensive materials and costly structures at a
discount. They undoubtably formed opinions regarding the intentions and strategies of the

HBC "chosen few"

as wel1.6s Evaluations were not enhanced by the Company's

failure to

disclose by posted proclamation -- the usual means of conveying news on business matters
66 See, Donald Gunn, 283; A.K. Isbister,
11; Roderick Kennedy, "Appendix, No. 15," in Reporl
tlrc
Select Commiltee,438: E.E. Rich, The FurTrade andtlæ Northwest to 1857 (Toronto:
from
McClelland and Stewart, 1967),223; J.M. Bumsted, FurTradeWars:The Fountling of WestentCanatla
(Winnipeg: Great Plains Publications, I99g), 77.
67 See,

Donald Gunn, 281; Shirlee Anne Smith, "Sir George Simpson," Tlrc Canarlian.

Encyclopedia, 2167.
68

Donald Gunn, 287.
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-- that the Douglas family had sold their claim to the North American territory back to the
HBC.69

It wasn't until

1847 that a new, pronounced wave of enthusiasm

for delineating

Red River improvement began to form -- this time the impetus originating at a remove from
the Settlement. Expatriate in London, Alexander Kennedy Isbister petitioned Earl Grey, the

Colonial Secretary, on behalf of inhabitants of Red River to secure tenure and "natural
rights and privileges" commensurate with their status as enterprising "free born men" native
to "the country of theìr forefathers."To His advocacy drew attention and inspired many in
Red River who had become progressively open about their opposition to HBC attempts to

restrict their economic activities.Tl Elsewhere all and sundry were alerted by Isbister's
eloquence to a host of opportunities apparently lying dormant in the geographic expanse

cradling the Settlement. There was an allegedly profitable "whale fishery" as well as
desirable "salmon, porpoise, and seal fisheries along the [western] coast," all languishing
under HBC neglect.'72In addition, "valuable mines of silver,lead, and copper" were

waiting to furnish a "new channel for British expertise and employment of capitÃL."r3
Money was to be made "by leasing, or letting pasture lands, until the country could be
brought into more general cultivation."T4ln the mean time, "the establishing of a good
export trade in wood, tallow, wool, corn and other natural production of the country" was
presented as perfectly feasible.zs

What Isbister's "incisive" argument and "subtle" approach did not manage to do
was alter existing estimations of the capabilities

69

lbid., and Cha¡les R. Tuttle,

Isbisrer, 7,10,
70

Ll.

297

or'natural'proclivities of indigenous

George Simpson, Report of the Select Committee,TL;

Isbister, 24.

71 See,

A.S. Morton ,810-12,814-16: Denise Fuchs, "Embattled Notions: Constructions of
Rupert's Land's Native Sons, 1760-1860," MqnitobaHistory, no.44 (autumn/winter 2O0Z-2O03): l5-16.
72

Isbister,24.

73

lbid.

74lbid.
7s lbid. See also, George Simpson, letter dated L837,"Appendix,
i1," in Reportfrom the Selecr
Committee,4IT.
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peoples anywhere in the Empire.z0 European societies were distinguished by a deeply
entrenched view of Aboriginal peoples: they personified "antistructure," the state

of

,

humankind prior to acquiring 'culture.'77 Their supposed lack of ability to institute an
ordered existence left them little different from animals. Simpson made use of, and lent
credence to, these beliefs in his writings, both personal and published. Along with his habit

of referring to Aboriginal women in terms of pigmentation, he was comfortáble with
asserting that they bore a greater resemblance to monkeys than to human beings. He and

Pelly had enhanced their presentation to Lord Grey and the Board of Trade regarding the
HBC license renewal with statements which pointed to an inherent civil deficiency in the
Métis.zs Pelly had painted the "half-castes" of Red River as

"difficult of management," and

requiring "the most vigilant attention" of resident Company representatives.zeAllegedly,
they were of "so mixed a character, and so little used to the restraints of civilized life, that
mismanagement would inevitably lead to an outbreak among them."8O Out of his personal

experience, Simpson had confirmed that it was the HBC presence and expertise in dealing

with the "lndians and half-breeds" which had prevented any extreme "breaches" of the
"peace, order and tranquillity" in the area.8i Rather than elicit active support from either the

British, or Canadian governments, Isbister's ambiguous expressions regarding 'natives' -they had intelligence but, because some Aboriginal peoples were not

76

yetfully 'improved,'

Barry Cooper, "Alexander Kennedy Isbister, a Respectable Victorian," Canodian Ethnic
, no. 2 (1985), 45. See also, Bumste d, Th.omas Scott' s Bodv -

StudieslEfi¿des EthniErcs au Canada, I'7
77
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78 See, George

Simpson, quoted in Vibert, 38; Van

Ilrk,

Many Tender Ties, 766,201; Brown,

h Blood, 128. See also, Charles Krngsley, quoted in, Thomas Cahill, How the lrislt Saved
Civilization (New York: Na¡ A. Talese, 1995), 6. Also, Fowler, "Appendix, No. 16," in Report from tlrc
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Selecr Commíttee,447.
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all were in need of 'protection' -- served only to confirm the conviction of the Colonial
Offìce that HBC "rule," no matterhow imperfect, was preferable to the "only alternative."s2

It was considered unconscionable that

the Métis, as one of the "inferior or less powerful

races" whose propensity for unruly behaviour was exacerbated by an inordinate

susceptibility to alcoholic excess, should be allowed the "perfect freedom" to embark on a
course of "anarchy."8a

W'ithin the British colonial sphere of influence, nineteenth-century interest in
development potential was thoroughly enmeshed with ideas of empire. The Canadian

opinion regarding HBC control over adjacent territory may have first found public
expression inaToronto Globe article published by editor George Brown in the same year
as

Isbister's assertions of western commercial opportunity. A printed lecture by Robert

Baldwin Sullivan warned that American settlement of the North-west would leave Canada
"no more than

a

British colony on the Atlantic, hemmed in by the Republic to the south and

west."84 Subsequently, overt expressions of positive interest in acquiring Red River

proliferated. Arguments in favour of preemptive Canadian expansion presented the region
as a promising,

fertile expanse fit to serve as a repository for whatever surplus migrant

population Great Britain by way of Upper Canada could muster.ss Members of the Métis
community,

as

literate subscribers to various journals and as correspondents with

individuals residing in other centres, were aware of external conditions and the discussion
surrounding their settlement's status.86 Some, such as Isbister's uncle, Captain'William

82

Herman Merivale, quoted in McNab, 31; see also,2l-22,25,26,28-29; also Bumsted , Thomas
Scott's Body,99, 103; and John Packinton and J.F. Crofton, in Report frotn the Select Comtnittee , I7B,
rvhose exchange illustrates that the term 'native' could mean different things to different people.
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A.S. Morton, 825.
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Age, 55 (Oct.-Dec. 1857): 363.
Taché, Sketch of the North-West of America, 45, lI-12, 66,69; Isbister, '7, 17, 24; Fowler.
"Appendix, No. 16," in Report from tlrc Select Corntnittee,44l. Jill McConkey, "The Nor'-Wes¡er in Red
River," submitted fo Topics in the Cultura.l History of Canada (Culùtrat, Comtnunications and Intellectual
History) 11.729,24 Apnl 2002, 11, notes that "letters and newspapers (among other things) travelled
through the post office, linking Red River ... with the FIBC's nefwork of fur trade posts, and to Toronto
and St. Paul (and from there to places even more distant)."
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Kennedy --

a

Métis son of trader Alexander Kennedy and AggathassT -- engaged directly in

the debate and attempted to establish a favourable position for themselves, friends and

families. From 1854, Kennedy travelled the Canadian lecture circuit speaking on
temperance and his 1851-1852 search for the Franklin expedition.æ By 1856, as a member

of a consortium of "capitalists in Toronto" vying to compete in the North-west fur trade,
Kennedy had become a strong proponent of Canadian annexation; was working

"diligently" to open a direct transportation route between Red River

and Toronto; and was

championing the development of the seaport at Churchill.ss He had an extensive,
enthusiastic audience. The last of Canada's agriculturally promising native land had been
claimedforresettlement.so Sir Edmund Walker Head, as Governor General of British
North America,ei informed the Colonial Office:

All

sorts of dreams and speculations are floating in the public mind here, even
amongsober and good men. We do not, as I have told them, now govern properly
the territory belonging to Canada, but it seems to be assumed in some of the pãpeis
that there is an inherent right on the part of Canada to some of the spoils of the
Hudson's Bay Company. I do not know accurately the legal positiõn of this body,
but I should not be surprised if the subject were to be talked of in our l-egislature.ez
Head was in turn informed of an upcoming inquiry of the Committee of the House

of

Commons into the "affairs of the Hudson's Bay Company."93 The news, communicated to
the colonial legislature, spread rapidly. Canadians set their sights on Red River -- the
87

Sprague and Frye, Genealogy,

88 See,
89

D

23O6: Van

Klrk, Many Tender Ties, 207: Fuchs, 15.

Brown, Strangers in Blood, 184; Cooper, 44, 46.

A.S. Morton,827; Shirlee Anne Smith, "William Kennedy," TheCanadianEncyclopedia;
if Mama is an Indian?" 2i2.

1239. See also, Van Kirk, "What

9o Sprague, Canada and tÍæ

Métis, 19.

91

George Maclean Rose, A Cyctopedia of Canadian Biography: Being chiefty men of tlrc time: A
collectiott of persorc distinguished in professional and political liþ: Leading in the comtnerce and inùutry
of Canada, and successful. persons (Toronto: Rose Publishing, 1886), 37'7: identifies Edmund as "kindred of
the impulsive and enthusiastic Sir Francis Bond Head." He was "assailed with ... harsh criticism" and
impugned as having given John A. Macdonald and George Cartier's Conservatives unfair advantage.
D.G.G. Kent, "Sir Edmund Wa.lker Head, 8th Bart," EncyclopediaCanadiatn, IOI: Head served as Govemor
of the HBC from 1863-68, almost completing negotiations for the transfer of its territory when he died
suddenly.
92

A.s. Morron, 827-zB.

%

Ibid.

Sprague, Canada und the Métis, 20.
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practical locus of territorial commerce in Rupeft's Land.ea

Obtaining knowledge was essential to wresting title, asserting authority and
securing colonial supremacy over the area. Questions about who and what presented
obstacles to conquest needed to be resolved. Hearsay evidence regarding future promise

required statistical proof. A spate of descriptions of the Settlement and its record were
fashioned by 'experts,' both resident and itinerant. These were widely disseminated for the
enlightenment of potential outside investors and prospective owners. Alexander Ross
addressed his evaluation, penned

in 1852 and published in 1856, as The Red River

Settlemenl: Its Rise, Progress, and Present State,with some account of the native races and
its gerrcral history to the present dny, to "those who

love enterprise and honour and

endurance."es In the book, Ross included valuations of economic enterprises and statistics
on improvement related to agricultural activity. An Appendix to the volume reveals that as

of 184t9, the 5 391 settlers included in the HBC

census had

built 745 homes.

1 066 stables

and 335 barns. Cumulatively their farmsteads included about 6393 acres of cultivated land.

There were 1 068 implements to work the land with. There were2 085 horses, 6 015 head

of cattle and 3 096 pigs to tend.% Transportation needs were met with I 918 carts and 468
water craft. The Métis had contributed labour and funds to build 7 community churches.ez

Their children had access to 12 schools. The onerous task of milling grain was ameliorated
by the presence of 2 watermills and 18 windmills -- 'modern' structures for the time,

without which the commercial production of flour could not proceed.es

A comparison with census data from 1835 indicates that in just over a decade, there
had been a population increase of about

T

745 people or 48 percent. Cultivated acreage had

expanded by 82 percent. The number of horses had increased by 190 per cent; the number
% A.S. Morton, 827.
95

Alexander Ross, ,R¿d Ri.ver SefiIetnenî,"Preface," xxv.

96Taché, Skeîch of tlrc North-Wesî of America, 169, notes that the first pig arrived i818.
97 See,

Coutts, 58.

Alexander Ross, "Appendix 4," Red River SetÍlement; A.S. Morton, 832; Greenberg,697,
observ'es that, industrialization rhetoric notwithstanding, on both sides of the Atlantic, "as late as the
1860s, more than half the demands for power in manufacfuring were supptied by people and animals, and by
increasingly efficient windmills, rvater rvheels, and turbines."
98 See,
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of cattle by 23 per cent; pigs by 53 percent. The number of farm implements had grown by

l54percent; the number of carts by 385 percent.ee The increases are reflective of successful
settler driven initiatives, undertaken during a period when the HBC experienced successive
experimental failures. It must also be remembered that HBC censuses did not accountfor
everything. They did not include measures of material increase indicative of the full range

of settler endeavour. There are no figures on the number of tents produced by the Métis, or
the number of seasonal cabins built outside of official settlement bounds. Livestock
reserved for breeding are not clearly differentiated from those raised for consumption or
sale; nor beef cattle from dairy. The extent of poultry production is not clearly articulated.

Carioles and dogs -- critical to winter transportation -- were not enumerated. The degree to

which outlying lands were utilized for pasturing and the cutting of hay was not
measured.lm Figures on the buffalo trade do not include tallies of all products, private
sales, or barter arrangements. Likewise there are no precise figures on other forms of

off-

farm production such as maple sugæ manufacture, or of the extent of salt works, or
fisheries. The

'illicit' fur trade, because

clandestine, is an obvious area were the HBC

could not compile accurate information.

At the request of Captain Kennedy, settler Donald Gunn, who had

a passion

for

accumulating scientifi c data,compiled tables which illustrated weather conditions in the
Settlement as of 1856 and inventoried population, livestock, agricultural implements and
machines, as well as homes, barns and commercial buildings.iol fþsss findings were
submitted to the Canadian Executive Council and in furn forwarded to the Select Committee

99 See,

Sprague and Frye, "Table 2,"Genealogy; Coutts, 138-39; also Ens, Homeland to

Hinterland,36,38.
1@

Sprague, Canadaarulthe Métis,37, notes that for the river lots in Red River "everyone in the
colony observed a four mile limit: an inner two miles of wooded land from which people took their fuel,
crops and building timber, and an outer two miles left in prairie sod as hay land." That the FIBC surveys
neglected to include the outer lands led to a mistaken notion that Red River farms rvere exceptionally small.
See also, Sprague and Frye, Genealogy,24; Sylvester,4T-49, who notes that from 1860 to 1900, "ln both
Ontario and Quebec, the proportion of farms smaller than ten acres grew rvith every census."
101 *Donald Gunn," EncyclopediaCanqdiotn,4g; Debra Lindsay, "science
in the Sub-Arctic:
Traders, Trappers, and the Smithsonian Institution, 1859-1870" (Ph.D. diss., University of Manitoba,
1989); and Sprague and Frye, "Table l,"Genealogy; D 2O&: born in Scotland in L797, he married Margaret
Sq,ain, Métis daughter of James Su,ain, D 4569.
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in London. Gunn's figures indicate that from 1849, for
decade, the population had increased by

L

a period representing less than a

?32 persons or ?3 perce¡¡t.102 Jþs numben

of

houses had increasedby 24 percent; stables by 16 percent; barns by 19 percent. Not

included in his figures are the number of extensions added to existing buildings to increase
the area of sheltered space available for accommodating larger families, more livestock,

tools and other possessions. The number of acres of cultivated land had risen by 31
percent.

At 8 371 acres, the previous averages of .96 cultivated acres per person set in

1835, and 1.18 acres per person

in 1849 had

increased to 1.28 acres per person by 1856.

Given the high yield capacity of Red River soil, this must be considered a generous

allotment -- especially

as the

volume of buffalo products harvested continued its increase

unabated.i03 The number of horses had increased again by 34percent; cattle by

il

percent;

pigs by nearly 200 percent. In addition,2429 sheep had been added to the livestock
base.r0a There were 18

windmills, and

9

water-mills available for threshing and grinding

grain, and for carding wool. As well there was a new combination grist and saw mill.
Threshing machines, reapers and winnowing machines had added about 28 new
implements to the Settlements' expanded total of

1

315 ploughs and harrows. The number

of carts had risen to 2 I45; water craft to 577.There were two new churches and the
number of schools had risen to 17. A total of 56 shops and stores manufacturing and
selling a variety of items had appeared. Members of the Métis community occupied formal
medical, teaching, and ecclesiastic positio¡s.105 Métis representation on the board of the

102 Çrì¡n'5 population figures differ slightly from those of Ross. Curtis, 4-5, ß-16,
17, points
out that "an empiricist concern with 'accuracy"'is bound to be confounded in attempúng to treat census
information as "hard knowledge" on the basis of its "numerical form." The census making process generates
records as prone to being infused with political 'bias' as any other. Conversely then, they present no less
valid a source for indications of rvhat 'may have been' than any other.
103 See,

Coutts, 139; Sprenger, 68, lists the summer hunt volume
500 tons, and 1860 as 640 tons.

of i823

as 45 tons, 184O as

io4Taché, Skztch of tlrc North-West of America, 175, asserts that the first sheep arrived in 1838.
10s See

for example, Stubbs, "Dr. John Bunn," 9I-I34, Van Kirk, Møny Tencler Tíes, 146,
regarding school mistresses Angélique and Marguerite Nolin; Healy, 160-61, on Janet Gunn; Coutts, 200 n.
93, on Joseph Bunn; and Pannekoek, Snug Little Flock, i22, listing Henry Budd, Charles Pratt, Luke
Caldwell, James Settee, Peter Erasmus, and Henry Cochran nmong clerics.
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HBC nominal arm of civil government, the Council of Assiniboia, was increasing.

roo

Quarterly and Petty Local Courts were in place. The low number of cases saw no
signifìcant generation of revenue. By Gum's calculation the settlement assets could be
valued at approximately f

1ll

"exclusive of the Company's forts and provisions."toz

O32

In London, the Select Committee gathered

prodigious amount of written and oral

a

evidence from an extensive array of sources. Expert opinions on the state of the territory
believed actively administered by the HBC were solicited from thoughtful and intelligent
men, a number of whom had never spent any time in the area but had heard or read about

it. Circumstances that rendered careful consideration

a

vital "duty" of the British parliament

and Government were identified as:
... the growing desire of our Canadj_an fellow-subjects that the means of expansion
and regular settlement should be afforded to thernover a portion of this teniiory; the
necessity of providing suitably for the administration of the affairs of Vancouver
Island, and the present condition of the settlement which has been formed on the

ftsd Riys¡.108

The "interests and feelings" of Canada were adjudged to be "entitled to the greatest weight
on this occasion."log Canadian citizens and government representatives were among those

consulted and allowed to witness the proceedings. No great effort was made to ensure that

similar privileges were extended to the Métis, the principal settlers in Red River. Their
input was largely limited to what had been previously communicated by way of petition,
correspondence or conversatio¡.110

\s¡

were the Red River settlers

officially informed

as

to the nature of the evidence given about their community, or of the conclusions drawn.

Like the rustic classes of England -- farmers with families deemed suited to manual labour
106 See, Lionel Dorge, "The Métis and Canadian
Councillors of Assiniboia," Parts I-3.TIte
Beøver: Magazine of rlrc Norlz {summer, autumn and rvinter 1974): l2-r9,39-45,and 5l-5g.

Marble, "(Third Paper)," 322, quotingDonald Gunn, "Appendix 1," in Reporr
from the Selecr
Comm.ittee,364.
107

108

"fteps¡¡," in Reporî From the Select Comtnittee.

10e

lbid., no.3.

jü

no. Z.

110 $es, Bumsted, Tlnmas Scolt's Body,93-94;Sprague and
Frye, Genealogy. A.K. Isbister, and
John Mclaughlin -- nepherv of Andrerv McDermott D33M -- both responsible for having generated
petitions opposing FIBC trade restrictions during the 184Os, rvere directly questioned.
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and servant work, and 'n'er-do-wells' prone to poaching -- they were considered

countable, not consultable.

If

the Committee's findings satisfactorily resolved any questions about the Red

River Settlement then outstanding in Britain, the desire in North America for collecting and
disseminating information remained strong. Communication had become critical. The
desire for precise information about the target's exact dimensions were directly linked to
concerns over establishing systems that would effectively supplant the control over

communication previously enjoyed by the HBC and thus their formal authority over the
territory. The issue of establishing

a means

sufficient to promote trade and ensure influence

had been intensively investigated during the Committee hearings. V/hile technological
advances promised a solution, they were also expensive to implement.

A thorough

inventory of the territory, its scale and extractable wealth was required.ill The Canadian
Government sent out geologist Henry Youle Hind to survey HBC holdings in 1857, 1858

and 136l.Hisreportincludedadismissalof theRedRiverMétisas"half-breed,"hence
"naturally improvident, and perhaps indolent," and therefore unworthy, settlers.t

12

He was

equally certain, however, that they were resourceful and energetic enough to constitute a

"formidable enemy" if the takeover of territory was not carefully handled.tt¡ Articles
written by travellers to, and sojourners from, Red River began to appear in popular
American magazines. Some of those with less damning estimations of the people of Red
River described them as easygoing and "quaint."114 Others contrasted Métis individuals
extremely favourably with "white" neighbours of British extraction found living in
squalor.115 The residents of Red River continued to attempt to have their views heard.

The medium of print spoke from the Settlement with Canadianjournalists

William

Coldwell and William Buckingham's first edition of the Nor'-Wester in December 1859.
1i1 See, I¡rnis, Bias of Communicqtion.3,2T-29,32; Curtis, 38, concurs, observing that "the
possibility for central state agencies to rule distant localities depends on the centralization of knowledge."
See also, A.S. Morton, 836; also, Sprague, Canadaandthe Métis, 22.
112

Sprague, CanadaandtheMéÍis,23. See also, Sprague, "Métis Land Claims,"

r13

lbid.

114

People of Red River," 169.

lls Marble, "Third Paper," 306.

lg5.
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Alexander Ross's son James attained a measure of control by becoming co-editor by
February 1860, a position he held to 1864.116 During his tenure, residents of Red River
were able to express and assess the "nuances of opinion" circulating in the Settlement and
challenge the'monopolies of knowledge' being constructed by non-resident observe¡s.117

Articles affirmed the surety of Red River's agricultural progress. Editorials summed up
foreign opinions. Notices regarding public meetings organized for the discussion of issues
raised were published. The views of settlers who had weighed the desirability

of

campaigning for various colonial or territorial arrangements with Britain, Canada, and the

United States were printed.118 The ambition to augment access to foreign markets by taking
advantage of technological advances was a "consistent theme" t6 lgSJ.iis Steamships,

railways, and the telegraph were recurring subjects. l.etters from Simon J. Dawson and
Sanford Fleming upheld projections of Red River's future role as a transportation centre
connecting and channelling progressive migration routes from Canada, Minnesota and
116

Van Kirk, "What

if Mama is an Indian?" 2LL;McConkey,

g-9.

117 Mcconkey, 5, see also, 31, for the following citations
in the Nor'-Wesf¿r : "Native Title to
Indian [-ands," 14 Feb. 186O; Andrew McDermott, 28 Feb., 1860; and Donald Gunn, 28 Apr. 1860. See,
Sprague, Canqda and the Métis,22-24, on the tenor of Hind's assessment. It should be noted that it is
possible to counter an argument that the majorify of the Métis remained illiterate !o 1860 and therefore
rvould have no rvay of knowing what was printed in the Nor' Wester. John Richardson, quoted in, A.S.
Morton, 822, asserts that in his experience, Aboriginal populations "were mostly able to read and write"
after a generation of conúact with missionaries; J.H. Pelll', quoted, 811, asserts that by 1846 there were
"500 scholars" in Red River. Obviously, those who could read were available to supply information orally
to those who could not. Robert Darton, "History of Reading," in History and Social Theory, ed. Peter
Burke (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1992), I50, lY, argues that, "for most people throughout history,
[wntten or printed texts] ... had audiences rather than readers." He notes as well, that in the past, reading
was learned independently of learning to write. As a consequence, "literacy estimates based on the ability to
write may be much to low, and the reading public may have included a great many people who could not

sign their names."
118 $ss McConkey, 13-14, for the following citations
in rhe Nor'-Wester regardingagriculture:
"What May Be Made by Red River Farming," 28 Dec. 1859; trvo articles on flax production 28 Jan. 1860;
"How to Farm Properly with Little Capital," 14 Feb. 1860; and "An English Farmer on Red River
Farming," 28 Apr. 1860. McConkey, 11-12, also provides citations on political positioning: "As Others

See Us," 28 Jan. 1860; and editorials, 28 Mar. 1860, and 14 Apr. 1860, t2 May 1863, and 11 June 1863;
articles, "Minnesota and the North," 28 Jan. 1860, and "Red River to be a Crown Colony," 14 June 1860,
"Position of Red River in a Coloniat Federation, 1 Feb. 1861, "The Political Condition of this Counrry,,,

28 Apr.1863, and "The Present Political Cnsis," 12}Øiay 1863. See also, P. B. Waire, ed.,"Tlrc Nor'Wester, Upper Fort Garry, February 5, If3ólz, and May 28, 1f362," in Pre-Confederøtion, vol.2, Canadian
Historical Documents Series (Scarborough: Prentice-Hall of Canada, 1965), L47.

ile Mcconkey, 16.

r37

British Çslurnþl¿.120

In 1863, James

Ross, having devised a "Memorial of the People of Red River

Settlement to the British and Canadian Governments," contracted Fleming to act as its
presenter.l2i In the piece, Ross attests that "the people of Red River have long desired to
see the

Lake Superior route opened up for commerce and emigra¡ien."tzz As "Chairman of

Public Meetings" held in Red River, he urges that establishing road, water, railway and
telegraph links be considered "from Lake Superior to this settlement, if not through the

whole extent of country from Canada to British Columbia."læ Fleming compiled a set of
"Remarks to Accompany the Memorial" from the reports of informants such as Captain
Palliser and members of his expedition;Dawson, who had explored the country between
Red River and Lake Superior; and Lorin Blodget, a "celebrated" American climatologist.iz+

After describing the production successes of settlers in the area, Fleming cites Palliser's
botanist E. Bourgeau to confìrm what innumerable observers had contended for years: the

only brake on agricultural development was the lack of adequate communication with
external ¡¡¿¡lçsfs.12s Other sources are quoted to reinforce optimistic descriptions of
conditions and expectations for pronounced development to follow the removal of this
barrier. His report supports the view that Red River was prosperous, the settlers' economic
subsistence secure and their society harmonious.In his concluding remarks Fleming
observes that, as the ability to provide labour is a form of a settler's available investment

capital, population growth is indicative of economiç ¿dy¿nçs.126
lbid', I'7,lor the following citations inlhe Nor'-Wester: S.J. Dawson, 28 Dec. 1859; "Our
Country," 14 Feb. 1860; "Times Changing," 25 June 1862; and Sa¡ford Fleming, 11 Jun, 1863.
r20

121 $ss, Sanford Fleming, Memorial of ttrc People of Red River Setlletnent Ío tlrc
Brìtish and
Canudi{ttt Govenzmenls: with remarks on lhe colonization of Central British North America, and the
Esnblislunenl. of a great TransportaÍional Road Front Canada To Brirish Columbia (Quebec: Hunter, Rose
and Company, 1868 I?l).

r22 Jarnes Ross, "Memorial

of the People of Red River Settlement to the British and Canadian
Governments," in Memorial of the People of Red River Settlement, 6.
123

James Ross,

"Memonal,"

i.

Sanl'ord Fleming, "Remarks accompanying the Memorial, submitted to the Government
Canada," in Mernorial of tlrc People of Red Rtver Settl.etnent, 9-3I.
124

12s

lbid., Io.

126

lbid.,31.

See also, Finlay and Sprague,

47, for similar conditions in New France.
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Though not overtly expressed, a particular implication couched in that statement

would be clear to anyone who had studied the Report from the Select Committee

in

,

London. Evidence which affirmed Aboriginal population growth among those engaged in

'civilized' settler pursuits in Red River could have a significant impact on plans for the
f¡f¡¡s.127If Aboriginal settler success bode well for attracting migrant White settlers and
thus enabling territorial and economic expansion for Canada, it ran cont¡ary to expectations

regarding population composition.It suggested that those who intended to exert dominance
over the current inhabitants of the North-west would have to consider a continued high rate

of increase, accumulation of wealth, and possession and development of land by Métis,
and even First Nations peoples, as a real possibility. To those whose political philosophy
equated human diversity with chaos -- as a significant proportion of the adult males

residing in Upper Canada almost certainly did128 -- it would appear that the contest for
control and the imposition of order might in fact become more difficult over time.
Establishment of a direct communication route was one means of effecting a swift
rebalancing of the population through mass migration, but would only complicate the
search for a solution to already existing "rep by pop" problems in tþe Ç¿n¿d¿s.rze

Although direct transportation improvements had not yet been accomplished, by the
late 1860s migrants from Canada, as well as some originating in the United States, had
begun to appear in the Red River borderland region. Though their numbers were not

exceptionally large, the imminence of change and suggestions as to its consequences were
made manifestwith their

ffiv¿l.tro The newcomers exhibited traits

associated with the

most "enterprising" of their contemporaries, those who were "seeking economic
opportunities and economic freedom," anticipating a "boom" arisingfrom a "gigantic

r27 See, David Anderson, Johr Mcl-aughlin, and William Caldwell, in Report
from rhe Select
Committee, 244-46, 278, 306, 308.
128 See,

Cecil J. Houston and William J. Smyth, cited in Hall, "Ritual myth and identiry in

gendered spare," 2-4.
i29 Sprague, Canadaandtlrc
130

Onta¡io.

Métìs,24, see, also 25; also A.S. Morton, g37.

Sprague and Frye, Genealogy,24

n.

53, note that "more than forty families" arrived from
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exploitation of unparalleled resources," and

a

complete "metamorphosis of society."13t This

outcome they envisioned as assured by the importation of "peoples and patterns of life" - of

which they imagined themselves the vanguard -- capable of "diffusing the means of light
and truth throughout the region, where so much of the power to preserve or to shake

it

¡ssids5."132 The ensuing competition for settlement sites and economic opportunity in the

Red River borderland reflected nascent attempts on the part of new arrivals to defìne and

fix

not only geographic but cultural boundaries which to this point had been fluid. Hopeful

writers in Red River continued to attempt to direct the impetus of change through the
medium of print. New arrival Alexander Begg, sympathetic to the original inhabitants, was
inspired to contest misapprehensions promulgated by "scribblers in the public press" who

"vilified"

the Métis.teE Long-time resident, Alexandre-Antonin Taché, Bishop of St.

Boniface, in composing his Sketch of the North-West of America, confidently asserted that
"the country is progressing day by day in every way" and that "The inconvenience of
changing will pass away with time, and be succeeded by real improvement" although he
believed that the Métis would likely face "extreme diffìculfiss."

134

Beyond verbal slurs from a vociferous if small contingent proclaiming the arrival of
a

"new order," the changes Métis individuals found difficult to contend with included noted

incursions of Canadian "adventurers," who "in various localities had been industriouslv

marking off for themselves considerable, and in some cases very extensive and
exceptionally valuable tracts of land" -- some of which were understood to have been
already occupied.t:s Having watched development in the Settlement proceed not so much
131 Thomas C. Coch¡an, and William Miller, Thz Age of Enterprise: A Social
History
Ittdustial Amer¿ca, revised ed. (New York: Harper and Row, 196I), 2, 43 , 5-6, 2j .

of

Coçhmn and Miller,36, and Edward Everett, quoted,37. See also, William McDougall, quoted
in Sprague, Canadaa.nd.tlte Métis,26, and John A. Macdonald quoted, 30, 33; Mailhot and Sprague, 2;
also, Seventy-fifihAnniversary, l87I-1946, GrandOrange l-odge of Manitoba ,2.
132

133

Begg, "Dedication," Dot It Down, 1ii.

134Taché,SketchoftheNorth-Westof America, I55, l'7'I .See,Coutts, passirnforobservations
on the clergy's aftitudes tolvard the Métis, and a corresponding -- often equal parts tolerant and
condescending - disregard which the Métis evinced for the clergy in return.
13s pen¿16 A. Smith, quoted in, Birth of a Province,43-44. See also, W.G. Hardy,
From Sea
Unto Sea: Canadq--1850 to 1910: The Road Ío Nationh.ood, vol. 4, the Canadian History Series, ed.
Thomas B. Costain (Garden City N.Y.; Doubleday, 1959),ZOZ-03.

tß
because of authoritarian efforts to induce it as in spite of them, the expectations of the

original community of self-governing individuals had never, and did not now include being
unceremoni ously " suppl anted by the stran ger. " t3e
The attractiveness of Red River to new migrants owed much to Métis initiative,
competence and patience. By the 1860s, the Settlement was ttriving.i:z The population
was approaching the 12000 mark.r¡s Inability to establish grain as a staple export and
progressive difficulty in accessing buffalo herds had encouraged the husbandry of
domesticablelivestock.i3e ftsç6gnition and understanding of the sort of economic change to
expect in the near future had been accompanied by a concerted and partially successful

drive by the Métis to ensure that title to individually held land could be secured.lao
Instances of extreme environmental aberration such as the floods
grasshopper infestations

of 1852 and 1861, and

of 1857-58 and 1868, were known to loom

as

possibilities but the

community had demonstrated an ability to cope with such disasters, recover, and not only
maintain a level of material prosperity above what was required to meet basic need but
surpass previous lsvel5.lal Conspicuous failures are attributable to corporate

mismanagement or the ignorance of external migrants, not to the failed initiatives of
persons native to the country. In light of their collective achievement, rather than

contemplate deserting their community, the Métis had every reason to imagine an
auspicious future -- one that they, as the dominant population, were positioned to
6yg¡599.142

By 1869, individual self-determination had proved compatible with cooperative

136

Donald A. Smith, quoted in, Birth of a province, 43-44.

137

See, Cadigan, 138, for contrasting conditions in Newfoundland.

138 Sprague, Canatlaandttæ Métis,75: "According to the 'French
Report,' there were 5,757
'French Half Breeds' and 4,08 'English Half Breeds' in a total population oÍ 11,963. The English
enumerators reported 5,696 of the first group and 4,082 of the second in a total of 11,967."
139 See,

Raye,269-70,27475; Couns, 14144 Mailhot and Sprague,

1{ Sprague and Frye, Geneatogy,
141

W.L. Morton, Manitoba,

g.

24.

lI5.

r42 Gærge Keyne, quoted in Sprague and Frye, Genealogy,26

1869 as "lve own the country and don't want to pari with

it."

n. 60, sums up the Métis stance in

t41
association in Red River. A consensual approach to decision making had not been a barrier
to economic change. Maintaining the social status quohadpromoted an egalitarian attitude

more conducive to promoting personal freedom than restrictive, as it was socially
acceptable to circumvent or ignore attempts to impose rigid economically based class
þ¿¡¡is¡5.1+3 The manner in which people began to imagine and discuss the ways a new

aspect could be devised and secured for their borderland country reflected a strong sense

of

Métis communal responsibility and respect for diversity. Contrary to contemporary
estimations of Aboriginal peoples, the Red River Métis were as endowed with "a capacity

for seeing beyond the immediate time and the present circumstances"
a

as anyone else.laa

As

community they would demonstrate theirability to conceptualize,formulate and

implement an agreeably structured future existence.

143 See, Joseph Kinsey Howard, Strange Empire:
The Story of Lottis RieI (1952; reprint, Toronto:
Swan Publishing, 1965), 84 (page ci[ations are to the reprinr edition).
1.14

Rose, 557-58.

CHAÌr|ER 7
The 'thrust of communitv intention into the future'

In the years 1869 and 1870, members of the Métis community continued to operate
as conscious and active agents committed to

building and safeguarding common goals for

the future. To this point, the small number of early external migrants to stay in Red River,

along with an influx of more recent arrivals, had not altered that aspect of the dominant

community's approach to quasi-statelessness. Through dint of numbers, it was still
possible for the Métis to regulate the expanding community by perpetuating highly effective

traditions.t Kinship networks were honoured and accorded importance. Behaviour
consistent with respecting diversity and maintaining harmony -- social ideals central to

Aboriginal belief systems -- was accepted

as

normative. Intra-community orality was key to

decision making and planning. Positions of leadership were conferred by the populace on
the basis of ability. It remained as easy for groups to revoke the position of representative
spokesperson as

it was to grant it. Consensus was sought on all issues of governance. Red

River Settlement was home to a community with a sense of rights to possession, access
and utilization of an extensive land base.2 The Red River Métis

fit criteria developed by

Canadian regionalist scholars that identify them as a distinctive sociopolitical 'natural

behavioural group.' In "Sociology and the Canadian Plains," M.L. Lautt describes qualities

exhibited by such groups as:

a variety of shared reasons for their existence, marked by adaptability, flexibility,
some degree of independence and self-suffìciency, characterized by an organic
solidarity, and having such features as a particular dialect, group songs and

I Sprague and Frye, Genealogy,24 n. 53, posit the number of neu, arrivals to be something
"considerably" over the 38 "white, male householders rvho were bom in Ontario" enumerated in 1870. See
also, Mailhot and Sprague, 10.
2See, Stanley, Louis

Riel,lli,

116; Coutts, 96-97,99-100, 104, 109.
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symbols, common heroes, and an acceptable myth about the origin of the area.3
Given their exposure to contemporary intellectual and political discussions taking place
elsewhere in the world, it is not surprising that the Métis considered themselves ,,already,,
a
nation "in the nineteenth-century sense of one people with a unified sense of purpose and
destiny."+ This self-perception underlay their response to Canada's method of realizing

territorial expansion.
Upper Canada, having become the Province of Ontario in 1867, had made no secret

of its desire to expand. The amount of press devoted to Red River's development potential
was considerable. The Canadian fixation was noted and commented upon inAmerican

publications. On the whole, opinions regarding the North-west's promise ranged from
positive to extremely confident. The inhabitants of Red River were well aware of the
attention their territory was commanding. That their settlement was about to undergo
extensive changes suggested to many that a world of new opportunities was about to

unfold in their midst. It would have been difficult for anyone in the vicinity of Red River
not to have been party to the optimism of the era cotrununicated through textual and oral
means.5 Red River settlers could not but imagine that their small community was verv

dtheCanadianPlains,,,inARegiortoftheMind:Interpretin8the
WesfernCanadianPlair¡s, vol. 1, Canadian Plains Studies, ed. Richard Allen (Regina: Canaåian plains
Research Center, lE73), 128, also, 125-26. See also, Tepperman and Richards on, StZ, 535-36;Robinson,
Gallagher, and Denny, I'ii; Özkirimli, 17, also 25-26,34:'lha: the Red River Métis quasi-stateless
sociery
exhibited characteristics of organic solidariry -- in that the economy was not 'primitive,, occupational
diversity was present, individual expression was not subject to "harsh and automatic" repressiån, and yet
there was collective cohesion -- challenges Emile Durkeim's definition and British impenal
notions of
Anglo Saxon preeminence, social 'evolution,' and the superiority of populationr u"""áing to, and abiding
by, hierarchical organization and state imposed "moral regularity." Basil Johnson, Ss, provides a description
of Anishinaabe stateless society that is likervise at odds rvith Durkeim's schemata. Seg Margaret Arnett
Macleod, ed., .fangs of Old Manitoba: With Airs, French and Engtish Words, &ttd Introducrrons (Toronto:

Ryerson Press, 1960), 5-7,1r-13,27-28,36-39,

s2-9,62-&, for examples of Métis songs which are

indicative of Red River dialect, symbolic expression, the celebration of heroes, and myth cánstruction.

a A.S. Morton'877, quotes "one
of Sir John Macdonald's correspondents" as observing: ..,They
claim to be a nation already, along with the English half-breeds, whom they claim as their brethren,
in
possession of this country." Finla.v and Sprague, 553. See also, Bumste d, Thotnas Scofi,s
Borty, lg2: who
noües "the eastern newspapers circulated widely in Red River."

see, w.L. Morton, ed., "lntrodu ction,"Birth of a. province, ix. , Ma.nftoba 105: Mailhot
and
,
Sprague, 2; Bumsted, Tlwmas Scott's Body, l8I and for example, Littell, "The Hudson's
Bay Company,"
reprinted fromTlrc Netv York Journal, of Corrunerce, g Sep., 195i,363_64.
5
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definitely poised "on the threshold of great things to come."6 Their pride of place, and
conception of their settlement of the District of Assiniboia as entitling them to be designated
a

'colony' is understandable.z
Red River was peopled by rational individuals practised at meeting all eventualities

with

a measure

of consideration. It was usual for reactions to be tempered by restraint.

Even aggressive impulses seldom progressed beyond agonistic display.s As settlers, they
had demonstrated

a

preference for prudence when it came to embarking on economic

endeavours. Awareness of material comforts available to other communities thathad

undergone increased economic development fostered a desire for like access to similarly
obtained amenities. As people accustomed to considering themselves the masters of their
own environs, they proceeded on the understanding that they would determine the shape of
its future.e The obvious solution to the problem of geographic isolation was to align with
another nation capable of providing the capital needed for upgrading transportation routes

using new technology. It was equally apparent that suitable, willing partners were
available.t0 At the same time, Métis individuals were conscious that they were a people in a

"peculial'situation.lt Clearly, any decision adopted by the community could have
momentous repercussions. As a community, the people of Red River were determined to
be cautious and protective.

By

1869 the Métis had already had the benefit of over a decade's worth of time,

experience and information from which to draw judgments on the tenor of intent enunciated

by Canadian, British and American interests. During that period, the majority had come to
prefer contemplating a direct connection with Great Britain. The "noisy" representatives
the Canadian Party at the new village of V/innipeg -- a group that had become
6

of

"irritating

Finlay and Sprague, 41. See also, Sprague and Frye, Geneatogy,24.

7 A.S.

Morton,842.

8 Basil Johnston,6T-69: Tom Holm, "Warriors and Warfare," NorÍh Anerican
suggest this to be characteristic of North Amerìcan stateless societies generally.

9 A.S.

Morton,872.

1o

Sprague, Canadaandthe Métis, 24.

li

James Ross, "The Proceedings

aProvirce, 15.

lruliaw, 667-68,

in the Convention, February 3 to February 5, 1870," in Birth of
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when it ceased to be amusing" -- had not inspired a widespread wish to have the colony
handed over to any like-minded "friends from Canada."t2 Rather, a general alarm and

apprehension at the possibility of Canadian expansion into their region had spread
throughout the Settlement. Most had decided in favour of seeing Red River made a Crown

Colony -- an opinion John A. Macdonald had shared in the early 1860s.13 Some residents
continued to couft American interests.la
The Métis had also had time to become aware of a tendency on the part of other
powers to act without taking the Red River community's views into account. Extreme
offence was taken by the settlers, including 'wintering partners' of the HBC who were
shareholders, at not having been consulted at any point during the negotiations held from
1864 to 1869 over the transfer of rights and claims, previously accorded the HBC, to
Canada.15 That Canada had peremptorily passed an

"Act of Temporary Government of

Rupert's Land" in June of 1869 -- before the transaction had been completed -- intensified
the level of displeasure.16 That the Settlement had been "bought and sold" without any
reference to the rights of the settlers was the height of insult.lT In fact, the terms of the

"Deed of Surrender" of the Imperial Government, signed 19 November 1869, rendered the
settlers invisible.ts The promise of a payment of f300 000 by Canada to the newly

reconstituted HBC was recorded, as was the Company's right to retain 450 00O acres
around its trade posts and an additional 7 000 000 acres in land grants -- a reservation

12

W.L. Morton, Manitoba,

IlI,

Birth of a Province, x. See also, Stanley , Louis Riel, 55,

Sprague, Canadaandthe Métis, 35.
13

Sprague, Canadø and the Métis, 25.

14 See,

Stanley, Louis Riel,78-81; Hardy, 198,226.

15

A.S. Morton, Ul-42,876-'77: Hardy, 204; Sprague , Canada and

16

A.S. Morton, 872.

ttæ

Métis, 29.

17 Northcote, in Birt.h of a Province,
86; also, A.S. Morton, 873; Hardy, 196. See also, Dorge,
"Part II," 39, who notes that in 1859, "a petition in French rvas circulated, expressing opposition to the
annexation of Assiniboia by canada without guarantees for the inhabitants."
18 A.S. Morton, 888. See also, W.L.
Morton, ManiÍoba, 117: "One of the greatest transfers of
territory and sovereignty in history was conducted as a mere transaction in real estate."
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amounting to one-twentieth of the mostfertile North-west lands.1e Questions of
compensation for exchange of Aboriginal ownership were settled without reference ro

Métis entitlement. Individuals from all sectors of the Red River community were displeased
about the weight such behaviour on the part of foreign states gave to the assertions of
Canadian party members that the Métis were to become a conquered people and reduced to

"slavery" when the "new order" instituted itself.z0 Alarmed settlers were unable to elicit
much in the way of reassurance from local HBC Governor William Mactavish. He insisted
that he was not kept informed on policy matters pertaining to Red River that were decided

by the Governor and Committee in London.2l
The lack of assurances regarding recognition of Métis land ownership, a
longstanding grievance, was particularly worrisome.zzThere had been a HBC survey in
1835 which had ensured that the rights of settlers who had actually purchased land after
1811 would be respected.æ Until new settlers wanting tenure protection began to arrive

from Upper Canada, nothing was done to safeguard non-purchaser families, even though - by Company calculation -- from about 1835 they had occupied riverfronted vacant land,
on lots of a width of approximately 8@ feet and a depth of about two miles, amounting to
about 200 acres, without arousing Company ire.

A new ordinance

passed through the

Council of Assiniboia in 1860 secured occupancy rights for approximately 2 000 of these
previously officially landless families. However, the HBC had not been overly assiduous

W.L. Morton, Birth of a Province, xi; see also, Sprague, Canadaarulthe Métis,28. Hardy,
196,200: and Mclnnis, 307-08, note that news of the 1863 sale of the HBC to the International Finance
Company organized by the "indefatigable" Edwa¡d Watkin had been equally unfavourably received in Red
River.
19

20 Northcote, 86. Alexander Begg, quoted
in A.S. Morton, 874. See also, W.L. Morton,
Maniloba, 116; and Sprague, Canadaandthe MéIis, 35.

A-S. Morton , W. but note that Northcote, 93, refutes Mactavish's claim.
22Hañy,202-03.
21 See,

23

Alexander Morris, The Treaties of Canada wirh ttrc Indians of Manitoba qntl tlrc North-West
Territories, including tlrc negotiations onwltich r.he7t es7¿ basetl, antl oî.1ær infonnation relating Í.hereîo
(Toronto: Belfords, Clarke and Co., 1880; facsimile reprint edition, Toronto: Belfords Clarke, 1991), 14.
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about entering all families occupying property into the Company Land Register.zaltis
also

possible that some settlers regarded recognition by the HBC, a commercial enterprise,

allowed to operate in the territory by the good graces either of sovereign Aboriginal
peoples, or of free but "loyal subjects to Her Majesty the
of England," to be of
Queen

questionable value.25

By

1869, the views of the Red River settlers -- individuals who freely formed and

expressed their own opinions -- were likely as inchoate as the various divisions within
the

community, and the fact that the Métis were human beings, suggests they might be.zo
However, the settlers were united in that they were deeply concerned and were talking
about it.27 There were differing estimations of their situation and of whether sufficient

evidence confirmed that precautionary measures were called for. That these differences
were articulated then circulated in the form 'general rumour' throughout the community
was ultimately enabling not divisive. For Red River people, resort to rumour was not a
conscious tactic so much as a habitual trait --

a distinctive community behaviour. The

political economic structure in concert with sociocultural dispositions specific to the
settlement had at all times provided all individuals with "an adequate share of the benefits of
expansion [and] with the possibility of influencing [their] fate in a world of flux and

24 See,

Sprague and Frye, "Manitoba's Red River Settlement," 185-86, arñ Genealngy,24;
Mailhot and Sprague, 2; Sprague, Canadaancltlw Méris,33. See, Cadigan , Sj,59-6I,for a Nãwfoundland
parallel: ln 1849, the Board of Trade in England "finally admitted that a resident fìshery was
a fait accompli
in Newfoundland"' thus recognizing unofficial settlers by allowing "small leases" that allowed settlers
to
"enjoy what land they had enclosed and till'd for the use of raising vegetables for their families.,'
25 Louis Riel, as quoted in Stanley,
Louis Riel,65. See also, Mailhot and Spragu e,27 n. 6:
Flanagan, Riel and the Rebellion, BI.
26 See,

Gerald Friesen, quoted in Coutts, 4.

27 See, William Ross, quoted in Bumsted,
Thomas Scott's Body. r11,James Hargrave, crted,
and Alexander Begg, cifed, I92, see also, 190; Stanley, Louis Riel,53, 56: pannekoek,
Sn-ug

lg7,
Littte Flock,

166; see also, Coutts, 88, 89, 109,123, who argues that emphasizing the negative tone preserved
in
rvritten records generated by Europe-onented inhabitants of Red River-- often sojourn"r,
ó, unu".ulturaæd
new arrivals -- tends only to "illustrate the social tensions rvithin the elite
[a gròup which he qualifies as a
self-designated élite onlyl of Red River but do not necessarily shed light upon the el,olution
as an

organic whole."

oi thut society

tÆ
change'"ze What has been decried as rampant gossip was actually
a communications

practice that allowed democratic consensus building to work.2e The sharing
of inforrnation
within a community gives everyone the opportunity to weigh individual
assessments

of

issues against other perspectives, and so avoid "pluralistic ignorance."30
Awareness of the
tone and emphasis that neighbours use in expressing opinions helps to
clarify purpose. The

likelihood of exacerbating divisions through jumping to mistaken conclusions
regarding the
intentions of various factions is decreased. Intra-community discussion encourages
cohesion in that perceptions of membership in an active group with a
distinctive identity is
strengthened' A heightened sense of the existence of a "communal conscience,,
arises out of
the "profound sharing of the latent value positions which give each group
its special
character and integrity."3l In the Red River instance, whatever the fractured
state

of

opinion, if events warranted, the Métis were eminently capable of responding
in an
organized fashion. There was a common history of coordinated group
activity to draw on -one evident in, but not limited to, their manner of conducting the buffalo
harvesr:
information was orally distributed, councils were held, and representative spokespeople
were appointed to positions of authority on the basis of abi lity .zz
uu

E' Herrara Faure, quoted in colin sinclair walley, "A Model for the Illumination
of participant
values in Rlucational Goal Sefting," Ph. D. diss., university of otfawa,
lg7g, rz. see also, lnnts, Bias of
cotnmunication,4l' 191, for comments on the strength, adapfability and flexibility
of a culture
based on

an oral tradition.

29 see' James Hunter,
cited in Coutts, 167-68, a clergyman who asserts that ..AIl who
know Red
River and have lived in it ... know how addicted it is to gossip ánd scandal."
The settlement was ..alas! all
too famous" for the practice of circulating information .;,nouih to mouth."

30 B.J.

Coutts, 105.
31

Biddle, cited in walley, "Model for the Illumination of participant
values,,, g. see also,

walley, "Model for the Iilumination of participant Varues,"

32 See, Sprague,

13.

Canatlaantlllrc Métis,39; see also, 36, for a description of effective
pansh
organization in response to outsider intrusion. See, cadigan, 58, for an
instance of parallel strategy
adoption by Newfoundland fishing servants in 1817. Basil Johnsto
n, 6I-62, furnishls a description of how
Ieadership roles and responsibilities were perceived in a slateless
society: when necessary, a leader was
selected to enunciate community direction on the basis of "force of
character and persuasion.,,The position
-- always only "temporary and intermittent" -- demanded that the chosen
individuai not merely command but
be "first in action'" Moreover, as a speakers, leaders did not
dictate their own convictions, but those of the
people' The people were at all times free to follow according to
individual preference and equally..at liberry
to rvithdraq''" If desired' it was legitimate for members of a-community
to divide, and adopf dÞrnate
approaches by committing to different leaders. I-eadership rvas considered
a burden, not sornething to be
sought through contest to gratify personal ambition.
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After a summer of dissatisfaction over the behaviour of surveyors sent from
Canada, a number of factions arose. l.ouis Riel emerged as a spokesperson for the families
whose land was under the most immediate threat.33 His education in the Canadas had made

him familiar with power politics and the manner in which legalities could be invoked for
persuasive argument.3a He proved his effectiveness by bringing survey activity to a halt on
11 October. During the

fall, the normal Métis approach to consensual decision making

remained operational. Factions continued to express differing opinions and to rally to

different degrees in support of various causes over the course of the month or so following
Joseph Howe's reconnaissance visit to the Settlement.

It

had ended 16 October

without

supplying any concrete information to community members about the course of events to
expect.35 Despite the increase in

politically motivated activity -- such

as the

barricade set on

21 October by the "Comíté Nattornl des Métis," against the entry into the territory of
designate "Régner enpotentat" from Canada,

in Fort Garry of
St.

a

William McDougall;

as

well

as the

installation

contingent of armed guards made up of /es Taareaux brigade men and

Vital and St. Norbert buffalo hunt captains -- there was no cessation of regular

community functioning.¡0 The Métis retained control.37 The FIBC and the ostensive
authorities of the Council of Assiniboia did not attempt to do anything beyond attend to

their usual duties and,

as

in past instances, concede to community will with remonstration -

- an exercise which in fact ensured that their opinions were contributed to the community

33 See, Sprague and Frye, Genealogy,35; Hardy, 205, identifies André Nault, an individual
on
whose pasture land a surveyor had trespassed, as Riel's cousin. Sprague, Canada.and î\rc Métis, 39,
identifles Edouard Marion as similarly offended by surveyors.
34

Sprague, Cqnatlaandrlæ Mé\is,39, points out that among Riel's attributes rhat fit him to
represent a large proportion of the French/Cree/Anishinaabemowin, and Michif, speakers of the Red River
population was the fact that "He spoke English."
3s W.L. Morton, Muttiøba, 120. Hardy, 206; Sprague Canada and the Métis, Tl,
198: Joseph
,
Howe, a "Repealer" in Nova Scotia, apparently o\¡ercame his skepticism about Canadian colonial policy and
his objection to the British North America Act of 1867, once appointed, after his 'Jaunt" to Red River in
1869, to the positions of Superintendent General of Indian Affairs and Secretary of State for the Provinces.
36

Hardy, 205, Pierre Falcon, in Sozgs of Old Manitoba, 36.

37

Stanley, Louis Riel, 62, 67; W.L. Morton, Mqnitoba, l2l-23; Hardy, 211.
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mix.38 They accessed that avenue to address the barricade issue with National Committee
spokespersons John Bruce and Riel on25 October, as they had earlier over the imposed

halt to survey activity.:s

The basic course of events during 1869-70 has been well described, often, in the
historiography about the Red River Resistance.ao A point that has not received adequate
acknowledgement is that -- even if their quasi-stateless condition is not considered -- as a

community, the Red River settlers overcame extensive attempts at obstruction to function
very well politically. Even as'outsiders'al were inciting serial disturbances, practising

intimidation, and issuing incautiously worded complaints, the Métis organized and,
remarkably effìciently, effected intelligible coherence.a2 Whatever the differences that arose
over what procedure to follow regarding McDougall's appearance or anything else,

ultimately, the Métis were agreed on basic principles and acted accordingly.ß By 6
November, when a "Public notice to the inhabitants of Rupert's Land" was issued by the
38 A.S. Morton, 878, describes the following of this procedure as "characteristic of the rulers of
the colony, for theirs was a government with the consent of the governed, and that consent rvithdrawn, the
only resort left rvas moral suasion. It was clear that the half-breeds had no reason to fear the rulers of the

colony."
3e

lbid.,88r.

40

l-Ia¡dy, 195-237, provides one of the more entertaining versions, although the characterization of
... juvenile delinquent with a gang behind him," is an instance where the 'history as
farce' treatment becomes decidedly heavy-handed.

Riel

as a

"Hitler-like

4i

See, Alerander M. Witherspoon, Common Errors in English and How Io Avoid Tlrcm (New
York: Garden Ciry Publishing,1943; reprint, New York Permabooks, 1946), L5-16 (page citations are to
the reprint edition): who provides defirutions that suggest that in Red River, designating a new arrival as a

'stranger,' indicated that the person was "merely one who is unknown or without acquaintance in a given
place." Descriptions of the Settlernent indicate the status did not preclude ones ready acceptance into the Red
River communify. An arrival was not automatically iegarded as an 'alien' rvithout citizenship. The choice
to belong resided q'ith the nerv arrival. Choosing to retain status as a 'foreigner' -- to maintain a primary
allegiance to another nation -- meant an arrival, though part of the social structure, w¿rs left 'outside' of
consideration for leadership roles, and was only peripherally involved in community decision making.
42 See for example, Hardy, 2OI,2T3: In relating instances of disregard for local law and custom by
nervly arrived Canadians, Hardy includes references to earlier examples such as the G.D. Corbett jailbreak of
1863, and the 1868 formation of the "Republic of Manitoba." Even in such instarces as the 30 November
1869 report that "Scottish and English half-breeds" were armed and practising drill downstream from Fort
Garry, he clearly implicates Canadians as instigators and perp€trators. More commonly, writers adhering to
historiographical orthodoxy invoke such breaches as evidence of the original community's fractured nature --

a purportedly terminal internal flaw.
43

A.S. Morron. 879-80. 885.
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party identified

as "Representatives

of the French-speaking population," an enormous

amount of discussion and consideration of voiced concerns had already taken place.++The
tenor of community consensus had been evaluated.

The notice was produced with the help of erstwhile challengerfrom an Englishspeaking faction, James Ross. He,like Riel, was familiar with other political forms and
more than capable of appropriating terminology in order to make the desired impression.as
Thus, for example, spokespersons such as Bruce were presented as 'presidents' and

'leaders.' Key to instances where cooperative cohesion was achieved despite difference *-

for example that attained by parties styled as 'French' and 'English' on this occasion -- was
a desire to

protect the community that had been built over the course of in excess of a half-

century of settlement. Red River settlers were united in their determination to resist the
unsanctioned actions of a foreign state, such as Canada, in their country as well as
summary proclamations of foreign governance, unless negotiations over terms of selfgovernment and expected benefits were satisfactorily undertaken and concluded.¿e They
therefore took advantage of events that presented a means of securing this end. In adapting
cross-cultural brokering techniques to play one potential political suitor off against another,
the worth of their territory had been established.

If Britain was determined to remain aloof,

the Métis decision to turn to resistance ensured that negotiations with Canada on the terms

of the transfer, and on the securing of benefìts commensurate with their country's value,
would be initiated.+z
The approach adopted to retaining control of the course of their community's
development was consistent with the traditional Métis group management process.

Individuals were chosen in twelve independently held councils as spokespersons to attend
the Convention slated

for

16 November. The existence

of kinship networks ensured that

M lbid.,884; see also, Bruce Peel, Early Printíng in the Red River Settlement 1859-1870 qnd its
effecr on ilte Riel Rebellion (Winnipeg: Peguis Publishers), 1974.
45

Van Kirk, "What if Mama is an Indian?" 2

46

W.L. Morton, Birth of a Province, xi; see also, Sprague, Canadaandttte Métß, 35.

13

; Bumst ed, Thomas Scotl's

Body, I8O.

Stanley, Louis Riel,65-6; W.L. Morton, Birthof a province, xi-xii; Hardy,2l7;
Mailhot and Sprague, 2,27 n. 9; Flanagan, RÌel arud the Rebelliott, 3.
47 See,
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quite literally "all the families of the Red River and the Assiniboine" were represented.4s
Delegates to the convention met concerted interference from some of the newerresidents in
the Settlement. In particular, members of the Canadian party under John Christian Schultz - characterized as "violent" in some accounts, as highly unpopular in others -- and the

rejected Governor McDougall, acting through the medium of his "lieutenant," John
Stoughton Dennis who was aided by Canadian militia major, Charles Arkoll Boulton -were openly defìan¡.+s Despite their efforts, the institutions of the Settlement continued to

function, including the Quarterly Court.so The Red River representatives were not
prevented from producing, in concert, the first written

Explicit in this first draft,

as

well

as

'Bill of Rights' for the Settlement.

in successive versions -- for the Métis, codification of

community aspiration did not preclude modificationsl -- is the consensus that Red River
people had an implicit right, as a distinct community of persistent settlers and developers of
an aÍea described in Canada as a "foreign country," to be taken seriously as the
representative nation of that country.s2In accepting direct political association with another
sovereign political entity, they wanted status commensurate with being a nation with a

48

W.L. Morton, Birth of a Provirrce, xüi.

49 Hardy, 2O1,214: see also, Mailhot and Sprague, 2; also, Bumsted, 164-77, for a
characrenzation of Schultz as 'ordinary' -- in a contemporary 'entrepreneurial man' sense. W.L. Morton,
Birthof aProvínce, xiii. See also, Hardy, 223,232: and Jackson,84; Stanley, Birthof WesternCqnada,
50, and Louis Riel,160; Howard,&3-U,89-90. Donald J.C. Phillipson, "Dennis, John Stoughton,"
CanadianÐrcyclopedia,650; and Hardy, 178-79,205, note that there q,ere serious questions regarding
Dennis' performance as a lieutenant-colonel of a Toronto militia banling Fenians in 1866 -- he fled
"apparently at the first sight of the Fenians" and faced a court martial. Also, Henry James Morgan, Zlze
Canodian Men and Women of tlrcir Time: A Hand-book of Canadian Biograpåy (Toronto: William Briggs,
1898), 102: Retired from sen ice in the British army's Royal Canadian Regiment, Boulton received an
appointment as major in the new Dominion militia in 1868. Desmond Morton, A Mtlitary History of
Cenada: From Charnplain to Kosovo 4Ih ed. (Toronto: McClelland and Stervart, 1999), 90: observes that
"Political patronage helped fill out a militia søff of half-pay British officers and impecunious military
veterans."
so

A.S. Morton, 885.

51 See,

as

Samuel Johnson, cited in Boswell, 442, discussing a contrasting conception of codification

it pertains to British laq,: "it is necessary that it be permanent and stable ... To permit a law to

modified ... is to leave the communify without law."
52 John

A. Macdonald, quoted in Sprague, Canadaandtlrc M¿ris, 42;4.S. Morton, 877.

be
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history of self-government and capable of maintaining and expanding the same.s3 In return

for entering into such an association, they were concerned with: securing recognition of
private and community land ownership, including tenantfeu et lieu;:t improved
communication with other centres; protection of rights to self-determine language and
religious affiliation; and the right to exercise self-government.s5
Contrary to historiographic assertions that, having produced the list, the conference

subsequently'failed'due to an inability of community 'leaders'to effectively proceed to
other issues, delegates merely recessed for one week in order to seek approval of the list
and to present arguments in need of consideration -- in particular those regarding the

wisdom of instituting

a

formal provisional government -- to their constituents for

evaluation.s6 Aside from condensing approximately L2 000 opinions into one list of rights

only

15 items long, before the recess the delegates had

affirmed that, "McDougall was not

to be allowed to enter the country."57 Community consensus supported those who had
determined to take effective action after all. This is understandable, given that McDougall,
as

a

journalist lauded for his "trenchant" style, had been reported in the OttawaTimes and

theToronto Globe and MaíI as having observed on 4 December 1867 that he wanted to see
the West "peopled with a race the same as ourselves."ss According to a later statement made
53 See,

W.L. Morton , Birth of a Province , xi; also, Captain William Kennedy, quoted in A.S.

Morton, 878.
s4 N.-J. Richot, "The Journal of Rev. N.-J. Richot March 24 to lr/ray 2a, 1570," in Birth of a
Province,l49, records Sir George Cartier's definition of Ienant feu et lieu as including: "all the métis who
rvere rvinterers or tripmen who had not left the country to establish themselves in another: but who passing
a great part of their lives on trips or in wintering, regarded the Red River Settlement as their home. The
[Canadian] government knerv that part of the métis are nomads, and it considers them to be settlers of the
Province of Manitoba," [italics in the Morton translation]. See also, Mailhot and Sprague, 2-3.
55 See, Alexander Begg,TIrc Creatio¡t of Manitoba; or, A History of the Red River Troubles
(Toronto: A.H. Hove¡r, 1871), i10-11;W.L. Morton, Birthof a Provittce, ix. Hardy, 205-06 Flanagan,
Riel and tlæ Rebellion, 3; and, J.Y. Brown to John A. Macdonald, cited in A.S. Morton, 877,who provide
an alternate version of the terms of the first list which includes "4. That 300 acres shall be granted to each
of their children" and "8. That Dr. Schultz and others shall be sent out of the Territory at once": see also878-79; also, A.G.B. Bannatyne, quoted 885.

56 See,

Stanley, BirthofWesternCanada,8O-81, Louis

Riel,Tl;also, Hasdy,ZIZ.
s7 A.S. Morton, 886. W.L. Morton, Birth of a Province, gI n.75, states that the 1871 census
reported 5'/20French and 4 080 English "half-breeds" and
58 Rose,

1

60O

"white"

sertlers.

557.W. McDougall quoted in Sprague, CansdaandtheMétis,26.
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by Rev. N.-J. Richot, the people of Red River had in fact reached conclusions about

McDougall's acceptability expressly through such "reports in the paper."se
The Red River settlers spent the week of 23 Novemberto the 30th, meeting and
discussing issues, formally and informally, in private and public forums.60 Once general
satisfaction on the course to take had been arrived at within the twelve council groups, the
delegates reconvened on

1

December at Fort Garry to continue the Conference.6t The

Canadian party and their "hapless" representative McDougall had not been pleased with the

turn events had taken.6z The local system of community government, not at all familiar,
along with settler solidarity despite difference was no doubt unexpected and probably
appeared threatening. To outsiders such as Dennis -- whose experience as a lieutenant-

colonel of a Toronto-based militia suggests that he would view 'uprisings'

as

prone to

become personally distasteful affairs -- the Red River settlers'behaviourreeked of an

"insurrection" to be quashed before it progressed any further.63 A 'counter-plot' was
formulated. Apparently operating under the belief that power in Red River was invested in
a single leader and that ordered

authority devolved from above, Riel, as "prime

conspirator" was targeted.6+ Dennis was charged with raising a force, seizing the 'rebel' by
"stealth" and by a"coLtpe de grâce," [sic] installing Canadians

as the

Settlement's

"masters. "6s McDougall was informed.

In a tight knit community where orality ruled, it was inevitable that along with
James Ross and A.G.B. Bannatyne -- both of whom were personally

familiar with Dennis

Rlchot,145, describing a conversation with the Governor General who apparently conceded the
point. See also, Cap[ain Kennedy, quoted in A.S. Morton, 878;Hañy,203.
59

60

A.S. Morton. 886.

61

lbid.

62 Flnlay and Sprague, 208. See also, Pierre Falcon, "Les tribulations d'un Roi Malheureux," in
Macleod, Songs of Manitoba,36-38.

McDougall quoted in A.S. Morton, 89O. See, also Hardy, 209; also, 172-179, for a description
of the Fenian threat, Dennis' involvement, and, 178, for a reference to John A. Macdonald as Minister of
Militia evincing a preference for promoting the development of "counterespionage" tactics over building
efficienc¡, into the miiitary chain of command.
63

64

John S. Dennis, quoted in A.S. Morton, 891.

65

McDougall, quoted in A.S. Morton, 890. A.S. Morton, 889; see also, Hardy, 210.
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and so furnished a means of having Canadian views presented at the Conference -- Riel had

divined the plot as well.66 It would have been hard not to. Significant networking was in
place. William Mactavish, the Governor installed by the HBC, was married to Mary Sally

'Sara' McDermot, "a strong Roman Catholic" and daughter of Andrew McDermot -another confidante of the Canadian Pany.et Of Sara's brothers, Henry was married to
Sarah Logan, the daughter of Robert Logan, while Miles was married to Guillemine

Goulet. Both wives belonged to families with extensive networks.ee Guillemine was sister
to the wife of Riel's cousin Elzéar Lagimonière.6e Prior to her marriage to A.G.B.
Bannatyne, Sara McDermot-Mactavish's sister, Annie, had been educated in the Catholic

faith at the Grey Sister's School as well. Despite his afhliation with the Canadian party,
Bannatyne was later described as "the Post master, who took Riel's part in the early days

of the troubles."7O Regardless of her husband's reasons for association, Annie -- in
company with two other Red River women -- had previously publicly demonstrated a

disinclination to quietly countenance the obnoxious -- racist-- sentiments of Canadians
such as Charles Mair.Ti

'Whether

or not she was instrumental on this occasion.

it is Annie's

husband who is credited with alerting Riel to the dangerJ2

When the Conference delegates met lst December, a formal copy of the initial List

of Rights was approved as drafted -- as was the case with subsequent versions.T3 That it
reiterated the first version underscores the degree of commitment attached to those basic
terms. The outsiders' "hair-brained" plot faded a few days later, apparently due to a lack

of

settler support unforeseen by Canadians who, unlike Red River people, were used to
66 See, A.S. Morton, 891.
67

Northcote, 107; Sprague and Frye, Genealogy,ID. 3568; Sylvia Van Kirk, Many Tender Ties,

232.
68 See, Sprague and
69 Sprague

Frye, Genealogy,ID. 3303, ID. 2988; and Ens, HomelandtoHintertand, 133.

and Frye, Genealogy,33 n. 87.

70

Northcote, 107.

7i

See, Hardy, 203; Van

Ilrk,

Many Tender Ties, 238-39; Sprague, Canada and the Méîis, 35-36;

Bumsted, Thomas Scotî's Body, 183.
72

A.S. Morton, 891; see also, Mailhot and Sprague, 13-17.

73 See,

Hardy,215,2I7.

Begg, Creatiort of Maninba, 706, 109; A.S. Morton, 887; Stanley, Louis Riet,74;
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thinking of different religious and linguistic leanings

as necessarily oppositional.Ta

Other attempts at Canadian "appeals to force" proved no more successful.7s On
every occasion throughout 1869-70,for all the apparent turmoil that the historiography
reports, Métis delegates and settlers ultimately responded to outsider disturbances with an

impressive show of unanimity and restraint.z6 Even the "unhappy" deaths in mid February
of two Settlement sons, Hugh Sutherland and Norbert Parisien, did not divide the
community.TT Although accorded scant attention in the historiography, this event matrix,

imbued with a violence exceeding the Settlement norm, was not without moment.78
Parisien, presumably a Roman Catholic, was the agent of Protestant Sutherland's demise.

However, the community regarded the actions of a Canadian contingent of thugs -- "loyal"
Orange Association brethren such as Thomas Scott among them -- as the precipitate

74 Robert Tait, and James McKay, letter, quoted in Begg, Creation of Manitoba; 141. See also,
Stanley, BirthofWestentCanadn,32,Loais Riel,75. SpragueandFrye, Genealogy, [D4576, RobertTait
and rvife Ja¡e Inkster were Métis, as were their neighbours, lD33n, James McKay and rvife Margaret

Rowand.
75 See,

Stanley, Louis Riel,76-77.

76

A.S. Morton, 908.

'77

W-L. Morton, Manitoba, i36. See also, Hardy, ?33 Healy,230. See, Healy, 22|-22:Horvard,

159; Sprague and Frye, Geneølogy: and Thomas Flanagan and the Gardner Indexing Service, "Biographical
Index," Collected Wrilings of Louis Riel, vol. 5,321,346: Hugh Sutherland, ID4515: the son of Selkirk
Settlers, resided in St. John's pansh with his wife Barbara Fraser, whose parents were likely also Selkirk
Settlers. Christie, two years old in 1871, is listed as their child. Sources are vague and contradictory about
Norbert's age and identity: he is presented as no older than 15, as well as no younger than 52; he appears to
have died once in the latter half of February, and then a second time in April; reputedly he was suspected
throughout the Settlement of espionage activity in the capacity of a double agent, while yet he was
recognized as, and extended sympathy for being, a mentally challenged member of the community. He
apparently was related to ID 3826, Narcisse Parisien, and wife Marguerite Sabiston, who lived at or between
lot77, St. Andrew's Parish. One source implies they were his parents, but none of the sources consulted
establish linkages adequate to overcome the problem of Norbert having nominal duplicates.
78 See, Sprague and Frye, "Manitoba's Red River Settlement," 185: violent death at times befell
community members but usually a[ a remove from the Settlement and as a result of territonal disputes
involving resource access -- primarily with the Oceti Sakowin. See, Marshall Sahlins, quoted in Peter
Burke, "History of Events and the revival of Narrative," New Perspectives on Hisîorical Writing, 244-45,
who argues that the perception and interpretation of events are culfurally ordered and that therefore the study
of an event can reveal "the structures of the culture" under consideration. As well he contends that "there is a
dialectical relationship between events and structures." As events have a "place in the process of
'structuration"' that lakes place ìn a communit¡r, the consequences of occurrences can have profound

repercussions.

r57
cause.Te

ln the course of a terror fuelled bid to escape a night-long abduction, Parisien

Sutherland, mistaking him for a member of the party actively attempting to effect the

shot

,

escapee's recapture. The group, successful in recovering their pnze, subjected Parisien to a
hatchet attack and battering that resulted in his death "not very long after."8o Scott managed

to distinguish himself as the man "alleged to have been personally responsible."sl

According to accounts, despite the dying Sutherland's pleas on Parisien's behalf, Scott, in
lieu of a hanging, looped a belt around the neck ofthe "unfortunate" captive, then dragged
him "behind

a horse

for

a quarter mile."82

When informed of the incident, Sir John A.

Macdonald charactenzed the entire escapade

as

"foolish," the outcome as "criminal."83 The

leading agitators of the Canadian party disassociated themselves from the event Schulz and

Mair by leaving the Settlement with little delay; Boulton, by shifting the onus onto Scott.s+
Historiographically, the subsequent death of Scott -- traditionally accorded a
79 Thomas Scott, as quoted by Riel, in J.M. Bumsted, Tltomas Scotl's Body,20O', see also, 20102;and Healy, 22I-?3: As in Healy, Bumsted places Scott among the group "searching for Riel" in
Kildonan who abducted and imprisoned Parisien in the schoolhouse. See, Sprague and Frye, Genealogy,
W.E. Ingersoll, "Yams of early Winnipeg: The Sheriff was an Encyclopedia," ne\ryspaper clipping,
Winnipeg, c. 1934, collection Norma Hall; and Harry Shave, "The 'Sheriff' was Great Sportsman and
Athlete," newspaper clipping, Winnipeg, date unknowq collection Norma Hall: It is worth noting that
aside from his intervierv rvith Catherine Black [see, n. 80 below], Healy's account was likely informed by
his close association rvith 'sheriff' Colin Inkster -- avowedly no fan of Riel's -- whose take on Red River
history owed much to oral traditions. In addition, although one Parisien family lived in St. Andrew's, there
were additional families located in St. Norbert, Poplar Point, St. Peter and St. Clement, with over 35 direct
kinship ties to other families -- Protestant as well as Catholic -- in the Red River Settlement.
80 Catherine

Black, quoted in Healy, 22I-23. See also, Major A.C. Boulton, cited in Stanley,
Louis Riel, 387 n. 30' Sprague and Frye, Genealogy', Van Kirk, Many Tender Ties, 35, 234: Cathenne,
daughterof AlexanderSutherland, D 4494, and Christiana McBeath, was Hugh Sutherland's sister. She
married William Ross Black, the eldest son of Rev. John Black, D 345 and Henrietta Ross, who was a
sister to James Ross. Both Rev. Black and Henrietta rvere rvitness to the event's immediate trauma. Kinship
connections provided ample means to disseminate detailed descriptions of the occurrence to Riel. Given its
sensational nafure, they were probably relayed rapidly.
81

Bumsted, Tlnmas Sco\t's Body,202.

Hardy, Z23:Howard, 158-59; and Riel, as quoted in, "42-@1. Intervierv with a
Correspondent of the Winnipeg Daily Surt. (St. Vital). 831061(28),"Collected Writings of Inuis Riel, vol.
82

lbid.

83

John A, Macdonald, quoted in Stanley,

See also,

2,416.

Inuis Riel, lLZ.

8'14.S. Morton,905; Bumsted,Thomas Scou's Body, 183; Lot¿is Riel, 107-08, see also,
Boulton, as cited 106 n.30,3æ7. Also, Stanley, BirthofWesîentCanadø,a2-A3, Sprague, Canadaand
lhe MéÍis,46: Dennis had left the Settlement tu,o months earlier after the failure of his "illeeal and unwise"
attemDt on behalf of McDousall.
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"pivotal" significance -- has also

been disassociated from the earlier killings. References to

the death of Parisien are particularly obscure. Arguably, the act of isolation may account for
the "enigma" that the later incident and its associated nexus present.ss The disjunction may
have been inadvertent. The source of the unaccountability

- the lack of records that supply

clear explanation for questions such as those raised by J.M. Bumsted in two essays: "Why
Shoot Thomas Scott? A Study in Historical Evidence," and, "Thomas Scott's Body" --

may lie in the dynamic of the Settlement itself.so According to Bishop Taché, writing in

July of I87O, the people of Red River regarded the three deaths as inextricably linked.rz He
found the Métis extremely reluctant -- in his opinion, out of fear -- to refer to Parisien or
Sutherland at all.ss It is possible that participant observers such as Taché -- neither Métis
nor thoroughly acculturated to Aboriginal lifeways -- though aware of a silence, mistook
both its basis and meaning.sr
The nature of the traditions surrounding Scott -- from Aboriginal and non-

Aboriginal sources -- suggests that some, if not most, of the inhabitants of Red River
considered him to be a form of "wíhktígoo"; a murderous, infectious force which, once
loosed within a community, was dedicated to its physical extermination.eo Cree and

Anishinaabe accounts provide insight into contemporary Aboriginal law and the practices

85

A.S. Morton, 908. Bumsted, Thotnas Scott's Bod1,, 163,

86 Bumsted, Thomss Sco fi 's Body,

l-l},

IW -209, ZI

191

l-I3, Z*

.

SB.

87 See, Catherine Black, as quoted in Healy, 227, the description
is consistent rvith confirming that
the connection was considered important within the community.

Alexandre Antonin Taché, letter, "A Son Excellence Sir John Young, Governeur général du
des Trot¿bles dt¿ N.-Ouest: racountées sous sennent par sa
M gr l' ar chev è qtte d e S t -B o nifa c e (187 4? ), 3 6.

88 See,

Canada, 23
Gr a.nrl.eur

juillet 1870," in Histoire et Origine

89 See, l.ouisa Passerini, quoted in Marlene Epp, Women without
Men: Mennonite Refitgees of
the SecondWorld.War (Toronto: Universitl, of Toronto Press, 2O00), 13, regarding the importance of being
alert to silences.

quoted in David T. Williamson, "Killing of a Wetigo," Alberta History (spring
1979):2. Bumsted, 3: observes, "Even before his execution, Scott's fate had begun to be shrouded in
mystery and mythology."
90 Napaysoosee,
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that had been devised to deal with such an occurrence.el There was a specific set of
procedures that had to be followed if the cycle of malevolence begun by the force

--

,

charactenzed as the "ultimate threat" to society -- was to end.e2 The transgressing party had
to be isolated and restrained from inflicting additional harm on community members.

Interviews were required to determine the extent and source of the hostility. Spiritual
counselling was given in an attempt to heal what was regarded

as a

horribly aberrant,

extremely serious but possibly surmountable affliction. If the perpetrator showed a capacity

for remorse,

a susceptibility to

moral suasion, and an ability to behave reasonably, the

penalty assigned was forcible, perrnanent eviction from the community.e3 In extreme cases,
recourse to spiritual council did not effect a transformation that indicated the offender yet

retained a modicum of humane feeling. For uncurable individuals, those believed wholly
unable to refrain from violent behaviour, execution was regarded as "the only solution."sa
The decision was not one that could be lightly made. Action was not taken in a easy
spirit.ss Communities typically had a mandatory method, different from ordinary funeral
practices, for disposing of the remains in a case where capital punishment had been
enforced. Once resolved. communitv silence on matters connected to the incident was not

Williamson; and, Thomas Fiddler and James R. Stevens, Killittg tlrc Shamen (Moonbeam
O.N.: Penumbra Press, 1985): whose accounts deal with occurrences that took place from approximately
91 See,

1891-1906, and 1899 respectively. Fiddler and Stevens, 32-35,1 I I, I 13, establish awareness on the part of
Métis and non-Métis individuals, some of whom had family connections to the Red River community, of
both the larv and procedure [see n. 95, below].
92

Fiddler and Stevens, 2I3 :

see

also, 100.

Sprague, Canadaand Íhe Métis,8; Hardy, 235: lhe method of realizing the expulsion of
from
Red River accords with adopting this course.
William Gaddy
93 See,

e4 See, Williamson, 1-5. See also, Fiddler and Stevens, 88-89, 93,95,97. Also, John Burrorvs,
Recovering Canada: Thz Resurgence of Aboriginal l-aw (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 20O2), xii,
4. Also, Raymond Huel, ed., "Mémoire ayant trait aux difficultees de la Rivière-Rouge,"Collected lVritings

of Louis Riel,vol. 1,199, for a description of Scott's intransigent, unrepentant súance.
95 See, Fiddler and Stevens, 111, 1 13 and n. 33: rvho quote a petition c. i906, signed by, among
William
Campbell, James Begg, Edwa¡d Paupanakiss, Donald A. Mclvor, Donald C. McTavish,
others:
J.K.
MacDonald, Donald Flett, and John Taylor, in which they assert that in cases where
A.A. Sinclair,
required,
an "entire" communiry harbours "perfect sympathy rvitå those, who because of
execution is
possessing a little more nerve than the rest, are detailed to do the gruesome task. Their actions in this
resp€ct is [sic] the very opposite of what we call murder."
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unusual.e6 The various versions of Scott's story all include indicators that in his case, the

foregoing steps were believed either to be warranted or to have been followed.eT Alternative
histories have differed as to whether he was to be banished or executed. In Red River it is

entirely possible that both intentions were held simultaneously by members of different
factions.e8 The wonder is not that he met his end when and as he did but that, from the time

of the attack on Parisien to descriptions of Scott's volatility and inability to expire, he
apparently persisted in presenting as the most abhorred manifestation of human degradation
conceivable to the people among whom he had chosen to situate himself.se There is no

incongruity in finding that in his role

as leader

responsibility for what was ultimately
o'because

a

of the Provisional Government, by accepting

community determined conclusion -- one pursued

necessary for the country's good" and one that he "could not interfere

e6See,

with" --

Ibid.,12-13,50,75,97,Ð;101;alsoRiel,asquotedinBumsted, 10;and,Riel,

"lnterview,"Co llected Writittgs of I-ouis Ri.eI, vol. 2, 415-16. See also, Taché, Histoire et Origine des
Troubles du N.-Ouest,36: It is unlikely that anyone in the community felt that it was safe to openly
discuss these matters. The response in Ontario to Scott's death indicated that all families in Red River -whether participants in a decision making council or not -- were at risk of retaliation. See, Stanley, Loøls
Riel, 160-61; Hardy, 242; Sprague, Canadctandtlrc Métis,8-9; Coutts 216 n. 73, who indicate that the
fears were rvell grounded. Ontarian "reprisals" began with the 13 September 1870 stoning death of Elzéar
Goulet. There followed the killing of François Guilmette, and the deaths of Bob O'Lone, and James Tanner.
André Nault was "bayonetted and left for dead." Catholic clergyman, Father Kavanaugh, and Thomas Spence
were also attacked. Women vr/ere not immune from the "frightful spirit of bigotry." The wife of Captain
Kennedy was distressed at being targeted in an editorial printed in an "Eastern newspaper" which identifìed
her as having "counselled and insisted on the murder of poor young Scott."
97

For example see, Donald A. Smith, quoted in A.S. Morton, 907-08, who provides a description
as quoted by Smith, in Birth of a Provhtce. 41; Stanley, Louis

which includes the requisite steps. Riel,

RieI,IO6,108-09, 1i3;Healy,226-27;andBumsted,9-lO,2O3-M.provideevidenceofcommuniry
participation in decision making on life and death issues, obvious distress at having to impose a death
sentence, and the extraordinary measures adopted toward disposition of the body. The suggestion is that
formalization of the steps for dealing with wihtiko had developed over time to enable individuals of a
communiry -- originally First Nations -- to maintain a deep personal aversion to mandating death yet accede
to its imposition in instances u,here r,iolent community division akin to 'Civil War' rvould otherwise seem
unavoidable.
98 See,
99

50-51.

Sprague, Canada and

qhz

Métis , 50-51.

See, Spry, "'Memories of George

William Sanderson," 129-3I; Sprague, Canadaandtlæ Métis,
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Riel won esteem
On

19

as an honourable and heroic ¡¡¿¡.100

January 1870, prior to undergoing the communal trauma Scott?s presence

occasioned, a crowd of settlers comprised of "more than a thousand buffalo-coated or
capote-clad men and scores of women," had gathered at Fort Garry to spend five hours
standing outdoors listening to a presentation by "ambassador" Donald Alexander Smith -connected to the community through kinship ties *- that outlined his understanding of the
Canadian government's intent.iOl An even larger number, present the following day,
cheered assuftmces that the rights they were "entitled to" would be accommod¿tsd.t02

Jþs

assembled settlers carried a motion, put forward by Riel and seconded by Bannatyne, to
again hold a convention of community representatives, their numbers increased to 4O, on

the25th. Enough time was allotted for smaller councils to take place throughout the
Settlement before the elected delegates met "to decide what would be bestfor the welfare of
the country."to:
The convention, begun on26 January, produced the Settlement's 'second List of

Rights' by the 29th.Itclarified the extent of public land to be considered exclusively under

tenitorial jurisdiction. A circular area that fell "inside

a

circumference, having Upper Fort

Gurry as the centre," was to be recognized.loa The radius of this was to "be the number of

i00 Riel, as quoted by Father André, in Tlnnas Scotl's Body, LO see also, 214. Riel, as quoted by
Reverend Young, in Thomas Scott's Body, 4; see also, 203. Also, Riel, as cited in Hardy, 227, reiterating
the position that the Provisional government could proceed on any given course "only if the people wished
it." See also, Stanley, "Foreword," Collected Writings of Louis Riel, vol. 1, xxxii; Riel, "Interview,"

Collected Writirtgs of l-ottis Riel, vol. 2,4I5-L6.
Hardy, 228. See also, Sprague, Canadaandttrc Métis,47. Also, Stanley, Louis Riet.,89',
Hardy, 219-21 and "Smith, Sir Donald Alexander, lst Baron Strathcona and Mount Royal," Encyclopedia
Canatliana,33T-38: Smith rvas a nephew of HBC Chief Factor John Stuart -- some of whose descendants
lived in Red River -- and married to Isabella Sophia Hardisfy, one of the daughters of HBC officer Richard
Hardistl,and his Métis wife, Margaret Sutherland.
101

102 Louis Riel, quoted in Stanley, Louis Riel,91."We claim no half-rights, mind you,
but all the
rights we are entitled to. Those rights will be set forth by our representatives, and what is more ... rve will

get them floud cheers]"; see also, 90.
103

lbíd. See also, Hardy,229.

1o4

W.L. Morton, Birth of a Province, 243.
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miles that the American line is distant from Fort Ç¿¡¡y."t05 Because no economic progress
could be expected without establishing adequate commercial communication,

a

five year

time limit was set for Canada to meet upgrading needs. A previously expressed wish to
avoid the possibility of militaristic confrontation -- appearance of invasion and occupation
by a foreign force had been forestalled by a stipulation that "The military is to be composed

of the people now in the Territory" -- was dropped. toe Even if

a

fear of Canadian military

action still existed, for the time being the community was quite safe. Moving an army into
the territory during winter "was physically impos5iþ1s."

107

fo protection

from extra-local

taxation, protection from all liability for the f300 000 owed to the HBC was added. As in
subsequent lists, the terms are cautiously reasonable in that they are framed to accord with
Canadian conventions.l0s p¡s¡sþ and English are the only languages specifically
safeguarded. No requirement that women and children be accorded equal consideration

with men appears. There is no request that they be extended the franchise. Nor are First
Nations peoples singled out to obtain the same. However, the call to respect "all properties,
rights and privileges, as hitherto enjoyed" in the region, and the further statement that "the

recognition and arrangement of local customs, usages and privileges" were to remain under
locally determined control, might have been interpreted by some as safeguarding Aboriginal
lifeways and languages as readily

as

land.tæ No distinction is made among Red River

settlers regarding rights and claims along language, religious, or 'racial' lines. Primary

political allegiance, however, appears to have distinguished some settlers from others. A
distinction is made between those considered settlers of Assiniboia, including First Nations

r05 lbid. Sprague, "Métis t and Claims," puts the radius at 120 kllometres. See also, John
Vy'arkentin and Richard I. Ruggles, eds., "A Section from 'J.C. Hamilton's' Map of Part of Western
Canada. lï76," in Manitobø Historical Atlas: A selection of facsirnile Maps, Pløns, ønd Sketches fiom
1612 to 1969 (Winnipeg: Historical and Scientific Sociery of Manitoba, 1970),776-77: Hardy, 239: The
area asked for rvas roughly equivalent to the 'postage siamp' area evenfually alloned -- about 1 I 00O square
miles. Flanagan, RieI qnd the Rebellion, 33: calculates this to be approximately 9 500 000 acres.

1ffi See, Begg, Crealionof Maniloba,
107 P1n1ut

lffi

See,

109 See,

2ß.

III.

and Sprague, 208.

W.L. Morton, "Appendix 1," Birth of a Province, 242-50.
Begg, Creation oJManitoba,lI7,158; W.L. MoÉon, Birlhof aProvince,243,245,

T63

people, and those who were regarded as "uncivilized and unsettled Indi¿¡s."110 The terms
deserve to be interpreted with caution -- a study of the "meanings, contexts, and messages"

of the word "civilized" along the lines of Black-Rogers' sociolinguistic analysis of usage is
needsd.l11 Certainly, in the Rights document, those groups maintaining distinctly First

Nations approaches to self-sovereignty are represented as not to be considered under the

jurisdiction of any l-egislature or Dominion Parliament without

f,rrst having negotiated

treaties of their own, on their own þsþ¿lf.tiz
The Third and a frnal Fourth List of Rights were drawn up on the22 March, after a
convention, held from 7 Febraary to the 10th, had seen the Provisional Government
accepted by the population.i13 Jl¡s Rights were to be taken by a deputation to Ottawa and

laid before the Dominion Govemment

will

as

"the terms upon which the people of Assiniboia

consent to enter into confederation with the other Provinces of the Dominion."l14

Jþs

Third list is the first to request provincial rather than territorial status. Reasons for
approving that modification had been supplied by Riel at the previous convenll6¡1.rls ltg

inclusion had waited upon the larger community finally deciding in its favour. The
rightness of provincial status had been argued by settlers such as Captain Kennedy and
Donald Gunn as early as 22 October 1869 at a council held in St. Andrew's. Widespread
acceptance of the view had been delayed in order that those "hopeful" that the Canadian

govemment would eventually deign to "unfold its policy" on the matter were given time to
determine if that anticipated event was likely to ever sçç¿¡.116 The settlers' preference for

provincial status suggests that some at any rate were aware that Section lÆ of the British
W.L. Morton , Birth of a Province, 244, 246, 249', also Stanley, I-ouis Riet,63, for
comments attributed to Riel rvhereby some Red River Métis are described as "uneducated and only half110 See,

cwllizrÅ."

it1 Black_Rogers,353.
112 See,

Begg, Creation of Manitoba,

lll,

158.

li3 Hardy, 231,233, indicates local HBC representative Governor Mactavish expressed his support
-- of rvhich Riel was awate -- exhorting hesitant settlers to "Form a government for God's sake, and restore
peace to the settlement."
114

Thomas Bunn, "Commission," quoted in Stanley, Louis Riet, 1?3.

1i5 Stanley, Louis
116

RieI,93.

Hardy, 213. Donald Gunn, quoted in A.S. Morton, 878.

T&
North America Act implied that "additions to Confederation were to enter

as

provinces." t tz

The Fourth list is notable for its explicit request for a separate school system, indicating that
no one in Red River desired to see the future life choices of children li¡ni¡sfl.tts The Fourth
also differs from the Third in that a significant portion of the seventeenth item of the latter

document is excised. The extra wording, perhaps considered an unnecessary or

undiplomatic rhetorical flourish, contains

a

firm declaration of settler solidarity:

the French and English-speaking people of Assiniboia are so equally divided in
numbers, yet so united in their interests, and so connected by commerce, family
connections, and other political and social relations, that it has happily been foúnd
impossible to bring them into hostile collision, although repeated ãttempts have
been made by designing strangers, for reasons known to themselves, tõ bring about
so ruinous and disastrou5 ¿n gysnf.1le

Under the Métis system of self-govemance, bolstered by the creation of the

Provisional Government, the disaster of community disintegration had not taken place. As
the people of Red River understood events, they had entered confederation on their own
fsrms.120

A bill to accept their province

as they had envisioned

it was put before the

Canadian Parliament in April. The community had formulated and secured

a

possible future

through a consensual acceptance of change.In embracing the possibility of transformation - rather than seeking to retreat

from it -- they had actively worked to affect the the nature

and pace of transition. The structural means to ensure continued settler success in their

region was created in common, all in the space of a few months, in spite of troubling
interference and "confusisl."l2t The ManitobaAct was enacted in May. Although it

differed in some respects from the Settlements' Bill of Rights, it was ratified by a 'Jubilant"

117

Sprague, Canada and the Métis, 28: Raymond Huel, "Introduction," Collected Writings of
see also, Finlay and Sprague, "Appendix II, Part A: The British North America

Louis Riel., vol. 1, xiii;
Act," ffi.
118

Stflrley, Louis Riel,125-26.

i19See,W.L.Morton,"AppendixI(2)TheThird'Listof

Rights'," BirthofaProvitrce,24T.See

also, John Tait, quoted in Coutts, 109.

120lf¿¡fly,239; Mailhot and Sprague, 1; Finlay and Sprague
,2O9
Rebellion,82.
12i Hardv.210.

see

also, Flanagan , RieI qnd tlrc
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sl

ative A ssembly of the Provi sional Governme nt on 24 J¿¡s.

i22

The wording of the 31st clause of the Manitoba Act introduced a distinction that had
not been present in the Lists of Rights formulated by the Métis community and presented to
Canadian govemment representatives. In framing a 'promise' to appropriate

l.

million

acres to be distributed among the dependent children of Red River settler families

in

recognition of Aboriginal title, the non-Aboriginal composers of the document, including
Sir John A. Macdonald, Sir George Cartier, and the delegates from Red River, Abbé

Richot, Alfred H. Scott and Judge John Black, racialized the Métis. The settlers of Red
River were separated into distinct categories, determined on a 'biological' basis, rather than
on a history of settlement that confirmed rights of prior occupation

- rights that originally

had commonly been extended through a matrilineally conferred estate inheritance.tz¡

Although Richot insisted that he had worked on the Bill "for the people of the country, as a
whole, without distinction," and although section 30 appeared to concede ownership of
occupied territory, the signal of Canada's intent to consider different settlers in the Northwest, differently -- meaning unequally -- was offîcially recorded.12+ It is significant that, in
a state document, the Métis were able to secure

for children

as a discrete

population accord

as a propertied legal entity and therefore possessed of the most basic requirement

for

consideration as full citizens. However, from the vantage of historical hindsight, the
allowance or acceptance of the inclusion of 'race' as an identity marker appears to have
122 SPrague,

CanadaandtheMétis,9O. See also, Richot, quoted in Begg, Creationof Mønitoba,

379.
i23 See, Hardy, 20o; John

A. Macdonald, quoted in Riet and the Rebellion,62, argued in the
House of Commons in 1870 that "Those half-breeds had a strong claim to the lands, in consequence of their
extraction, as well as from being settlers." See also, Bosrvell, 593 n.2, for a discussion of the British
estimation of arguments attesting to the logical error inherent in according women an ability to confer
properry rights -- expert opinion and biblical testament agreed that women have "no connecúon rvhatever"
rvith their children through "blood"; also "Chapter 2", 16 n. 44, this thesis. Note that Johnson refutes the
argument.
124 Richot, quoted in Begg, CreaÍion of Manitoba,380.
See, Sprague, Canadaandthe Métis,89;
also Macklem, 4-5, rvhose tvork points out a core concepiual stumbling block for those accustomed to
thinking along Western European lines when confronted with Aboriginal thought that of the relation of
difference to equality. He argues that "Aboriginal people face unequal challenges in their ability to reproduce
their cultures over time. Aboriginal territorial interests rvarrant constitutional protection because Aboriginal
people are entitled to at least the same level of protection that Canadian law provides to non-aboriginal
proprietary entitlements and because they lived on and occupied their territories before the establishment of
the Canadian state."

t6
proved an extremely vulnerable 'Achilles' heel' for the Métis community.l2s Çl¿¡sg J I
became central to the undoing of their vision of a progressive community, peopled by
successive generations of their ever expanding families, and

political economic system of a wider

fully integrated into the

q,'e¡1d.126

Section 32, a corollary to section 31, and framed in keeping with the Métis lists of

rights, does not exhibit the same desire to differentiate on the basis of biology -- including
on such factors as gender or age.

All

settlers are covered equally by protective measures

designed to facilitate the recognition of their entitlement to occupied Red River lands as

distinct from those that could be considered the "ungranted or waste lands" that were to
come under Dominion administration according to section 30. tn The Métis perception

of

the Manitoba Act -- shared by non-Aboriginal residents, including the delegates to Ottawa,

irate critics of the Bill in Ottawa, and imported individuals involved in administering the

transition in Manitoba -- was that

as a

community they had not only a recognized right to

control disposition of their Settlement's land base but were positioned to maintain that
control.l28 What they could not know was that the elected leaders of the Canadian

population considered "local control of land" to be an "inadmissible" proposition -- whether
legally ruled into

a supposed

"permanent and stable" written record to confirm a negotiated

"solemn treaty" condition 6¡ a6[.129

A second signal of Canadian intent is visible in the styling of the 1870 Archibald
125

See, Curtis, Z6-Zj.

126 See, Thomas R. Berger, "Forward," in Canadaarulthe
Métis, vii; Douglas N. Sprague, "The
Manitoba Land Question," ín Louis RieI: Selected Readings,ed. Hartwell Bowsfield (Toronto: Copp Clark
Pitman, 1988), 62-68, fìrst printed in The Jourtnl of Canadian Studies, 15 ( i98O): 7+U, see also, "Métis
l-and Claims," l97.
727 See, W.L. Morton, "Appendix II: The Manitoba Act,"
Birthof a Province, 258; Sprague,
"Manitoba Land Question," 65, Canads and.the Métis, 89. See also, Richot, as quoted in n. 54 above; and
Mailhot and Sprague, 28 n. 14,29 n.3I, who observe that "section 30 is usually inrerpreted as a
prescription for Dominion control of all land in Manitoba, but the significant exception of land that rvas
graated prior to the transfer meant provincial control of the old settlement belt in the opinion of the

delegates rvho negotiated the act, and Govemor Archibald concurred."
128 see, Mailhot and Sprague,3, sprague, "Manitoba
Land euestion," &, and, catndautdthe
Métis,78, and 89; those designated "Ontario expansionists," Taché, Archibald and Cartier are presented as

of the

same opinion.
129

Sprague, Canadøand the Métis,89. Samuel Johnson, as cited in n.

Riel and the Rebelliott. 83. See also Marlhot and Sprague,3,ZBn. 13.

5l

above. Riel, quoted in

167

census. Named lieutenant-governor of Manitoba and the North-west Territories, Adams G.

Archibald personally oversaw the compilation of "a list of the names of all persons who, on
the 16th July 1870, were resident within this Provinçg."

130

The primary object of the

census was set out as:

to enable the lieutenant-Governor to ascertain the number of persons who come
within the designation of 'Families of half-breeds,' mentioned in the 3 I st clause of
the Manitoba Act, with a view to the division among those who come under that
designation, of certain un-granted lands of fþs p¡eyi-nss.r3r

Its "secondary object" was "to ascertain the actual number of inhabitants of the Province, at
the date of the transfer to Canada."

i32

Jþs manner in which people were counted fixed the

Red Riverpopulation by itemizing them according to racialized criteria. Separate columns

were provided for those deemed "White," "Halfbreed" -- or "Métis" on census forms fìlled
out in French -- and "Indian."13r Biology, specifically "White and Indian blood" which was
assumed to course independently while

it yet co-mingled in the "veins," was surmised

determinate of Métis identity -- regardless of cultural or social preferences.l34 Q¡¡g \4/¿g
designated a "half-breed"

if

one was "descended however remotely, either by father or

mother, from any ancestor belonging to any one of the native tribes of Indians, and also
descended, however remotely, from an ancestor among the V/hites."135

[¡l

indication of

who was a "British Subject" and who was a "Citizen of U.S.A." was given.r36
Determination of the proportions of those who could be classed as "English Halfbreeds" to
those considered to be "French Halfbreeds" was ¡n¿ds.i37 As well. an indication of how
i30 PAM MG 2 83, Document 3, "Instructions To be observed by the enumerators appointed
by
the Lieutenant-Governor, to take the Enumeration of the Province of Manitoba/lnstructions que devront
observer les Enumerators appointes par Ie lieutenant-Governor de manitoba," 1870; also "Fort Garrv.

October 13th, 1870," Canadq Gazeûe, Sessi.onal Papers, no. 2O (I87
131

Ibid.

r32lbid.
133

lbid.

r34lbid.
13s

lbid.

136lbid.
137

lbid.

l),

7 4.
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many could be classed as either "Catholic" or "Protestant" was sought.r:s Subsequently,
on the basis of the census, the community was sorted into "Insurgents" and "Loyalisfs." t:s
Those in the latter category were awarded "cash indemnities and patronage."140 Those in
the former were not.14i Effectively, the census design attenuated, then measured and

codified, presumed Métis difference.lq2The valuation imposed normative standards that
allowed ready transference of religiolinguistic antagonisms, that had marked political
formation in the Canadas, into the Settlement. It did nothing to provide information about
the values of Red River people. An opportunity to assess differences in group values -- a

"first

step in avoiding the onset of intergroup stereotyping" that once taken and given time

can lead to "the resolution of value differences" -- was ¡¡isssd.ra3 The reduction of the

diversity and pluralism evinced by the Red River population into binary descriptions was
amenable to being interpreted as proof of oppositional difference. To those who agreed

with the pronouncements of renowned British political theorist John Stewart Mill
published in 1861, the existence of such difference was believed antipathetic to the
realization of practical nationhood.MaThe viability of a polity was assumed to rest on its
absolute unity -- paradoxically, a unity sought through the imposition of terms of equally

138

lbid.

139

Sprague, "Manitoba I-and Question,"

140

lbid.

&.

See, Van Kirk, "What if Mama is an Indi¿n?" 214; Coutts, 99: James Ross was among those
subjected to "the ignobility" of being denied a position in the "new Anglo-Protestant order" in favour of
"newly arriving Canadians." He died, apparently disillusioned, in 1871.
141

142 See,
143

Curtis,

3-Il,

24-27, 306-31 L

T.O. McQuire, cited in Wa-lley, "Model for the Illumination of Participant Values," 9.

144 See, Özkirimli, 2425, also, 38, 40, rvho states, "for him
[Mill], free institutions were nexr ro
impossible in a country made up of different nationalities." See, J.S. Mill, quoted in Milt on Liberty, by
Chin Liew Ten, 1980, cached at Victorian Web, National University of Singapore, <http://www.scholars.
nus.edu.sg/victonar/philosophy/mill/ten/ch6c.html> 20 Jun 2003. To Mill, nationalities had "a feeling of
nationality" by which he meant "the effect of identitv of race and descent. Community of language, ...
religion, of political antecedents, ... [and] national history." In his view, "Among a people without fellowfeeling, especially if they read and speak different languages, the united public opinion, necessary to the
working of representative government, cannot exist." There rvere critics of this stance. Lord Acton countered
that "those states are substantially the most perfect which ... include various nationalities without
oppressing them." To his mind, s[ates in which "no mixture of races has occurred are imperfect," and
enforced cultural homogenization of acirizenry left sfates "decrepit."
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absolute dlvisisn.las

The Métis were acculturated to regard diversity

as

workable. Likely, the majority

had no intimation of what harbouring a deep aversion to difference or belonging to a

society bent on the fervent pursuit of homogeneity was like, let alone that such tempers

might be directed against their community by reasonable people. It may have seemed
incredible to many, that the "obtuseness" attributed to Canadians alleged to view land
acquisition as paramount and to regard "half-castes" as inconsequential, meant that the Red

RiverMétis in factfit into the category of disdained "wild people."t<e Within the Métis
community, individuals with more outside experience, especially younger men like Riel
and Ross who had made recent forays abroad, appear to have been less sanguine and less
generous in their evaluation of foreign habits and attitudes. On the issue of outsider non-

accommodation of cultural difference, the distrust of Canadians was strongest among
Roman Catholic Métis.t+z They were aware that the politics of the day were not separate

from religion, that Red River was not separate from contemporary issues, and that
Canadian people took their religion seriously. English Canadian Protestant 'loyalism' had a

distinctly onerous cast for Catholics in Red River that was not felt as directly by
Protestants.i48 Still, the Roman Catholic parishioners were integral to Protestant kinship

145 See,

Arlene W. Saxonhouse, Fear of Diversily: The Birth of Political Science in Ancient
Greek Thougftr (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, i992), x-xi, 233. C. Kluckhohn, cired in Walley,
"Model for the Illumination of Participant Values," 4, observes that "it is recognized that values are
intimately related to goals."
146

A.S. Morton, &7i, and Macdonald quoted, C7l,g7Z.

147 See,

A.A. Taché, quoted in Hardy, 202;see also, W.L. Morton, Birthof a Province, x, and as
cited in Sprague, Canqdaandthe Métis,8, offering the opinion that, "Canadian expansion wesfward seemed
to be only for the benefit of English Canada." 'English Canada' rvas predominantly Protestant Canada. Even
the Colonial Office felt it necessary to be "'emphatic' that the Canadians first had to negotiate a settlement
acceptable to the 'Roman Catholic seftlers. "'
i48

Hall, "Rrtual, myth and identity"': this is not a reference to United Empire Loyalists, but to the
Orange Association u,here loyalism was synonymous with a hatred of Roman Catholicism. See also, Louis
Riel, "1-132. Lenre à Marie Riel. St. Paul. 72lMl2-1," Collected Writings of Inuis RieI, vol. l, ZM.
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networks and esteemed community members.lae Jþgi¡ concerns were therefore familial and

community concerns.150 As members of a quasi-stateless society, the Métis settlers'

'

combined experience as a polity differed from that of Canadians. In Red River, resolution

of all issues, through democratic participation was not only assumed eminently possible,
but as a rule, was the only acceptable outcome. In such groups, politics is conceived as a:

lively, democratic process of decision making. Participation of the greatest number
exercising the highest responsibilities is not merely a guarantee of collective
efficiency, it.is also a precondition for individual ha-ppiness, a daily assumption of
power in society and over things, a way of freely influencing fate. The citizen's job
is no_longer to delegate his power but to wield it, at all levels of society and stagês
6f lifs.tst

If they were aware

that Macdonald, on 6 Dec. 186"7,had assured Parliament, without

compunction, that the settlers of Red River were "incapable of the management of their
own affairs" and not worth consulting on issues concerning their futures, most settlers

probably believed that, over time, a closer association would alert him to his srre¡.152
As prescience is not generally counted among usual human talents, possible

implications of the wording of clause 31 in the Manitoba Act, and the shape of the census
design, very probably went unnoted by the average Red River settler. l-anguage may well
have contributed to complaisance. The nuances of meaning attached to the French and

English terms applied to identify their cultural group differed from each other and from

Aboriginal terminology. There is no reason to assume that when discussing community
issues among themselves, the Métis commonly made recourse to European

linguistic

forms. They may well have substituted terms of kinship, such as nichisan, or the Cree
designation Otípaymsoowuk. It is also possible that the meanings inherent in those terms 149 See, Cecil J. Houston, and William J. Smyth. The SashCstndaWore: AHìstoricql
Geography of the Orange Order in Canada (Toronto: Universiry of Toronto Press, 1980), 120; also Hall,
"Ritual, myth, and identity," 22: As of 1869, Orange Association ordinances forbade members to marry
Catholic women; allorv their children to be "educated in the Roma¡ Catholic faith"; or fratemize with men
who objected to or contravened these strictures. The established admonition was: "He who is not with us is
against us."
150

See, Couns, 89, 109; Healy,225.

i51 p¿u¡s quoted in Walley, "Model for Illuminating participant Values," 2.

i52 SpËgue, Canadaandthe Métis, 26.

L7t
- their culturally determined social intent -- figured in conceptions of what constraints the

Métis as signified placed upon English and French words used as signifiers. This is
especially to be expected of persons whose first languages were Aboriginal.ts:
Given the widely held perception that negotiations with Canada had reached a
successful conclusion, the Red River Métis had ample reason to believe that they faced a

promising future. They had evidence that theirs was a cohesive society capable of dealing

with diffìcult situations well. They had demonstrated

a

collective ability to set goals and to

meet them. The community, structured to allow an "open stance towa¡d decision making"
on political issues, had secured provisions for responsible government that appeared

compatible with their tradition of a dispersed distribution of decision making powers.t54
Experience had not given the settlers reason to assume that the new system would be any
less effective at taking "public debate beyond the confines of confrontation and acrimony"

that people of other polities might be more likely to regard as "typical of political

activity."tss Given their 60 year history of successful regulation of an ever expanding and
always vibrant community, the Métis had no reason to expect that acute and problematic

divisions external to the Settlement would prove unmanageable. They had every reason to
expect that they would henceforth be accorded consideration and protection commensurate

with being recognized

as

worthy co-citizens of a largerpolitical entity.is6 Racialization,

applied through the instrumentality of the state, prevented a timely attainment of that
possible qstssrns.157

See, Fdmund S. Glenn, "semantic Difficulúes in International Communication," in The Use
and Misuse of Language, ed. S.l. Hayakawa (Greenrvich: Fawcett Publications, 1962),48-49. 68-69; and
Kuhn, 4, on the incommensurability of language.
1s3

154

S.M. McMumn, cited in Walley, "Model for the Illuminarion of Participant Values." 10.

Iss lbid.
156

See, Coutts, 109, 111.

l57 See, Sprague, Canada andthe Métis;"Mamtoba t-and
Question"; "Métis t-and Claims"; and
"Government l.awlessness in the Administration of Manitoba Land Claims. 1870-1887." Manitoba Law
Jotmtal 10 ( 1980): 415441.

Conclusion

The Red River story did not end in 1870. It remains ongoing. Obtaining the
Manitoba Act did not mark the termination of community intent. Nor was the dissolution of
the Red River Métis community a resolution. Just as the date selected to define the

culmination of the foregoing study is not meant to signal the completion of an event, the
finished thesis is not intended to suggest the termination of historical interrogation. What is
furnished is

a

preliminary framework, suggestive of contours and of the directions more

extensive inquiry might take.1

A core objective in formulating this project was to demonstrate that a'closed'
historiography can be opened to productive and potentially instructive review.2 A positive
result was achieved by adopting and adapting Sean T. Cadigan's interconnective political
economic approach to historic regional analysis, an interpretive approach devised in the
context of Canadian scholarship yet conscious of the transnational nature of history. There
is affirmation that, where debate is desirable, static conceptions which serve to monopolize
knowledge need not pose barriers to ongoing communication.3 The richness of the North

American, and especially the Canadian, intellectual resource base is confirmed. That
Canadian history can remain a site of continuing relevance promises 'the possibility

of

Canada' to diverse Canadians equally.+
I See, Peter Burke, "History of Events," 24O.
2 See, Robinson, Gallagher, and Denny,

xi;Jenkins, 67-68.

3 See, Robert A. Williams, "l-aws of Indian Communities," Encyclopedia of North
Atnerican
Indians,335; Dickason, Myth of the Savage,125-28, regarding cultural arrogance and the "Doctrine of
Discovery"; Herbert Spencer, "First Principles of a Neu, System of Philosophy," in Moclern Classical
Pltilosophers: Selections llhtslrøTirtg Modern Philosopþ from Bnun to Bergson 2ded.,ed. Benjamin Rand
(Cambridge: Riverside Press, 1908; reprint 1952),71+17,72+25,727,73|-3z,rationalizing outsider
naming in support of 'raciologl,', Innis, Bias of Conu'¡t.u.nicati.on, 133, asserting "the rvork of Spencer on
progress rvas the basis for the claim to supremacy of Anglo-Saxons"; Sprague, "Cultural Bias of Métis
Studies," 67, identifying Spencerian inspired subdivisions as bnnging the historiography about the Métis
"Willy-nilly ... back to the colonial theme"; and Henry et al., 18,25, on "neu"'and "nationalistic" racism
and associated attitudes torvard cultural difference.
4 See, Grant, 68.
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